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In 1922 an in ter est ing exchange took place in 
Moscow’s Botkin hospital concerning a “delicate and even shy” patient who 
had just had a bullet extracted from his neck and was recovering in ward no. 44.1 
The patient wanted to know all about his nurse, the other patients, and the 
medical personnel. He even asked the nurse why she looked so “bad” and ques-
tioned the professor tending to him about why this nurse was “working day 
and night, without rest.” He noticed the physical toll nursing work took on 
 people. Fi nally, he wanted to know how he could thank this nurse who had 
been taking care of  him. The inquisitive patient was none other than the leader 
of  the world communist revolution, Vladimir I. Lenin. Within a few days the 
nurse who had tirelessly taken care of  Lenin received a resort pass to the 
Crimea, issued by Commissar of  Health Nikolai Semashko on the direct in-
struction of  her thoughtful patient.2 The busy leader, it seemed, cared about 
nurses. The account was in a 1980 book on Lenin and Soviet public health, 
and the moral of  the story was that the Soviet state cared about its nurses.

Lenin’s nurse— Ekaterina Alekseevna Nechkina— was  later featured in the 
journal Nurse. By the time her story appeared in a 1948 issue of  the publica-
tion, Nechkina had already accumulated some thirty- seven years’ work expe-
rience. Born into a working- class  family, she had the right class credentials, but 
life was far from easy. Orphaned at just fifteen years old, Nechkina moved from 
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the provinces to Moscow to be  under the guardianship of  her  uncle, a doctor 
in the Staro- Ekaterinskaia (Old Catherine) hospital. She joined the  Sisters of  
Mercy school attached to the Aleksandrovskaia nursing community and grad-
uated in 1911.3  After that she entered the Soldatenkovskaia hospital’s surgical 
department ( later the Botkin hospital), where she remained for fifteen years. 
A “thoughtful, dedicated” worker, she was promoted from ward nurse to se-
nior nurse in 1916. As testament to her high standing, she had the “ great honor” 
of  caring for Vladimir Ilyich Lenin in April 1922. In the mid-1920s the hospi-
tal appointed her head nurse of  its new surgical building.4

Nechkina was valued as a “highly cultured” worker who had good relations 
with her patients. She possessed the typical attributes of  other Soviet workers— 
she constantly “worked on herself ” to improve her education and was an ex-
ample to  others.5 We do not know what exactly happened to Nechkina during 
the revolution, but like so many other nurses who had trained prior to the revo-
lution she continued her hospital work. Her sound working- class background 
no doubt helped in shielding her from dismissal or arrest. The fact that she 
had trained in a tsarist nursing community did not negatively affect her  career; 
if  anything, she was valued more  because of  the training and discipline she 
acquired before the revolution.

Cold War histories tell us that a totalitarian system cowed and repressed So-
viet citizens. And while that is true to an extent— the Soviet Union was an il-
liberal society,  after all— people, nurses included, found ways of  existing and 
sometimes thriving in this world. When the Bolsheviks initially set about con-
structing a socialist society and a New Soviet Person, they  were venturing 
forth into the unknown. They  were torn between the old and the new: How 
would vast numbers of   people, predominantly peasants, accustomed to the 
“old” tsarist ways, help the Bolsheviks build a shiny new world based on 
Marxist- Leninist princi ples? They desperately needed healthcare workers to 
address the public health crisis, but oftentimes  these nurses  were from the “old” 
imperial world. If   there  were nurses and other medical workers who disagreed 
with the Bolshevik system, they nonetheless continued to work within that 
system.

Although we might associate the Stalinist years with terror, vio lence, and 
repression, and assume that  people tolerated  these conditions out of  fear, we 
overlook the fact that alternative narratives ran alongside the hunt for enemies. 
The historian Karl Schlögel’s tome on the year 1937 shows us that Soviet citi-
zens continued to go to work, parks, theaters, and concerts and basically got 
on with their lives as the terror unfolded.6 The state, while unleashing mech-
anisms of  terror, reminded Soviet citizens that the authorities  were construct-
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ing metro stations and stadiums and creating a cultured way of  life for them. 
 People  were told that Stalin and the Soviet government cared about them and 
that nurses and other medical workers would provide them with the best pos-
si ble care. But state promises to the  people depended on caregivers meeting 
 these expectations. As I show in Soviet Nightingales, that was not always the 
case. The Bolsheviks  were too slow to convey sufficient prestige and re spect 
on nursing, and it suffered as a result. Lack of  funding and organ ization un-
dermined standards of  nursing care and left medical workers in the hopeless 
position of  working for low salaries in terrible conditions. This situation wors-
ened  after the war and only began to improve in the 1950s and 1960s.

For Soviet citizens, good care was, forgive the pun, a game of  Rus sian rou-
lette. The ideological nature of  the Soviet system placed nurses in an unusual 
position. As representatives of  the new, socialist order, nurses in the Soviet 
Union had the vitally impor tant task of  caring for  future communists. They 
had to be more than competent: they had to be po liti cally loyal, ideologically 
literate, and, at varying times, maternal. Yet, nurses inhabited a unique place 
in Soviet society: as part of  a caring profession with roots in charity and the 
aristocracy, they sat somewhat uncomfortably in the revolutionary world of  
the Bolsheviks. This book addresses that discomfort by exploring the habitat 
of  Soviet nurses and their colleagues. How did nurses regard the new socialist 
society? Was it every thing they feared or hoped?

At the heart of  this book, I show that nurses  were crucial symbols of  the 
new Soviet state. The  whole ethos and nature of  nursing, as the socialist state 
eventually came to realize, was paramount to the socialist ideological mission. 
Soviet Nightingales analyzes the Bolshevik effort to define the “Soviet” nurse 
and or ga nize a new system of  socialist care for the masses. The pro cess of  
molding the Soviet nurse was challenging, and I examine the im mense edu-
cational and orga nizational tasks that confronted the state as it attempted to 
identify the kind of  nurse that most suited the country’s medical, material, 
and moral needs. Telling the story of  nursing necessarily engages with Soviet 
politics, culture, and society, as well as nursing lit er a ture. Nursing ebbed and 
flowed with the social and po liti cal currents, the daily lives of  medical profes-
sionals and patients  shaped by the revolution, the  Great Terror, war, “thaw,” 
and glasnost (openness). I analyze living and working conditions, nurse- patient 
relations, international contact, and education to piece together a holistic pic-
ture of  the Soviet nurse. Nurses in the Soviet Union have hitherto received 
insufficient scholarly attention: their history is  little known, yet it tells us much 
about Soviet society.7
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defining soviet medical workers
This book deals with a broad typology of  medical personnel. Physicians, sur-
geons, and other medical specialists sat atop the Rus sian and Soviet healthcare 
pyramid. The next tier comprised “ middle” (srednyi) medical workers, a long 
list of  personnel that included, among  others, nurses, midwives, feldshers 
(paramedics), feldsheritsas (female feldshers), dentists, pharmacists, and labo-
ratory workers. Pilloried and praised, the new Bolshevik authorities loathed 
the feldshers for their lack of  scientific background, and they endeavored to 
completely eliminate this stratum of  medical worker.8 Fi nally, “ju nior” (mlad-
shii) medical personnel occupied the lowest tier, and included among them 
 were orderlies, sidelki, and nannies. The sidelka— literally, someone who “sits,” 
such as a nursing aide or caregiver— was a curious figure in Rus sian and So-
viet history. But the sidelki often horrified Soviet healthcare authorities, as they 
 were usually uneducated and did not meet the lofty ideals of  the revolution 
and its “New Soviet Person.” Although the nurse is the main protagonist of  
this story, the wider cast of  medical workers play impor tant roles too.

The function of   middle and ju nior medical workers was largely seen as fa-
cilitating the work of  the doctor, and  these  were not considered particularly 
prestigious positions. None of  the medical professions  were especially well re-
munerated. When researching this book, I quickly realized that a history of  
Soviet nursing would also have to be a history of  a broad spectrum of  medi-
cal workers. To tell the story of  Soviet nursing is also to tell the story of   middle 
and ju nior medical workers who often shared the same grievances, hardship, 
suffering, and rewards. And it proved almost impossible to separate them, for 
two reasons: (1) they  were usually lumped together in the source material, and 
(2) they worked together and interacted  every day— care in a socialist soci-
ety was a team effort. Doctors drift in and out of  the book for this same rea-
son: they provided care alongside nurses and orderlies and worked in similar 
conditions.

The Soviet case is set apart from other international histories of  healthcare 
 because the Soviet Union was a worker state: the Bolsheviks quickly set about 
putting in place structures and policies allowing its citizens to access educa-
tion so that they could become impor tant contributors to the new socialist 
society through their  labor. It was not uncommon for doctors and nurses in 
the Soviet Union to have entered the medical profession at the lowest rung as 
orderlies or  middle medical workers and then worked their way up through 
the healthcare hierarchy and Soviet society.9 But their journeys reflected the 
turbulence and uncertainty of  a state in flux or in crisis. In the early revolu-
tionary years the state performed a kind of  juggling act between the “old” and 
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“new” way of  life when it came to establishing a class- based society. Health-
care is a prime example. Nurses, in the form of   Sisters of  Mercy, and espe-
cially feldshers, bore the brunt of  campaigns to rid socialist society of  its 
prerevolutionary past.  These  were not the typical “proletarian” figures deemed 
worthy of  representing the new Soviet state.

Uncertainty about the role and even existence of  certain forms of  medical 
worker led to ambiguities in how  people perceived nurses and even doctors. 
In contrast to other countries with a clearly defined system based on the doc-
tor and nurse, the Rus sian and  later Soviet system strug gled to work out the 
best way of  delivering care through its three- level system, in place for much 
of  the Soviet period. In this system the orderly and ju nior medical workers 
often spent a  great deal of  time with patients. The Soviet state was built on 
Marxist- Leninist ideology that strongly influenced healthcare. A prophylactic 
orientation  shaped medical work in theory and in practice. As Soviet health-
care officials examined public health and current social needs, including look-
ing abroad to see how other healthcare systems fared,  middle and ju nior 
medical workers saw their role and function change over time. Healthcare was 
subject to seemingly constant review and modification as part of  the socialist 
experiment. New types of  nurses in the 1920s tackled  mother and child health, 
military training notched up many hours on nursing curricula in the late 1930s, 
and attestation arrived in the late Soviet period. Consequently, one of  the ba-
sic issues for nurses lay in understanding their professional territory. While 
textbooks outlined their role and function, in practice personnel shortages and 
 labor turnover could result in nurses taking on the work of  orderlies. For this 
reason, issues around workload and salaries receive a good deal of  attention 
in this book.

 There are many parallels between the Soviet and con temporary interna-
tional experience of  nursing, none more so than the nursing crisis we so often 
read about  today. Shortages of  qualified nurses have led to greater demands for 
healthcare assistants. In Soviet parlance,  these would be “ju nior” medical work-
ers. Their role was to relieve nurses of  their  house keeping work so they could 
focus on patient care. Much of  the discussion in the book centers on debates 
about  these kinds of  responsibilities. And such debates continue. In the United 
Kingdom the Royal College of  Nursing (RCN) recommends a skill- mix ratio 
of  65  percent registered nurses to 35  percent healthcare assistants.10 The RCN 
recognizes that healthcare assistants can support registered nurses and assume 
some of  the administrative and  house keeping work to allow nurses to spend 
more time with patients, but it acknowledges that this “has not been widely 
enacted upon.”11 In the Soviet Union a skill- mix ratio was already in place, al-
beit as a necessary consequence of  the absence of  trained nurses.
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The strug gle of  Soviet medical authorities to increase the quantity of  nurses 
is a prob lem now faced in many countries, especially in the United Kingdom, 
where, for the first time in ten years, more nurses left the profession in 2017 
than joined the register.12 Similar conversations about safe staffing levels are 
taking place in the United States. Even though increasing the number of  reg-
istered nurses can yield a cost saving of  about $3 billion, hospitals in the United 
States are “feeling pressure to reduce  labor costs by eliminating or understaff-
ing registered nurse positions.”13  These prob lems characterize nursing in Can-
ada, Australia, France, Germany, and many other countries.14 In the Rus sian 
Federation  there was a shortage of  130,000 nurses in 2019, while that same 
year  there was a shortage of  137,000 ju nior medical workers, compared to 
2018.15 In 2019 Rus sian ju nior medical worker positions  were subject to dras-
tic cuts in hospitals and clinics and their jobs recategorized to “janitors.”16 The 
reduction in the number of  ju nior medical personnel led to increased work-
loads for nurses. International nurse staffing standards and conditions for med-
ical workers are still below optimum levels some eighty to ninety years  after 
debates on the same issue in the Soviet Union.

Professional Autonomy, gender, and medicine
For nurses the lines between “the duty to care for  others and the right to con-
trol their own activities in the name of  caring” are often blurred.17 For Soviet 
nurses the duty to care usually took pre ce dence. Altruism characterized the 
profession, while autonomy took a backseat.18 That said, while Soviet nurses 
may not have had many rights to control their own activities on a macro level, 
in the micro context of  a hospital department they might have had more op-
portunities for professional autonomy.19 Soviet Nightingales shows that nurses 
working in a range of  healthcare institutions had quite diff er ent experiences 
depending on relationships with head doctors and colleagues and on local pol-
itics. And although Soviet nurses did not have a specific nursing  union or as-
sociation with easily identifiable nursing leaders to advance their cause, they 
nonetheless spoke out when they felt that their rights  were infringed on.

As Soviet nurses navigated their professional course, they did so within a 
healthcare system that suffered from lack of  funding, the strug gle to modern-
ize, an informal economy, and other shortcomings. Toiling in a vastly bureau-
cratic system, and often having to do physically and emotionally exhausting 
work, nurses and  middle medical workers  were frequently let down by the So-
viet system. As the “ faces” of  healthcare, they saw their situation sometimes 
worsen  because they acted as a buffer between the system and its patients. In 
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an ideological and po liti cal context where “cadres” de cided every thing, nurses 
and other  middle medical workers  were often at the receiving end of  much 
criticism. Many of  the book’s chapters assess the changing positions and for-
tunes of   these workers.

The Rus sian and Soviet healthcare system overwhelmingly consisted of  
 women workers. Unlike in Western countries, this feminization did not apply 
just to nursing and auxiliary support: in the Soviet Union large numbers of  
doctors  were  women. For that reason, the Soviet case is in ter est ing  because 
many of  the developments around gender dynamics arising from increasing 
numbers of   women in medicine  were already pre sent in the Soviet Union.20 
Consequently, workplace relations in Soviet healthcare  were not strictly de-
lineated along traditional male/doctor or female/nurse lines. Still, men often 
held se nior positions within a medical setting.21 Male doctors both supported 
and looked down on nurses, for vari ous reasons explored in Soviet Nightingales. 
In some cases strained professional relationships with male doctors eroded 
nurses’ self- esteem.22 The relationship between  women doctors and female 
nurses is less clear, although nurses sometimes characterized relationships with 
se nior nurses or  women doctors as being supportive. The complexities of  the 
Soviet social and po liti cal context, combined with a dearth of  source mate-
rial, make it difficult to draw neat conclusions about complex workplace dy-
namics and gender relations among healthcare professionals.

emotions, identity, and Professionalization
Soviet Nightingales is laden with emotion. This relates to the language of  care 
and the physical act of  caring and how both play out in medical and po liti cal 
contexts. “Care” and “compassion” are terms we frequently encounter in the 
Soviet lit er a ture on nursing. Compassion is a feeling but also an action that 
involves helping  others.23 In the Soviet context mercy and compassion  were 
part of  a nurse’s tool kit:  these  were fundamental to providing a high stan-
dard of  care. In Rus sian  there are two words for care: zabota (care, as in con-
cern) and ukhod (the act of  caring for someone).24 We see both terms in the 
sources. Often zabota refers to the general delivery of  care and can seem more 
abstract than the personal or individual ukhod. Whichever term is used, “care” 
is seen as intrinsic to nursing. But when nursing shifts from caring to admin-
istrative work, we move away from the realm of  emotion and feeling and into 
a world that raises questions about authenticity and “real” nursing work.

In their work on nursing care, nursing scholars Sioban Nelson and Suzanne 
Gordon push back against connotations of  “real nurses” and “emotional work” 
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and the view that  those nurses who work in administrative or highly techni-
cal roles are not considered au then tic.25 In the Soviet case the “au then tic” nurse 
was often involved in  doing emotion work, suggesting that “real” nurses did 
not spend most of  their time  doing administrative or technical work. Emotion- 
based narratives of  care and compassion make it all too easy to overlook a 
nurse’s hard- earned skills and knowledge.26 Such associations belittle the nurse 
in a myriad ways, on both a professional and a personal level. Stereotyping 
nurses as kindly caregivers can marginalize them within the broader health-
care profession, affecting their self- esteem and sense of  identity. The self,  after 
all, does not exist in a vacuum but interacts with other individuals and com-
munities who shape identity.27  These are prob lems that confront nursing, past 
and pre sent, but they often assumed diff er ent levels of  intensity in the Soviet 
Union, usually according to a topical propaganda campaign. Ironically, the al-
truistic and philanthropic roots of  Rus sian and international nursing  were 
anathema to the young Soviet state, and yet it too ended up characterizing 
nurses in a similarly simplistic way.28

I argue that over the course of  the 1930s–1950s nurses in the Soviet Union 
became increasingly professionalized, although  there is a lack of  consensus 
 today about what “professionalization” constitutes. Sociologists and some 
healthcare experts have considered this term problematic and unhelpful.29 Be-
fore the rise of  so cio log i cal definitions of  the professions from the mid-1950s 
to the 1980s, nursing was a legitimate form of  profession or occupation.30 One 
nursing textbook published in 2001 examines the following characteristics of  
the profession: “A body of  Specialized Knowledge,” “Use of  the Scientific 
Method to Enlarge the Body of  Knowledge,” “Education Within institutes of  
Higher Education,” “Control of  Professional Policy and Professional Activity,” 
“A Code of  Ethics, “Nursing as a Lifetime Commitment,” and “Ser vice to the 
Public”.31

The term “professionalism” can connote striving for “excellence in per for-
mance” and a “sense of  ethics and responsibility in relationship to [nurses’] 
 careers.”32 My use of  terms such as “professional” and “professionalization” 
denote recognition and prestige afforded to nurses and nursing. This might 
entail higher levels of  training and education, growing authority within a 
healthcare setting, or access to knowledge through conferences and publica-
tions. Professionalization terminology acts as a foil to simplistic portrayals of  
nurses as kind, caring workers, a reminder that nurses are also skilled work-
ers engaged in complex tasks.33 It helps move us away from the kind of  “sen-
timentalized caring rhe toric” that we see  today and that the Soviet state and 
nurses also deployed.34
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marginalization and morality
In a 2001 US nursing textbook first published in 1980, students learn that their 
work is hard to define, straddling the borders of  art and science, profession 
and occupation.35 Prospective nurses are informed that their work is about car-
ing for a person’s health, whereas medicine is “concerned with the diagnosis 
and treatment (and cure) of  disease.”36 The authors of  a review of  nurse the-
orists provide a “widely accepted definition” of  nursing from  Virginia Hen-
derson for the International Council of  Nurses (ICN) in 1958: “The unique 
function of  the nurse is to assist the individual, sick or well, in the per for mance 
of   those activities contributing to the health or its recovery (or to peaceful 
death) that he would perform unaided if  he had the necessary strength,  will 
or knowledge. And to do this in such a way as to help him gain in de pen dence 
as rapidly as pos si ble.”37

A definition from nurse theorist Martha E. Rogers in 1984 defines nursing 
as “an art and a science that is humanistic and humanitarian directed  toward 
the unitary  human, and concerned with the nature and direction of   human 
development.”38 In addition to the many definitions of  nursing from figures 
such as Florence Nightingale, Hildegard Peplau, and Myra Levine, US- based 
nurses could also look to the American Nurses Association and the National 
Council of  State Boards of  Nursing for further guidance on how to define and 
understand their role.39 The limitless interpretations suggest that nursing es-
capes easy definition. This was similarly the case in the Soviet Union.

A 1979 Soviet textbook for ju nior nurses defined care work as “assisting in 
satisfying basic life functions: ingesting food, bowel and bladder emptying, per-
sonal hygiene, helping the nurse or doctor during manipulations with acute 
patients— vomiting, phlegmatic cough, incontinence [involuntary defecation, 
or neproizvolʹnaia defekatsiia], and also supporting the sanitary- hygiene condi-
tions of  a patient’s bed, wards and departments,  etc.”40 In a section on gen-
eral patient care and the “moral character and norms of  be hav ior for the ju nior 
nurse,” students learn that they are the “first aide to the ward nurse and doc-
tor” and that “in communist society the basic medical morality is humanism.”41 
Although  there was no specific equivalent to the code of  ethics introduced in 
the United States in 1950, the ICN Code of  Ethics of  1953, or even the Flor-
ence Nightingale Pledge of  1893, Soviet discussions about the “moral charac-
ter” of  the nurse infused Soviet nursing in the 1950s and 1960s. By the early 
1980s Leonid Brezhnev had inspired concern about humanity, fueling discus-
sion on deontology and ethics in nursing.42 As the 1979 Soviet textbook indi-
cates, an entanglement between love and duty prevailed. Ju nior nurses “[ were 
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to] have defined medical knowledge and professional skills to help the patient,” 
while “successful treatment” often depended on her “skill, attention and 
love.”43 They  were to be sensitive and disciplined workers who also had prac-
tical personal hygiene rules to follow, such as bathing once a week and show-
ering  after  every shift.44 A sense of  humanity imbued nursing work in the 
Soviet Union, a fact that allowed nurses to be cast as clean heroes and moral 
leaders.

Paradoxically, nurses  were also marginal figures or  people marginalized by 
the Soviet proj ect. To be sure, many engaged with pro cesses of  transforma-
tion and constructed identities that fit into a broader socialist story (Nechkina, 
Lenin’s nurse, perhaps being one such example), but this book is more an ex-
amination of  nursing work, that is to say, the public and professional face of  
Soviet care. How did nurses adapt to Bolshevik ideas about nursing and care? 
What did care mean  under socialism— was it not a time of  incessant repres-
sion and misery? The following case of  a  middle medical worker is illustrative 
of  some of   these issues.

Six years  after the revolution a feldsheritsa wrote to Medical Worker (Medit-
sinskii rabotnik) about the May 1 holiday. Her  family was excited about attend-
ing the festivities, but she was too physically exhausted to take her place 
among them.45 This  woman made known her support for the revolution and 
regime but did not conceal her dissatisfaction with her job. She worked a 
twenty- four- hour shift without a break and returned home at ten in the morn-
ing to find that her  daughter had already left for the holiday cele brations. At 
work she had spent “ every hour,  every minute” caring for patients without 
time to eat or drink. When she fi nally returned home, she could not even sum-
mon the energy to prepare breakfast. Yet this tired feldsheritsa had to “find 
the strength to go back to the hospital the following day.” She wrote about 
how she would meet  people the next day and hear them say that every one par-
ticipated in the May 1 cele brations except “backward” medical workers. “Is 
this fair?” she asked and suggested that  people help medical workers out of  
their awful predicament rather than “judge” them.46 The revolution had done 
nothing for  these workers, and the suspicious, critical attitude of   others only 
made them feel more aggrieved. The lingering dissatisfaction medical work-
ers felt was an ominous sign of   things to come.

The sense of  marginalization manifested in diff er ent forms over the entire 
Soviet period. To be sure, nursing was stripped of  its religious associations, 
but care, ethics, and notions of  the good nurse made their way into socialist 
discourse. We can understand that much of  this had to do with a compulsion 
to “conceptualize nursing as a fundamentally moral act.”47 But morality in the 
Soviet context was not quite the same as the “moral agency” found in more 
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modern conceptions of  nursing— the “agency” part was problematic.48 Soviet 
nurses  were to be doctors’ assistants, and their moral role was often more 
closely connected to being “good” communists.49 In the Soviet Union moral-
ity was frequently politicized and relocated from the private to the public 
sphere: ideology consequently forms the “background picture” for the “moral 
and spiritual intuitions” of  Soviet citizens.50 Nurses and indeed other medical 
workers navigated ideological and professional codes or scripts that charac-
terized their relations to the patient.

As the Bolsheviks attempted to move away from religion, they imparted a 
strict moral and ethical code on the be hav ior of  nurses and other medical 
workers. Comprising a mix of  revolutionary trained  Sisters of  Mercy and 
newly trained Soviet nurses, nursing inhabited a somewhat awkward position 
in the new worker- peasant state. The state elevated science and medicine as 
rational and objective pursuits during the entire Soviet period— they  were ideo-
logically sound fields of  expertise to lead the revolution forward— but nurs-
ing lagged  behind as a shadowy occupation that the new authorities at first 
seemed unable to fathom. The Bolshevik conception of  nursing came to re-
flect ethical and moral ideas around “the good life” and the sense of  “the im-
portance of  the everyday in  human life” and “the importance of  suffering.”51 
While  these ideas might seem to go against the grain of  an authoritarian so-
ciety such as the Soviet Union, nursing and, more broadly, healthcare became 
spheres defined by a dialogue about care of  the person.

While it is clear that  later narratives of  kind and caring nurses produced pre-
dominantly in Soviet nursing lit er a ture reflected official ideological lines, espe-
cially  after the 1961 Moral Code of  the Builder of  Communism, the work of  
con temporary authors on nursing care suggests that nurses can be complicit in 
the construction of  such a narrative.52 Some nurses describe their work as care-
giving and humanistic rather than medical or technical— this is the role and 
function they see themselves inhabiting.53 Soviet nurses saw themselves occupy-
ing a similar kind of  caregiving space and conceived of  their work as a type of  
moral duty to support the emotional and  mental well- being of  the patient. But 
that did not mean that they  were not also hungry for knowledge and profes-
sional recognition. Attendance at advanced training courses required  every three 
years offered them a chance to improve their skills and knowledge. As  others 
working on nursing have argued, nurses themselves often foreground their role 
as caregivers: to use a modern expression, they see this as their “unique selling 
point.”54 The compulsion to constantly redefine their role suggests an ongoing 
sense of  alienation and marginalization born of  a lack of  public and perhaps of-
ficial understanding of  what nursing work means and entails. This is some-
thing that affects nurses past and pre sent, Soviet and non- Soviet.
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chapters
This book’s nine chapters span the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Our 
story starts with the origins of  or ga nized nursing care in Rus sia and goes full 
circle to the end of  the Soviet Union. The Crimean War (1854–1856), perhaps 
best known in medical history for the work of  Florence Nightingale, was also 
fundamental to the establishment of  Rus sian nursing.  After Crimea,  Sisters 
of  Mercy cared for wounded soldiers at times of  war and during epidemics 
and continued their work during peacetime in hospitals and nursing commu-
nities across the empire. In chapter 1, I contend that Rus sian nursing devel-
oped along similar, though not identical, lines to Eu ro pean nursing. I show 
that the experience of  the First World War changed Rus sian nursing when the 
old imperial system began to fragment  under the pressure of  increasing con-
flict and chaos. Nursing organ izations felt this fragmentation. The establish-
ment of  professional nursing  unions, the most prominent being the All- Russian 
Union of  the Society of  the  Sisters of  Mercy, established in August 1917, sig-
nified a drive for greater in de pen dence and professionalization within nurs-
ing. The impetus for change gained pace during the February and October 
Revolutions when Bolsheviks and leading  Sisters of  Mercy worked together 
to shape nursing care through the development of  a new education and train-
ing program.

In chapter 2, I focus on the period of  transition during the civil war years, 
1918–1921, and the effort to establish a Soviet system of  nursing in the early 
1920s. Revolutionary tensions did not dissipate but continued to shape atti-
tudes to nurses and nursing reform well into the 1920s and even the 1930s. 
While the Soviet public health authorities pushed for a new type of  socialist 
nurse, divested of  any former religious associations, many  Sisters of  Mercy 
remained working as before. In fact, despite re sis tance from “new” cadres, pre-
revolutionary nurses formed the backbone of  the nursing ser vice during the 
early Soviet period. The civil war years  were also marked by  battles between 
vari ous Soviet authorities— inter alia, public health, the Red Army, and the 
medical union— all trying to seize and reclaim nursing infrastructure and as-
sets from the Red Cross. The fraught transition pro cess receives attention in 
this chapter, as do the complicated conditions on the ground. Lack of  re-
sources, personnel, medicines, and food affected the treatment and care of  
patients as well as working conditions for medical staff.

In chapter 3, I argue that many of  the issues confronting the Soviet gov-
ernment with regard to nursing care and in par tic u lar nursing education  were 
to an extent universal. I consider how nursing care and education, as envisioned 
by the Commissariat of  Health, connected to broader international trends. 
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During and  after the First World War large- scale medical relief  work was un-
dertaken in Eu rope. This formed part of  the general humanitarian effort con-
ducted by primarily US charitable organ izations and philanthropies. The Soviet 
government, as this chapter shows, was open to negotiation during the course 
of  the 1920s. Conversations and connections with  those involved in foreign 
healthcare also helped shape Soviet ideas about nursing and public healthcare 
that might work in 1920s Soviet Rus sia. The growing attention paid to  mother 
and infant care exemplifies this effort. In this regard, I examine Quaker attempts 
to establish a nurse training school in Rus sia, an effort that reveals much about 
both Western and Rus sian attitudes to public healthcare in the 1920s. The at-
tempt to establish and operate the school illustrates the nature and extent of  
the Western “superiority” complex.

Chapter 4 places nurses in the broader medical worker experience and sit-
uates them within the context of  the New Economic Policy (NEP) and the 
introduction of  the Five- Year Plan. How did  these policies affect public health-
care as well as the real ity of  daily life for  middle medical workers in the Soviet 
Union? One of  the main prob lems during the 1920s was unemployment, and 
I analyze this topic in relation to medical workers.  Here a huge paradox 
existed— despite an urgent need for professionally trained medical workers, 
the unemployment rate for medical personnel was high. One of  the primary 
reasons was their low pay, and the resulting flight from the profession led to 
fears over a loss of  medical specialists. This raises the question: Who, exactly, 
was caring for Soviet citizens? Also assessed in this chapter are the associated 
prob lems of  poor living and working conditions for medical workers, which 
sometimes created tensions in the workplace. Accusations of  unprofessional-
ism and press scandals further served to frustrate and alienate medical work-
ers. One of  the other alarming features during the late 1920s was vio lence 
against medical workers, who often lived in fear of  assaults by patients. Ten-
sions increased between the state and medical workers as a result and contin-
ued to mount during the late 1920s and early 1930s.

Joseph Stalin’s Constitution of  1936 prioritized the well- being of  all citizens, 
but cases of  vio lence and tensions in the workplace threatened to undermine 
this goal for patients and medical personnel. Chapter 5 considers how Soviet 
healthcare met the needs of  patients. While workers called for improvements 
in their salaries and living conditions, major reforms  were  under way in nurs-
ing and medical education. Soviet commissariats underwent restructuring  after 
1936, and  these changes took place in healthcare too. The Commissariat of  
Health set about revising nursing curricula and discussed the role of  nurses 
in hospitals and clinics.  These reforms coincided with a period of  medical 
advancement that raised questions about the level of  nurses’ professional 
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autonomy. Discussion about nurse qualifications, experience, and autonomy 
also connected to the government’s ideological agenda. As state mechanisms 
of  terror moved into action in the second half  of  the 1930s, nursing and health-
care narratives reassured citizens that the party- state cared about them.

Threat of  war, looming large since the end of  the 1920s, led to increased 
militarization of  Soviet nurses by the 1930s. Training nurses to cope with  battle 
wounds, blood transfusions, and chemical weapons attacks became a standard 
component of  nurse training. Propaganda campaigns also attempted to over-
haul the image of  the nurse’s role from passive and caring to active and para-
military. Central to this training and increased militarization was the work of  
the SOKK and KP USSR in the 1930s, examined in chapter 6. Hundreds of  
thousands of  medical workers trained through the Red Cross and Red Cres-
cent in the 1930s and 1940s (and again  after the Second World War). The be-
ginning of  the chapter focuses on the relationship of  the Red Cross and Red 
Crescent with the Communist Youth League and efforts to promote the for-
mer. The initial goal was to shed its prerevolutionary image. Films and the 
press stressed the proletarian nature of  SOKK and KP USSR. Patriotism played 
a significant role in mobilizing first communist youth and  later the general 
public through state initiatives such as the Get Ready for Sanitation Defense 
(GSO) norm, introduced in 1934.

Soviet  women’s contribution to the war as medical workers was no less 
impor tant than their role on the field of   battle or on the home front. Soviet 
 women medical workers suffered trauma, injury, and death when tending to 
wounded soldiers and shared the horrors and disillusionment of  soldiers hos-
pitalized  behind the front lines. Chapter 7 highlights the impor tant role of  
nurses during and  after the  Great Patriotic War, as the Second World War is 
called in Rus sia, and examines the narrative that developed around Soviet 
nurses. I also analyze the general preparedness of  the Soviet Union’s efforts 
to meet its healthcare needs. With the sheer scale of  the war placing unpre ce-
dented pressure on the medical ser vices, how did nurses and the healthcare 
system respond to the challenge? And what happened  after the war? The war 
saw the loss of  more than twenty- seven million Soviet citizens and widespread 
destruction. Consequently, in this chapter I am as interested in what happened 
in nursing and healthcare  after the war as during it. Was  there a direct continuity 
with prewar policies, or did the war time experience and postwar challenges 
precipitate a change of  direction?

In chapter 8, psychiatric care receives closer examination, and  here I main-
tain a focus on assessing the late Stalinist years. A new emphasis on psychiat-
ric nursing emerged on the eve of  the war and continued and expanded in the 
1940s and 1950s. I pay par tic u lar attention to psychiatric handbooks published 
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for  middle medical personnel and how forms of  therapeutic care in the Soviet 
Union compared to broader international developments in psychiatry. How 
much autonomy did  middle and ju nior medical workers wield in psychiatric 
institutions? What kind of  training did they have? What  were their working 
conditions like? This chapter also takes us through to the end of  the Soviet 
period but with a specific focus on psychiatry and social rehabilitation in par-
tic u lar. In the late Soviet period a po liti cal and ideological turn  toward “being 
 human” was especially evident in nursing care for psychiatric patients (though 
this does not relate to po liti cal psychiatric institutions). Psychiatric nursing also 
affords us the opportunity to explore how changes in Soviet nursing paralleled 
international trends  toward framing nursing as humanistic.

Chapter 9 brings us to the end of  the Soviet period.  Here I concentrate on 
questions of  ethics, activism, and morality. Even though the experience of  war 
elevated Soviet nurses into patriots and helped to raise their prestige in the 
public eye, life remained very difficult for nurses and other medical workers 
in the immediate postwar years. But this was also a period of  increasing pro-
fessionalization, a pro cess hastened  after Nikita Khrushchev’s ascent to power 
in 1956. The ideological tenor of  the 1960s, especially the 1961 Moral Code, 
had a crucial impact on nursing and medical ethics.  Under Khrushchev an em-
phasis on social activism also made itself  felt in nursing, with the SOKK and 
KP USSR once again involved in public campaigns to train nurses, except this 
time the focus was on taking care of  the disabled, infirm, and older  people. But 
how did nurses fare during the Brezhnev years? Brezhnev’s government wanted 
to make communism  human, and nurses  were constantly reminded of  their 
mission in this regard. This chapter assesses official pronouncements on moral-
ity and how  these translated into nursing care in the 1970s and 1980s.

This book is a history of  nursing in the Soviet Union. It principally considers 
urban nursing, and in par tic u lar the hospitals and clinics in Moscow and Len-
ingrad. The focus is also largely on Rus sia, although nursing in other parts of  
the Soviet Union is also featured. While I discuss nurses in factories or in the 
vari ous national republics in places, I devote more time to assessing psychiat-
ric nursing,  mother and child nursing, nursing in sanatoria, and other forms 
of  nursing practice in the Soviet Union. My overall aim is to provide a repre-
sentative picture of  Soviet nursing.

The sources that I draw on are wide and disparate: they include a number 
of  archives in Moscow, St. Petersburg, Sochi, and Tambov as well as sources 
in the United States, the United Kingdom, and Ukraine. I also use online ar-
chival repositories, such as the invaluable, but not unproblematic, Harvard 
Proj ect on the Soviet Social System Online (HPSSS) and I Remember / Ia 
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pomniu.55 The Harvard proj ect consists of  interviews with refugee Soviet 
citizens arriving in the United States in the late 1940s and 1950s, and so the 
broader context of  the interviewee’s experience is impor tant. The I Remem-
ber proj ect deals largely with memories and testimonies gathered long  after 
World War II. As we know with first- person testimony, po liti cal, social, and 
cultural  factors can shape the experiences and understandings of  events, often 
imbuing  these narratives with layered or hidden meanings.56 For  these rea-
sons I tend to combine such sources with a wide range of  other published 
and unpublished material. Likewise, the Soviet press is an indispensable source 
but one that requires critical reading— periodicals and newspapers conveyed 
news and information, but the state organs published  these as part of  a broader 
ideological mission to educate readers.

Fi nally, nurses  were part of  the socialist proj ect, but they also belong to the 
wider international history of  nursing. Most chapters feature comparisons 
with other countries, primarily the United States and the United Kingdom. 
Chapter 3 does this most explic itly. Nursing was and is an international pro-
fession, and I wanted to capture this to showcase commonalities between 
countries as well as to highlight the idiosyncrasies of  socialist nursing. Through 
their everyday work caring for socialist citizens, nurses changed  people’s lives. 
When the socialist state asked nurses to be moral ambassadors for socialism, 
many of  them took on the ideological and professional role with enthusiasm. 
The story of  Soviet nursing is a history of  socialism through humanism.
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War and revolution wreak havoc on society, and 
Rus sia saw its fair share of  both in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. With 
war came vio lence and a desperate need for personnel to care for the wounded. 
The development of  Rus sia’s nursing profession corresponded with the out-
break of  war and calls for medical workers. Aristocratic and religious  women 
became involved in establishing communities of  nurses, or  Sisters of  Mercy, 
in the nineteenth  century, building on a model of  care and charity established 
a hundred years before.1 The rise in radical and revolutionary politics in the 
nineteenth  century together with increased urbanization and industrialization 
led to changes in how imperial Rus sian society viewed  women; it was within 
this context that  Sisters of  Mercy communities expanded and developed.

This chapter introduces Rus sian nursing before the revolution and fore-
grounds the many challenges confronting nurses. During war and revolution 
nurses had to navigate gender bound aries, lack of  professional regulation, and 
a changing society. The key figures responsible for shaping the nursing pro-
fession in Rus sia  were  Grand Duchess Elena Pavlovna (1807–1873), Ekaterina 
Mikhailovna Bakunina (1812–1894), Nikolai Ivanovich Pirogov (1810–1881), 
and, on a more symbolic level, Dasha Sevastopolskaia.2  These protagonists ar-
rived in Rus sian nursing at about the same time as the march of  modernity 
and the demands of  war.

Chapter 1

War and Revolution
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Almost twenty years  after the Crimean War, in 1876, the eminent surgeon 
and pioneer of  Rus sian nursing Nikolai Pirogov wrote that nursing would be 
neither tethered to the conservative Rus sian Orthodox Church nor developed 
along Western lines.3 Rus sian nurses would be  women with a “practical mind,” 
“good technical education,” and a “sympathetic heart.”4 In placing profession-
alism above religion, Pirogov shared the view of  other international pioneers 
of  nursing such as Florence Nightingale.5 But such a pro cess was far from com-
plete by the time the Bolsheviks came to power, and a hard- fought  battle over 
the  future of  nursing took place in 1918 and into the  bitter civil war years. This 
endeavor was long and arduous, highlighting the incredible difficulties that 
nurses faced as both professionals and  women. The early history of  Rus sian 
nursing also shows that war was a crucial  factor in its development, by forc-
ing nursing work to become more or ga nized and vitally molding public and 
state perceptions of  nurses. Above all, we see that  women  were active agents 
who identified prob lems and sought ways to address them, even if  that brought 
them into direct conflict with authority figures.

The Saint Troitsky community (obshchina), established in 1844 by the  Grand 
Duchesses Aleksandra Nikolaevna and Maria Nikolaevna and Princess Teresa 
Oldenburgkaia, was Rus sia’s first  Sisters of  Mercy community. The En glish 
Quaker Sarah Biller (1794–1851) was at its helm, overseeing the community’s 
 Sisters of  Mercy, probationers, a medical and educational department, and a 
 women’s school.6 One historian of  Rus sian nursing notes that it resembled con-
vent life “in form and spirit.”7 The Saint Troitsky community’s first charter in 
1848 stipulated its goal to “care for the poor sick, comfort the grieving, direct 
fallen  people along the right path, raise homeless  children, and correct  children 
with bad habits.”8 Pirogov, N. F. Arendt, E. P. Pavlov, B. E. Ekk, and the first 
female physician in Rus sia, N. P. Suslova,  were some of  the luminaries who 
taught and worked in the community. From its outset, nursing was infused 
with a spirit of  compassion and humanity as a tight- knit group of  devoted 
medical professionals and philanthropists steered its development.

The desire to care flourished in the late nineteenth  century, a time when 
monasteries and the Red Cross established nursing courses and new  Sisters 
of  Mercy communities.9 Two of  the most well- known communities  were 
Duchess Shakovskaia’s Soothe My Sorrows community (Utoli moi pechali ob-
shchina), founded in 1866, and the Order of  the Exaltation of  the Cross com-
munity (Krestovozdvizhenskaia obshchina), founded by the  Grand Duchess 
Elena Pavlovna at the beginning of  the Crimean War in 1854. The former, 
numbering 250  Sisters of  Mercy by 1877, was the largest community.10 Some 
attribute to the latter the first formation of  female medical aid to the wounded 
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during war;  others argue that this accolade belongs to Nightingale.11 Irrespec-
tive of  who got  there first, by the end of  the nineteenth  century, the ground-
work for a philanthropic form of  nursing, pre sent in western Eu rope and the 
United States, was being laid in Rus sia. The work was not yet systematically 
coordinated or centralized but depended on communities and their patrons.

Despite the lack of  centralization at this point, the number of   Sisters of  
Mercy grew as the communities expanded across the Rus sian Empire. The 
 women in the communities often represented a cross- section of  society and 
had some level of  “elementary education.”12 The beginning of  nursing in late 
imperial Rus sia depended on the goodwill of  a host of  individuals:  those who 
established and funded the communities, the physicians who taught  there, and 
the  women who joined them to help take care of   those in need. But when the 
Crimean War broke out, a new context was given to nursing care.

war and Peace
When Elena Pavlovna established the Exaltation of  the Cross community, the 
 Grand Duchess “called on all Rus sian  women to serve for one year as military 
hospital nurses” and to wear a brown habit and serve without pay to identify 
their work with religion.13 Their reward would be the fulfillment of  their pa-
triotic duty through “self- sacrifice and spiritual devotion.”14 The language of  
both patriotism and religion no doubt caught the attention of   those fearing 
the threat of  war.  Mother Superior Ekaterina Bakunina pressed for permanent 
deployment of   Sisters of  Mercy in military hospitals, and the Ministry of  De-
fense passed a decree to this effect in 1863.15 This decree also instituted a pen-
sion for  Sisters of  Mercy, and some scholars of  Rus sian nursing history consider 
it to be “the birth of  the professional nurse in Rus sia.”16 While this claim depends 
on one’s definition of  professionalization, the move contributed to formaliz-
ing nursing.

The success of  the  Sisters of  Mercy in Crimea was central to a growing 
recognition of  nurses’ impor tant role during times of  peace and war.  Sisters 
of  Mercy actions in Crimea brought the nursing communities to the atten-
tion of  soldiers and the wider public. Terrible war time conditions also tested 
the  Sisters of  Mercy. Although the over one hundred  Sisters of  Mercy serving 
in the Crimean War had won soldiers’ re spect, internal squabbling forced Ba-
kunina to stop nurses “spreading rumors and malicious gossip.”17 The chal-
lenging experience of  Crimea proved to be formative for the  Sisters of  Mercy. 
Increased organ ization, recognition, and development helped to professional-
ize Rus sian nursing.18 Indeed, the outstanding work of   Sisters of  Mercy in 
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Crimea served to show that  women could make impor tant contributions to 
Rus sian society—an achievement that led to calls for nurses to have access to 
university education.19 One need only look to Florence Nightingale to ap-
preciate how the Crimean  factor also played a role outside of  the Rus sian 
Empire.

And it was not only the Crimean War that widened the sphere of  Rus sian 
nursing activities. The Russo- Turkish War of  1877–1878 again exposed  Sisters of  
Mercy to military nursing. This time, 1,288  Sisters of  Mercy went to the front to 
nurse the sick and wounded.20 By the outbreak of  the Russo- Japanese War in 
1904 about twenty- four  Sisters of  Mercy communities existed.21 Indeed, as the 
twentieth  century dawned in Rus sia, war became an impor tant influence in 
shaping the  Sisters of  Mercy communities. It functioned as a rallying call, and 
volunteer numbers swelled as female interest in playing an active role in military 
conflict increased.  Women’s growing interest in serving at the front lines during 
war also endowed them with “new professional and social status.”22

As the Rus sian  Sisters of  Mercy presence extended to the war between Ser-
bia and Turkey in 1876, the role of   women became a point of  discussion. The 
Rus sian Society of  the Red Cross (ROKK) forerunner, the Rus sian Society for 
the Care of  Injured and Sick Troops during War, had or ga nized medical help 
to the wounded in Serbia.23 Although the society included a large number 
of   women among its members, its governing synod only agreed to allow 
“ women’s committees” following public pressure. Noblewomen drove  these 
committees that ensured the society’s liquidity, curriculum development, and 
nurse training.24 Their involvement was testament to the intense interest in 
 women’s medical education and wider discussion of   women in Rus sian soci-
ety post- Crimea.25

 Women’s position in Rus sian public healthcare distinguished both Rus sian 
and  later Soviet medicine.26 Rus sian  women entered medical courses in uni-
versities in “unpre ce dented numbers,” demonstrating a thirst for education 
and in de pen dence and a desire to help  people that lasted long into the twen-
tieth  century. Changing po liti cal and social conditions as well as the desper-
ate need for doctors, especially in rural areas, helped to convince  people of  
the need for  women physicians.27  Women’s involvement in Rus sian medicine 
was “unrivaled in any other country.”28

Shortages of  medical workers in general posed a prob lem. Care was fre-
quently left in the hands of  the sidelki and  Sisters of  Mercy  because feldshers 
 were “too preoccupied with statistics, prescriptions and other work not con-
cerned with patient care.”29 This was also a criticism of   women who “ were 
illiterate and from diff er ent professions, temporarily staying in the hospital 
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while searching for better work.” The feldsher- midwife was often fused to-
gether, despite the fact that the “povivalʹnye babki,” or midwives,  were gener-
ally “known to be illiterate and without qualifications, familiar only with a very 
 limited knowledge of  childbirth and care for newborns.”30 Concern about 
medical personnel and qualifications cast a shadow that followed public health 
leaders and educators deep into the twentieth  century. But this was an issue 
already identified in the nineteenth  century as nursing pioneers set their sights 
on improving standards of  care and establishing nursing as a respectable 
profession.31

Just as Florence Nightingale or ga nized a nurse training school at St. Thomas’s 
Hospital on her return to London, Bakunina set about making  Sisters of  Mercy 
a more prevalent feature of  Rus sian society during peacetime.  After the Crimean 
War, Bakunina’s Order of  the Exaltation of  the Cross community expanded its 
activities in healthcare and education, opening a  women’s hospital and a school 
in 1860.32 As the  Sisters of  Mercy communities increased in the second half  of  
the nineteenth  century, so too did medical institutes for feldshers and mid-
wives.33  Those entering a school for  women feldshers  were to have a certificate 
of  middle- level education, and competition for places was so fierce that “medal-
ists often made up a large portion of  the intake.”34 Efforts to develop medical 
education for nurses reflect broader developments in late imperial Rus sia, when 
 women became a real force in Rus sian medicine.

The last de cades of  the nineteenth  century saw a  great deal of  change in 
the structure and organ ization of  the nursing communities. Much of  this was 
owed to Pavlovna, Bakunina, and Pirogov, who made the  Sisters of  Mercy in-
dispensable during times of  war and peace. But with the imperial powers 
showing  little interest or direction, the communities  were not a unified or cen-
tralized force— until the formation of  ROKK in 1867.

A new era
Some historians herald the establishment of  ROKK as “a new era in female 
care for the sick in Rus sia.”35 It oversaw the work of  the communities, but a 
degree of  in de pen dence continued as each community had its own goals and 
study programs.36 Some 232 committees and sixty- two  Sisters of  Mercy com-
munities and their hospitals came  under the remit of  ROKK.37 Not only did 
the ROKK play a greater role in the  Sisters of  Mercy communities, but it was 
also involved in broader social endeavors that included first aid courses for the 
general population.38
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At this point, it is impor tant to note the role of  the  Brothers of  Mercy. Of-
ficially established by ROKK in 1897,  Brothers of  Mercy played their part in 
the Russo- Japanese War in 1904–1905. They had the same two- year program 
of  study as the  Sisters of  Mercy.39  Brothers of  Mercy, and indeed feldshers, did 
not leave a particularly good impression. Some nurses and physicians claimed 
that  Brothers of  Mercy  were drunk much of  the time, had  little medical knowl-
edge, and “discredited their title.”40 Relations between the  Sisters of  Mercy 
and both the  Brothers of  Mercy and feldshers (male and female)  were often 
strained. Feldshers, for example, might respond “with indignation” (negodova-
niia) to ROKK  orders if  nurses  were not in a “subordinate position to 
them.”41 Class, education, and gender already played an impor tant role in the 
medical world. Nurses— the main protagonists of  this story— had to contend 
with colleagues’ superiority complexes from the outset.  There  were occasions 
when men did not seem to take too kindly to  women giving them  orders.

By 1903 ROKK had drawn up a set of  regulations (ustavy). The head doc-
tor, priest,  mother superior, trea surer, and representatives from ROKK formed 
the Council of  Patrons.42 This council and a committee  were at the top of  the 
new structure, ahead of  the  mother superior, se nior nurse, and  Sisters of  
Mercy.  Under ROKK regulations, training and education included theory and 
practice and took place over a one- and- a- half-  to two- year period.43 A doctor 
or  mother superior supervised students as they undertook practical work in a 
medical institution.44 The new regulations imparted a greater structure and 
coherence on the nursing communities— another impor tant move  toward 
some form of  professionalization. The increasing organ ization and the rise in 
demand for nurses and other medical workers  were part of  a more expansive 
shift in late nineteenth-  and early twentieth- century Rus sia that saw the rise 
of  workers and professionals to support the growth in Rus sian industry and 
government ser vices.45

Writing in the American Journal of  Nursing in 1946, US nurse Ellen Albin 
asserted that the ROKK schools “made a  great step forward in developing 
nursing as a profession,”  were completely secular, and had a much more ad-
vanced curriculum that required passing an exam “before the title ‘nurse’ could 
be bestowed.”46 This move  toward greater secularization, Albin claims, allowed 
 women to become nurses rather than nuns.47 While religion and priests  were 
an impor tant part of  community life in the nineteenth  century, the twentieth 
 century saw the ROKK and the physician play more prominent roles.48 The 
increased secularization of  nursing became even more pronounced during the 
First World War. By the time of  the October Revolution in 1917, Rus sian nurs-
ing’s reach had spread beyond its religious influences.
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conditions for change
The move  toward increased secularization might also have resulted from the dif-
ficult life for  women in a  Sisters of  Mercy community.49  Those who entered had 
to conform to strict codes of  be hav ior and assume a life of  subservience.50 Young 
 Sisters of  Mercy strug gled the most with the harsh conditions and feared for 
their  future; some  women “ran from the communities.”51 Growing prob lems in 
the communities and generally awful living conditions meant that the beginning 
of  the twentieth  century was a trying time for Rus sian nursing.  Sisters of  Mercy 
 were often  women with  limited options and  little or no education.52 Only war 
seemed to rejuvenate the profession by drawing  women volunteers.

Although the Russo- Japanese War was another example of  mobilization, 
the  women who served in it endured terrible conditions. As one  Sister of  Mercy 
from the St. George community (Georgievskii obshchina), O. A. Baumgarten, 
wrote in her published diary, In Besieged Port Arthur: “With the help of  God, 
nobody  will ever see or live through what we have seen and lived through. It 
was so awful that at times it seemed the world was coming to an end.”53 Such 
conditions seemed  either distant or unknown to  women interested in train-
ing as  Sisters of  Mercy and joining the war effort. A doctor working in the 
military hospital noted that many of  the  women drawn to nursing in the 
Russo- Japanese War  were “young, educated  women who wanted to experi-
ence the world,  widows who wanted to escape the boredom of  life, married 
 women who  were unhappy, officers’ wives who wanted to be near their spouse, 
and aristocratic ladies who often did not have much interest in nursing work 
per se.”54 And they continued to come from an array of  social and educational 
backgrounds.55 The reputation of  volunteer nurses as “ little  sisters,” wearing 
silk skirts and perfume, and fraternizing with the opposite sex began to emerge 
in 1905 and was not all that dissimilar to the First World War narrative of  Rus-
sian nursing.56 One volunteer nurse recalled her shock at the wedding of  a 
nurse and a military officer in the hospital.57 War reshaped the contours of  
Rus sian nursing in diff er ent ways.

Notwithstanding the increasing diversification of  nursing personnel, the 
 Sisters of  Mercy experience of  war in the nineteenth and early twentieth cen-
turies was traumatic; the exposure to the dangers of  war, disease, and gener-
ally dreadful living, working, and travel conditions not only helped to shape 
 these  women into nurses but also meant that they had a shared experience of  
the horrors of  war, theretofore an exclusively male domain. Given the demands 
and strain of  the Russo- Japanese War,  those involved in the upper echelons 
of  the ROKK and  Sisters of  Mercy communities realized that  Sisters of  Mercy 
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and volunteers needed additional medical training to prepare for what 
awaited them near the front lines.

The Red Cross thus continued to train  limited numbers of  reserve nurses 
between 1905 and 1912.58 Similar peacetime moves for war ser vice  were under-
taken in the United States at around the same time; indeed, a meeting about 
ROKK work discussed this very issue in April 1909.59 Nurses around the world 
mobilized. Delegates at the International Council of  Nurses (ICN) congress 
in France in 1907 and Cologne in 1912 discussed state registration and nurse 
involvement in social work, although only a handful of  Rus sian nurses, from 
Madame Mannerheim’s organ ization in Helsingfors,  were pre sent.60 Still, lack 
of  presence did not signal stagnation.

By 1913 ROKK had an impressive 109 communities with 2,438  Sisters of  
Mercy, 1,004 probationers, and 750 reserve nurses.61 This compared to 27 feld-
sher schools in the Rus sian Empire in 1911, 12 of  which  were for men only, 8 
for  women only, and 7 mixed sex. The figure had risen to 80 feldsher and 
feldsher- midwifery schools in 1915, with some 9,500 students enrolled.62 The 
prospect of  war and ROKK coordination boosted the number of   Sisters of  
Mercy communities to 150 and 10,000 trained nurses in 1914.63 This growth 
in the number of  communities led to increasing demands for organ ization and 
pushed nurses closer to professionalization.

As Rus sia endured rebellions, riots, revolution, and war in the first de cade 
of  the twentieth  century, modernization and challenges to the po liti cal status 
quo rocked the empire and its tsar, Nicholas II. Rus sian nursing was changing 
too, although the communities generally remained conservative.64 The greater 
liberalization in relations between men and  women went against the strict 
moral standards of  community life. The Red Cross influence saw priests, and 
ipso facto religion, play a less impor tant role in the life of  the communities; 
instead, medical doctors assumed more influence and authority as nursing pro-
fessionalized.65 Developments in the seeming binary of  science and religion 
had led to changing dynamics in medicine and nursing in Rus sia and abroad.66

 Whether the revolutionary foment in Rus sian society radicalized  Sisters of  
Mercy is not clear. Examples of  female physicians who  were also revolution-
aries are well known, but the  matter is harder to assess in relation to nurses at 
the beginning of  the twentieth  century. While many of   these  women— who 
straddled the border of  professional and worker— might not have had the time 
for revolutionary activity, they might have engaged in low- level revolutionary 
activity in the hospital or community.67

By the early twentieth  century,  people in the Rus sian Empire had begun to 
see themselves as in de pen dent from monarchy and church.68 Nurses and other 
medical workers, especially  those who had been through a war time experi-
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ence, developed new worldviews that  were not exclusively defined by religion 
and the sphere of  the  Sisters of  Mercy community. War, professional in de pen-
dence, and the rise of  revolutionary sentiment— exemplified by the forma-
tion of  medical unions— now competed with religion as a way of  life within 
the community.  Sisters of  Mercy  were not cut off  from society; they trained, 
treated patients, and worked alongside doctors. They saw the changes that 
marked Rus sian politics, society, and culture.

the First world war
When World War I broke out,  Sisters of  Mercy and thousands of  volunteers 
demonstrated a  great urge to help the wounded.  These “white angels”— inspired 
by the example of  Empress Aleksandra Feodorovna, her two eldest  daughters, 
and the tsar’s  sister, Olga Aleksandrovna— became popu lar in the media. At the 
war’s outset the severe shortage of  nurses led to the introduction of  short- term 
Red Cross courses for nurse volunteers, as was the case in other Eu ro pean 
countries that also called on  women to fulfill their “patriotic duty.”69 In 1916 
17,436 nurses went to the front, with “2,000 of   these serving in field hospitals 
and at the rear.”70 Red Cross volunteer nurses continued to represent a cross- 
section of  society, from well- to-do ladies swayed by press appeals to volun-
teers, ordinary working  women, and young girls seeking adventure. The sight 
of   these volunteer nurses created diff er ent impressions on  those whom they 
encountered.

Nurse memoirs of  the First World War illuminate how  women perceived 
themselves as nurses and how  others perceived them. Although ego docu-
ments are largely romantic and heroic in style, they nevertheless provide a 
win dow into the nursing war experience and the nature of  Rus sian nursing. 
While nursing work is often depicted as the “romantic ideal,” some accounts 
portray a more variegated perspective of  nursing at the Rus sian front that sug-
gests under lying tensions and divisions.71 One drawback of  nursing memoirs 
is that they can be “unconvincing  either as lit er a ture or as historical rec ords,” 
with few of  them resolving the “tension between the rhe toric of  noble suffer-
ing and heroic sacrifice and the real ity of  dirt, pain, fear, and fatigue.”72 Many 
memoirs of  Rus sian nursing also evince signs of  this prob lem, with the rhe-
toric of  noble suffering and heroic sacrifice usually dominating the narratives. 
Nonetheless, the accounts of  nursing offered in  these memoirs provide impor-
tant insights into the nursing war experience in Rus sia.73

Among the most informative accounts of  the Rus sian nursing experience 
of  the First World War are  those of  two British nurses (Florence Farmborough 
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and Violetta Thurston), two Anglo- Russian nurses (Mary Britnieva and Sophie 
Botcharsky), and three Rus sian nurses (Lidiia Zakharova, Tatiana Alexinsky, 
and Tatiana Varnek). Of   these  women, three received medical training prior 
to the outbreak of  war: Thurston; Alexinsky, a trained physician; and Varnek, 
who trained in the Kaufmanskaia  Sisters of  Mercy community for a few weeks 
in 1912 and then continued her training in a short course  after the war broke 
out. Alexinsky’s, Zakharova’s, and Thurston’s accounts  were published in 1915 
and 1916; Botcharsky’s and Britnieva’s in the 1930s; and Farmborough’s in 
1974. Varnek’s account was published in 2001 as part of  Aleksandr Solzhenit-
syn’s All- Russian Memoir Library series.74

The diaries and memoirs of  the volunteer nurses in Rus sia are very much 
expressive of  the sheer enthusiasm and willingness to help in the war effort. 
What the  women might have lacked in medical knowledge, they compensated 
for in compassion and self- sacrifice. Initial doubts and fears appear to have been 
overcome on encountering their first wounded soldiers. Sophie Botcharsky re-
called terrifying initial encounters with surgery— one friend exclaimed in the 
operating room: “But we  haven’t ever seen operations, nothing, just  little 
ones!” To that the doctor replied: “Ah, you just came to wear the pretty caps. 
Eh? Six weeks training in Petrograd, I suppose, and before that, High School? 
Well, you must have some sense!”75 The frightened recruits  were then made 
to pass instruments, administer anesthetic, and hold ligaments.76

For  those volunteer nurses who had never worked in a hospital or medi-
cal environment, their first encounter with surgery was often frightening, 
sometimes involving extreme cases such as amputation. They had to learn 
on the job and overcome their fears. Not only does the above recollection 
show the ner vous state of  the new recruits, who in this instance did not even 
attempt to disguise their anxiety, but it is also suggestive of  the skeptical and 
sometimes misogynistic attitude of  male doctors  toward volunteer nurses. 
Would the doctor have remarked on the pretty caps and taken the new 
workers more seriously had they been men? The dynamics of  the relation-
ship established between the medical personnel was impor tant. Nurses dis-
cussing the surgeons and physicians with whom they worked valued their 
professional competence over their personalities. They saw this as crucial in 
establishing a trusting working relationship. For  those with considerable 
medical experience who disagreed with or challenged physicians, the rela-
tionships  were not so harmonious. When physician Tatiana Alexinsky ques-
tioned the decision to keep two critically ill patients on a train instead of  
leaving them at a station for transfer to a nearby hospital, the male doctor 
told her, “I know better than you.”77 Gender and power dynamics  shaped 
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the relationship between male and female doctors as well as between doc-
tors and nurses.

the good nurse
The qualities of  a “good” nurse  were often ambiguous and enmeshed in ideas 
of  “feminine care” and “kindness.” Some patients showed pride in the fact that 
the nurses in their unit  were good- looking as opposed to skilled medical work-
ers. A patient showed his gratitude to Botcharsky by saying: “Our  sisters are 
beautiful. Look how tall they are, some units have short  sisters.”78 The dual 
narrative of  femininity and competence seemed characteristic of  Eu ro pean 
nursing discourse of  this period. In some of  the military hospitals in France 
doctors demanded “thoroughly professional staffs” but also accepted that “a 
nurse’s womanly qualities  were as impor tant as her technical training,” with 
“ women’s voices, their way of  moving, bending over, or sitting at the bedside” 
a comfort to patients.79 In the harshness of  war, some men seemed to value 
the physical characteristics of   women over their professional competence.

The nurse narratives usually do not elaborate on the vision of  what a nurse 
should be or touch on feminist or emancipationist issues— the memoirist’s 
main concern was with her personal journeys or caring for the patient.  There 
 were some exceptions. Alexinsky, as a socialist and feminist, referred to her 
transport train as a “feminist train”  because the majority of  medical person-
nel on board  were  women.80 Botcharsky portrays herself  as a fast learner who 
adapted well to the conditions of  war and medicine. She endeared herself  to 
patients, including German patients whom she could comfort in their own lan-
guage.81 Likewise, Florence Farmborough focused on her personal develop-
ment, which she tied very closely to her ability to adapt to nursing in Rus sia. 
In their outlook many of  the nurses show that war acted as a leveling device 
for  those at the front.

Nonetheless, class and status mattered. Sanitary personnel such as order-
lies  were delineated from other medical personnel. The Red Cross identified 
 these  women workers by their uniforms, a plain gray cotton dress with a white 
apron and head scarf, and a ban dage with a cross that they wore on their left 
arm while on duty.82 The uniform made it clear that they  were not  Sisters of  
Mercy. Divisions  were especially evident in the writings of  nurses whose mem-
oirs  were not in the romantic mold. Trained Rus sian medical workers, such 
as socialist Tatiana Alexinsky, who was about thirty years old in 1916, did not 
take to some of  the volunteer nurses. On seeing the “society benefactresses,” 
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she admitted: “I  don’t know why, but I felt a certain feeling of  irritation against 
 these ladies and all their kind.”83 Swedish Red Cross nurse Elsa Brandstrom 
expressed similar sentiments based on her experience in Petrograd. She wrote 
that little- trained “society  women”  were “often a parody on the  sister of  
mercy.”84 This attitude is somewhat reminiscent of  the class antagonisms that 
arose among British nurses who reported tension between the privileged but 
relatively untrained Voluntary Aid Detachments and the professional nurses 
who worked for a living.85 Brandstrom wrote that the primary duty of  the “so-
ciety  women” was “to shake pillows, dry the foreheads and comb the hair of  
the wounded,” but “when the novelty wore off  they fled back to their dinners, 
bridge- parties, and dances.”  After they left, only the genuine nurses— “ simple, 
kindly  women”— remained.86

This description draws into sharp relief  the existence of  two types of  nurses, 
as called in the French context, the “true” nurse and the “false” nurse.87 True 
nurses, as depicted in the French press and volunteer nurse memoirs,  were ma-
ternal, feminine, and professional, whereas false nurses, if  referred to in 
memoirs,  were socially ambitious, self- interested, and lacking in true devo-
tion.88 This delineation is not so straightforward or clear- cut in the case of  the 
image or perception of  Rus sian nursing, but such differences existed. It is also 
clear that this was not  limited to nursing in the First World War. In her mem-
oir written in 1909,  Sister of  Mercy M. I. Deviz recalled the negative impres-
sions left by society  women volunteering in hospitals  after the Russo- Japanese 
War. Soldiers had informed her that  these society ladies sat and talked with 
the healthy officers, leaving the sick and wounded soldiers alone.89 Like the 
British nurses who “resented any kind of  ‘playing at nurses’ by amateurs” dur-
ing times of  war, the Rus sian nurses similarly resented some of  the volunteers 
who entered their field.90 The anger elicited by the volunteer nurses indicates 
that  Sisters of  Mercy  were demarcating their professional territory.

The diaries and memoirs of  trained Rus sian nurses show levels of  resent-
ment that seem largely absent in the narratives of  the volunteer nurses. Per-
haps this is  because they did not encounter such “society ladies.” But the 
distinctions between  Sisters of  Mercy, wartime- trained reserve  Sisters of  Mercy, 
and volunteers  were not clear, especially as the last two categories assumed 
more responsibilities over the course of  the First World War. As a result, they 
came to perceive themselves differently and as no less qualified. In an inter-
view conducted by the Imperial War Museum years  after the war and the pub-
lication of  her memoir, war time nurse Florence Farmborough, when asked, 
“ Were you treated as though you  were a qualified  sister with several years of  
training?,” replied, “We  were qualified.” The interviewer pressed further, “But 
some  sisters [had] a few years rather than a few months,” to which Farmbor-
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ough replied: “That [was] in  England. But in Rus sia if  we passed our exams 
and had six months of  training with the wounded and  dying soldiers— not with 
the ordinary sick  people—we  were qualified. I was made a Town  Sister once— 
Goradskaya sestra. And that was a  great compliment and that meant that I 
could be  really at the head of  the profession in the town and go to any of  the 
hospitals as a Town  Sister.”91 Farmborough considered herself  a trained nurse, 
in spite of  having had no formal nursing education or training aside from the 
six months’ prewar training course she attended. But she was not alone in hold-
ing this view, and  after the war  there  were war time nurses who considered 
themselves fully qualified. Many of  them went on to work in the Soviet health-
care system.

By 1917 an effort was made to closely monitor volunteer nurses— those 
with no training as opposed to wartime- trained nurses.  Sisters of  Mercy com-
munities would provide only a “moral” recommendation to voluntary nurses 
that allowed them to work at the front or in military hospitals.92 Nurses com-
pleting short- term nurse training courses  were assigned a  Sisters of  Mercy 
community, and representatives from that community (or ROKK)  were to be 
pre sent at exams.93  Those nurses who had completed a three- month course 
but had not received a recommendation from the community  were now threat-
ened with expulsion from the rural and urban  unions.94  These changing per-
ceptions of  the nurse  were perhaps informed by mixed appraisals of  nurses 
 earlier in the war.

Volunteer nurses  were criticized as early as 1915, when contrasts drawn be-
tween  Sisters of  Mercy and volunteer nurses highlighted the perceived igno-
rance and carelessness of  the latter. Readers of  Ladies World (Damskii mir)  were 
left in no doubt about the superiority of  the “genuine” community- trained 
 Sister of  Mercy  after the publication of  an article describing nurse uniforms 
and conduct. Readers learned that  Sisters of  Mercy wore only linen or cotton 
dresses, which collected less dirt than woolen or silk dresses, and that they wore 
headscarves and aprons for hygienic purposes.95 Experienced nurses kept their 
uniforms clean by leaving them in the hospital, but volunteer nurses “flaunted” 
their new uniforms on the street, where they became covered with dirt.96 On 
streetcars volunteer nurses  were in close quarters with  people whose clothes 
had not been washed since the “day they  were made,” and so the volunteers 
walked among patients wearing uniforms “covered in microbes.”97 Such hor-
ror captured a mood that was current in some circles at the time. But it also 
showed that  there was no singular nursing experience. Nurses could elicit any 
number of  emotions from  others as they went about their work.

To be sure, the diaries and memoirs are not wholly representative of  the 
war time experience, and they do not explain the full history of  Rus sian war time 
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nursing, but they do shed light on many aspects of  nursing. For one, they in-
sert the Rus sian nursing experience into the wider Eu ro pean experience, 
showing that Rus sian war time nurses shared many commonalities with their 
nursing counter parts in Britain and France. They also show the diff er ent self- 
perceptions among the nurses and how  these varied according to training and 
class. Fi nally, they confirm the importance of  the female contribution to the 
war and the im mense sacrifice of   women in war, as well as point to the sig-
nificance attached to more traditional notions of  “womanhood” as perceived 
by men at war. Positive press reports of   women at the front galvanized the 
image of  nurses as patriotic and hardworking. In 1915, for example, an article 
titled “ Women and War,” published in  Women’s Herald (Zhenskii vestnik), cel-
ebrated  women awarded medals for their work and acknowledged  those who 
had died in the line of  duty.98 Positive accounts featured in  Women’s Affairs 
(Zhenskoe delo) that same year, highlighting the sacrifices and efforts of   women 
at the front.99 But press recognition of  their sacrifice did not seem to lead to 
improvements in their professional status. At one nurse congress or ga nized 
at the Minsk front, as reported in a 1955 publication about ROKK,  Sisters of  
Mercy proclaimed: “Many speak lately of  freedom; for some this is already 
happening, but not for us  Sisters of  Mercy.”100 Not for the first or last time, 
nurses found themselves on the margins and in need of  greater material sup-
port and recognition.

Even though the image of  the  Sister of  Mercy became modish, some his-
torians argue that the widespread dissemination of  the fash ion able nurse also 
served to partly diminish the traditional sense of  re spect and moral authority 
associated with  Sisters of  Mercy.101 This seemed to be the case with nurses or 
nurse volunteers irrespective of  po liti cal affiliation. The moral standing and 
reputation of  nurses was in an apparent state of  decline. Such perceptions re-
mained long  after World War I ended. In her book on Soviet healthcare pub-
lished in 1928, the American Quaker Anna Haines noted that the “general 
attitude  toward nursing . . .  was not such that would induce  women to under-
take the work  unless  under some religious motivation.”102 She added that 
“nurses who did not wear the uniform of  some order  were not apt to receive 
very courteous treatment from the hospital staff  or the public at large, and it 
is true that they  were often not the type of   women to command much re-
spect.”103 This ambiguity created diff er ent images of  the Rus sian nurse dur-
ing the First World War— the religious nurse, maternal nurse, prostitute nurse, 
and patriotic nurse.104 War time experiences transformed the demands on 
nurses as well as the public perception of  the nurse, and  women,  whether for 
good or bad.105
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nursing revolution: the All- russian union  
of the society of the  sisters of mercy
The First World War accelerated much of  the change that had been  under way 
in the first part of  the twentieth  century. During the chaos of  war, and par-
ticularly  after the abdication of  Tsar Nicholas II in March 1917, a host of  pro-
fessional organ izations and  unions sprang up across the former Rus sian Empire. 
Nursing was no exception, and  unions of  nurses formed in Rus sian towns and 
cities.106 In the uncertain po liti cal times, nurses— like  those in other countries 
during and  after the war— were keen to assert their professional rights and de-
fend their interests. While  Sisters of  Mercy and war time nurses took care of  the 
injured near the front and across the country, in Petrograd moves  were being 
made  toward professionalization. In August 1917 the All- Russian Society of  the 
Union of   Sisters of  Mercy (Vserossiiskii soiuz obshchestva sester miloserdiia), 
or for brevity, the Union of   Sisters of  Mercy, emerged from the First All- Russian 
Congress of   Sisters of  Mercy.107 Nurses thus joined a host of  other recently 
formed local medical unions— a sign of  the times.108 According to the onetime 
head of  the Soviet medical  union, A. Aluf, the over one hundred delegates  were 
predominantly war time nurses, but  there  were also many representatives from 
the  Sisters of  Mercy communities.109 The journal publication following the 
congress, as well as archival transcripts of   union discussions, shows that the 
 Sisters of  Mercy communities, not the military nurses, dominated proceedings 
and  later the organ ization of  the  union.

Nurses at the congress remained po liti cally neutral but agreed to work with 
the Provisional Government.110 The Petrograd- based communities had two 
overarching aims: first, to or ga nize nursing along professional and secular lines 
and, second, to help improve conditions for nurses.111 In  these uncertain times 
the nursing communities  were in such a precarious financial position that they 
recruited no new students.112 Nursing and medicine reflected the chaos of  war 
and revolution.

Some of  the nurses in the Union of   Sisters of  Mercy claimed the commu-
nities did not want to join their  union  because its members included war time 
nurses, whom they apparently did not consider to be bona fide community 
nurses.113 In January 1918, in discussions about the role of  the  union and the 
reor ga ni za tion of  the Red Cross, one  union nurse underlined the importance 
of  finding a “common language” that included the diff er ent interests of  full- 
time (staff/community) and temporary (war time) nurses.114 Other nurses 
agreed with this position.115 One of  them was  Sister Bazilevskaia, who argued 
against such a divide between “genuine and not genuine  sisters.” In her words, 
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“All worked well and the same.” She wanted nurses to show a united front so 
that “midwives and orderlies would not replace them in hospitals.”116 But six 
months  after  these discussions, in July 1918,  those in the Union of   Sisters  were 
unsure about who would be in control of  the nursing schools.

In spite of  their efforts to or ga nize nursing, the  union nurses seemed to be 
fighting a losing  battle against the rising tide of  Bolshevism.117  Sister Arkhipova- 
Khilkova, the chief  editor of  Pervyi vestnik sestry miloserdiia, complained: “We 
do not have in our hands a decree from the Bolsheviks that outlines a program 
for the reor ga ni za tion of  the Main Administration [of  the Red Cross]; they 
have said nothing about the  Sisters of  Mercy.”118 The  Sisters of  Mercy felt an 
acute awareness of  their responsibility to their members, having “a  whole army 
of   sisters who without them would go hungry and cold.”119 But at the same 
time, they felt their control lessen and feared losing their links to the Red Cross 
since its reor ga ni za tion by the Bolsheviks in August 1918.120 Although rights 
and freedoms  were terms often used in Rus sia during war and revolution, at-
taining  these seemed to constantly elude nurses. The  Sisters of  Mercy com-
munities had made  great advancements in delivering a nursing ser vice since 
the  middle of  the nineteenth  century, but now a core group of  nurses was lead-
ing their fight for survival.

the bolshevik way
The establishment of  the Commissariat of  Health (Narodnyi komissariat zdra-
vookhraneniia) in July  1918 signaled Bolshevik intent to push ahead with 
plans for a socialist form of  public health.121 Meanwhile, the Union of   Sisters 
was faltering. Diminishing influence in light of  the commissariat’s increasing 
grip over public health combined with continued internal divisions threatened 
the  union’s existence. Despite its initial hopes, the Union of   Sisters never man-
aged to attract all the community nurses; as a result,  there was an uneasy re-
lationship between the Union of   Sisters (claiming to represent all nurses) and 
the communities (which  were still also  under ROKK).122 The situation was not 
helped by the Union of   Sisters’ stipulation that the communities join  wholesale, 
as opposed to nurses joining on an individual basis.123

In October 1918 the Union of   Sisters, the Commissariat of  Health, and the 
Committee for the Reor ga ni za tion of  the Red Cross approved the nursing 
schools. All three authorities agreed that the goal of  nursing schools was to 
“train experienced cadres of  nurses to care for the sick” and help ju nior per-
sonnel whenever pos si ble.124 Training nurses was a “state concern” and based 
on the princi ple of  a “ free school system with one common lecture program 
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ratified by the Commissariat of  Health.”125 ROKK reor ga ni za tion required the 
Union of   Sisters to furnish information about the possibility of  reor ga niz ing 
the communities as schools.126 At this point, it seemed as though the nurses 
and the Bolsheviks might find some common ground— perhaps the  Sisters of  
Mercy could develop a program that would be acceptable to all parties. But 
that was not the case. The Bolshevik health authority was happy to have the 
nurses develop a program, but not happy for this relationship to be publicly 
acknowledged.  Needless to say, the nurses, having fought so hard to be in this 
position, did not want to be sidelined.

But sidelined they  were. The Commissariat of  Health and the Red Cross 
committee deleted the phrase “and the regulations on schools, accepted by 
the Union of   Sisters” in the proposal for schools, and this amendment irked 
the nurses, who feared that it might lead to  future “misunderstanding.”127 The 
Union of   Sisters of  Mercy considered the schools “one of  the most impor tant 
questions for the existence of  the entire nursing organ ization” and thus took 
im mense interest in their  future development.128 For now, the nurses  were able 
to maintain a presence, but their  future still seemed uncertain.

Further disappointment prevailed on the Union of   Sisters in November 1918 
when their position again became unclear  after the conference of  medical 
workers convened to discuss the merger of  all medical  unions.129 The  Sisters 
of  Mercy seemed to be dependent on the decisions of  other groups, with  little 
say in determining the fate of  their own organ ization and profession (in spite 
of  their best efforts). With the Commissariat of  Health taking control and with 
the Union of   Sisters divided, the demise of  the All- Russian Union of  the Soci-
ety of   Sisters of  Mercy appeared imminent. By March 1919 the nurses joined 
the newly formed  union for  middle medical personnel (All- Russian Medical 
Sanitary Work [Vsemedikosantrud], or ga nized in March 1919; renamed Med-
ical Sanitary Work [Medsantrud], in 1924), based on the understanding that 
 there would be nurse repre sen ta tion.130 That was not to be— the Bolsheviks 
disbanded the  union and nurses lost leadership autonomy.

The committee for the reor ga ni za tion of  the ROKK and the Commissariat 
of  Health held discussions about the reor ga ni za tion of  the  Sisters of  Mercy 
communities. A small group of   Sisters of  Mercy joined Y. M. Sverdlov, Z. P. 
Soloviev, and Nikolai Semashko in attempts to work out a system of  nursing.131 
Semashko wanted gradu ates of  the new nursing schools to be “qualified work-
ers.” He also wanted to reconsider the plan to merge the hospital and the 
school for practical classes and argued that it would be “no harm for students 
to gain practical experience in a range of  medical institutions,  because remain-
ing in one institution could not guarantee enough practical experience.” So-
loviev considered a three- year course to be sufficient to produce nurses who 
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would specialize in “the nature of  care” in special medical institutes, not “con-
fining the school to the community.”132 The nurses also supported the three- 
year course but favored specialization in the third year.133 Ultimately, the 
commissariat established a commission that included Popov, Soloviev, repre-
sentatives of  the  Sisters of  Mercy, and representatives of  the Military- Sanitary 
Administration to work out a detailed proj ect for the schools.134 I examine  these 
Bolshevik approaches to nursing education and organ ization in chapter 2.

Despite having established a seemingly good working relationship with the 
new health authority and continuing to contribute to the development of  nurs-
ing in Rus sia, the tumultuous nature of  power and politics in postrevolution-
ary Rus sia provided no guarantees of  safety. Nurses who had worked in tsarist 
institutions occupied a precarious position, and in 1921 the new government 
incarcerated the Commissariat of  Health– employed nurses.135  Sisters of  Mercy 
strug gled to gain a foothold in the corridors of  power  after this brief  period 
in the immediate postrevolutionary years. Still, their medical training and 
strong work ethic made  Sisters of  Mercy ideal candidates to help with the pub-
lic healthcare crisis unfolding in Rus sia.

Many  women continued their nursing work  after the war and revolution. 
The patriotic and humanist calling that had drawn  women and men to work 
in public healthcare remained in spite of  who was in power. Motivations  were 
also largely secular, and irrespective of  their religious title— Sisters of  Mercy— 
Russian nurses had already started down the road of  secularization many 
years before the Bolshevik revolution. Rus sian society nonetheless associated 
them with the “old way of  life.” The  battle between the old and the new con-
tinued long  after the revolution. War and revolution did not end in 1918. Nurses 
and medical workers continued to fight for their rights and lives during the 
terrible years of  civil war. At the same time, the new Bolshevik government 
busied itself  with consolidating power and setting up a socialist state.
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The brutal and violent three years of  civil war 
that started  toward the summer of  1918 saw a reshaping of  Rus sian nursing 
and public healthcare as part of  the broader effort to establish a Marxist- 
Leninist state. To nationalize industry, ban private trade, and forcefully requi-
sition grain, the Bolsheviks introduced the controversial economic policy of  
war communism. The policy was “an attempt to leap into socialism.”1 Insti-
tutional changes took place amid chaos, vio lence, and famine. Medical work-
ers, especially nurses,  were desperately needed as the country was ravaged by 
a conflict that saw seven million  people perish.2 A key objective of  the Bolshe-
viks right  after the revolution was the creation of  a healthy society,  free from 
disease. To help achieve this aim and deal with the desperate public health-
care situation unfolding across Rus sia, the new government immediately started 
to train medical workers.

The public health front was crucial strategically in creating economic and 
po liti cal stability but also ideologically as part of  “a quest to protect the health 
and welfare of  all citizens.”3 In circumstances of  civil war this endeavor was 
particularly fraught. In this chapter I track Bolshevik efforts to establish a re-
vised system of  education and training during the years of  the civil war, high-
lighting the disjuncture between center and periphery in conditions where 
authority and control  were lacking. The challenges of  reor ga niz ing nursing 

Chapter 2

Creating Order out of  Chaos
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serve as a useful reminder of  the extreme difficulties presented by state and 
institution building in the midst of  national/international conflict.4 While try-
ing to establish a system of  care that would provide proletarian nurses for the 
worker state, administrators in the newly formed Commissariat of  Health 
 were also struggling to meet the urgent healthcare needs of  the time.

The efforts to forge a new, socialist nursing profession during this turbu-
lent period of  Rus sian history illustrate how vari ous stakeholders— the state 
and its institutions, the healthcare administration, medical workers, and 
patients— came to understand the revolution. They had diff er ent expectations 
of  what the revolution meant, what form it should take in practice, and what 
rights and responsibilities it would bring. But  there  were no clear guidelines 
to explain how socialist nursing should work— this would be figured out along 
the way.

The new leaders strug gled to deal with the challenges that followed the rev-
olution.5 While  those charged with working out a new system of  nursing for 
the first socialist state seemed to have a tabula ra sa on which to map their vi-
sion of  socialist nursing, that was not the case. The new public healthcare au-
thorities overseeing nurse training and education during the period 1918–1922 
had to work with what they had inherited— a damaged infrastructure, a deci-
mated workforce, and a divided profession. Nursing in Rus sia was also sub-
ject to a range of  internal and external forces interested in shaping the direction 
and form it should take. As the country descended into a bloody civil war and 
general disorder, the  battle for communist care began in earnest.

Chapter 1 showed how difficult it was to construct a system of  nursing be-
fore the revolution. When the chaos of  war and revolution turned to civil 
war, the situation became even more complex. Once the Union of   Sisters of  
Mercy joined the medical  union, nurses more or less lost control of  their pro-
fessional repre sen ta tion. Gone  were their hopes of  building a strong profes-
sional cohort of  Rus sian nurses with rights and professional development. 
Their interests  were instead left in the hands of  the Commissariats of  Health 
and Education (1922–1930). And while  eager to improve medical standards and 
nurse training,  these agencies  were often pulled in diff er ent directions; one 
could hardly describe them as patrons.6 Nurses, without leadership or patron-
age,  were in a vulnerable position and hopelessly susceptible to the po liti cal 
vagaries of  the emerging Soviet state. This context defined nurses and nurs-
ing: as civil war raged across the former Rus sian Empire, nursing confronted 
questions of  education, duty, care, and professional values.
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medical education and mobilization
At the end of  October 1917, the Bolshevik government established the Medical- 
Sanitation Department in Petrograd with the aim of  organ izing medical help 
for workers and soldiers.7 The department would then tackle the reconstruc-
tion of  medical and sanitation institutions across the country. In July 1918 the 
Rus sian Red Cross,  under V. M. Sverdlov and, starting in July 1919, Z. P. Solo-
viev, or ga nized short- term courses for red nurses and orderlies. Courses usu-
ally ran for two weeks for the former and three days for the latter, although 
some of   these  were extended to five months in 1919.8 The Commissariat of  
Health still planned to run short, two- month courses to train nurses and “red 
assistants” in Moscow, Petrograd, and regional towns in 1919.9 Red nurses 
learned about the theory and history of  the class strug gle, the Red Army, and 
Soviet power.10 Their task was not only to care for Red Army soldiers but also 
to provide po liti cal enlightenment.11 While hardly useful for nursing, po liti cal 
instruction was integral to Soviet education and customary for Soviet citizens. 
It also became a keystone of  nursing education during the Soviet period.

Away from the new offices of  government, nurses continued to suffer on 
the front lines of  civil war. Many of  the red nurses, along with orderlies, could 
face torture or death if  captured by White Army forces at the front.12 Alek-
sandra Stepanovna Bystrova worked in a military infirmary in Tomsk  after 
completing a short- term nursing course in 1920. Bystrova felt she was a true 
comrade and soldier only when at the front. She recalled— albeit in a 1960s 
Ministry of  Defense publication— that many  people attended meetings in the 
hospital square, where they would hear about the Red Army and medical per-
sonnel shortages. At  these meetings a girl would be “plucked from the crowd 
and, to cries of  approval, would affirm her desire to go to the front.” In this 
way, Bystrova claimed, many medical workers de cided to become involved in 
the civil war.13 The  daughter of  another nurse who volunteered for the White 
Army during the civil war wrote that her  mother was “deeply worried about 
 human suffering and wanted to help.”14 During the civil war  Sisters of  Mercy 
 were the “only exceptions” to the rule to keep  women away from the battle-
field.15  Whether voluntary or coerced, many medical workers  were on the civil 
war fronts, Red and White; the historian A. G. Katsnelʹbogen puts the num-
ber of  red  Sisters of  Mercy at six thousand and the number of  orderlies at fifty 
thousand.16 The state awarded the Red Cross medal to nineteen  Sisters of  
Mercy and orderlies.17

The civil war and epidemics dictated emergency medical mea sures, and 
short- term training programs continued apace. A demographic catastrophe 
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had already occurred  after the loss of  2 million  people from tuberculosis during 
World War I, more than the number of  soldiers who died from wounds or 
disease (1.7 million).18 Internationally, 40 million  people died of  Spanish flu in 
1918. The En glish Quaker Muriel Payne wrote that illness or semi- starvation 
killed or invalided some 50  percent of  the Rus sian medical staff in 1921.19 Ram-
pant disease as well as awful conditions in clinics and hospitals endangered the 
lives of  many public healthcare workers. Nurse Zinaida Mokievskaia- Zubok, 
who had short- term training, recalled seeing the injured in corridors  because 
of  medical personnel shortages and the lack of  wards.20 She also noted that or-
derlies and sidelki  were “good assistants” to the nurses.21 In Voronezh, reports 
from the field in 1919 indicated that all medical workers in the area shared a 
60  percent mortality rate.22 But  middle and ju nior medical workers seemed to 
suffer the most. The mortality rate for doctors infected with typhus was 
60  percent in parts of  Tambov; the rate for  Sisters and  Brothers of  Mercy was 
100  percent.23 In other Rus sian towns hunger, cold, and lack of  adequate health-
care led to high mortality rates and the spread of  disease in 1918 and 1919.24 
The epidemics that spread during the civil war years spared neither medical 
workers nor their patients.

Given the attrition rate, the state called on anyone with medical experi-
ence to help fight against epidemics and work in medical institutions. One of  
the main authorities responsible for recruiting medical workers was the med-
ical  union. But the  union experienced im mense difficulties and strug gled to 
mobilize  Sisters of  Mercy, a major prob lem given the “catastrophic situation” 
of  the sick and injured in infirmaries and the absence of   middle medical per-
sonnel.25 Mobilization proved so difficult that in May 1919 the Main Military- 
Sanitation Administration called on the All- Russian Extraordinary Commission 
for Combating Counterrevolution and Sabotage (Cheka) to apply “a range of  
repressive mea sures to medical workers (especially  Sisters of  Mercy) who con-
cealed their professional titles.”26 The nature of   these repressive mea sures or 
their implementation is not clear. Nor is it clear  whether they  were effective. 
The Bolshevik approach to care, although aggressive, was characteristic of  the 
time. Care would be ruthlessly enforced. A June 1921 Commissariat of   Labor 
and Defense decree made it “obligatory for all medical workers, irrespective of  
age, to work in their profession.”27 This order was to take effect in Septem-
ber 1921.28 The excessive discipline that came to characterize the Soviet home 
front during the Second World War was already evident during the civil war 
years. But the mea sures had some effect: by the end of  the civil war sixty- six 
thousand  women  were serving in the Red Army, and almost 40  percent of  them 
 were medical workers.29
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nursing schools
While the medical  union was busy trying to send medical workers into the 
field, the Commissariat of  Health turned to setting up nursing schools.30 Be-
ginning in August 1919, the Commissariat of  Health’s Department for Medi-
cal Schools and Personnel, led by L. Raukhvarger, would be the main authority 
charged with overseeing  middle and ju nior medical education.31 One of  the 
department’s first tasks was to determine how many nursing schools  were ac-
tually open and functioning.32 It was also supposed to establish “a relation-
ship” between the schools and medical institutions as well as between medical 
and educational staff.33 That was not all. The commissariat also charged this 
department with assuming the responsibilities of  the Red Cross section for 
medical education and overseeing the establishment of  new, socialist nursing 
schools. None of   these  were easy tasks. Taken together, the department had 
a substantial workload. The schools for which it was responsible  were initially 
opened in medical departments of  the Rus sian Red Cross (since transferred 
to the commissariat), and the first one opened in Moscow in 1920.34 In 1922 
the Main Committee for Professional- Technical Education (Glavprofobr), which 
was  under the Commissariat of  Education, took over  middle medical educa-
tion from the Red Cross (the Commissariat of  Health took over  middle medi-
cal education in 1930).35

The Commissariat of  Health faced a formidable task. Its leaders, keen to 
get started, worked quickly with the Red Cross medical section to compile and 
issue the first socialist nursing textbook in February 1919. With a preface on 
the “basic rules of  the organ ization of  training in  Sisters of  Mercy schools,” 
by V. M. Mikhailov, head of  the Training Section of  the Medical Council of  
the Central Board of  the Rus sian Society of  the Red Cross, the textbook set 
out the study plans and function of  the nursing schools. The schools would 
“educate caring personnel for the patient’s bedside” who  were “able” and “con-
scientious.” In the hospital the nurses would be the “closest person[s] to the 
patient, whose health was their primary interest.” As  those “at the beds of  pa-
tients,” nurses  were to be “clever” and “honest,” with a “correct understanding 
of  relations  toward the sick and their role in the life of  the medical institution,” 
and had to “execute all duties exactly as instructed by the attending doctor.” 
Nurses  were not to consider any kind of  work beneath them, and “shirkers had 
no place in the hospital.”36 As the civil war continued, the new authorities be-
gan putting plans in place for the development of  socialist nursing and what a 
socialist  Sister of  Mercy, or nurse, might look like.

Given the circumstances of  civil war, the new healthcare authority man-
aged to devote considerable attention to reshaping the nursing system. In 
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May 1920 a Commissariat of  Health decree stipulated a complete takeover of  
the  Sisters of  Mercy schools by the new health authority; they  were to have 
no religious connections, and po liti cal literacy was to be part of  the study pro-
gram.37 No longer  Sisters of  Mercy, they  were simply  sisters.38 By 1922 the 
Soviet Union had thirty- one reor ga nized nursing schools. Instruction in the 
schools placed an emphasis on practical hospital training.39 The curriculum 
included “the new subjects of  psychiatric illness, infectious diseases, factory 
medicine, and the basics of  hospital management.”40 According to N. I. Prop-
per, a key contemporaneous commentator on  middle medical education, the 
new study program of  1922/1923 was not all that diff er ent from the Red Cross 
community program.41 The Commissariat of  Health’s initial interest turned 
out to be more focused on changing the structure and organ ization of   Sisters 
of  Mercy schools. When it came to the content of  nurses’ education and train-
ing, healthcare officials seemed willing to leave well enough alone, at least for 
the time being.

The lit er a ture that new nursing students  were to read, perhaps unsurpris-
ingly at this stage, consisted of  prerevolutionary texts. The majority of  the over 
eighty or so recommended books  were Rus sian medical textbooks, but some 
(about ten)  were German translations. Only five textbooks  were specifically 
for “ sisters” and one was for “ women”; most  were medical textbooks for doc-
tors, medical assistants, and feldshers.42 Nurses, it seemed, did not merit their 
own lit er a ture. The course program made clear the importance placed on care 
and practical training. Theoretical training did not “illuminate any changes in 
the condition of  the patient” and made nurses perform their duties in a “me-
chanical” fashion.43 To avoid such an outcome, practical training would en-
sure that nurses emerged from the schools not as “third- rate doctors” but 
rather as “first- rate caregivers.”44 This stance was almost identical to that taken 
during the interwar years in Britain, where nursing establishments “feared that 
an emphasis on theory over practice would result in nurses becoming second- 
rate doctors and losing touch with the essential qualities of  nursing.”45 As 
nursing schools  were set up, ambiguity remained around the role of  the Rus-
sian nurse. While nurses navigated the new terrain, the hospitals and institu-
tions in which they worked  were subject to change and restructuring.

transition, takeover, reconstruction
Orga nizational challenges  were a key feature of   these years. The “countervail-
ing pulls” of  central and local actors identified in other professions, such as 
the printing industry, also applied to public healthcare.46 Reor ga niz ing the 
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 Sisters of  Mercy communities sometimes showed that the Commissariat of  
Health and local actors did not always have the same aims. Years of  war had 
destroyed many hospitals and medical facilities, but not all, and local authori-
ties valued  those that remained in good condition.47 By the end of  1919 the 
Bolsheviks, believing the civil war won, shifted their focus to “rebuilding and 
strengthening the Soviet state.”48 Such reconstruction efforts took place in 
nursing. But rebuilding infrastructure and institutions was not an easily sur-
mountable task.

As the Commissariat of  Health was setting out its agenda for the  future of  
socialist healthcare, the situation on the ground was less orderly. The Red Cross 
 Sisters of  Mercy communities and their hospitals did not always experience a 
smooth transfer of  power to the new Bolshevik authorities. Sometimes it was 
not even clear which authority would be taking over a given community, train-
ing school, or hospital. Although the pro cess of  transferring monies from the 
former Red Cross communities to the Commissariat of  Health was relatively 
clear- cut  because it involved only  these two bodies, that was not the case with 
property. Any organ ization could use for military or medical purposes the 
buildings and premises belonging to the communities.49  These organ izations 
 were ultimately answerable to the Commissariat of  Health, as  were all medi-
cal personnel.

This rather loose arrangement led to a strug gle for control in some places. 
In Astrakhan, for example, the Red Cross infirmary was the victim of  several 
attempted takeovers. The Union for Invalided Soldiers, the Provincial Com-
mission for Health, and the Red Army all attempted to use the hospital for 
their own purposes. The Red Army tried to take charge, despite having an “ex-
cellent and well- equipped” 250- bed infirmary of  its own.50 This was of  con-
cern to the local Red Cross. It wanted to preserve the infirmary to serve the 
needs of  the local population (all the more so  because the infirmary had a de-
partment for  women and midwifery).51 The Red Cross authorities hoped to 
emerge victorious in this power strug gle for the infirmary, claiming that the 
 Sisters of  Mercy community and the infirmary would be “destroyed” if  taken 
over by the Red Army or the Union for Invalided Soldiers.52 The strug gle 
underscored the importance of  property, with local authorities vying for con-
trol of  buildings and equipment and sometimes using the interests of  the 
local population as a form of  collateral. This picture was broadly illustrative 
of  the administrative situation affecting vari ous organ izations and profes-
sional groups across Rus sia, with “all sorts” of  personnel mobilizing to pro-
tect their status and interests.53

Similar transfers took place in Yaroslavlʹ, where the regional (okrug) Red 
Cross administration attempted to return the community hospital to the Rus sian 
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Red Cross but was unsuccessful, and indeed the Commissariat of  Health 
wanted the hospital to be at the disposal of  the health insurance fund.54 While 
the administration of  the hospital was  under discussion, it still had to function 
as a teaching hospital, and its  Sisters of  Mercy worked in provincial and district 
medical facilities.55 Sowing the seeds of  a new state was deeply complex and 
dependent on social dynamics and societal relationships.56 And as  these power 
strug gles and takeovers played out, medical workers had to continue to deliver 
care.

Sometimes the transfer of  Red Cross nursing community property to the 
new Bolshevik authority (usually the health insurance fund) did not seem suc-
cessful initially. The prolonged sense of  confusion and impermanence among 
 those involved in nurse training continued well into the 1920s. In discussions 
about the transfers, one Red Cross committee representative worried about 
the uncertainty of  using buildings restored by the Rus sian Red Cross. The sce-
nario “posed a serious threat to the successful development of  local Red 
Cross activities,” “harmed work,” and “created unnecessary complications in 
the localities.”57 To eliminate the confusion, the new, Soviet Red Cross peti-
tioned the Council of   People’s Commissars (Sovnarkom) for complete con-
trol over Rus sian Red Cross property and facilities, which  were in any case 
“practically  under its control.”58

The transition from the tsarist- era  Sisters of  Mercy community schools to 
the new Soviet schools was a slow pro cess that often encountered obstacles 
and required a good deal of  negotiation between the relevant authorities. The 
ease of  the transfer also depended on the size and location of  the school. Dis-
cussions about transferring the large Aleksandrovskaia community to the 
Red Cross  were quite complex.59 A wealthy community, it possessed a 120- bed 
hospital (operating at a 100- bed capacity at that time) and a  Sisters of  Mercy 
training school for 120 students (82 at that time).60 The authorities did not want 
to separate the Aleksandrovskaia community’s hospital and school.61 Moscow’s 
Iverskaia community and its school also remained open (its hospital had 120 
beds and its school had 36 students).62 Sorting out the financial particulars and 
how the new schools should operate in de pen dently of  the former communi-
ties was a major concern. The archive files suggest that transitions  were also 
largely managed on a case- by- case basis.

That some of  the  Sisters of  Mercy communities continued to function as 
such  until the 1920s is testament to the difficulties of  transfers and the pro-
tracted nature of  discussions between the vari ous parties involved. Also taken 
into account was the impact a transfer might have on nurse training. The head of  
the Medical Department, A. S. Puchkov, considered training experienced cad-
res of  nurses to be one of  the primary objectives of  the Society of  the Red 
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Cross.63 It was impor tant that the Aleksandrovskaia community did “not in-
terrupt work in producing such nurses during the revolution” (in May 1922 
the number of  nurses would be nineteen and was set to increase to thirty in 
1923).64 Puchkov wanted the school and hospital handed over to the Red Cross 
so that they could become a model institution.65 The welfare of   Sisters of  
Mercy in the communities seemed to be of  secondary interest to the pro-
cess of  transferring property and limiting disruption to producing nursing 
gradu ates.

Once the new authorities took control of  hospitals and schools, the issue 
of  maintenance became a prob lem for the cash- strapped Bolsheviks. Students, 
staff, and patients needed food, bed linen, medi cation, and other essentials. 
The Aleksandrovskaia community’s school, which or ga nized a two- year nurs-
ing course for seventy students in 1922, was to provide accommodation, food 
rations, and administrative support for  these students.66 Glavprofobr and the 
Moscow Health Department had to pick up the tab. The new proletarian 
nurses  were not in a position to pay for their studies or live  under the “protec-
tion” of  the community and thus became another expense for the public health 
authorities.67

Such was the case in the handover of  some of  Moscow’s hospitals. The Red 
Cross was to have control over  these so that it could have well- trained nurses 
for its expanding activities.  These hospital nurses could also work in military 
hospitals, and, in this case, the Military Department “might subsidize the con-
tents of  the school and hospital.”68 In the case of  the Aleksandrovskaia com-
munity (and community hospitals and schools more generally), the Red Cross 
could “break even” (bezubytochno) through the transfer and appropriation of  
the former hospital.69 Financial and economic considerations  were foremost 
in the minds of   those overseeing medical education and organ ization thanks 
to the exigencies of  war communism.70 Building the new socialist state was 
expensive. It came as a serious shock for rural healthcare when the Soviet gov-
ernment issued a decree to transfer the funding of  public health to local bud-
gets on May 1, 1922, thereby forcing the re introduction of  fees and the layoff 
of  medical personnel in some places— measures that put medical workers in 
a precarious position (see chapter 3).71

A brief  study of  nursing schools in the Don Territory, back  under Red Army 
control since early 1921, exemplifies the problematic nature of  the transfer of  
power from one authority to another. Seven years of  war, revolution, and civil 
war left 5  percent of  the population dead and 2.5  percent invalided.72 When 
the Red Army moved into Rostov in 1920, the nursing communities in the area 
 were reportedly closed and converted to schools for red  Sisters of  Mercy or 
red nurses.73 The new school for red nurses, with its thirty students, opened 
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 under the Don Health Department (Donzdravotdel) in 1920, but the Don De-
partment of  Professional Education (Donprofobr) was due to take it over at 
the end of  1921.74 The transfer was “dependent” on the school merger with 
the midwife- feldsher school, and “the two coexisted for a year.” But unprepared 
students left when they could not get to grips with the nursing program.75

Many of   those entering the school  were apparently only interested in a 
“temporary place to stay” before “moving on once they had found somewhere 
better,” perhaps not an unreasonable attitude  under the circumstances.76  Those 
who remained  were “insignificant” in number and had nowhere to go.77 Stu-
dents showed a “complete indifference to study”— hardly surprising in the con-
text of  emerging famine  after disastrous Bolshevik policies wreaked havoc on 
the countryside.78 Although the midwife- feldsher school had 160 applicants by 
the end of  the summer, the school for nurses received no applications.79 De-
spite the dire need for nurses in Rostov- on- Don, few found a  career in nursing 
attractive.

The authorities in the Don Province reported that the nursing courses  were 
“undesirable”  because of   limited demand for medical personnel other than or-
derlies and sidelki to care for the sick and wounded. They closed the courses.80 
 These authorities also confirmed that the Donprofobr strug gled to financially 
support the school for red nurses  under its authority since November 1921.81 
In fact, it “proved difficult to force the remaining students to attend lectures 
and undertake practical work,” and they only did so  under constant threat of  
losing their “miserable ration” and “the right to live in dormitories” and even 
expulsion.” “Only in this way” did the school manage to produce nurses.82 Sur-
vival and desperation motivated participation in the construction of  the new 
Soviet society. The period of  transition and takeover saw individuals and in-
stitutions scramble to gain a foothold in the new society that was being cre-
ated around them.

defining the soviet nurse
While nursing schools  were being set up, short- term courses to train “nurse 
assistants” continued to address the shortage of  medical workers. As  matters 
stood, untrained, “overwhelmingly illiterate” personnel cared for the sick.83 
Ju nior medical personnel with  little or no training cared for patients.84 With 
medical personnel falling ill, sometimes no personnel  were available for shift 
changes.85 Raukhvarger argued for the short- term courses in 1920, saying that 
it was better to have someone “partly trained” than “completely untrained.”86 
Short- term courses would continue in tandem with the two- and- a- half- year 
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courses. The latter would lay a “solid foundation on which to train cadres of  
genuine workers to care for the sick.”87  Until  these schools started to produce 
nurses, the sick would have to make do with little- trained medical personnel. 
From the government’s perspective, poorly trained nurses  were better than 
none at all.

The medical  union supported this short- term training arrangement as well 
as the commissariat’s efforts to restructure education more generally.88 The 
 union kept busy: it or ga nized new schools, and its central committee liaised 
with regional and provincial  union branches when opening medical institutes, 
including nursing schools. It also oversaw both nursing schools and short- term 
courses for nursing assistants. The  union and the Commissariat of  Health 
agreed on the subject of  education. As one  union doctor noted, personnel to 
care for the sick  were needed and short- term, six- month courses  were the first 
step; thereafter, students could complete a two- year or two- and- a- half- year 
course in a nursing school.89 The arrangement, supposedly temporary, ap-
peared to meet with broad support. Power was not yet consolidated, and civil 
war conditions necessitated immediate and short- term mea sures.

Grander visions and practical realities coexisted and collided. Dreams of  a 
socialist  future but, more importantly, also planning for pre sent needs charac-
terized discussions about nursing and medical education. The indefatigable 
Raukhvarger envisaged the new school system as training medical students 
who  were above all practically equipped to work in medical institutions. The 
school courses would familiarize young nurses, orderlies, and nannies with 
hospital life in ways that remained “unknown” to doctors and administrators.90 
Already possessing a good general educational background, they would learn 
about the biological sciences, caring for the sick, and hospital economics in 
the ju nior courses to help them be less “awkward around patients.” The pro-
gram covered a range of  subjects such as social diseases, social hygiene, and 
epidemiology, as well as pharmacy and pharmacognosy— two “morphologi-
cal subjects” that  were included in the course in botany and pharmacology to 
avoid overloading students.91 Presumably  these downgraded subjects  were to 
be restored to their longer formats once circumstances permitted. For now, 
the Commissariat of  Health engaged in fire- fighting mea sures rather than stra-
tegic planning.

Raukhvarger and his colleagues in the Commissariat of  Health had lots of  
ideas on how best to or ga nize a Soviet healthcare system, but in conditions of  
civil war and famine, how could they expect to attract students to the nursing 
profession? Anna Haines, the American Quaker with a keen interest in Soviet 
nursing, claimed that the nursing profession was so unattractive to young 
 women that “all ambitious and intelligent girls” instead opted for a  career as 
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feldsheritsas or midwives. As a result, Haines surmised that “hospital patients 
suffered from the lack of  good nursing care, but usually neither they nor the 
doctors treating them had ever known what this might mean.”92 Nursing was 
an unknown entity to large swathes of  the Soviet population and an occupa-
tion many associated with the aristocracy. The World War I portrayal of  the 
tsarina and her  daughters as kindhearted, gentle, and devoted was most likely 
an image that the Bolsheviks  were not willing to be identified with, particu-
larly as narratives of  femininity  were becoming displaced by the rhe toric of  
militancy and masculinity during the civil war years.93

Moreover, the role and status of  the nurse was difficult to define. Midwives 
had a historical role in Rus sia and functioned on a semiprofessional basis. But 
the nurse was relatively new to Rus sia, at least in the trained, professional sense. 
The  Sisters of  Mercy had training that, according to Haines, was “more social 
than scientific.”94 The Commissariat of  Health leaders  were not discouraged 
by the somewhat ambiguous figure of  the nurse. In fact, they seemed confi-
dent in their approach to creating the ideal Soviet nurse. Haines wrote that, 
having more or less all traveled abroad, they had ideas about how to introduce 
modern nursing to Rus sia.95 Or, rather, they  were  eager to introduce what they 
understood to be modern nursing to Rus sia. As a result, Haines described how 
“enthusiastic medical men” across the country attempted to start training 
courses for nurses, though  these  were often disor ga nized. The majority  were 
“miniature medical courses with most of  the art of  nursing omitted.”96

Haines was not too far off in claiming that nursing was an unattractive pro-
fession for young Rus sian  women. The new nursing schools sometimes 
strug gled to draw and keep students. In Yaroslavlʹ, for instance, the school 
for nurses had twenty- six students in 1920, but nine dropped out, partly for 
personal reasons and partly  because of  general economic conditions.97 Two 
 others  were expelled for “indecent be hav ior” and violating dormitory rules. 
That left fifteen nursing students;  after exams, thirteen remained. The follow-
ing year, only five enrolled, with four turning up. This low figure was put down 
to “public ignorance” about the new program and the purpose of  nursing 
schools.98 Feldsher- midwife schools  were more attractive options—as Haines 
had observed— and  were “less demanding” with regard to general education 
qualifications.99 Feldsher- midwife schools  were already familiar to many Rus-
sians, who considered  these professions to be more grounded in medical train-
ing. In Ufa many young  people preferred the three- year feldsher- midwife 
courses to the nursing courses.100 The health authorities validated this com-
mon perception, with Propper claiming in 1927 that midwives did not belong 
to the category of   middle medical workers— their greater general medical 
knowledge base elevated their status.101
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Another obstacle for schools was the lack of  teaching staff. Doctors  were 
already busy teaching courses for medical students, feldshers, and midwives. 
Even during school holidays, they taught short- term courses for disinfectant 
workers and orderlies.102 They did not have the time to teach student nurses. 
 There  were some incentives. One doctor in Novgorod volunteered to become 
head of  a nursing school to avoid active military ser vice. He requested a trans-
fer from his position in  water transport, hoping that by heading a nursing 
school he would be ineligible for ser vice.103 It was prob ably not the kind of  
motivation the Commissariat of  Health anticipated.

Some prob lems not only  were practical in nature but also struck at the heart 
of  who Soviet medical workers should be and how they could contribute to 
Soviet society. In its plans to dispense with the old system, the Commissariat 
of  Health was keen to eliminate feldshers (field feldshers in par tic u lar), largely 
 because of  their generally bad reputation.104 This plan caused considerable con-
fusion in practice, not just for feldshers but also for local health boards, medi-
cal schools, and employers.105 In Yaroslavlʹ the health authorities wanted to 
liquidate the feldsher school and reclassify it as a nursing school in the medi-
cal college (tekhnikum).106 The reclassified nursing school would include an in-
take of  men. This raised some eyebrows. Some commission members (a 
female doctor, three male doctors, and a female  union representative) worried 
about  Brothers of  Mercy graduating from  these nursing schools. They feared 
the schools would be “a poor surrogate, destroying feldshers and moving from 
caregiving staff  to attending staff ” (perekhodia iz ukhazhivaiushchego personala 
v personal lechashchii), where they would serve a “rural, uncultured popula-
tion.”107 The urgent need for medical personnel and the drive for institute take-
overs precipitated cursory discussions and hasty, ad hoc decisions about men 
and  women as caregivers. Amid the practical and orga nizational changes tak-
ing place,  those involved in medical  matters used a language that differenti-
ated between “care” and “medicine.” Much of  the debate about nursing over 
the next seventy years would be an attempt to reconcile the two.

 After a rather terse discussion, the befuddled commission members charged 
with overseeing the enrollment of  students at middle- level medical institutes in 
Yaroslavlʹ de cided not to admit men to the nursing schools.  These  were a re-
placement for the feldsher schools, producing nurses instead of  feldshers.108 In 
the Smolensk health department (guzdravotdel) officials discussed  whether field 
feldshers should attend lectures in the nursing schools but worried that they 
would gain an “incorrect interpretation” of  their role  because the schools aimed 
to train “caring personnel- nurses” to assist doctors, a role that would not overlap 
with that of  the field feldshers.109 As local officials adjusted to the new socialist 
real ity, the center seemed to provide  little in the way of  clear instruction.
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The gender lines dividing caregiving and the transfer of  power between 
nursing and feldsher schools revealed confusion and discomfort among mem-
bers of  organ izing committees, some of  whom did not see men in a nursing 
(read caregiving) role. And still, as far as I have found, no discussion of   Brothers 
of  Mercy and their role as caregivers took place among Soviet healthcare plan-
ners. Nurses  were  women, even though small numbers of  men qualified as 
nurses ( Brothers of  Mercy and then medical  brothers) during the Soviet pe-
riod. Men seemed more drawn  toward becoming schooled feldshers while 
 these courses still existed, and as the medical profession became feminized, 
men assumed the most se nior positions in the medical profession. One advo-
cate of   women’s rights writing shortly  after the revolution noted that the few 
men working in medical institutions occupied a privileged position but “did 
not like difficult work,” leaving that to their female colleagues.110 As nursing 
schools and titles  were being established in the 1920s,  those administering care 
would be  women.

nurses speak out
 Women encountered im mense difficulties in their work as nurses in Rus sia, a 
situation exacerbated by the horrors of  civil war. Vio lence became a modus 
operandi for tackling po liti cal and social prob lems  after Lenin called for mass 
terror in June 1918.111 Some  Sisters of  Mercy fled this terror. French- born  Sister 
of  Mercy Natalʹia Annikoff  had trained for two years in St.  Petersburg’s 
Kaufmanskaia community, graduating in 1914. She spent the First World War 
working in a military hospital in St. Petersburg. Between 1918 and 1920 she 
worked in hospitals in Kiev, Sevastopol, and Novorossiysk, as well as at the 
front and on a Red Cross train. But in March 1918 she “escaped” Rus sia via 
Turkey and France and in 1923 settled in the United States, where she worked 
as a nurse.112 Some  were not so lucky: the Red Cross nurse Andrea- Aleksandra 
Stegman (born Baroness von Foelkersam) served time in the Lubianka prison 
in Moscow, an experience she  later wrote about in her memoirs.113 Other 
 Sisters of  Mercy fleeing Bolshevik terror during the civil war went eastward 
into China, as well as west to Yugo slavia.114 Zinaida Mokievskaia- Zubok also 
emigrated in 1923, moved through Rus sia and into Ukraine and fi nally to Gal-
lipoli, leaving  behind the “horrible days of  the Rus sian civil war.”115

But a  great many  Sisters of  Mercy remained in the former Rus sian Empire 
in spite of  the civil war vio lence and po liti cal uncertainty. In October 1918 the 
speed of  revolutionary change and the language of  vio lence in Petrograd led 
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to confusion. Ideas of  revolution had taken root in medical institutions. Medical 
workers challenged authority figures.116 In the Holy Trinity community head 
nurses accused probationary nurses of  making false allegations about “repres-
sions,” including threats to deprive them of  their food and wages, and claimed 
they committed infringements against community rules and regulations.117 De-
pending on the severity of  their offenses, some nurses remained in the commu-
nity, but  others faced expulsion owing to their “harmful attitude [nastroenie].”118 
The probationary nurses in this instance did not have protection within the com-
munity or outside of  it, and so speaking out did not help their cause.

A general picture of  disarray emerged during the years 1918–1919. The 
transition from one power authority to another in conjunction with demobi-
lization, civil war, vio lence, epidemics, and famine created a mobile and dis-
orderly society. The authorities sent nurses to diff er ent hospitals, towns, and 
provinces, often just temporarily. Why this was necessary was not always clear. 
Red Cross officials in the Petrograd region seemed to have their hands full  after 
demobilization and  orders to close the  Sisters of  Mercy communities. Their 
reports to the demobilization authority noted that the “majority of  nurses in 
the northern front did not want to obey the order to leave their homes and 
communities.”119 Elsewhere, one bewildered Red Cross official requested that 
all  orders for holidays and “ needless” work trips (komandirovki) of  nurses “stop 
immediately.”120 The treatment of  medical personnel seemed to be a prob lem 
too. A feldsher and two nurses wrote to the medical  union’s conflict commis-
sion requesting an investigation into the “unjustified” removal of  medical 
workers in Kursk.121 Changes in administrative personnel precipitated dismiss-
als. The medical  union dealt with  these vari ous complaints, although  whether 
it ever managed to resolve them is not clear.

Certain disputes  were quite serious and, it would seem, demanded urgent 
attention. One such case was a complaint brought to the medical  union’s at-
tention at its members’ meeting in Mogilev in November 1919. The 150 pre-
sent heard vari ous complaints, including how workers in the Second Soviet 
hospital  were “terrorized” in the wake of  a restructured and “ineffectual” ad-
ministration.122 Employees appealed to the  union, believing that the  matter 
would be addressed. By taking this action, nurses and medical workers under-
stood that the revolution offered them rights and responsibilities. Many of  
them acted when they believed the new rules of  equality granted by the so-
cialist revolution  were being transgressed. A similar kind of  agency has been 
ascribed to factory workers in Petrograd, where in 1917 their strug gle to sur-
vive elicited a growth in “revolutionary feeling.”123 Appealing to the  union thus 
gave workers a say in  running the Mogilev hospital.
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Nurses and medical workers also appealed to vari ous forms of  authority 
for clemency and support. One  Sister of  Mercy with two young  children wrote 
to the Borisoglebskii medical- sanitation branch in Tambov, stating that she did 
not want to do anti- epidemic work.124 A “responsible and useful” worker in 
the Commissariat of  Enlightenment (the Ministry of  Education), she received 
a favorable outcome, as the commissariat was keen for her to continue her 
work  there.125 Medical workers able to show their commitment to building 
the revolution had some leverage. That the nurse had two young  children was 
of  less importance than her work in the Commissariat of  Enlightenment.

Ample evidence shows that nurses wanted to have their say. In Moscow a 
group of  nurses from the Aleksandrovskaia community, having already formed 
a council of  nurses in the hospital where they worked, voiced their dis plea-
sure  after a new head doctor was appointed in a closed competition and the 
council of  nurses had not been informed of  the vacancy. The nurses wanted 
the hospital to open a new competition.126 Such instances of  nurses acting in 
an in de pen dent manner  were a relatively new occurrence. Before the revolu-
tion the appointment of  a new head doctor, even if  unpop u lar, would not have 
met with such challenges.

Nurses in Tambov also spoke out against perceived injustices. Prob lems 
with the Tambov nursing community came to the attention of  the Union of  
 Sisters of  Mercy  after four unemployed nurses, identified as working in a com-
munity, “refused” to go to the Volga District to treat epidemic victims.127 Mean-
while, another group of  nurses, identified as “war time nurses” working in the 
community’s infirmary, “categorically refused” to vacate their dormitory places 
for medical staff.128 The medical and nursing authorities had their hands full 
dealing with personnel, training schools, and general reor ga ni za tion. Civil war 
and epidemic conditions made their work much harder.

The difficult circumstances no doubt contributed to the frequent reports 
of  prob lems in infirmaries and field hospitals. A military commission found 
that patients  were rude to ser vice personnel and suggested warning unruly 
patients that if  they complained but subsequently made a full recovery, they 
would face “disciplinary punishment.” The commission added that altercations 
with patients and obvious negligence would in the  future count as “noncom-
pliance” of  their contract (kak nesootvetstvie svoemu sluzhebnomu naznacheniiu).129 
Sometimes nurses had to take  matters into their own hands. At the behest of  
her nurses, the head nurse in the St. George community wrote to the head 
doctor of  the Semenovskii- Aleksandrovskii infirmary to complain about the 
dirty conditions of  the infectious disease department. She also told colleagues 
that her nurses did the work of  orderlies and students (besides their own du-
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ties).130  These nurses, as the head nurse claimed, tolerated the awful condi-
tions out of  feelings of  “pity for the patients.” When the nurses requested a 
transfer, the head nurse petitioned the head doctor, requesting an improve-
ment in their working conditions; if  this was not done, she threatened to 
“withdraw the nurses as soon as pos si ble.”131 The head doctor replied, ac-
knowledging the invaluable work of  the nurses, and promised to improve 
their working conditions and ease their workload.132 In the above examples, 
nurses identified as a group and took collective action to make their case to 
higher authorities. Their local, collective action formed part of  the revolution-
ary zeal that characterized the times.133

Patients speak out
The terrible conditions for medical workers and patients  were particularly ap-
parent to outside observers. Friend Muriel Payne noticed that patients often 
slept “two in a bed and even on the floors,” while in the provinces it was “com-
mon to find dead  children among the living.”134 In a pamphlet on a proposed 
American hospital for Moscow, Quaker Jessica Smith wrote that wages  were 
so low that some doctors and nurses served in two or three diff er ent hospitals 
(a situation that remained unchanged  after the civil war).135 Corpses lay in 
some hospital yards for two months due to the absence of  coffins and trans-
port.136 Nikolai Semashko, as Commissar of  Health, reportedly implored 
the American Friends Ser vice Committee (AFSC) to “send ambulances, ster-
ilizing outfits, instruments, and drugs sufficient to equip a large hospital in 
Moscow, where epidemics  were taking a terrible toll.”137 The Bolsheviks 
opted to fund industry rather than public healthcare, thus gambling with 
 people’s lives. Even military hospitals and infirmaries in Leningrad lacked 
dishes, spoons, and plates for patients.138 The Central Military Control Com-
mission reported that medical workers also had no gowns, nor was  there was 
soap for washing bed linen (and sometimes bed linen was not even available).139 
In some of  the military hospitals, lice  were “literally eating the patients.”140 
By 1921 the Bolsheviks represented “a socialism of  scarcity,” where the needs 
of  the individual  were subordinate to economic development.141

That patients complained should come as no surprise given  these condi-
tions. Doctors meeting in Tambov’s provincial hospital discussed “sabotage,” 
while patients accused  middle medical personnel of  providing “insufficient 
care.”142 Nurses and feldshers  were often absent from wards and left patients to 
their own devices.143 Thus began a recurring pattern: blaming medical workers 
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instead of  abstract and often misunderstood forces such as the revolution or 
the government. By not prioritizing healthcare funding during the civil war and 
well beyond, the Soviet state turned its back not only on medical workers— 
who became easy targets of  criticism— but also on the very citizens whose lives 
it sought to improve.

Some patients who  were unhappy with the care they received wrote let-
ters of  complaint to the relevant authorities. Several patients, former soldiers, 
wrote to the Red Cross about their  great need to receive care. They  were in a 
Red Cross infirmary, where they claimed that nannies, orderlies, and nurses 
did not treat the sick and injured, told them they  were all “crazy,” and said 
that “if  they complained, nobody would pay any attention.” The group of  for-
mer soldiers wrote that patients suffered and died.  Those who could afford to 
paid nannies to clean and provide them with extra food portions. In this Red 
Cross infirmary, the patients lamented, only the bugs enjoyed freedom, and 
 there was more freedom “in prison or  under the old regime.”  These condi-
tions  were particularly hard for the mentally ill patients, who understood that 
they  were being “laughed at and forced to be  silent [prinuzhden molchatʹ].” 
The former soldiers saw patients’ anxiety and agitation increase whenever a 
sidelka— a nanny who sat with and looked  after patients— swore or laughed 
at them. They wanted the authorities to know what was  going on and to im-
prove the situation.144

To a degree, the provincial health department (gubzdravotdel) addressed the 
prob lem in February 1921 when it set about organ izing three- month nursing 
courses for the care of  the mentally ill.145 This move was likely a response to 
prob lems in the area. A Comrade Lamberg, for instance, had noted a decline 
in  labor discipline among ju nior personnel and wanted to raise their qualifica-
tions, especially with regard to psychiatric care, where caring for mentally ill 
patients required “more conscientious and intelligent workers” who could 
“calm patients and not disturb them.”146 While not particularly medical or sci-
entific, this approach to the care of  the mentally ill nonetheless recognized 
that psychiatric patients needed help. The proposed three- month courses 
would “focus on psychiatric institutions,” and nurses who completed the study 
program would be able to provide better care.147 This arrangement to intro-
duce yet more short- term courses unfortunately only led to  future prob lems 
in the quality of  care, prob lems that would be felt some ten years  later. But 
the move at least acknowledged the still grave prob lems confronting the Com-
missariat of  Health, not to mention the appalling suffering of  patients.
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challenges to order: the case of lesnikov  
and the soup
In 1918 a case from the Fourth Red Cross Infirmary for Red Army Soldiers, 
located in Vologda, in northwest Rus sia, demonstrates the difficulties patients 
and nurses experienced. The case involved the patient Lesnikov and the nurse 
Aleksandra Prokofʹeva, but other patients and staff in the hospital became em-
broiled as the investigation ran its course. Prob lems in the hospital first came 
to the attention of  the se nior doctor when the head of   house keeping, Valen-
tina Ivanovna Lipinskaia, complained that patients received food they did not 
want and therefore had to “starve.”148 At the center of  the consternation was 
the twenty- two- year- old patient Lesnikov, accused of  being rude and complain-
ing about the coffee and food, especially the soup.149 The practicalities of  mak-
ing socialism work in hospitals and clinics come to the fore in this case. That 
the Bolsheviks did not plan a clear strategy for workers’ self- management or 
provide guidance becomes evident when examining medical institutions, where 
confusion indicated a  battle for power and control on  every level, as the follow-
ing incident shows.150

House keeping had its hands full with young Lesnikov, who became unruly 
and smashed dishes when he was unhappy with the food or the ser vice.151 
Rowdy patients would not listen to staff appeals for calm, responding only with 
“obscene swearing and insults.” Lipinskaia  stopped  going to the ward and im-
plored the head doctor to take mea sures to prevent such “undeserved abuse” 
and to inform superiors about the patients’ be hav ior.152 Another patient, thirty- 
three- year- old Alekseev, claimed that the nursing staff  gave them oatmeal 
porridge instead of  semolina, thereby more or less confirming Lesnikov’s un-
happy mealtime experiences. When the nurse denied this accusation, the pa-
tients smashed the plates. If  fed in this way, and if  this was “patient care,” then 
 there would be more “excesses,” they claimed.153 Alekseev added that when 
he inquired  whether  Sister Prokofʹeva, who had come to dress him, had 
washed her hands, she retorted that “the nurse herself  knows how to do a 
dressing.”154

Another patient called on to testify in the case was the soldier Shakkelʹ, 
who corroborated the other patients’ testimonies but added that  there  were 
“among the caring personnel many good and attentive workers, although  there 
 were negative types, not suitable for their positions, such as  Sister Prokofʹeva.” 
He claimed that Prokofʹeva put diluted hydrochloric acid drops in his eyes on 
purpose to “make them [his eyes] ugly.”155 When he complained about the pain 
and requested boric acid to rinse his eyes, he was subjected to “gross abuse.” 
Another patient made similar complaints about food and patient care. He also 
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claimed that Prokofʹeva spent all her time caring for another patient in the 
ward and never washed her hands  after dealing with him (the patient had 
gonorrhea).156

When questioned, Prokofʹeva claimed to know nothing about the Lesn-
ikov  matter, but she did defend herself  against Shakkelʹ’s accusations about 
the eyedrops. She said she made a  mistake but claimed Shakkelʹ verbally 
abused her when she tried to remedy the situation.157 She accepted that she 
was rude to patients but blamed the Red Army and Red Guard soldiers for 
bringing disorder to the hospital.158 The investigation found that Lesnikov’s 
be hav ior was due to his dissatisfaction with the soup, but more so to the food 
he received being contrary to doctor’s instructions. Most impor tant, the in-
vestigation commission concluded that the entire incident was but a “partial 
manifestation of  the permanent misunderstandings between patients and care-
givers more or less plaguing all medical institutions recently.”159 This damn-
ing indictment was a sorry reflection of  patient care in the fledgling Soviet 
state.

The commission further concluded that the food in the hospital was “good 
and tasty.” It blamed the “spirit of  the times” for disagreements between pa-
tients and medical personnel, as well as between the  middle and ju nior medi-
cal personnel. The patients  were too demanding, considering it their right to 
meddle in the internal  running of  the medical institution; meanwhile, the care-
giving staff  was not always attentive to the sick.160 The commission noted 
that even in the presence of  the investigative officers, Lesnikov received a meat 
dish (likely also against the doctor’s  orders) and the ser vice personnel abused 
him. To resolve the issue, the Red Army and Red Guard soldiers would 
move to the First Red Army Infirmary. The commission would deal with the 
Prokofʹeva and Shakkelʹ incident separately. It had the unenviable task of  de-
ciding who to believe— the patient or the nurse.

Irrespective of  this par tic u lar case, the commission found the overriding 
issue to be that almost all patients filed “allegations of  negligence, mistreat-
ment, and curtness” against Prokofʹeva.161 Consequently, the commission rec-
ommended that the local Red Cross administration dispense with the ser vices 
of  Prokofʹeva. But  Sister A. Krasnitskaia, a commission member and colleague of  
Prokofʹeva (identified as a war time nurse), stated that Prokofʹeva “always met 
the medical requirements.”162 Krasnitskaia acknowledged the complaints 
against Prokofʹeva but favored her transfer to another hospital and discharge 
from the Red Cross only if   there  were further incidents.163 The final decision 
to dismiss Prokofʹeva was unan i mous. Her actions did not befit the “high ti-
tle of  nurse” and the “moral duty” of  nurses “to serve their patients with love” 
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and to fulfill doctors’  orders.164 But  because of  her young age and long ser-
vice, as well as words of  support from Krasnitskaia and other colleagues, she 
was not to be dismissed from the Red Cross  unless found guilty of  further 
misdemeanors.165

Above all, the case indicated the poisonous atmosphere that could develop 
as a result of  poor relations between staff  and patients.  After the revolution, 
both patients and medical workers believed they had the right to demand bet-
ter conditions. But as the Lesnikov case highlighted, expectations  were some-
times too high. The lofty ideals of  the revolution led many to feel entitled to 
a better life  under socialism. When  these ideals and expectations  were not met, 
as in Lesnikov’s case, they became disillusioned and occasionally aggressive. 
 Those in administrative positions had identified a gulf  between revolutionary 
rhe toric and real ity, but it had yet to become evident to some of  the patients. 
Also lacking was a clear moral or ethical code. Ethics was a considerable gray 
area, and Lenin had been dismissive of  morality’s usefulness to the proletar-
iat.166 The lack of  clarity was not particularly helpful for medical workers navi-
gating the choppy  waters of  revolution.

In spite of  prob lems and complaints, patient care seemed to be a priority 
in most medical institutions, at least in princi ple. The references to “moral 
duty” and “love” suggest a nascent ethical code. Se nior personnel  were will-
ing to take action against complaints, and hospitals usually took mea sures to 
improve the situation for patients and staff. Evidence shows that state actors 
saw the revolutionary proj ect as “humane and emancipatory” as well as “ra-
tional and modern.”167 Even in spite of  the desperate need for medical work-
ers, an attempt was made to maintain standards, with nurses such as Prokofʹeva 
called to account for their negligence. Patient care came first.168

Elsewhere, a Commissariat of  Health inspection team conducted an inves-
tigation at the Zakharino hospital- sanatorium to hear patient complaints. The 
initial plan was to interview certain patients to ascertain  whether they had any 
grievances, but in the end the inspectors walked around all the wards inter-
viewing patients.169 Complaints  were generally about food, delays in chang-
ing bed linen, lack of  shoes, and other prob lems. Investigators suspended a 
nanny seen eating meat destined for a patient’s soup as she walked from the 
kitchen to the main building ( there was no escaping the hunger of  the times—
in her defense the nanny pleaded “starvation”).170 Patients and medical work-
ers felt  free to exercise their rights before the Commissariat of  Health and the 
medical  union, believing that they deserved better. To their credit, the author-
ities made a genuine effort to sift through and respond to  these issues. And 
while they often did their best to improve conditions, sometimes they  were 
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fighting a losing  battle. Once again, the ideals of  the revolution outpaced the 
realities of  the pre sent. The mismatch created conflict and tension for nurses 
and patients.

The attempt to establish a socialist healthcare system that prioritized the pa-
tient experience overlooked the habitat of  medical workers, particularly newly 
trained nurses. The nurses called for by the state allegedly lacked the level of  
culture necessary to deliver the standard of  care expected by the public health 
authorities. The civil war years and the pos si ble “brutalization” of  social life 
that accompanied them  were more conducive to a “roughening” of  be hav ior 
than to delivering a high level of  care.171 This applies to both medical workers 
and patients. And yet, especially from 1923 on, workers familiar with cultural 
revolution and the Bolshevik party’s drive to promote manners and good hab-
its came to expect better treatment at the hands of  medical workers. This 
idealistic view of  the revolution was evident even in 1918, as the case of  Lesn-
ikov shows.

To be sure, Semashko and the health authorities had good intentions for 
creating a socialist nurse and an effective public healthcare system. But in the 
early 1920s  there was no real effort to pop u lar ize nursing and pre sent it as an 
attractive and worthy profession. The restructuring that took place during the 
transition period created a  great deal of  chaos. Power vacuums and power 
strug gles led to im mense tensions in hospitals and other medical institutions 
as management changes and reor ga ni za tion often had negative consequences 
for medical workers and patients.

What did care in an aspiring communist society actually mean? What was 
the moral duty of  the nurse?  These  were questions healthcare workers asked 
 after the revolution. While medical workers and patients wondered about the 
moral economy of  the new socialist state and how this translated to patient 
care, the Commissariat of  Health and its departments  were busy overseeing 
institutional transitions and course programs. Although the Soviet state would 
 later come to care a  great deal about the morality of  its  people, upstanding be-
hav ior was not exactly a state concern during the civil war years. Local actors 
parsed the directives and worked  things out for themselves. The ideological 
mission was on ice. Pressing po liti cal and economic circumstances meant that 
 there was no definitive ethical guidance for medical workers. As Rus sian and, 
 later, Soviet citizens died from starvation, disease, and conflict, major questions 
about nursing, and public healthcare more generally, went unanswered.
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In 1921 the New Economic Policy (NEP) re-
placed war communism and its associated policies of  state nationalization of  
industry and grain appropriation. Marked by a return to private trade and cul-
tural experimentation, the more liberal NEP years  were not roundly welcomed. 
NEP society was not popu lar among  those who fought for the revolution and 
viewed the policy as a betrayal. Even though Lenin and the Bolsheviks envis-
aged the NEP as a temporary mea sure, for committed Marxists it seemed an 
ideological departure. It also led to the creation of  a contradictory and pluralist 
society. While some, the so- called NEPmen and NEPwomen, profited during 
the years 1921–1927,  others continued to endure hardship. Still, this period of-
fered an ele ment of  relief  from the horrors of  war.1 For medical workers, the 
NEP years also offered some respite, but life was still very difficult.

Training nurses and medical workers remained a key healthcare goal. But 
it became apparent that the Soviet authorities needed international help. Aware 
that vast swathes of  the population  were not enamored with the NEP or still 
suffering from the effects of  years of  famine and fighting, they had to tread 
carefully in accepting support from foreign entities. This chapter examines that 
delicate balance between providing care amid an overwhelming lack of  re-
sources and obtaining medical supplies and expertise without ideological and 
po liti cal compromise. Soviet interest in foreign healthcare was a step on the 
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path to shaping a socialist system of  care best suited to the needs of  Soviet 
citizens and the state.2 In some ways, working with foreigners helped se nior 
Soviet healthcare figures build a clearer picture of  socialist nursing.

Debates about the  future of  Soviet nursing  were symptomatic of  larger po-
liti cal discussions about the nature of  socialism  under the Bolsheviks and 
how Soviet leaders sought to position the state internationally. In spite of  the 
po liti cal tensions pre sent  after the Bolshevik revolution, international groups 
discussed and coordinated medical relief  and assistance. The chaos and hor-
rors of  world war, revolution, and famine met with a massive humanitarian 
response. Connections with foreign contacts continued, albeit on a lesser scale, 
during the 1920s, when the Soviet government was open to negotiation and 
the presence of  foreign organ izations operating within its borders.3 But So-
viet health leaders  were also intent on pursuing their own agenda for public 
healthcare. In the 1920s this agenda principally focused on social hygiene, an 
area of  public health that promoted well- being in the belief  that disease was 
a prob lem of  social as well as biological conditions.4

The foreign organ izations’ attempts to establish a nurse training school in 
Rus sia reveals much about both Western and Rus sian attitudes to public health-
care. Examining medical assistance and negotiations shows that “outsiders” 
dealing with Rus sia often found it more challenging to overcome social and 
cultural differences than the po liti cal or the ideological.5 The attempt to es-
tablish and operate a school illustrates how Western agents assumed that their 
system of  medical practice was better than the Rus sian. Such issues and atti-
tudes  were at the heart of  establishing and  running a Western- style training 
school. While dealing with foreign efforts to establish a nursing school, the 
Soviet government was also confronted with the mammoth tasks of  improv-
ing the public health system and quelling economic crises and a host of  other 
pressing issues. This chapter tells us much about how the Rus sians envisaged 
nursing taking shape in the first de cade of  Bolshevik power.

Foreign influence and exchange
The early 1920s saw the health authorities strug gle to define and or ga nize nurs-
ing education. The fledgling socialist state, while po liti cally cast away from 
the wider international community, found itself  drawn  toward Britain and the 
United States when it came to  matters of  public health and nursing.  These 
countries, standard- bearers for nursing education,  were also grappling with 
nurse training. Good quality care depended on the training and education of  
medical workers.  Those authorities responsible for medical education  were still 
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trying to figure out a system that would work. While the Soviet Union delib-
erated on nursing education in the early 1920s, other countries also  were ask-
ing questions about the training nurses should undergo. In Eu rope and the 
United States, “one of  the greatest impediments to reforming nursing educa-
tion,” notes historian Anne Marie Rafferty, “was the lack of  agreement among 
nurse leaders as to what constituted a proper training.”6 In the United States 
the Goldmark Report (1922–1925) and its questions over the training of  pub-
lic health nurses and hospital nurses was evidence of  this debate.7

The Soviets might have argued that a new type of  communist approach 
was necessary to address par tic u lar local conditions, but, at the same time, 
 there was no concealing the interest of  the Soviet health authorities in British 
and US nurse training or the fact that Soviet debates fit into wider international 
debates during the interwar period.8 But nursing occupied a liminal space on 
the edges of  science and medicine; as a profession it was still reasonably young 
by international standards. Nursing thus represented a venture into the un-
known for the new Soviet healthcare officials.

Diminishing the role of  the  Sisters of  Mercy and advancing the cause of  
ordinary  women to train as nurses should have complemented the Bolshevik 
campaign for female emancipation and helped meet the urgent need for med-
ical workers. It would in princi ple have opened up a new field whereby  women 
could prove themselves and become socially active, a central tenet of  party 
policy and po liti cal rhe toric. Moreover,  women had shown that they  were ca-
pable of  performing nursing duties during the First World War and civil war.

But the Bolsheviks  were slow to arrive at this idea.  After war and revolu-
tion,  middle medical workers  were not promoted but “inhabited an ill- defined 
and expansive territory.”9 Early Soviet policy regarding medical workers and 
gender was, if  anything, conservative. Nurses, as  women,  were “natu ral care-
givers,” and men did not seem to have a place in this feminine world. In the 
context of  the NEP, nurses might easily have strug gled to identify as proletar-
ian workers.10 Indeed, in addition to the  great need for physicians in rural ar-
eas, another reason for the ultimate retention of  the feldsher might have been 
to provide men with a place in  middle medical work apart from supposedly 
female nursing. Nursing in Rus sia followed the northern Eu ro pean and US 
trend whereby  women dominated the profession. But care and compassion 
are not unique to  women, and as Christie Watson, a former nurse in Britain’s 
National Health Ser vice, writes, “Nursing is seen as one of  the most lowly (fe-
male) professions . . .  and rather than integrating it along non- gender lines, 
the act of  caring is not considered valuable.”11 The Soviet healthcare authori-
ties did place value on care: the difficulty lay in transposing ideas around care-
giving to the clinical setting.
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Exchanging medical lit er a ture between the Soviet Union and the United 
States, Germany, and  England was part of  the pro cess of  learning about pub-
lic healthcare, nursing, and caregiving.12 The New York Medical Acad emy sent 
copies of  American Nursing, the Journal of  Social Hygiene, and the American Jour-
nal of  Public Health to Rus sia between 1920 and 1923.13 Representatives from 
the medical  union wrote to communists working in medicine in North Amer-
i ca and  Great Britain, looking to establish contact. They also wrote to the 
British Bureau of  the Red International of   Labor Unions, or Profintern, and 
sent materials for publication in the organ ization’s lit er a ture.14  There  were sim-
ilar exchanges with the International Council of  Nurses (ICN) in London and 
the Medical Association of  Canada.15 Medical workers elsewhere in Eu rope 
 were of  interest too; medical  union correspondence with the Union of  Cata-
lonian Physicians in Barcelona inquired about medical workers in Catalonia 
and Spain. The  union was also  eager to disseminate its work abroad through 
the journal Medical Worker (Meditsinskii rabotnik). Other countries correspond-
ing with the medical  union included the United States, Belgium, France, the 
Netherlands, Japan, and Bulgaria.16

Commissariat of  Health correspondence from the period 1923–1926 indi-
cates a clear Soviet interest in British attitudes to healthcare, especially child-
care.17 Indeed, in July 1925 the Commissariat of  Health correspondent in 
London sent a letter to Moscow suggesting that League of  the Society of  the 
Red Cross and London University’s Bedford College– run courses to train 
nurses for administrative and teaching positions might be of  interest to the 
commissariat.18 The international courses, with the aim of  training nurses to 
work in the fields of  “visiting nursing, child welfare, school and TB nursing, 
prenatal and maternity nursing,” addressed areas of  public health in which the 
Soviet Union had a strong interest.19 The emphasis on hygiene in the home, 
school, and factory would also have appealed to the Soviet proclivity  toward 
prophylaxis, with lectures on hygiene and sanitation already featured in the 
Soviet nursing curricula from 1922.20 In education, the Soviet government also 
concentrated its efforts on basic hygiene and cleanliness to help reduce infant 
deaths and disease.21 Yet no Soviet nurse ever attended the courses.

The Soviet health authorities  were keen to observe rather than necessarily 
adopt Western models of  nursing education.  There was still a lack of  interna-
tional clarity about nurse training, with considerable conflict between the Brit-
ish and US approaches to nursing.22 Many Eu ro pean countries had only begun 
to establish their national nursing professions during  these initial de cades of  
the twentieth  century, when nurses had started to seek greater professional 
rights and recognition. Predominantly male physicians looked down on the 
overwhelming majority of  female nurses, with institutional and po liti cal policy 
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reinforcing this gendered and hierarchical imbalance in the medical world. In an 
attempt to deal with such perceptions, the ICN characterized nursing as a “par-
ticularly female profession”: nurses  were reformers who “built upon a sense of  
nursing autonomy in which they claimed that nursing was not a medical profes-
sion and thus presented no threat to the authority of  doctors, but that therefore 
neither [was] nursing [to] be controlled by doctors.”23 Parallel debates did not 
happen in the Soviet Union  because nurses did not have their own association 
or leaders.

the “Art of nursing”
When foreigners came into direct contact with Rus sian nursing, other issues 
overshadowed  these broader debates about the profession. Western nursing 
was largely presented as well developed and generally more advanced than 
Rus sian nursing. Indeed, negative accounts of  Rus sian nursing standards 
abound in First World War memoir and diary lit er a ture. The trained British 
nurse Violetta Thurston, for instance, who worked for the Rus sian Society of  
the Red Cross (ROKK) in a Rus sian hospital in Warsaw, observed: “The art of  
nursing as practiced in  England does not exist in Rus sia.”24 The effort to “re-
form” nursing  after the war began when US philanthropies such as the Rocke-
fel ler Foundation funded medical training schemes across eastern Eu rope. It 
established and funded nursing schools in Poland, Czecho slo va kia, and other 
countries and set up training exchange programs in the 1920s.25 Rus sia was 
also of  interest to the foundation.26

In 1922 the En glish Quaker Muriel Payne and Lady Muriel Paget of  the Save 
the  Children Fund proposed setting up a training school for nurses in Rus sia 
to address the lack of  knowledge about motherhood and infant mortality.27 
While the Rus sian health authorities signed an agreement for an En glish med-
ical unit to train Rus sian nurses, sufficient international funding was not se-
cured.28 Payne, a registered nurse, considered nurse training and care in Rus sia 
lacking and claimed that “40% of  the deaths among the  children in the Emer-
gency  Children’s Homes and Hospitals,  were not directly due to Famine, but 
could have been prevented if  the nurses in charge, had had some knowledge 
of  Medical and Nursing care.”29 Paget shared Payne’s concerns and blamed 
much of  the infant mortality in Rus sia on its poorly trained personnel.30 Payne 
and Paget had a point, but they overlooked prob lems with food supply and 
distribution.

The high rate of  infant mortality also troubled the Soviet government, and 
the Commissariats of  Health and Enlightenment both supported the idea of  
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a nursing school.31 The scheme was also proposed at a time of  im mense suf-
fering.  There are many examples of  the horrors endured by families afflicted 
by famine and disease, with  mothers abandoning or murdering their  children 
to avoid witnessing their suffering from starvation.32 The discussions between 
the Rus sians and relief  organ izations thus took place against a backdrop of  
extreme hardship for  those in the famine- stricken parts of  Soviet Rus sia.

It was hardly a surprise, then, that the Rus sians seemed to welcome the pro-
posal for the training school and the presence of  foreign nurses. The chief  
doctor in the Commissariat of  Enlightenment hoped the British would hold 
a series of  lectures on nursing in medical institutions.33 While Paget believed 
that the commissariat wanted to improve child welfare, she considered it 
“handicapped by total lack of  executive female personnel through whom to 
carry out a constructive health program.”34 In her plan to combat child mor-
tality in Rus sia, Paget recommended establishing a hospital for  mothers and 
 children, organ izing a child welfare center, and establishing a training school 
for Rus sian nurses, as well as eventually establishing nursing schools in diff er-
ent parts of  Rus sia.35 This plan spilled over into the remit of  the physician Vera 
Lebedeva’s Department for the Protection of   Mothers and Infants (Otdel 
Okhrany Materinstva i Mladenchestva or OMM), established in 1918. Lebedeva 
(a strong candidate for “executive female”) was already involved in recruiting 
young  women interested in attending the OMM’s ten- month courses on 
childcare.36

For its part, the Rus sian Commissariat of  Enlightenment agreed to recog-
nize the Rus sian nurses who would receive this training as a “special part of  
the Rus sian nursing profession” and continue their caregiving work  after the 
British unit left Rus sia.37 Payne devised a detailed syllabus for the training 
school, but she made it clear that En glish nurses would be in charge of  the 
wards and would supervise training.38 Such an arrangement left  little doubt 
about which country had the “superior” nursing system, but the Rus sians 
nonetheless supported the scheme. The Soviet health authorities engaged in 
information gathering as part of  their effort to acquire greater knowledge 
about nursing practice and how it might work in the context of  socialist pub-
lic healthcare.39

Foreign Flirtations and soviet exhibitions
A large part of  the information gathering centered on the health of  the  mother 
and child. Maternal and infant care  were considered a  woman’s domain and 
 were associated with the babka, or midwife.40 As much as the Soviet govern-
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ment might have disliked midwives, it could not afford to dispense with their 
ser vices.41 But perhaps the prospect of  trained public health nurses and a move 
away from the image of  traditional midwives, and connotations with the pre-
revolutionary past, also attracted official support for the nursing scheme. Even 
so, the Soviet health authorities seemed content to observe the nursing scheme’s 
developments from the margins while continuing to deal with public healthcare 
issues such as  mother and child health. They also continued to develop new 
roles for the nurse: one early initiative was the creation of  the Tuberculosis Sec-
tion of  the Moscow Department of  Public Health and the Model Dispensary, 
which employed nurses to visit patients.42

As the Soviet state tackled vari ous prob lems, US parties continued to ex-
press interest in helping it deal with maternity and infant care and the public 
health crisis more generally. Two US physicians, Elsie Graff, of  the American 
Medical  Women’s Association, and Esther Lovejoy, arrived in Moscow to pro-
vide support in the areas of  motherhood, infancy, and childcare, as well as 
tuberculosis and venereal disease.43 Payne, in the meantime, continued with 
her plans for the nurse training school.44

The Rus sian government, the Commissariat of  Health, and the ROKK con-
tinued to support Payne’s efforts.45 They also remained interested in US and 
British approaches to childcare and maternity.46 The plan for the international 
school of  nursing, which was to be  under the purview of  the Commissariat 
of  Health, was essentially the same as that proposed in 1922 and entailed send-
ing about eight fully qualified En glish nurses to Rus sia to train Rus sians in the 
care of   mothers and infants and the sick and in disease prevention.47 It would 
have a training center with a hospital for  children “suffering from dietetic dis-
eases” along with “an Infant Welfare Clinic, Milk Dispensary, and ward for 
 mothers.” Such a scheme would have been significant for  mother and child 
health in Rus sia. Vera Lebedeva no doubt welcomed the foreign support, all 
the more so since the OMM had to close a third of  its facilities and accept bud-
getary cutbacks in 1922.48 Unfortunately for Payne, in early 1923 she admit-
ted with “ great sorrow” that the international school had not succeeded in 
obtaining the necessary funds.49 But once again,  others stepped into the fold.

At around that time, Lillian Wald— a major figure in US nursing and  human 
rights— took an interest in Rus sian nursing.50 The interest was mutual. In Feb-
ruary 1924 public health officials invited Wald to Rus sia to inspect activities in 
public health and nursing.51 For the new Soviet state, the trip in late spring of  
1924 held considerable potential. The Commissariat of  Health noted that Wald 
and the other delegates had “im mense experience in the area of  public health” 
and could “demonstrate for the Soviet audience how public health in Amer-
i ca was conducted.” Health officials invited her to do just that at a touring 
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exhibition; it would feature material on nursing and public health in the 
United States, including “two posters, six copies of  ‘The Public Health Nurse,’ 
miscellaneous pamphlets,” and other material on social hygiene.52 (Wald had 
also sent ahead several thousand dollars’ worth of  films, charts, books, and 
other materials, funded by Mrs. John D. Rocke fel ler and US nurses, but the 
Rus sians mislaid  these items.)53

Wald’s trip to the Soviet Union was also designed to familiarize Americans 
with Soviet public health and childcare.54 The Rus sians did not show Wald a 
Potemkin village: from 1924, part of  the Soviet strategy when receiving for-
eign guests was to demonstrate socialist achievements and tailor their visits 
accordingly.55 Wald saw the best and the worst that Soviet public healthcare 
had to offer. She was generally unimpressed by the lack of  organ ization and 
the Soviet inability to put theories of  child welfare into practice. Nonetheless, 
the efforts of  Lebedeva and her department heartened Wald, even if  they 
seemed unable to “initiate intelligent in ter est ing nursing” and send trained 
nurses to the countryside.56 For his part, the Americans’ host, Nikolai Semashko, 
seemed to take  great plea sure in informing his guests that socialism had given 
proletarian  women the opportunity to become nurses, which “never would 
have happened  under the old regime.” Wald saw similar challenges confront-
ing Soviet and US public healthcare, and her most pertinent concern was the 
lack of  medical workers drawn to work outside of  the major cities. To remedy 
this prob lem she suggested establishing a school of  nursing in the Samara 
region.57

Wald’s trip took her to Soviet hospitals, clinics, factories, and other institu-
tions. A highlight was a factory preventorium—in Wald’s opinion, one of  “the 
best establishments of  its kind for tuberculosis . . .  seen in any country.”58 In 
her reflections on Rus sia, recounted in her book Win dows on Henry Street, Wald 
did not always see Soviet socialist medical practice as diff er ent to that before 
the revolution or in the West. Having already visited Rus sia in 1910 and armed 
with a deep knowledge of  social and public health work in the United States 
and abroad, Wald was often hesitant to view changes in organ izations and 
structures as “Soviet initiatives” or innovations. Yet, Wald’s interest in Rus sia 
and the Soviet approach to public healthcare would soon be cemented by her 
role as one of  the vice presidents of  the American Rus sian Society for Cul-
tural Relations with Rus sia, established in 1926.59 More importantly for nurs-
ing in Rus sia, Wald’s trip drew attention to nursing and the importance of  
establishing training schools to provide modern standards of  care to Soviet 
citizens.
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new soviet nurses
Vera Lebedeva was working  toward the same goal. Her motherhood and in-
fancy clinic hosted Anna Haines when she returned to Rus sia as a qualified 
nurse in the summer of  1925. Between 1918 and 1927, the OMM had three 
divisions:  women’s outpatient clinics (zhenskie konsulʹtatsii), Soviet  women’s 
homes (patronazh), and homes for  mother and child (doma materi i rebenka).60 
Although it sought to improve  mother and child health, the department also 
wanted to change peasant perceptions of  the world and took a pronatalist po-
sition.61 Through their interest in training and education, Haines and the 
American Friends Ser vice Committee (AFSC) made a valuable contribution 
to Lebedeva’s department. They helped to fund the training of  several nurses, 
some of  whom came from Samara and Mongolia.62 Lebedeva’s clinic itself  had 
a school for three hundred student nurses training in infant welfare.63 Once 
they graduated, the nurses, largely from rural areas, would return to work in 
the countryside. This kind of  arrangement would fit with state propaganda 
campaigns to educate and inform village  mothers about infant care, accultur-
ating and enlightening the masses.64 It also indicated that some of  Wald’s ideas 
about rural nursing might have had some influence.

The Commissariat of  Health engaged in an ongoing pro cess, begun back 
in 1918, to determine the best way to or ga nize and administer care. By 1924 
the Rus sian Soviet Federated Socialist Republic (RSFSR) had 35 midwifery col-
leges, 28 feldsher- midwife schools— although some of   these  were subject to 
closure— and 24 nursing schools, from which 587 students had graduated, in-
cluding a further 120 schools in maternity and infant care.65 Two eve ning 
schools with three- year courses for training nurses opened in Moscow in 1925.66 
Two  middle medical workers’ conferences, the first held in 1922 and the sec-
ond in 1926, played an impor tant role in determining the shape of   middle med-
ical education and specialization.67 New roles for an educational nurse for 
maternal and child care (sestra vospitatelʹnitsa) and nurses for patient care and 
midwifery  were also created—by the mid-1920s a multitude of  very specific 
nurse titles and roles existed.68 In an article about  middle medical education, 
N. I. Propper questioned how the medical college would cater to  these spe-
cific types of  nurses and  middle medical workers. This was logistically chal-
lenging but also, as Propper deduced, expensive and likely  limited to specialist 
centers in major cities. In the end, Propper concluded that four types of   middle 
medical workers  were necessary: midwives, nurses, motherhood and infancy 
nurses, and nurses for social assistance.69

Discussions about  middle medical education presaged further restructur-
ing in 1926–1928, when the authorities overhauled the system of   middle 
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medical education to create departments to train three basic types of  workers 
in the medical college: midwives, nurses for the protection of  motherhood and 
infancy, and general nurses.70 Social assistance nurses  were not trained in the 
new program.71 Medical education was general in the first year, and by the 
final year training was quite specialized. Certain medical colleges in Moscow 
and Leningrad had already started to train nurses in psychiatry, pediatrics, sur-
gery, gynecol ogy, and other subjects, as well as introduce new nurse special-
ists in x- ray, dentistry, midwifery, pharmacy, and other areas.72

The state instigated further changes to the role of  personnel and medical 
education to meet the needs of  industrialization and collectivization (see chap-
ter 4). The structural reor ga ni za tion, according to the Soviet medical education 
writer, A. P. Zhuk, was to significantly raise the quality of   middle medical train-
ing and bring the  middle medical college closer to the Institute of  Higher Edu-
cation (Vysshee uchebnoe zavedenie).73 The move was also supposed to raise 
the nurse above the feldsher.74 It was clear that the Commissariat of  Health was 
still trying to figure out the best way of  organ izing medical and nursing educa-
tion as well as structuring the public healthcare system. As Soviet society moved 
from civil war to the period of  NEP, the demands of  Soviet citizens and their 
healthcare needs also changed. To this end, the commissariat revisited nursing 
and the kind of  nurse required for pre sent conditions in the Soviet Union (the 
tuberculosis nurse being one example).

Through the structural changes in training and education, the healthcare 
authorities aligned nursing more closely with science, perhaps hoping to ele-
vate it somewhat in the eyes of  Soviet citizens.75 Still, gendered roles within 
healthcare tended to associate men with science. Although female physicians 
 were on the rise in Rus sia (by late 1926, 39  percent of  registered physicians 
 were females), the tendency to associate  women, especially nurses, with gen-
der ste reo types of  feminine kindness and gentility (as was the experience of  
the First World War) often remained.76  Women medical workers also per-
formed some of  the most physically exhausting and menial jobs.77

Nurses played an increasingly prominent role in  people’s lives, and demand 
for them grew. In 1925 the Commissariat of  Health called for courses for pub-
lic health nurses (aged eigh teen to twenty- five), accepting candidates with 
some prior knowledge of  sanitation and administration and a familiarity with 
economics and sociology.78 Public health nurses had several functions: to care 
for preschool- age  children living in rural districts; attend the child and  mother 
consultation centers to “advise  mothers on a range of  issues related to the care 
and upbringing of  their  children”; provide medical care in schools  under the 
supervision of  a doctor; and visit tuberculosis patients.79 A memorandum on 
nursing courses sent to Semashko emphasized that the public health nurse 
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should be “trustworthy” and have “common sense,” as well as “sufficiently ed-
ucated to deal with potential prob lems.”80 Additionally, the “memorandum 
underlined the importance of  practical hospital experience, knowledge of  mid-
wifery, as well as a good understanding of  the public sphere in which she 
would work.”81

Reflecting on the 1920s, Anna Haines wrote that midwifery courses im-
proved significantly during the NEP period. Well- trained midwives sent to 
the provinces helped stem the high infant mortality rates.82 The OMM- run 
midwifery institute in Moscow was to serve as a model for all other institutes 
and schools throughout the country. In many ways the midwife replaced the 
need for having a physician or nurse deliver normal births, “giving a ser vice” 
that was “efficient and eco nom ical.”83 The authorities created the role of  pa-
tronage nurse (patronazhnaia sestra) for this reason. She visited single  mothers 
in their homes, investigated their living conditions, and offered them instruc-
tion and assistance. Creating new roles and reimagining old ones became an 
integral part of  the commissariat’s efforts to make healthcare “Soviet.”84 Such 
visits also functioned as impor tant spaces for acculturation and instilling So-
viet values.85 Home visits, including issuing dispensary  orders,  were another 
form of  domestic control.86

Lebedeva’s clinic offered Haines the chance to teach Rus sian student nurses. 
Despite enjoying the experience, Haines felt a palpable sense of  frustration— 
she found the narrow focus on infant nursing too restrictive but could not con-
vince  those in charge to provide students with a more basic medical training 
to equip them to care for adults rather than infants.87 Yet Haines was not com-
pletely despondent and praised Lebedeva’s clinic. She considered the stan-
dards of  care in Lebedeva’s clinic to be high.88 Still, this was a model institution, 
with standards lower elsewhere. In the 1920s, the Bolsheviks invested in pres-
tigious scientific institutes that received much public attention and endorse-
ment. Lebedeva’s clinic was one of   these.

Given the high levels of  infant mortality in Rus sia, the new Soviet govern-
ment placed much emphasis on instructing new  mothers in how to care for 
their newborns. But Haines, coming from a diff er ent social and cultural 
background, favored taking a more traditional Western approach to medical 
training that bypassed the “rudimentary” ele ments provided by Lebedeva’s 
clinic. Haines envisioned introducing a Westernized system of  nurse train-
ing to Rus sia, whereas the Soviet government favored training that it saw fit 
for addressing current needs as well as its po liti cal and ideological plans for 
molding Soviet society. Medical workers, as valuable state intermediaries 
caring for Soviet patients, had to comply with Soviet rather than Western 
plans for nursing.
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Haines realized that nursing improvements would not happen “without the 
equipment and desire on the part of  the officials in charge.”89 She  later recog-
nized that the Commissariat of  Health was “not convinced as yet that Ameri-
can methods of  nursing”  were “the best methods.”90 In her approach to Soviet 
nursing, she perhaps overlooked the ideological and po liti cal  factors at play. 
For example, nurse consultations with  mothers, especially  those that took place 
in the home, presented officials with an opportunity to inspect  house holds.91 
Training nurses to visit homes and meet with new  mothers thus allowed the 
state to shape  people’s habits and practices, helping them conform to new So-
viet standards of  health and hygiene.

The Quakers read the situation from an outsider perspective. Soviet nurses 
did not hold a high position within the medical hierarchy: they did not have a 
national nursing association, nor  were they members of  an international nurs-
ing organ ization. The nurse may have occupied a position of  power and au-
thority during home visits, but in the wider healthcare sphere the nurse was 
inferior to the doctor.92 Similarly in France “the modern nurse was to use her 
innately feminine skills to balance the emotional, spiritual, and physical needs 
of  the patient with the professional and scientific interests of  the doctor.”93 
While nurses in the Soviet Union lacked equipment, politics and ideology as 
much as nursing technique would inform their training. They  were also ex-
pected to balance the maternal and the scientific facets of  their professional 
role.

Despite differences in attitudes to nursing, Soviet healthcare officials con-
tinued to benefit from their relationship with the Quakers. When Lebedeva 
needed linoleum for the clinic, she turned to Haines for help to procure it in 
 England.94 In Samara, the head of  the Buzuluk District health authority ap-
proached the AFSC for help in purchasing an x- ray machine from Berlin.95 
Through their presence in hospitals and clinics, Quakers made valuable con-
tributions to Rus sian healthcare and became impor tant intermediaries between 
Rus sia and the West at a particularly difficult time. This achievement was no-
table given the strained international relations and changing domestic cli-
mate in Rus sia  after Lenin’s death in January 1924. Both the Quakers and the 
Rus sians wanted to improve Soviet public healthcare, but they had differing 
visions of  how to tackle it.

west is best
To the AFSC, “one of  the greatest needs of  the peasants and the workers in 
Rus sia [was] for a type of  health ser vice represented by the Public Health 
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Nurses in Amer i ca and  England.”96 It did not consider why the Western sys-
tem was better than any Rus sia could offer. Instead, its plans for a training 
school in Moscow would be modeled on “the most modern foreign schools.” 
Although Anna Haines made no reference to Muriel Payne’s scheme,  there 
 were similarities in the proposals for a nursing school, most prob ably a reflec-
tion of  their Western experiences of  nursing in Rus sia. The school would have 
a total of  sixty students enrolled across three years. Rus sian doctors would 
oversee theoretical classes, while En glish and US nurses would be in charge 
of  practical nursing and general administration. In the final months of  the 
course, students would receive training in midwifery so that as nurses they 
“could command more re spect.”97

The school was set to open in 1928, allowing the AFSC enough time to raise 
funds.98 The Commissariat of  Health approved the nurse training school. Al-
though the Rus sians endorsed the scheme, they  were not convinced that US 
methods of  nursing  were any better than Rus sian methods.99 Nonetheless, in 
the mid-1920s the Soviet health authorities maintained a general interest in 
 mother and child healthcare abroad, collecting information on  children in Brit-
ain suffering from rheumatism and disease (with notes about the high price 
of  quinine).100 They  were also interested in Glaxo, a dry milk produced in New 
Zealand with a “very good reputation in Britain.”101 The Commissariat of  
Health, with Lebedeva as its representative, welcomed the nurse training 
school as an “experiment,” but the Soviets only considered it as such  because 
they  were not “sold” on the idea that this type of  system was of  value to 
them.102 Indeed, the precise function of  the public health nurse was still de-
bated in the United States, considered by some to be an instructor “bringing 
the message of  prevention and hygiene to the masses” and by  others a practi-
tioner “providing direct patient care.”103

In any case, and as the Wald visit had demonstrated, the Soviets wanted to 
learn more about the US experience of  public health nursing. This was an area 
of   great expansion in the United States during the interwar years, increasing 
from three thousand public health nurses in 1912 to almost twenty thousand 
by 1938.104 Still committed to the foreign scheme, the Rus sians agreed to pro-
vide a building (albeit one in an extreme state of  disrepair), with the AFSC 
shouldering all other costs.105

While the nurse training school scheme was to serve philanthropic and hu-
manitarian purposes,  there was no doubt of  a disconnect between Rus sian 
and Western intentions. Both wanted to improve medical conditions in Rus-
sia, but their means to this end differed. Haines and her colleagues wanted to 
establish a nursing school along Western lines, whereas the Rus sian approach 
did not regard Western standards as  either better or appropriate. It was clear 
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that  those in Soviet healthcare such as Lebedeva and Semashko did not con-
sider that the United States or the West knew the only route to modernizing 
nursing. From their perspective, US and British nursing did not necessarily rep-
resent modern or correct methods of  care. Ideas of  modernity are,  after all, 
not exclusively Western.106 When it came to modernizing healthcare, the So-
viets  were above all pragmatic. If  funding and support  were forthcoming, Rus-
sian authorities  were hardly in a position to refuse. They would take what 
they considered to be both intellectually and practically useful to meet their 
needs.

Perhaps the Soviet healthcare authorities  were also skeptical about secur-
ing a firm foreign commitment to  running a nurse training school. The Quak-
ers  were still pursuing their nursing school proj ect in 1927, this time undertaking 
a massive fund rais ing campaign in the United States  after the Rocke fel ler 
Foundation rejected the nursing school scheme in February of  that year.107 
Haines, undaunted, claimed that “wrong ways of  educating nurses”  were  under 
way in Rus sia.108 Quaker Alice Davis, at that time training in the Commissar-
iat of  Health’s school for nurses in Moscow, felt that a lack of  teachers and the 
po liti cal education hindered nurse training.109 Davis claimed the po liti cal and 
social education led to “constant interruptions,” even though an understand-
ing of  the Marxist- Leninist system was a baseline of  Soviet education.110 In 
spite of  the setbacks, Haines continued her efforts to obtain the remaining 
funds in the United States, deciding not to return to Rus sia.111 For the Rus-
sians, setbacks  were not unusual. The delays and prob lems involved in setting 
up a school may have frustrated Haines, but Soviet healthcare officials often 
had to wait several months for accommodation and funding to come through 
for vari ous schemes.112 Even if  the scheme had received funding, it might have 
come too late.

the end of an era
By the late 1920s, Joseph Stalin’s emergence as leader of  the Soviet Union re-
solved the power strug gle that followed Lenin’s death. The po liti cal landscape 
of  the Soviet Union was changing rapidly. At about the same time that the 
First Five- Year Plan came into effect in 1928, Quakers turned their attention 
to developing a hospital to train nurses in Yasnaya Polyana, the former estate 
of  the writer Lev Tolstoy. It would be a joint effort by the En glish and Ameri-
can Friends, with Alice Davis at its helm to retrain Rus sian nurses in Western 
methods for the hospital.113 The scheme had received permission to go ahead 
from the Tolstoy Committee (of  which Semashko was a member), and Semashko 
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had written a letter of  support to the British Foreign Office for the visit of  an 
En glish nurse.114

It was then a “bombshell” when Semashko told Quakers that this was the 
first he had heard of  an En glish nurse  going to Yasnaya Polyana, that Yasnaya 
Polyana was not a suitable location for a nurse training school, and that Rus-
sians had “their own system of  nursing and so did not require a foreign nurse 
 there.”115 Quaker headquarters recognized that  there had been no written ac-
cep tance of  the scheme.116 The po liti cal situation in Rus sia at this time, and 
the end of  the NEP, no doubt had im mense bearing on how events tran spired. 
In 1928 Stalin’s Rus sia was a very diff er ent country from the one Western visi-
tors encountered in the early 1920s. Massive campaigns of  industrialization 
and collectivization  were  under way or in the works, and the po liti cal climate 
within Rus sia was perceptibly changing. The 1927 war scare no doubt increased 
tensions further.117 Semashko was likely already  under pressure to strictly reg-
ulate the movements of  foreign agents, and his commissariat was also dealing 
with bud getary restrictions.118

Irrespective of  financial and po liti cal circumstances, the AFSC still believed 
in a hospital scheme and remained on friendly terms with the Commissariat 
of  Health.119 While disappointed, the AFSC understood the rejection to be 
“natu ral,” since “no hospital in Amer i ca would accept a foreign nurse as a ma-
tron in a hospital that was to be run on nationalistic lines.”120 It had a valid 
point, and one that reinforces the extent to which the Soviet government had 
generally been willing to stretch to accommodate foreign medical help on Rus-
sian soil.

As one door closed, another opened. In 1928 the professor A. Speransky, 
who replaced Lebedeva as director of  the OMM’s research institute and who 
was also president of  the Scientific Council in Moscow, sent a proposal for a 
clinic to the AFSC. The clinic would study the prevention and treatment of  
 mother and infant diseases.121  Because it would be part of  Speransky’s insti-
tute, the scheme would be Russian-  and not Western- led. Semashko and his 
commissariat signed off  on the agreement on July 12, 1929. The Commissar-
iat for Health required two foreign nurses to work as assistants to the matron, 
and they  were to be responsible to Speransky.122 Before this they  were to have 
spent some three months in the physiology department and in  children’s con-
sultation to learn about “the Rus sian methods of  care of  healthy  children.”123 
They  were also to have some knowledge of  the Rus sian language to help train 
local nurses.124 Foreign nurses would not be imposing their own style of  nurs-
ing and would adapt to the Rus sian medical setting. By July 1929 Rus sian health 
authorities  were “most anxious” to have the foreign nurses begin work at the 
clinic.125 In September the AFSC approved the scheme.126
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As the Quaker Dorice White explained, placing two foreign nurses in the 
hospital was not to be part of  any “scheme of  nursing” but simply the “ex-
pression of  friendship through ser vice and the value of  personal international 
contacts.”127 Nurses would be working together. Speransky’s clinic, as White 
understood it, was never to be a stepping- stone to establishing a nursing school. 
The Rus sian health authorities impressed the Quakers—as White acknowl-
edged, “No En glish or American medical Institution would be willing to take 
two unknown foreign nurses on such favorable terms.” Speransky’s clinic rep-
resented a final chance for foreigners to shape Soviet nursing and maintain 
international connections. But at the end of  August 1931, Haines had not re-
ceived her visa and the AFSC closed its center in Moscow  after failing to have 
its lease renewed.128 Po liti cal changes in Rus sia led to conditions wherein the 
AFSC presence was no longer acceptable. Both Semashko and Speransky lost 
their positions. A new era was dawning and Soviet nursing would have to make 
its own way forward.

The Rus sians never admitted that standards of  nursing care  were inadequate 
or that the training system was inferior to that in the West; they  were happy 
to test out Quaker ideas as an experiment. They never considered Western 
methods of  nursing to be better than Rus sian, but they  were glad, no doubt, 
to accept the help, expertise, and personnel that Quakers brought with them. 
Negotiation about the nursing school proved to be significant in illuminating 
Rus sian and Western perceptions of  “right” and “wrong” forms of  care and 
their connection to social and cultural conditions. Had Payne or Haines man-
aged to win enough financial support or had the Rocke fel ler Foundation be-
come involved in Rus sian nursing in the early 1920s, one won ders what impact a 
nursing school might have made. In such a huge country undergoing vast po liti-
cal, social, cultural, and economic changes, the influence of  a model training 
school for nurses would likely have been short- lived or  limited.

Soviet conditions  were simply not conducive to the kind of  systematic nurse 
training envisaged by Payne and Haines. Although the long- term importance 
of  establishing a nursing school and setting high standards of  care  were clear 
to the Quakers, and indeed appreciated by some of  the health officials in Rus-
sia, the “long- term” benefits of  such an endeavor weighed less on the minds 
of   those struggling to deal with a population ravaged by war, disease, and fam-
ine. The AFSC was primarily engaged in medical relief  and reconstruction 
work in Samara and Moscow, but for the Rus sian government, developing an 
internationally endorsed system of  nurse training was far from a priority. The 
significance of   these foreign encounters did not, in the end, translate into a 
systemic change in approach to Soviet nursing policy. But the encounters 
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showed that “public health was one of  the few channels of  communication 
left open between Rus sia and the West for a de cade.”129

The sweeping po liti cal changes at the end of  the 1920s, touched on in this 
chapter,  were of   great professional import to medical workers. While the 
Commissariat of  Health engaged with foreign medical workers during the 
NEP years, it was dealing with a  whole host of  other issues at the same time. 
In the context of  the massive crises confronting healthcare, it is surprising that 
Semashko and his colleagues in the commissariat devoted such attention to 
the Quakers and their ideas for a nursing school. The serious challenges that 
confronted Soviet nursing  after the civil war  were not addressed during the 
NEP period, when propaganda was often used as a substitute for rather than 
a supplement to health and hygiene campaigns. Soviet nurses and  middle med-
ical workers remained in a very uncertain position during the NEP years, 
unsure of  their exact role and still lacking a sense of  professional identity  after 
the revolution.
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The Soviet proj ect had unintended consequences 
for medical workers, who strug gled to define their professional identity  after the 
revolution.  Were they scientific workers or caregivers?  Were  these categories 
mutually exclusive? The medical authority Vasili Mikhailovich Banshchikov’s 
claim that the “revolutionary pro cess” had still not finished creating a new type 
of   middle medical worker by 1928 was on the mark.1 The revolution had up-
ended but not resolved nurses’ and feldshers’ understandings of  their role, rights, 
and responsibilities. As the First Five- Year Plan and collectivization began to take 
hold of  Soviet society,  middle medical workers still seemed to be in professional 
limbo. The revolutionary pro cess was so incomplete that  middle medical work-
ers  were not even sure of  their proper job title.  Were they doctors’ assistants or 
technical workers?

The ambiguity also spoke to the amorphous role of  the nurse. This chapter 
is about medical workers, and the sources it draws on feature doctors and feld-
shers as much as nurses. This is  because nurses and nursing  were very much in 
the shadow of  doctors and medicine during the 1920s. Nurses, feldshers, and 
doctors worked together, and their roles often overlapped. Sources frequently 
discuss “medical workers” as opposed to nurses. The chapter therefore views 
the nursing experience through the eyes of  a spectrum of  medical workers.

In the new Soviet world, medical workers required new roles and job titles 
reflective of  science and medicine rather than care and mercy.2 But deciding 
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on a title for Soviet  middle medical workers proved challenging. “Doctor’s as-
sistant,” “medical technician,” “medical  sister” or “social assistance nurse” 
 were not popu lar among medical workers and students.3 Medical workers 
 were seemingly at a less advanced stage than  others in their revolutionary pro-
cess of  transformation. Consequently, the Cultural Revolution and the  Great 
Turn that occurred in the late 1920s and early 1930s  under Stalin would—in 
the eyes of  the state—be crucial to reshaping the medical profession and bring-
ing medical workers into line with broader industrialization trends.

Indecision about job titles hardly helped the already battered morale of  
medical workers. Nor did such debates help to elucidate the core function of  
 middle and ju nior medical workers. If  the early Soviet state was committed 
to improving care for patients, then it needed to focus more attention on clar-
ifying the role of  medical workers and raising their standard of  living. In their 
current situation, some medical workers lived in awful living conditions, and 
their working conditions  were not much better. Although the state continued 
to advocate for better standards of  care for patients, medical workers became 
increasingly disillusioned with their lot. In a growing divide, medical workers 
and the state collided in three key areas during the period 1928–1932: (1) em-
ployment, where medical workers always felt they  were treated unfairly; 
(2) concerns about medical negligence and state accusations of  unprofession-
alism, or, in Soviet parlance, a lack of   labor discipline; and (3) the spate of  vio-
lent attacks that placed medical workers’ lives in danger.

Two diff er ent narratives  were  running in opposition: one told of  a state that 
cared for its  people and tasked medical workers— especially nurses— with pro-
viding a cultured medical experience. The other vilified medical workers and 
blamed the prob lems in the healthcare system on their callous, insensitive be-
hav ior. Although the state espoused cultured relations between medical workers 
and patients in an effort to provide the high standards of  care befitting the first 
socialist state, the overwhelming majority of  medical workers  were from the 
working class and the peasantry. In this re spect they  were similar to working- 
class printers, for whom “rudeness was a way of  life.”4 In trying to make medical 
workers adopt a more sensitive and caring demeanor at work, the state was es-
sentially asking them to overhaul their proletarian and peasant identities.

working and living conditions  
in the 1920s and 1930s
A huge population increase in urban centers, but particularly in Moscow, led 
to a severe shortage of  housing during the 1920s and 1930s. In 1926 the party 
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described the situation as catastrophic.5 Such was the shortage of  apartments 
and decent housing that many workers ended up living in overcrowded bar-
racks or dormitories, a feature of  proletarian life before the revolution. A 1924 
article in the fortnightly journal Medical Worker provided insights into every-
day life for medical workers in the Botkin and Sokolʹnicheskaia hospitals. The 
Botkin hospital, formerly the Soldatenkovskaia, was one of  Moscow’s largest, 
with a staff of  500, including 32 doctors, 15 feldshers, 16 pharmacists, 97 nurses, 
and 110 sidelki. The remaining 230 personnel  were orderlies and other manual 
 labor workers.6 Party members— mostly unqualified workers— numbered about 
40.7 The Sokolʹnicheskaia hospital’s 150 middle- level and some 300 ju nior medi-
cal personnel, about half  of  them  women, experienced a similarly bleak hous-
ing situation.8 Union membership reflects the gender breakdown, with female 
membership consistently rising, from 56.9  percent in 1921 to 64.1  percent in 
1927.9

Medical workers’ complaints about housing  were particularly pronounced 
in the early 1920s but continued over the course of  the NEP.10 In general terms 
the amount of  living space per person in Moscow declined in the 1920s.11 And 
outside of  major cities, medical workers often had to endure awful conditions. 
In a report that made it to Sovnarkom, one correspondent from the Chuvash 
Republic wrote that orderlies slept alongside patients in wards  because they 
had “nowhere  else to go.”12 In the Cheboksarskaia hospital fifteen orderlies 
lived in the wards, although not in the infectious and venereal diseases wards 
( there  were limits to medical workers’ desperation).13 Some made direct con-
nections between low salaries, living and working conditions, and the high 
death rate among medical workers.14 Compared to statistics for  those work-
ing in crime or security or in correctional facilities, death rates among medi-
cal workers  were higher, especially among feldshers.15 Unsurprisingly, conditions 
led medical workers to perceive of  themselves as set apart from other groups 
of  workers.

Tight living arrangements in dormitory accommodation revealed stark con-
trasts between past and pre sent, or between the “old” way of  life and the 
new. The state attack on religion and tradition led to tensions among workers 
and peasants living in shared accommodation.16 In a Poltava hospital, sidelki 
decorated their dormitory accommodation to reflect the new way of  life (lots 
of  red, five- pointed stars, and portraits of  party leaders) and regularly attended 
party talks at the club for medical workers. The  union secretary removed icons 
from nurses’ dormitories (identified as  Sisters of  Mercy). The author, P. I. Nem-
kovskaia, described the nurses as much more “passive” in their social lives, as 
well as “old,” “quiet,” and used to the “better times” of  the past.17 In the new 
world of  the Bolsheviks, religion was losing ground to science and medicine.18 
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But some nurses seemed un perturbed: as one  Sister of  Mercy said of  po liti cal 
literacy, “I, as an older person,  don’t understand any of  this,” while she was 
“reading an essay from Boccaccio’s Decameron with plea sure.”19 Hospital accom-
modation revealed how ideological and physical bound aries could be con-
structed between class and generations, or pre-  and postrevolutionary worlds 
(figure 1).

Indeed, the health authorities worried about the social and class background 
of  the approximately ninety thousand  middle medical workers, who  were men 
and  women of  all ages and from vari ous class, ethnic, and national back-
grounds.20 The majority of  nurses working in 1926 had less than two years’ 
training, having only attended short- term courses during the years 1916–1923, 

Figure 1. “Pictures of Everyday Life.” From Moscow’s Semashko hospital. Source: P. I. 
Nemkovskaia, “Kartinki byta,” Meditsinskii rabotnik, no. 15 (1925): 10. Rus sian State Library.
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and the largest contingent of  middle- level medical workers (24.5%)  were  those 
who had trained between the years 1916 and 1920.21 While some claimed that 
prerevolutionary  Sisters of  Mercy working in medical institutions  were few 
in number,  others feared that  those trained before the revolution undermined 
efforts to create a new Soviet system of  nursing.22  Those writing on the sub-
ject worried that Soviet medical workers graduating from the technical col-
leges  were more likely to assimilate with, rather than actively fight against, 
“class enemies.”23 But the statistics  were moving in the right direction for the 
authorities, and the percentage of  workers and their  children entering the med-
ical colleges in the RSFSR increased in the  later 1920s (29.8% in 1927, 49.1% 
in 1928, and 53.9% in 1929).24

Class tensions affected relations between medical workers. Even though 
Leningrad doctors  were “sovietized” in 1926,  middle and ju nior workers in 
the party and on local committees did not trust them.25  There  were also ten-
sions between hospital man ag ers, party members, and nonparty members.26 
This pro cess was a clear reversal of  what was supposed to happen. Medical 
workers  were divided within, a mixture of  Soviet and non- Soviet citizens—in 
the ideological sense— who strug gled to gain a foothold in the new Soviet sys-
tem. Such fears chimed with more general calls for greater vigilance against 
“class aliens” supposedly infiltrating factories to agitate against Soviet power 
at the end of  the 1920s.27 Class tensions and the terrible living conditions could 
hardly have engendered fealty to the new regime or the medical profession.

The poor living conditions also led to huge worker turnover. One medical 
 union worker conveyed to Sovnarkom head Vyacheslav Molotov in 1932 that 
lack of  access to decent food and accommodation often resulted in an exodus 
of  medical workers from the industrial centers where they  were sent to work 
(“razverstka”).28 Disgruntled medical workers left their profession  because they 
felt treated unfairly— why choose to live and work in  these conditions if  bet-
ter pay and housing could be found elsewhere? Having qualified and found em-
ployment, the hardship of  everyday life might have understandably proved 
too much for healthcare workers. Similar to other professionals such as teach-
ers, medical workers often resorted to finding more comfortable or profitable 
employment and so moved to industry.29

unemployment and the Final throes of the neP
But such options  were not available to all medical workers. During the 1920s 
many medical workers  were without work. The scale of  unemployment al-
most precipitated a panic, though one not unique to the medical profession.30 
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Unemployment was rife in the 1920s, and in Moscow the number of  unem-
ployed exceeded 200,000, or 20  percent, by 1929.31 In the printing industry 
workers’ unemployment levels increased in the period 1921–1924, and between 
late 1925 and the start of  1927 unemployment stood at 18  percent of   union 
members.32 Statistics for November 1, 1923, showed that the highest unem-
ployment numbers for medical workers  were 3,044  Sisters of  Mercy, followed 
by 4,435 orderlies and nannies.  These figures  were increasing; one month  later 
they showed 3,296 unemployed  Sisters of  Mercy and 4,860 unemployed nan-
nies and orderlies.33 Unfortunately, the picture is incomplete owing to a lack 
of  statistics on the total number of  nurses, nannies, and orderlies working in 
 these provinces.34 But figures for 1924 confirm the trend:  there  were 4,000 un-
employed nurses (out of  10,000) and 2,500 unemployed feldshers of  15,500 in 
the RSFSR.35 Unemployment and  labor shortages  were characteristic of  the 
NEP and “reflected both the influx of  an unskilled urban and rural popula-
tion into the  labor market and the shortages of  skilled  labor.”36 No doubt  these 
 factors also had a bearing on the medical workplace.

The growing unemployment rate among medical personnel did not tally 
with the shortage of  medical workers. The prob lem was that the unemploy-
ment figures represented a disproportionate number of  war time nurses and 
field feldshers, who worked in rural healthcare centers.37 In the mid-1920s  there 
was demand for  middle medical workers with a diff er ent set of  skills, for ex-
ample, phar ma ceu ti cal or surgical training, and therefore  these war time nurses 
and field feldshers  were no longer needed.38 The following case highlighted 
in a Medical Worker article illustrates the prob lem. In 1927 the 150- bed Nari-
manovskaia hospital in the town of  Gyandzha, Azerbaijan, did not have enough 
qualified  middle medical workers with surgical training. The situation was so 
bad that a sign on the door of  the operating room read: “Due to the absence 
of  trained surgical nurses the department is temporarily closed.” The admin-
istration turned to nurses in another town, but nobody had come by the time 
the Medical Worker article had gone to press.39 This example also illustrates the 
perennial prob lem of  attracting educated doctors and nurses to rural locations. 
A higher education resolution of  June 23, 1936, sought to resolve this prob-
lem by stationing fresh gradu ates in rural areas for three to five years, as a kind 
of  ser vice or repayment to the state.40

It was clear that the medical institutes  were not yet producing a sufficient 
number of  gradu ates with a high level of  specialist training, such as surgery, 
as in the Gyandzha case. And yet the lack of  medical- sanitary institutes cre-
ated high unemployment rates, a pattern also discernable in the printing in-
dustry in Moscow, where training was scaled down to a single school.41 It was 
a vicious circle— medical workers without work experience  were not hired, 
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but they had no possibility to gain this experience.42 This was part of  a wider 
NEP trend. A rationalization campaign that began in 1924 aimed to reduce 
production costs, and this included reducing any unnecessary workers.43 Yet 
the biggest employment challenge for workers was their lack of  skills and work 
experience.44 Medical workers, especially field feldshers and war time nurses, 
who found that their par tic u lar set of  skills or qualifications  were not needed 
in the 1920s, would have to  either leave their profession to find other work or 
try to find a way to complete their education. The latter was the harder op-
tion, for financial and  family reasons.45 By now medical workers  were prob-
ably conditioned to their ongoing strug gle to survive. But unemployment and 
uncertainty about the  future undoubtedly dented their morale, dealing a se-
vere blow to their identity as workers and professionals.

An attendant prob lem was the low pay, a clear contributory  factor to the 
poor working and living conditions.46 Medical workers’ wages  were  behind 
prewar levels and  were “lower than the average wage of  industrial workers.” 
The  union claimed the low pay was not a fair reflection of  medical workers’ 
contribution to the healthcare ser vice.47 Of  course, the prob lem  here, too, was 
that medical workers, especially nurses,  were by and large  women, who typi-
cally earned less than their male counter parts and suffered the most from 
unemployment.48

Once again the tension between the state’s desire to modernize public 
healthcare and its lack of  commitment to improving conditions for medical 
workers came into play. A July 1926 plenum of  the All- Union Central Council 
of  Trade Unions (VTsSPS), heard discussion about the public healthcare ser-
vices and the position of  medical workers.  Those pre sent emphasized the need 
to raise wages for healthcare workers.49 The Commissariat of   Labor received 
reports about the flight of  medical staff  earning particularly low wages; doc-
tors often left their jobs to move to better- paying work.50 The Commissariat 
of   Labor realized the potential loss of  a large number of  specialists. Even be-
fore the Shakhty Trial of  1928 led to a decline in the status of  technical spe-
cialists across the Soviet Union, medical workers, but especially physicians, 
 were leaving their profession.51

The position of  doctors was still precarious in 1920s Soviet Rus sia, and 
mixed attitudes  toward them led the state to depend on feldshers.52 Although 
the Commissariat of  Health held a poor view of  feldshers, continuing its cam-
paign against “feldsherism” throughout the 1920s, it realized that demands 
for medical workers warranted the use of  schooled feldshers in most locali-
ties.53 Feldshers, despite being in official disfavor, remained crucial figures on 
the rural healthcare scene. As one former refugee doctor said of  feldshers, they 
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 were so close to the peasantry that doctors tried to get along with them, but 
in some cases the feldsher could “incite the population against the doctor since 
the majority of  the population trusted him more than the physician.”54  Under 
such circumstances, who could blame doctors for trying to conceal their 
status?

Surely aware of  this situation, the Soviet healthcare authorities wanted 
schooled feldshers and nurses to replace all field feldshers working in health-
care facilities.  These plans  were part of  a broader effort to retrain unemployed 
field feldshers, turning them into more qualified feldshers to serve in rural ar-
eas.55 A special school with three- year courses facilitated field feldshers requali-
fying as schooled feldshers. Schools and medical colleges with two- year courses 
of  study facilitated the requalification of  war time nurses. The medical  union 
encouraged unemployed medical workers to enter medical colleges  because 
they had medical experience often gained in the civil war, that is, during the 
“most difficult medical conditions,” when  there was a need for “skill, compo-
sure, and other qualities.”56 But unemployed feldshers and nurses who wanted 
to attend the courses had no financial support apart from unemployment bene-
fits.57 Feldshers taking a three- year feldsher course in the medical college did not 
receive a full stipend, and Medsantrud worried that lack of  funding did not allow 
 these feldshers to finish the courses.58 The  union therefore asked the Commis-
sariat of   Labor to provide a stipend for the final nine months of  the course, 
allowing field feldshers to work and study.59

Similarly, war time nurses  were also supposed to retrain by taking a six- 
month course, where they would receive a stipend or unemployment benefit 
of  15 rubles a month, not enough to survive at a time when the average in-
dustrial monthly wage was 91 rubles.60 The Commissariat of   Labor provided 
a bud get of  50,000 rubles for the RSFSR for the fiscal year 1926/1927 with the 
purpose of  retraining unemployed field feldshers as schooled feldshers and 
raising the qualification of  war time nurses.61 But the low stipend was hardly 
an incentive for medical workers to attend  these courses, particularly if  they 
had dependents.62

Indeed, the number of  unemployed feldshers and nurses lacking the re-
quired qualifications, “rendering them useless to the public health organs,” 
caused some concern for the Medsantrud Central Committee.63 On Octo-
ber 20, 1927 the Medsantrud secretary, A. Aluf, appealed to the Commissariat 
of   Labor to release funding for workers in need of  further training in 1927–
1928.64 The Commissariat of   Labor realized the benefits of  retraining unem-
ployed  middle medical workers and wanted to grant this funding, but it was 
contingent on reports detailing how money was spent.65  There  were at least 
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three state agencies now involved in trying to improve medical workers’ em-
ployment opportunities and living conditions. Some of   those writing on med-
ical education supported  these efforts and acknowledged that neither the 
health authorities nor the  labor exchange could employ workers with no proof  
of  complete medical education.66 New initiatives would support  those nurses 
and other medical workers who  were unemployed and becoming less employ-
able the longer they remained out of  work.

Financial limitations remained a point of  contention between state bodies. 
One disgruntled commentator criticized the Commissariat of  Health for its 
lack of  interest in retraining ju nior and  middle medical workers and its un-
willingness to ask the government for money.67 Even the general public no-
ticed prob lems in the sector. The editorial offices of  Medical Worker received a 
letter titled “Ne uluchshenie, a ukhudshenie” (Not improving, but worsening), 
which underlined Soviet citizens’ lack of  confidence in the training and pro-
fessional qualifications of  medical personnel. Signed “Gorʹkii— not Maksim,” 
an embittered I. M. Zhukovitskii, who worked at a railway hospital in Ekat-
erinoslav, wrote that the medical ser vice was deteriorating in spite of  recent 
attempts to raise the qualifications of  medical workers.68 Another letter criti-
cized the chronic shortage of  medical workers, especially the lack of  special-
ists in the countryside.69 Striking the right balance between education, training, 
and pay was a major challenge and a constant source of  disquiet among med-
ical workers, the authorities, and concerned citizens.

Given  these circumstances it would seem unlikely that the prob lems in pub-
lic healthcare went unnoticed by the party- state leadership. But  these high 
unemployment figures and the efforts to retrain personnel came at a time 
when Stalin tightened his grip on power and the NEP was wound down. The 
po liti cal climate was such that the commissar of  health, Nikolai Semashko, 
was not in a sufficiently strong position to wield effective control over public 
health. The Commissariat of  Health was now a much- changed body  after the 
late 1920s shakedown in the wake of  Stalin’s success in the leadership strug-
gle.70 In 1930 Mikhail Vladimirskii replaced Semashko as commissar of  health. 
The State Planning Commission (Gosplan) and Sovnarkom  were critical and 
demanded “radical” changes to healthcare planning— indeed, the “stage was 
set for institutional conflict.”71 In August 1930 A. S. Tsikhon replaced N. A. Ug-
lanov as commissar of   labor. A month  later the Commissariat of   Labor, 
 under Uglanov, was accused of  “having squandered tens of  millions of  rubles 
on unemployment benefits.”72 A commissariat announcement in October 
stated that benefits  were terminated  because  there was no unemployment— 
yet three hundred thousand workers  were on the unemployment register.73
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vio lence against medical workers  
and transition to the First Five- year Plan
Perceived inequities and poor living conditions created a sense of  growing dis-
illusionment among medical workers. Additionally, the growing demands 
placed on medical workers and medical institutions in the 1920s led to dete-
riorating relations between medical workers and patients. The situation came 
to a head in 1927 when A. Aluf  published an article about the increased num-
ber of  “abnormalities.”74 Some of  the abnormalities included  people “insult-
ing, assaulting, and even murdering medical workers”; “cantankerous, unjust 
relations” at an orga nizational level; and “false accusations in the press” that 
fostered mistrust. Hospitals seemed to be generally chaotic spaces. In a typi-
cal workday, orderlies  going about their duties endlessly moving trolleys and 
patients between wards and buildings would encounter scenes of  convulsing 
epileptic patients in corridors or ner vous patients “shaking like leaves” in 
wards.75 But that was just everyday disorder. Medical workers  were also likely 
to encounter serious vio lence and assault.

It was a rather grim picture for medical workers. In addition to low wages 
and awful living conditions, medical workers also feared assault. Vio lence 
against doctors occurred in the nineteenth  century and had not abated in the 
early Soviet period.76 While the main reason for vio lence prior to the revolu-
tion had been fear, attacks against workers in the 1920s and 1930s mostly came 
down to a lack of  trust. Medical workers had the support of  the authorities, 
who considered the physical and verbal threats against them to be serious of-
fenses. Aluf  reassured medical workers that the “organs of  the state stood 
 behind them” and that no crime would go unpunished. 77 Still, the threat of  
vio lence in the workplace made the already difficult circumstances for medi-
cal workers much worse and added another layer of  stress to their working 
lives.78

The Commissariat of  Justice considered insults committed against medi-
cal personnel trying to fulfill their work obligations a serious attack on author-
ity. It recommended a period of  incarceration of  “no less than six months” 
for this crime.79 Nonetheless, accounts of  trou ble in vari ous provincial hospi-
tals continued to make their way to the Medsantrud Central Committee.80 Pa-
tients in clinics and hospitals beat and tried to kill medical workers.81 The 
press reported on the seemingly high incidences of  vio lence against medical 
workers, especially doctors.82 Apart from calling for reinforcing discipline in 
medical institutions and warning publications to get their facts straight before 
publishing any revelations about medical workers, Aluf  suggested that medical 
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workers become more “active” in the community to improve relations with 
the local population. This, he surmised, would help increase their authority 
and establish trust.83

Yet trust was continually undermined. The historian Samuel C. Ramer as-
serts that the murders of  medical personnel  were unrelated to the specialist 
baiting of  the late 1920s that culminated in the Shakhty Trial, and I tend to 
agree.84 But in some medical contexts the trial was a pos si ble basis for patient 
mistrust. Patients in a Communist Red Army military hospital in Moscow  were 
apparently “disturbed” by the miners’ trial in Shakhty, a town in the Ukrai-
nian SSR, and it “created a wave of  distrust against specialists.”85 While the 
party activists in the hospital pledged to improve po liti cal and ideological work 
among “old doctors,” they  were at the same time keen to avoid any “unnec-
essary bullying.” But  others in the Red Army dismissed the Shakhty Trial  factor 
and considered that it had “almost absolutely no impact on hospital special-
ists” and that  there was no “Shakhty counterrevolution” in the hospital.86 Party 
activists in this par tic u lar Red Army hospital wanted to mobilize a group of  
specialists to improve work in the hospital, but they wanted “conscience rather 
than fear” to be the basis for their motivation.87 At the time  there was evidently 
some debate and discussion about medical workers, especially doctors as spe-
cialists, and how to  handle perceived prob lems arising from their status as spe-
cialists. And  because this was a military hospital, Red Army soldiers might have 
been more attuned or sensitive to po liti cal currents than patients elsewhere.

The Bolsheviks had gone to  great lengths to convince large swathes of  the 
population to seek medical assistance from trained medical workers rather 
than approach traditional folk healers (znakhari). To an extent, the propaganda 
campaigns promoting the benefits of  embracing modern science and medi-
cine worked,  because  people evidently went to the hospital or clinic. The prob-
lem was that, once  there, they reacted in ways that showed they still did not 
fully trust medical workers. Violent attacks  were also occurring at a time when 
the Soviet press “was engaged in its own full- blown hooligan panic, which 
dovetailed nicely with other crime scares . . .  [and] merged with the move 
 toward, and the rhe toric of, the First Five- Year Plan.88” In this light, the crime 
scare among medical workers fits into the broader po liti cal context of  the late 
1920s transition period.

Yet vio lence against medical workers seemed to be more endemic. The psy-
chiatric hospital, for example, was a frequent scene of  vio lence against medical 
workers. Staff working in a regional hospital in Irkutsk  were constantly at risk. 
Data from a  table on occupational  hazards show that between October 1926 and 
April 1928 patients punched 31 ward attendants, 18 nurses, 11 sidelki, and 3 doc-
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tors in the arm, leg, chest, or back. Spitting in the face was another common 
occurrence, with 10 nurses, 9 ward attendants, 3 doctors, and 2 sidelki targeted. 
Other, less frequent, incidents saw mentally ill patients pour soup and tea on 
workers, smear feces on them, bite them, and pull their hair. Most at risk  were 
ward attendants, with 63 attacks against them. Next  were nurses at 36, followed 
by sidelki at 15, and, fi nally, doctors at 9.  These statistics, the head doctor noted, 
accounted for only the worst cases of  vio lence.89 Presumably lesser offenses oc-
curred on a regular basis. In Leningrad, psychiatric hospitals registered mentally 
ill patients committing over 4,500 attacks against doctors, sanitary workers, and 
sidelki in 1929. Overcrowding and staff shortages  were the main reasons given 
for the attacks.90 Medical workers needed to be more vigilant and better 
equipped to cope with a range of  situations in psychiatric institutions. Patients, 
meanwhile, needed better conditions and higher standards of  care.

The medical  union was, unsurprisingly, concerned about the attacks on 
medical personnel. At the Medsantrud Central Committee second plenum on 
October 22–26, 1928, secretary of  the medical  union’s central committee, F. M. 
Seniushkin, stated that the medical system had many “weaknesses” and pa-
tients experienced “rudeness,” “inattention,” and a “formal” attitude at the 
hands of  medical workers.91 Seniushkin called for “public control,” that is, gen-
erating public empathy by telling  people about the awful conditions medical 
workers endured. He hoped it might also lead  people to trust the doctor, pro-
tect medical workers, and improve standards of  care.92

At the same meeting, a worker from Kostroma noted that patient com-
plaints  were often the result of  a “lack of  culture.” The worker wanted to run 
an “explanatory campaign” to inform workers how to behave in a medical in-
stitution.93 Medical officials and authorities spoke about the vio lence in a way 
that played on the rhe toric of  uncultured, backward workers who did not un-
derstand the basic etiquette of  the modern hospital. In some ways, this was 
unusual  because workers  were to have a degree of  proletarian consciousness. 
But officials had lower expectations of  peasants, traditionally viewed as “back-
ward,” and  there  were many workers of  peasant origins in Soviet cities and 
towns.94 Despite living in a worker and peasant state, Soviet officialdom often 
regarded peasants as culturally inferior.95 Relations between medical workers 
and patients  were still “unsatisfactory” by 1931, irrespective of  the committee’s 
suggestions.96

Trust and expectations are crucial to the image of  public healthcare. Ex-
perts acknowledge that, although definitions of  trust vary, “all embody the no-
tion of  expectations: expectations by the public that healthcare providers  will 
demonstrate knowledge, skill, and competence; further expectations too that 
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they  will behave as true agents (that is, in the patient’s best interest) and with 
beneficence, fairness and integrity.”97 In light of  scandals and media scrutiny in 
the United Kingdom in the 1990s and 2010s, the issue of  trust remains critical to 
how  people perceive healthcare systems and medical workers. Trust can play 
out in two ways: confidence in the medical worker and confidence in the sys-
tem. In the Soviet case the prob lem, at least publicly, seemed to lie in the former. 
Negative media attention exacerbated the breakdown of  trust. But the bureau-
cratic healthcare system was also a prob lem that undermined public trust.

tales of compassion, tales of suffering
The press and some in the upper echelons of  the Soviet government noted 
the poor healthcare ser vice and lapses in care. Sensational articles about med-
ical workers fit into the broader moral panic about NEP society. Care, love, 
and humanity  were  under attack in the NEP period, and the medical profes-
sion became a meta phor underlining the crisis of  morality at the time. The 
revolution itself  was on trial as the NEP came undone.98

At the Fifth All- Union Congress of  Trade Unions in June 1924, head of  the 
Soviet state, Mikhail Kalinin, reflected on his experiences of  medical care.99 
He claimed that, when working- class  people, or the narod,  were admitted to 
a hospital in the 1920s they did not receive a warm welcome and therefore 
developed a “hostile relationship” with medical personnel. Kalinin believed 
medical ethics in the Soviet Union was underdeveloped and placed the onus 
on the medical trade  union to help “develop a feeling of  humanity.” Medical 
workers  were to have a “maternal” and “ human” instinct to win the trust of  
their patients.100 Se nior figures in the Soviet state not only wanted trained per-
sonnel to provide citizens with good quality healthcare, but they also wanted 
 people to feel that medical workers cared about them.

Kalinin’s comments came at a time of  debates on ethics in the Soviet Union; 
Emelʹan Iaroslavsky, Nadezhda Krupskaya, and  others also weighed in on 
party discussions about ethics and morality.101 Pronouncements on the topic 
 were vague, touching on be hav ior rather than providing a strict code for health-
care workers.102 Nurses and medical workers had no definitive party line even 
though they had to care for Soviet citizens and contribute to building a new 
socialist society through their daily work and interaction with patients.

Medical workers who failed in their duty to provide care  were shamed in 
the “court and life” (sud i byt) section of  the medical and popu lar press. Medi-
cal workers from the First Moscow Maternity Hospital had their mug shots 
splashed across the pages of  the “court and life” section of  Medical Worker in 
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1926. Their crime was the death of  the child Lidia Golovacheva on the night 
of  August 16–17.103 No details of  the gruesome death  were spared. The re-
port informed readers about how rats attacked the child, printing in boldface 
type that they “scratched the skin of  the entire face and chin” and removed 
“the upper lip, nose and right eye to the base of  the eye socket, with further 
injury to the skin of  the forehead, right cheek and right temporal parietal re-
gion.”104 The cause of  death was asphyxiation: Golovacheva had “choked on 
her own blood.” The author portrayed the doctor, Baron, as busy and callous. 
 After the nurse called her, Baron “briefly examined the child” and then left, in 
spite of  the child’s shocking condition. The doctor claimed that she was already 
dealing with a difficult case and could do nothing to save the “ dying child.”105 
The suffering of  the child clearly invoked shock, horror, and compassion 
among readers.106 Medical workers reading the article would understand that 
the state would not tolerate neglect and  mistakes.

Four years  after Kalinin’s call for greater humanity in the medical profes-
sion, negative portrayals of  medical workers and the terrible suffering of  pa-
tients continued. In 1928  women workers read about the prob lem through a 
case in the “court and life” section of  the journal Working  Woman (Rabotnitsa).107 
Readers learned that a heavi ly pregnant Borisova went to a maternity hospi-
tal, where the doctor, Katz, was on sick leave. The midwife, Skliarskaia, told 
Borisova that she was not close to giving birth and asked her husband to take 
his wife away. The husband, a worker, protested, but to no avail; Borisova suf-
fered a stillbirth on the street and died in the hospital  later that night.108

The investigation that followed found the midwife and the absent doctor 
guilty.109 The article showed readers, regular workers like Borisova, that their 
lives could be in danger owing to the callous nature of  medical workers. Read-
ers  were also to be reassured that the state took any kind of  medical negli-
gence and lack of  care very seriously. Medical workers who failed to deliver 
appropriate care would face consequences. While the gross misconduct of  the 
guilty was rightly condemned, the moral of  the story was skewed against med-
ical workers. Their plight— working long shifts without sufficient relief  or 
assistance— was not subject to discussion.

If  the judgment of  responsibility is usually  shaped by laws and institutions, 
in the Soviet case medical workers  were blamed.110 The state was not publicly 
called on to address the serious prob lems afflicting the healthcare system and 
medical workers. The mixed portrayal of  medical workers in the press did not 
help to improve their public image. Cases such as Borisova’s represented a re-
versal of  the ethics of  care.  Women medical workers, meanwhile,  were clearly 
depicted as uncaring, even  toward helpless babies and pregnant  mothers—an 
apparent undoing of  the natu ral order.111
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 There was no denying that some medical workers  were rude and uncar-
ing. But when called to account for their be hav ior, medical workers advanced 
a number of  reasons for their misdemeanors. Sometimes it was inexperience, 
other times it was lack of  culture. Workers explained that sometimes it also 
boiled down to circumstances within the hospital or clinic. Gritsuk, a sidelka 
working in a Moscow hospital, was accused of  having a “rude and insensitive” 
attitude to patients. The hospital administration wanted Gritsuk dismissed, but 
the workers wanted Gritsuk to remain. The latter believed  there to be exten-
uating circumstances, including the “absence of  internal rules, the absence of  
any kind of  instruction or guidance in the work of  nannies, the low literacy 
and generally low cultural level of  Gritsuk, and also the lack of  patient disci-
pline in the venereal department.” In the end, the district health department 
(uzdravotdel) had to deal with the stalemate.112

Medical scandals also pointed to prob lems within the system itself. The pub-
licized fatality scandals of  1926 and the Commissariat of  Health’s “exces-
sively ‘bureaucratic’ control system,” with its health branches that  limited the 
authority of  hospital administrators, led the medical  union’s central commit-
tee to pass “a series of  resolutions” allowing for more local autonomy.113 Al-
though this move showed that the authorities  were responding to the prob lems 
plaguing healthcare, it was not necessarily clear how exactly an increase in lo-
cal autonomy would resolve prob lems with resources and training. If  any-
thing, it cynically removed responsibility from the Commissariat of  Health.

taking a stand
Economic centralization and the state focus on forced industrialization for the 
development of  defense and heavy industry led to the end of  the NEP and 
 limited private trade at the end of  the 1920s. The First Five- Year Plan, launched 
in 1928, was in full swing by the early 1930s. Collectivization, introduced in 
late 1929 to forcefully gain a hold of  grain supply, was similarly in full force 
by 1931, the year that workers in sixteen major medical institutions threatened 
a walkout if  they did not receive a wage increase.114 Medical workers  were as 
outraged as industrial workers at rising grain prices and falling wages. All work-
ers had felt the pinch of  the grain crisis that led to food rationing in major 
cities and a decrease in workers’ real wages in late 1927, with rationing in Mos-
cow further extended in 1929.115 Rising bread prices led to a threat of  strikes 
in some factories. Soon rumors about war, famine, and even a coup began to 
spread among workers, who also believed Rus sia sold its grain reserves to for-
eign countries.116
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By the summer of  1930, food shortages affected all workers, but closed 
shops  were set up for industrial workers.117 Workers privately expressed their 
anger about price rises and food shortages.118 Access to closed stores with 
lower- priced goods was largely off- limits to lowly medical workers, who also 
felt the effects of  rising prices for basic foodstuffs. Workers discussing the price 
rise in the Babukhina hospital commented, “Abroad goods are sold for a pit-
tance, [so] it is necessary to make up for losses” and added that the local com-
mittee was inactive.119 The local committee members in Moscow’s Kashchenko 
and Semashko hospitals redirected workers elsewhere for support, advising 
them to “go to Narkomzdrav.”120 Dissatisfied medical workers connected the 
price rises to their low salaries, which  were not increasing at a commensurate 
level with other professions.

In private conversations medical workers  were heard saying they would 
“soon starve” and that they  were “still confused,  because they themselves [did] 
not know their situation.” How long before frustrated medical workers would 
strike? Disaffected workers faced with starvation could be quite willing to air 
their grievances in public.121 The disparities in the healthcare sector drew the 
attention of  the press, including the major national newspapers News (Izvestiia) 
and Red Banner (Krasnaia znamia). The latter commented on the extreme in-
equity in rates of  pay, where newly qualified doctors or nurses might receive 
the same pay as a colleague with greater skills and experience.122 Growing un-
ease and dissatisfaction among medical workers was evidently a talking point 
for  those outside the public healthcare sphere. Medical workers  were attuned 
to wider economic issues affecting Soviet society. Similar to other social groups, 
they found diff er ent ways and means of  expressing their frustration with 
perceived injustices. This was part of  the po liti cal culture created in revolu-
tionary Rus sia, and the practice continued into the early Soviet period.123 
Consequently, the socioeconomic predicament of  medical workers, rather 
than po liti cal consciousness per se,  shaped the social identity of  medical 
workers.

Workers in the large Botkin hospital complained about their “pauper’s ex-
istence.” Some actually invited dismissal from their jobs  because they could 
not survive on 85 rubles a month (at the beginning of  1930 the average worker’s 
monthly wage was 60–90 rubles).124 Other workers threatened to leave.125 
Anger spread among medical workers of  all rank. In the VTsSPS ambulatory 
doctors grumbled about their low wages, bemoaning that they studied for the 
same amount of  time as engineers and worked similar hours but earned 100–
200 rubles less a month. This forced them to “engage in private practice” 
(nevolʹno zaimeshʹsia chastnoi praktiki).126 Ju nior personnel in the Medsantrud 
hospital, “knowing they could be dismissed for breaches of   labor discipline, 
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intentionally  violated the rules in the hope that they might get a diff er ent, 
higher paying job.”127 Medical workers pursued collective and individual meth-
ods of  re sis tance such as absenteeism and dismissal.128 Indeed, forty ju nior 
medical personnel from Medsantrud demanded payroll cards of  the first cat-
egory instead of  the second; they threatened to quit if  their demands  were 
not met.129 The instigators  were “old workers” in the hospital, some for “30–
35 years.”130 Historians have written about the tensions between old and new 
workers at the end of  the 1920s.131 In the case of  medical workers, the story 
is more complicated owing to the diff er ent professional and social histories of  
nurses, physicians, feldshers, orderlies, and nannies. Medical workers also pos-
sessed a mixed skill set and  were of  proletarian, bourgeois, and peasant ori-
gins. Such a divided group did not pose the same kind of  threat as older 
industrial workers, who had a greater sense of  class solidarity.

A similar story of  discontent unfolded in the Ostroumova hospital, where 
 middle and ju nior medical personnel demanded a pay increase.  These work-
ers “had a tendency to leave their jobs” (imeiutsia tendentsii k ukhodu s raboty), 
and “many negative conversations”  were heard in the hospital, leading to the 
collapse of  negotiations about wage increases.132 The “unhealthy mood” of  
medical workers was increasing  because of  their low wages, the insecurity of  
food supply through closed canteen and distribution systems, and the incor-
rect allocation of  their category of  “payroll cards” (zaraboti kartochki [sic]).133 
The head of  the Marynskaia hospital, A. Lotz, reported a lack of  discipline 
among the medical personnel, who greeted each new instruction with “deaf-
ness” followed by “open opposition” (nedovolʹstvo).134 In the end, workers did 
not walk out, even when prices in Moscow  rose. Instead of  protesting, work-
ers wanted an explanation so they could understand the reasons for the price 
increases.  These hospital workers engaged in a form of  activism known as 
“workerism”— petitioning trade  union leaders to address their material 
needs.135 Even  after the desperate hardship of  the civil war years and the disil-
lusionment of  the NEP period, medical workers’ living and working condi-
tions  were unacceptable to them and did not equate with their understanding 
of  how socialism should work. Their plight also spoke to broader trends in 
industry in 1929–1930, when  there  were calls for egalitarianism (uravnilovka) 
and a leveling of  workers’ wages.

Some medical workers turned to private practice, bribes, and tips to sup-
plement their income. A nanny in the Sklifassovskaia hospital threatened the 
 father of  one patient; if  he did not pay her 100 rubles, it “would be reflected 
in the care his sick son received.”136 In the same hospital ju nior medical work-
ers, when not on shift, provided extra care to patients to supplement their in-
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come. Some doctors argued that it was “against the princi ples of  Soviet 
medicine” and worried that the practice would interrupt regular hospital work, 
especially when medical workers  were already so overworked. The head doc-
tors from several major Moscow hospitals (including the Ostroumova, Babukh-
ina, and Semashko) confirmed that they did not tolerate this practice in their 
hospitals.137

The head doctor of  the Semashko hospital, G. M. Gershtein, stated that 
 there was an increasing demand for special paid care. He added that it was un-
reasonable for patients to expect this given that medical workers already  were 
“extremely busy” and in light of  “the shortage of  medical help” and “patient dis-
satisfaction with the quality of  care” (emphasis in original).138  There  were 
similar prob lems with so- called tips (chaevye). Although illegal, tipping medi-
cal personnel frequently occurred. When leaving the maternity hospital  after 
her most recent birth, one hospital administrator’s wife gave a ruble to about 
ten to fifteen of  the ju nior medical workers.139 In the Ostroumova maternity 
hospital new  mothers wanted to give money “for tea” (na chai) to nannies. 
James Heinzen notes that doctors interviewed as part of  the Harvard Proj ect 
on the Soviet Social System Online (HPSSS) acknowledged understanding the 
differences between fees, bribes, and gifts but viewed them as “part of  the age- 
old relationship between the patient and the caregiver.”140  Those writing on 
the  matter at the time worried about how this kind of  practice affected the 
internal  running of  the hospital, and in par tic u lar the atmosphere it created 
in wards, as well as the  needless pressure on sick and vulnerable patients. As 
was often the case, blame rested on older workers’ shoulders. It was their fault 
for introducing “old habits,” and now Soviet workers would have to work hard 
to stamp out  these “cursed tsarist” ways.141 But as medical workers might very 
well have argued, they needed to survive, and their wages alone  were not suf-
ficient. If  the state could not provide for them, then patients, quite literally, 
would have to pay the price.

To improve material conditions for medical workers, the state addressed 
the unequal rate of  pay in 1931 and 1932.142  These increases favored medical 
workers in industrial centers and in transport, unsurprising in the context of  
industrialization.143 Sovnarkom introduced a decree on “mea sures to improve 
the material and social status of  medical workers” in June 1932. This law had 
the purpose of  regulating medical workers’ pay and determining wages ac-
cording to position, rates, qualifications, and quality of  work.144 Following on 
from Sovnarkom, Ukrainian authorities issued a resolution on “mea sures to 
improve the everyday conditions of  medical workers,” whereby  middle and 
se nior medical personnel and their families could access food at the same level 
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as engineers, teachers, and technical workers. This was to go into effect on 
July 1, 1932, through the special closed system of  distribution or through 
cooperatives.145

But issuing resolutions did not necessarily lead to any improvements,  because 
local authorities did not always implement central directives regarding medical 
workers’ wages. In Tatarstan the public health organ was accused of  refusing to 
implement the new rates for medical workers, repeatedly ignoring  union re-
quests to do so.146 In Krasnodar, a medical worker received only 12 kilograms of  
flour to a teacher’s 18 kilograms of  flour per day; in Tatsinskii, Rostov, a teacher 
received 2 kilograms of  flour to a medical worker’s 600 grams of  bread per 
day.147 Medical workers, like  those working in industry, felt unfairly treated, 
especially as teachers  were also not particularly revered.

During the 1920s medical workers almost seemed to be at war against the state. 
They quite justifiably considered their living and working conditions unaccept-
able and repeatedly called the  union and Commissariat of  Health to account. 
 These two bodies, to be fair, tried reasonably hard to improve conditions but 
 were hamstrung by wider socioeconomic and po liti cal circumstances that  were 
largely beyond their control. The press and the general population, who 
seemed to be at war with medical workers, complicated the situation.  There 
was a clear disjuncture between the state’s endorsement of  science and medi-
cal research, on the one hand, and public healthcare and the plight of  medical 
workers, on the other. Research institutes promoted the kind of  scientific ex-
perimentalism and innovation that awakened fascination and awe, but medi-
cal workers in hospitals and clinics largely stirred up feelings of  fear and hostility 
among the population.

As the First Five- Year Plan unfolded, a pro cess of  entanglement took place 
that meshed nurses and other medical workers together. Nurses still had a 
strong presence in the medical institution, but they  were on equal footing with 
other  middle medical workers and even ju nior medical workers as the lines 
between their daily duties became increasingly blurred over time. A reading 
of  the medical trade  union lit er a ture is ample of  evidence of  this. Nurses  were 
never  really distinguished in the  union file headings, referred to largely as 
 middle medical workers. Medical books and journals also tended to use the 
more inclusive term “ middle medical worker” when discussing nurses. That 
might have happened on purpose to suppress any lingering sense of  bourgeois 
identity among nurses and show that they  were no diff er ent from other medi-
cal workers. As part of  the working class, they would merge with the greater 
collective  whole and fit in with orderlies, schooled feldshers, and other  middle 
medical workers.
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The socialist system that was developing in the 1920s and early 1930s ap-
peared to have two  faces to  those reading some of  the general and medical 
lit er a ture at the time. Even though the state took an unequivocally firm line 
on medical care and ran a propaganda campaign urging workers and peasants 
to trust the doctor, the message was evidently not getting through to many 
who still viewed doctors and nurses in white coats with suspicion. The hostil-
ity directed  toward medical workers marked them out as diff er ent, even out-
siders. Medical workers  were in turn often cynical and hostile  toward the 
hospital administration, the  union, and the Commissariat of  Health. One his-
torian has characterized  labor relations at the start of  the First Five- Year Plan 
as “fundamentally adversarial,” and this certainly holds up in healthcare.148 The 
vari ous  battles that medical workers fought in the 1920s continued into the 
1930s, but the overarching po liti cal narrative was changing to reflect Stalinist 
directions by the  middle of  that de cade. What remained unchanged was the 
desire to innovate public healthcare and produce medical workers who would 
meet a standard of  excellence in patient care.
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Over the course of  the 1930s all aspects of  the 
public healthcare experience came  under scrutiny to improve the ser vice to 
patients. Im mense changes during the Cultural Revolution of  1928–1931 saw 
medical education expand and the number of  gradu ates increase. The situa-
tion was in need of  further attention in the context of  the Seventeenth Party 
Congress on January 26, 1934, the “Congress of  Victors,” and the emphasis 
on cadres. Medical cadres  were no exception. As the providers of  socialist 
healthcare to Soviet citizens, the state needed qualified and cultured medical 
workers. The shift in attention to cadres in the mid-1930s reflected an increase 
in the “clinical gaze.”1 Medical workers’ visibility grew steadily as they  were 
gradually recognized as impor tant representatives of  the state.

As intermediaries between the state and the  people, medical workers acted 
as conduits of  state care and attention. Their be hav ior and competency held 
symbolic value. Indeed, the Soviet state’s concern with the birth rate and rais-
ing good communist  children came to define its attitude to  women and nurs-
ing. If  the years of  the New Economic Policy (NEP), the First Five- Year Plan, 
and collectivization saw increasing tensions and disharmony between medi-
cal workers and the state, the years leading up to the 1936 Constitution saw 
medical workers, but especially nurses, capitalize on the narratives of  care that 
came from above. As the Stalinist state sought to provide its citizens with a 
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decent healthcare ser vice in return for their hard work, nurses in par tic u lar 
became the subject of  growing rhe toric about cultured care and compassion.

Anybody who had any kind of  interaction with Soviet public healthcare, 
especially patients, realized that the rhe toric was far removed from real ity. De-
spite the many prob lems afflicting healthcare— and  there  were many— the 
state continued its ideological crusade to improve it. Dwelling on Soviet pub-
lic healthcare’s failings misses the fact that optimism periodically prevailed. 
 There was sporadic hope of  fixing the broken system, and the authorities, es-
pecially in the early Soviet years, seemed to believe they could fix it. Plenty of  
acolytes, not yet jaded by hardship or disillusionment, supported the cause. 
And enough ideological skeptics  were committed to the under lying ideals of  
the mission. Speaking about hope and optimism seems misguided in the con-
text of  the 1930s. Yet  these had their place.2 This chapter captures some of  
that elusive hope.

During the po liti cal repressions that increased over the course of  the 1930s, 
culminating in the  Great Terror of  1937–1938, state calls for greater care and 
devotion grew louder. Such incongruity was not alien to the Soviet system. 
Historians have shown how the Gulag, a place of  disease, death, and vio lence, 
was at the same time a space where medical workers  were ostensibly charged 
with monitoring and improving the physical health of  prisoners.3  Others have 
asserted that the Soviet government was “engaged in an enormous pronatalist 
campaign” at the moment it was “killing hundreds of  thousands of   people.”4 
With its focus on the Stalin Constitution and the  Great Terror, this chapter casts 
light on some impor tant issues that came to the fore during this rather short 
period.  These include the creation of  very par tic u lar narratives of  care that 
 were harnessed during the years of  the  Great Terror, as well as changes in the 
education and status of  nurses that directly connected to questions of  profes-
sional expertise, authority, and control. The ongoing pro cess of  creating new 
narratives of  care and gradually promoting nurses and medical workers more 
generally helped resolve some of  the prob lems that had characterized the rela-
tionship between the state and medical workers during the period of  industrial-
ization. That said, the ethics of  care that Mikhail Kalinin espoused in 1924 
remained undeveloped and would stay so  until  after the Second World War.

narratives of care
In light of  doctors and medical personnel continuing to face accusations 
of  incorrect treatment and callous be hav ior, Sovnarkom put pressure on the 
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Commissariat of  Health to ensure that medical workers  were “thoughtful” 
and “considerate” when it came to the patient.5 Authors writing in the jour-
nal On the Public Healthcare Front (Na fronte zdravookhraneniia) foregrounded the 
impor tant role of  nurses and believed they should want to dedicate them-
selves to the welfare of  the patient.6  There  were clear echoes of  Kalinin’s 
1920s call for greater humanity in Soviet healthcare. Drawing on the work of  
a certain K. Kissling, the author M. E. Zhitnitsky argued that the position of  
nurse was a “vocation,” not only an occupation,  because nurses “possessed a 
deep, internal desire” to care for patients.7 Soviet healthcare, Zhitnitsky be-
lieved, might benefit from drawing on some of  the Christian ideas that influ-
enced medical practice in western Eu rope.8 One such notion was that  women 
 were “suited to patient care” and “their female qualities: gentleness, patience 
and the ability to renounce” made them ideal caregivers.9 For  these reasons, 
patient care was to be exclusively in the hands of  nurses/women.

Care and womanhood  were inextricably bound up, even in the supposed 
socialist utopia where  women  were apparently  free of  traditional gender bag-
gage. This view was at odds with revolutionary rhe toric about  women con-
sidered equal to men in the workplace, though in keeping with the conservative 
values of  the 1930s.10 While female workers predominated in other work-
places, for example, the textile industry, in the second de cade of  Soviet power 
the nursing profession became associated with prerevolutionary concepts of  
feminine care. Nurses, as  women,  were to be inherently attuned to and mind-
ful of  patients’ needs. Yet in a broader context, such debates  were not all that 
unusual. In the 1920s and 1930s the international nursing community and lead-
ers of  the International Council of  Nurses (ICN)  were trying to negotiate the 
“ideologies of  gender, race, and class,” which became more problematic as the 
organ ization expanded.11 Nursing leaders and organ izations in other countries 
 were having a similar conversation. In France, for example, nursing reform-
ers had “diff er ent experiences” as a result of  “conflicting beliefs about  woman’s 
‘natu ral calling,’ her status as an individual, her duty to the republic, and her 
place in public institutions.”12 As nursing in Rus sia developed, Soviet writers 
on the subject engaged in similar debates about care and gender that had char-
acterized nursing in Eu rope and elsewhere.

Healthcare writing, but particularly nursing lit er a ture, evinced tropes of  the 
kind nurse with increased frequency in the 1930s. The Stalin Constitution re-
duced many a healthcare discussion to saccharine sloganeering. Nurses and 
orderlies  were “commended for responding to the government call and to the 
patient.”13 Medical workers noted that patients must be “surrounded with love 
and attention.”14 The medical press portrayed nursing as a “heroic profession,” 
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with tropes of  modest, caring, and self- sacrificing nurses deployed.15  These 
tropes endured.

In their 1955 publication on nurses, Ia. I. Akodus and A. A. Skoriukova wrote 
that  women’s care for patients was “especially significant” and dependent on 
the “particularities of  the female character,” where her gentleness and patience 
could encourage the patient.16 Indeed, they argued that  there was perhaps “no 
other more ‘female’ profession than that of  nurse.” The emphasis placed on 
the female character indicated the type of  moral values that Soviet nurses  were 
increasingly exposed to in the second half  of  the 1930s and beyond. The case 
of  Soviet nursing reaffirms the phi los o pher Martha C. Nussbaum’s claim that 
the “moral education of   women in many socie ties cultivates, to a greater ex-
tent than does the moral education of  men, the high evaluation of  personal 
relationships of  love and care that are the basis of  most of  the other emotions,” 
whereas men are encouraged to seek “separateness and self- sufficiency.”17 Tra-
ditional gender ste reo types became intertwined with morality and ideas of  
educating  women and men to adhere to society’s cultural standards.

Although the Soviet state initially attempted to tackle and deconstruct gen-
der ste reo types through integrated schools for young  people, producing the 
“first Soviet generation” in 1935, this was frequently challenged when it came 
to professional training, such as nursing, which both reinforced and challenged 
gender ste reo types.18 Efforts to place  women on a par with men did not al-
ways play out in practice. Conservatism was still entrenched at state and soci-
etal levels.  There was a “spectrum of  models of  Soviet womanhood” in the 
1930s.19 The conservative turn that has typically characterized the 1930s, led 
by the sociologist Nicholas Timasheff ’s discussion of  a “ great retreat,” was also 
not so clear- cut. Historians have argued that the conservative changes taking 
place in the 1930s  were not quite as abrupt or straightforward as the “ great 
retreat” theory suggests.20 Radical or even liberal ideas petered out in the 1920s. 
Although the state wanted nurses to shed their veils and bourgeois pasts, they 
remained working in the healthcare system in the 1920s and 1930s. Similarly, 
a conservative ele ment remained in Soviet attitudes to care and its delivery. In 
spite of  calls to recast medical workers as scientific and revolutionary, it was 
never entirely clear what this meant in everyday clinical practice. The lines be-
tween the 1920s and the 1930s  were blurred, and, if  anything, a gradual pro-
gression in how the state came to understand medical workers defined shifts 
in public healthcare as much as a  wholesale retreat in terms of  politics and 
ideology. Once again,  there was no singular vision of  the Soviet nurse.

The official view of   women and nurses was often at odds with medical 
workers’ experiences. Nurses had their take on narratives of  care and the 
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system in which they worked. Idealistic projections of  patient, devoted, and 
loving nurses  were all well and good on paper, but in the real world, nurses 
and other medical workers had to get the job done. They had a heavy work-
load, and at the end of  a long day working on the ward, demonstrating “fe-
male kindness” was prob ably low on their agenda. A se nior nurse in Leningrad, 
E.  M. Parkhomenko, complained that experienced nurses left hospitals and 
patient care for administrative work in polyclinics, where  there was less work 
and responsibility but more pay.21 Stalin’s kind and loving nurses  were shown 
to be more eco nom ically savvy than idealistic. This example illustrates further 
tensions among nurses who favored more high- status administrative work as 
opposed to  those who saw patient care as the primary function of  the nurse.

Even in the context of  the widespread terror of  the  later 1930s,  there  were 
discussions about care and the value of   human life. In Medical Worker the pro-
fessor A. I. Abrikosov wrote about the value medicine placed on  human life 
and the genuine care doctors felt for their patients.22 The well- being of  the pa-
tient was paramount in medical discussions of  the 1930s, a trend that filtered 
down from the state level. “Party leaders,” as one historian has noted, “em-
braced a broad concept of  social welfare whereby the government would guar-
antee workers’ well- being.”23 Care, humanity, and femininity regained their 
place in medical and especially nursing vocabulary in the second half  of  that 
de cade. The message was unmistakable: Stalin cared about every one, and pub-
lic healthcare would reflect this.

the stalin constitution and medical education
Providing good care depends on knowledge, skill, and time, but by the end of  
the First Five- Year Plan prob lems remained with the quality of  medical train-
ing and the quantity of  medical workers.24  There  were similar prob lems in 
industry, where technical education could not keep pace with the rush to 
expand the  labor force.25 On June 19, 1930, Sovnarkom issued a decree on the 
reor ga ni za tion of  doctors’ training with the purpose of  “furthering integra-
tion of  training with the needs of  the health ser vice.”26 A “second wave” of  
medical institutes followed in the period 1928–1934.27 In spite of  decrees and 
changes from the top, patients failed to benefit. Hospital patients often com-
plained about basic neglect, such as “attending nannies not answering their 
calls or critically ill patients forced to get out of  bed for vari ous reasons,” while 
hospital wards and beds  were not always clean or tidy.28 This was a basic lapse 
in care, with no training required to simply look  after the rudimentary needs 
of  patients.
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In public healthcare  there was constant pressure to train large numbers of  
nurses and medical workers for medical institutions and to ensure that medi-
cal workers already in employment had the requisite skills to competently per-
form their duties. Reforms in 1936, for example, invited nurses who had not 
completed  middle medical education to attend a retraining course or to pass 
an exam.29 As middle- level medical workers, nurses had a range of  responsi-
bilities.  These included—in brief— turning and lifting patients, reading to pa-
tients, feeding weak patients, monitoring patients’ condition (physical and 
moral), as well as preparing and analyzing blood smears, using enemas, ap-
plying compresses, banki (cupping), dressing wounds, preparing casts, giving 
intravenous injections, draining fluids, administering drugs, dealing with pre-
scriptions, recording illnesses as directed by the doctor, observing and assist-
ing ju nior personnel, in addition to being able to perform emergency first aid 
and cope with trauma and death situations.30 In short, nurses did a lot. And 
more was to come.

Some of  the changes to  middle medical education in 1936 reflected new 
Stalinist policies.  These brought  women’s rights  under greater state control. 
In a glut of  decrees between 1936 and 1940 the Commissariat of  Health ex-
tended its “care and vigilance over  women’s reproductive be hav ior.”31 Kinder-
garten nurses joined the list of   middle medical personnel, as a reflection of  
the postnatal policies of  the Soviet government. A new kulʹturnostʹ (culturiza-
tion) inflection could now be found, as nursing schools had to equip nurses 
with a “deep knowledge of  [their] specialism” and “a wide sociopo liti cal out-
look” and train them as “cultural worker[s].”32 If  Soviet officials had come to 
see the  family as an impor tant transmitter of  Soviet values, especially in exer-
cising control in the upbringing of   children, then nurses and in par tic u lar kin-
dergarten and school nurses  were significant instruments of  the state.33 
Similarly, social assistance nurses and their role in the dispensaries presented 
another official route to shape culture and be hav ior through home visits.34

The cultural and po liti cal standing of  the nurse became an increasingly 
impor tant  factor in producing an ideologically sound Soviet nurse. In the eyes 
of  the state, only cultured and ideologically reliable medical workers could 
administer care. Nursing curricula  were consequently to include thirty hours 
on the Constitution, alongside other classes totaling twenty- three hours re-
spectively on the Rus sian language, math, and Latin, and some sixteen hours 
on modern history.35  There was a total of  forty- six hours of  physical culture, 
in addition to the usual medical and scientific classes.  These kinds of  subjects 
 were central to shaping a new kind of  nurse who would be a true product of  
the Soviet state. Po liti cal and ideological training extended to  those in diff er-
ent specializations. For example, nurses training to specialize in surgery over 
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a three- month period  were to take eighty hours in po liti cal education.36  Those 
nurses seeking to advance their training to the se nior level would have to take 
a total of  eighty hours in the history and Constitution of  the Union of  Soviet 
Socialist Republics (USSR), where they could learn about, inter alia, the eco-
nomic changes of  1924–1936, the organs of  state administration, and the elec-
toral system.37 Semester 2 had a total of  forty- five hours, with nurses not 
required to take any medical or scientific classes during this period.

The curriculum was also the case in 1939, when nursing courses for stu-
dents without complete  middle medical education included a total of  eighty 
hours in history— more than math, at forty- six hours, and Rus sian language, 
at sixty- nine hours. Nursing students took more classes in history than they 
did in  children’s illnesses, venereal diseases, and eye, ear, nose, and throat ill-
nesses.38 And the health authorities wondered why  there  were prob lems with 
the quality of  care! The rhe toric of  care might have come to dominate nurs-
ing lit er a ture in the 1930s, but nurse training reflected a greater concern with 
training ideologically reliable medical workers.

In terms of  their proletarian credentials, medical workers more or less 
ticked all the right boxes. They  were largely drawn from the working classes 
by the 1930s— those proletarians the Commissariat of  Health wanted to at-
tract in 1919 when setting out the agenda for Soviet nursing. The First Five- 
Year Plan and rapid industrialization meant that medical workers, like industrial 
workers, had become proletarianized.39 The ethnic and gender makeup of  
nursing schools was overwhelmingly Rus sian and female: Moscow’s Med-
santrud school in 1937 included fifty- four female students, forty- eight of  
whom  were ethnic Rus sian, five  were Jewish, and one was German.40 None 
of  them  were party members, although eleven  were in the Communist Youth 
League (Komsomol). Some forty- nine students had not completed seven years 
of  education. It was a similar case in the Rusakov hospital, where all but two 
of  the sixty- three students  were ethnic Rus sian (two  were Jewish).  There was 
one male student.41 In the Rusakov hospital a majority, just  under half,  were 
from working- class backgrounds, four  were kolkhozniki, and sixteen  were 
white- collar workers.  There  were just eight Communist Youth League mem-
bers.42 Other Moscow hospitals recorded similar statistics, with ethnic Rus sians 
remaining the majority ahead of  ethnic Jews, Ukrainians, Belorus sians, Poles, 
Georgians, Tatars, and Armenians. Again, very few of  the nursing students 
 were party members (I counted one in the Frunzenskaia school), and Com-
munist Youth League membership was generally in single figures.43

But class, at least in princi ple, ostensibly played a lesser role in the mid-  to 
late 1930s.44 Attention was now on ensuring that cadres  were po liti cally loyal 
as well as educated and skilled. The latter was harder to achieve. One of  many 
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short- lived initiatives, known as the hospital- based medical college, trained 
 people as they worked.45 It ran in Leningrad’s Mechnikov hospital for two years 
but failed. One doctor, an interview respondent of  the Harvard proj ect, de-
scribed it thus: “They would take an attendant in the hospital and send her to 
a school in order to become a nurse, and they would take a nurse and send 
her to the university to become a doctor while working.”46 The respondent 
was head doctor of  the department where this scheme was run. It had been a 
center of  excellence, but  after most of  the good nurses  were shipped off  to 
university “the entire section was destroyed.” Luckily, the department had 
managed to hang on to a  couple of  nurses.47 The entire enterprise showed the 
ongoing strug gle to reform medical education, but it ultimately undermined 
the value of  orderlies and nurses. Such initiatives also demonstrated a funda-
mental lack of  understanding about the role and responsibilities of  nurses.

The medical institutions  were dealing with students who often lacked a 
complete high school education. It was therefore a tall order to expect lectur-
ers to teach advanced medical subjects to  these students in a relatively short 
space of  time. Hospitals and clinics  were frequently forced to promote nan-
nies and orderlies with medical experience instead of  freshly trained gradu-
ates. Although the state wanted greater numbers of  medical workers, resources 
 were not in place to ensure that  these workers  were properly trained. The 
quota filling that typified Soviet society also had a detrimental effect on the 
public healthcare system. For example, only about twenty- five thousand nurs-
ery nurses had completed middle- level medical education, but they  were 
mainly promoted ju nior medical personnel without training in infant care.48 
This was a fairly common occurrence across the public healthcare sector, for 
the state had to meet its targets.

Tensions and frustrations existed in this kind of  pressurized climate. One 
professor, a certain Vengerov, when speaking about plans for  middle medical 
schools in July 1938, recalled nasty comments he had heard made against the 
medical profession. He wanted medical workers to “rise against” the criticism 
and feel proud about their profession.49 He provided an example of  the unre-
alistic expectations placed on medical workers, recalling one head of  school 
saying of  a newly qualified medical worker, “Well, he’s not only inexperienced, 
he  doesn’t know anything and cannot do anything.”50 Vengerov argued that a 
newly qualified nurse could not possibly have experience and required nurtur-
ance and guidance.51 Vengerov’s comments in support of   middle medical 
workers  were admirable and to an extent true, but  there was a prob lem with 
medical gradu ates who  were not well trained.

The statistics  were moving in the right direction, though. By 1939 some 
85.5   percent of  nurses in Leningrad had  legal  middle medical education, 
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compared to just 53.4  percent in 1934.52 The number of  nurses, and indeed other 
medical workers with recognized qualifications, was slowly growing, at least in 
urban centers, in spite of  the challenges that students and instructors faced. This 
trend was broadly in line with developments in Stalinist society, where the push 
for mass education formed a crucial part of  modernization efforts.53

winds of change: Professional control  
and Autonomy
When featured in medical or press discussions in the 1920s, nurses  were usu-
ally derided and accused of  negligence, inexperience, and rudeness. To be sure, 
much of  the criticism was justified, but the negativity was not constructive. 
For much of  the 1920s, nurses in many ways remained subject to discussion, 
rather than engaging in any discussion themselves. But nurses gradually be-
came active agents in Soviet society. No longer shunned as suspicious medical 
workers, nurses instead became acceptable and even admirable Soviet figures. 
The increased state value placed on nurses in the 1930s manifested in a num-
ber of  ways but particularly in terms of  professional recognition and develop-
ment. They became more assertive as a result, and the number of  platforms 
on which they could participate increased. Indeed, as the public healthcare sys-
tem and its institutions expanded, medical workers in some ways became 
agents of  social control. As such, they could hold considerable power. But this 
additional power and control also led to tensions. As nurses gained expertise 
and asserted their autonomy in the workplace, they often encountered obsta-
cles such as a discord between caregiving and administrative work as well as 
tensions with physicians who challenged their autonomy.

From the mid-1930s on, nurses had more opportunities to increase their 
knowledge base and learn more about the profession. They could read about 
medical  matters and contribute to journals such as Medical Worker, although 
this was not exactly a high- quality professional publication. An alternative was 
Feldsher, but this was not directed to the professional interests of  nurses (the 
monthly Feldsher and Midwife [Felʹdsher i akusherka] was first published in 1936 
and Nurse [Meditsinskaia sestra] in 1942). The quality and standard of  the med-
ical lit er a ture available to  middle medical workers was questioned in 1934 
when  union members criticized Medical Worker and claimed it was out of  touch 
with workers.54 Critics argued that the journal covered neither the most salient 
questions of  public health nor medical workers’ interests. They also claimed 
that its reach was too broad, trying to connect with every one “from profes-
sors to orderlies” and that it “completely ignored” rural medical workers— 
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those “most in need of  a newspaper’s help.”55 Instructors from the provincial 
committee, together with representatives from Medical Worker, criticized the 
journal for frequently missing its publication deadlines, and they also supposed 
that nobody read it.56 The discussion seems to have instigated change in the 
publication.

In the following year, Medical Worker ran a feature article on nurses’ experi-
ences. In many ways, nurses’ accounts reflected the concerns of   those writ-
ing about healthcare. Se nior nurse Zhuliubina of  Medsantrud’s gynecological 
department wrote of  a “negative attitude” to se nior nurses and complained 
that she and her colleagues had to carry out  house keeping work.57  After she 
became a se nior nurse in the gynecological department, she claimed that she 
spent less time with patients and more time on menial tasks.58 Nurses from 
the Botkin hospital seemed to have a better experience, and a nurse, Tolokon-
nikova, described her working day as being very much connected to caring 
for critically ill patients.59 Based on  these experiences  those nurses who had 
close interaction with patients found their jobs more personally rewarding.

Burobina, a se nior nurse from Moscow’s Basmannaia hospital, complained 
about her lack of  contact with patients.60 She mainly did administrative work 
from 11:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. and saw her patients only  after 5:00 p.m., when 
she could “chat to them quietly and find out how they  were.”61 She felt that 
she was not completely informed about her patients’ condition  because she 
did not go on rounds; that task fell to the department’s five interns (ordina-
tori) while Burobina did paperwork. She wanted se nior nurses to be “ free of  
administrative work” so they could be more involved in medical  matters.62 
This, by all accounts, quite frank discussion of  nurses’ experiences illuminated 
the differences in how medical institutions in the Soviet Union functioned; the 
medical workplace was a space  shaped by vari ous  factors, including location, 
bud get, resources, and personnel. A nurse working in one hospital had a con-
siderably diff er ent experience and workload from  those working in other 
hospitals.

 These workplace differences coupled with the increasing and varying lev-
els of  autonomy that medical workers held  were problematic. We have already 
seen how issues of  discipline could influence the ethics of  care, but autonomy 
was also a  factor in determining ethical outcomes in the medical workplace. 
Back in 1924, Kalinin, in his call for greater humanity in the medical profes-
sion, also claimed that Rus sian medical ethics  were weak and undeveloped. The 
absence of  clear ethical guidelines became glaringly apparent in cases of  medi-
cal negligence that occurred in the late 1920s, the 1930s, and beyond. Cases of  
misdiagnosis  were often put down to a lack of  self- criticism or discipline, con ve-
niently shifting the blame to individuals rather than the system— cadres 
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de cided every thing,  after all.63 And although nurses  were most definitely viewed 
as assistants to the physician, they nonetheless could wield a  great deal of  
control when it came to patient care.

But such autonomy, especially when directly related to treatment, was not 
always welcomed. In a generally positive article about nurses, the eminent sur-
geon Nikolai Burdenko wrote about not crossing a line when it came to care; 
he knew of  cases where nurses administered laxatives or tranquilizers to pa-
tients “on their own initiative”  because they wanted to “help the patient.” Bur-
denko called on nurses to instead take “less action and false humanity and 
show greater discipline and accuracy in performing what is permitted.”64 The 
incident raises questions about reasoned judgment and humanity or sentiment 
in the medical workplace, but it also suggests that female agency and auton-
omy “threatened power relations within medical care.”65

Nurses elsewhere could exercise their autonomy. A nurse and occupational 
therapist working in a Kiev sanatorium from 1928 to 1941 (with a two- year 
break between 1936 and 1939), interviewed as part of  the Harvard proj ect, 
wrote that she had a good deal of  autonomy.66 As an experienced nurse she 
administered codeine and other medi cation to patients without the doctor’s 
permission  because the doctor trusted her.67 She emphasized that the chance 
to earn extra money and retain her nursing position was completely at the dis-
cretion of  the head doctor in her department. She understood that she was 
“protected by the doctor” but “could be thrown out at any moment.”68 If  her 
orderlies did not receive their food rations, she could order extra rations for 
her patients and distribute them to the orderlies, but she understood that “in 
another place you could be tried for one glass of  sour cream.”69 Her account 
of  working life in the sanatorium— the conditions, professional relationships, 
equipment,  labor discipline, and even wages— all depended on the head doc-
tor, even though she experienced degrees of  professional autonomy. Power 
and autonomy worked in subtle ways, and nurses found means to exercise both 
to secure better conditions for themselves and their colleagues.

 These examples are fairly representative of  an ambiguity deriving from the 
lack of  organ ization within Soviet healthcare and a blurring of  the bound aries 
between authority and control. Lack of  regulation and organ ization might not 
be so telling when competent, highly educated, well- trained personnel had au-
tonomy, but when this was not the case serious prob lems arose. Patients 
could die. Medical workers who made  mistakes  were usually investigated and 
then censured or dismissed, or both. Hospital bosses  were reprimanded or dis-
missed (or, if  it was 1937 or 1938, possibly arrested and executed). But as a 
system that issued innumerable directives on care or education yet fundamen-
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tally lacked the resources and organ ization necessary to enforce  these, it 
failed medical workers.

From the perspective of   those at the head of  healthcare, the prob lem was 
usually the worker. Inexperienced and unqualified ju nior personnel rather than 
the doctor or the nurse frequently cared for patients.70 As was often the case, 
and not just in the Soviet Union, it was the “subordinate members of  the health 
care team” who spent the most time with patients.71 This was not good enough 
for the Soviet healthcare authorities. As the example of  the nurse from the 
Basmannaia hospital showed, many nurses spent a  great deal of  their work-
ing day on administrative tasks. To the vexation of  the medical authorities and 
pedagogues, it was thus orderlies who cleaned the wards, distributed medi-
cine, made the beds, and even carried out “a few medical procedures [manipu-
latsii].”72 In rural areas it was more common for orderlies to care for the patient, 
in addition to  doing the “dirty work of  cleaning the premises, kitchen, and 
grounds.”73 For  these reasons,  those working in and writing about healthcare 
expressed concern about  whether patients received sufficient care. Moreover, 
 there was disquiet at the thought of  patients spending time with “uncultured” 
and “uneducated” ju nior medical personnel, which was very much at odds 
with Stalinist calls for kulʹturnostʹ and a cultured way of  living.

But discussions about patient care also spoke to fears about loss of  control 
within the vari ous public healthcare institutions. One contributor to On the 
Public Healthcare Front went so far as to write, “At pre sent  there is almost total 
lack of  control over the treatment of  the patient.”74 Although brigades or com-
mittees inspected hospitals, their visits  were primarily concerned with ward 
tidiness, patient diet, or the accounts— the nature and quality of  treatment 
“constantly escaped” them.75 Stalinist public healthcare institutions, and indeed 
post- Stalinist institutions, remained gray zones in the sense that  those bodies 
within— patients and medical workers— could not be fully regulated.76

Anti- egalitarianism
One way of  addressing the prob lem of  little- trained medical cadres and a lack 
of  control in the medical workplace was to introduce degrees of  stratification. 
The creation of  the role of  se nior nurse was one example, but  others included 
wage differentiation. Stalin’s speech on June 23, 1931, titled “New Conditions— 
New Tasks in Economic Construction,” also known as the “Six Conditions” 
speech, led to vari ous changes in industry that  were also felt in healthcare. 
 These included wage differentiation as well as a rehabilitation of  “bourgeois” 
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specialists, bringing about huge changes in the education system. In his speech 
Stalin declared that wage scales in factories reflected “an almost total disap-
pearance of  the difference between skilled and unskilled” and asserted: “We 
cannot tolerate a situation where a rolling mill worker in the iron and steel 
industry earns no more than a sweeper.”77 This shift from egalitarianism that 
began in the factories also made its way into the medical institutions.

Medical workers’ wages  were set to increase on March 1, 1935. Thereafter 
worker categories reflected their se niority and experience (the categories  were 
more than ten years, between five and ten years, and up to five years). An 
urban- based nurse with  middle medical education could now expect to receive, 
depending on the experience category, 200 rubles, 170 rubles, or 150 rubles 
per month.78 By now, wages  were being explic itly linked to the quality of  care, 
which was still considered below acceptable levels. The head of  a surgical 
department in one medical institution claimed that gradu ates of  the medical 
college  were not cultured  people and that they  were “not able to provide qual-
ity medical ser vice and could not be a valuable assistant to the physician.”79 
But, the doctor added, connecting the wage of  nurses to their professional ex-
perience and education changed  matters. The nurses in his department  were 
good, and he had seen “literally in a few days” how work had improved as 
 people began to value their role.80

The experience of  a se nior nurse, Elkina, confirmed his impressions. She 
had worked in a hospital for fourteen years and  under the March 4, 1935, wage 
revisions received 250 rubles instead of  90 rubles, a staggering increase. She 
admitted that work was generally “bad” but pledged this would change; nurses 
would study and work harder to raise their cultural level and provide better 
care for patients.81 Nannies with considerable experience also received a pay 
increase, and, as a result, one promised to frequent the theater more often.82 
In this Medical Worker article, a virtual ode to the party and government, med-
ical workers wrote of  their joy at having such value placed on their work and 
how they would try to improve conditions in hospitals.83 The framing of   these 
happy medical worker vignettes occurred in the context of  the party and state 
increasing their level of  care for  people, both patient and medical worker.84

Despite the press image of  the happy, better- remunerated medical worker, 
complaints mounted. At a city meeting of  medical workers in November 1937, 
a Leningrad worker grumbled that orderlies worked day and night for a mea-
ger wage.85 The worker, Cheremushnikov, wanted to make it known—in the 
presence of  Commissariat of  Health representatives— that this demonstrated 
a “harmful attitude”  toward this group of  medical workers and required ur-
gent action.86 Conditions  were so bad, he claimed, that workers hired one day 
 were gone the next. Lack of  financial security led to ju nior medical personnel 
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shortages.87 The situation was reminiscent of  that in the United States at 
around the same time, when absenteeism and high turnover resulted from staff 
nurses moving to better- paying jobs in larger hospitals.88 A heavy workload, 
low wages, and high expectations for standards of  care placed hospitals and 
medical workers everywhere in a precarious position. State reactions to  these 
prob lems differed enormously.

Back in Leningrad, officials overseeing healthcare came  under huge pres-
sure. In 1937 a certain Alekseev from the city health authority noted that he 
had seen orderlies’ pay slips with amounts of  520–580 rubles.89 He paid 28,000 
rubles in overtime and wondered where he was to obtain the money to cover 
it. He had even been “threatened with Solovki” for such overruns.90 Medical 
workers in his hospital needed to eat, he argued, but  there was no money to 
feed them, so they would eat at the expense of  patients.91 Once again, finan-
cial and economic conditions, now accompanied by the fear of  denunciation 
and arrest, placed local health authorities and hospital administrations  under 
colossal pressure.

 Either the wage increases of  1935/1936  were not enough, especially in light 
of  rising inflation, or they simply  were not implemented,  because salaries and 
the general economic situation  were still the source of  discontent a  couple of  
years  later. In the Botkin hospital one nurse, Fridman, had completed a Red 
Cross course and,  after two years working  there, was earning a wage of  100 
rubles a month.92 Alongside her worked other nurses with fifteen years’ work 
experience and refresher courses  under their  belts. They  were considered bet-
ter workers than Fridman but received the same wage.93 Orderlies  were in a 
similar position. Neither the hospital administration nor the local committee 
addressed the  matter, despite appeals in the local wall newspaper (a type of  
poster or placard newspaper in schools, workplaces and other sites where 
 people gathered).94 If  this was happening in some of  the largest and best- known 
hospitals in the Soviet Union, then it was most likely occurring elsewhere. In 
spite of  calls for an end to the wage leveling instituted  after the revolution and 
corresponding regulations to realize  these calls, medical workers still found 
that their wage was not commensurate with their professional skills and 
experience.

recognition and resolution
In spite of  difficult economic conditions, nurses  were advancing profession-
ally by the end of  the 1930s, especially in Leningrad. The Leningrad city health 
authority or ga nized the first conference of  hospital nurses on May 11–12, 1939. 
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At this conference nurses presented thirty papers on patient care and treat-
ment.95 Medical workers took part in some one hundred pre sen ta tions at 
conferences in local hospitals in the run-up to the Leningrad event. Through 
their participation in conferences and collaboration with other medical work-
ers, nurses developed their expertise and in turn their autonomy and control. 
Several de cades  later some regarded the conference on care for newborns held 
in Leningrad in 1939 as a catalyst in helping to raise the profile of   middle medi-
cal workers.96

As a sign of  support, the head of  the Leningrad health authority released 
25,000 rubles to publish the conference proceedings and urged city hospitals 
to hold nursing conferences on a regular basis, as well as awarding the title of  
“Excellent Health Worker” to the best nurses in Leningrad.97 By the end of  
May 1939 medical workers of  all rank received awards for their work.98 Across 
Leningrad Province more than sixty midwives and nurses presented papers and 
participated in discussions on infant care in fifty hospital and district confer-
ences.99 The midwife D. A. Kaplan of  the Central Scientific- Research Midwifery- 
Gynecological Institute (TsNIAGI) and the Mechnikov hospital’s pediatric 
nurse I. V. Velitskoi  were joint winners of  the 500 rubles for first prize.100 The 
emphasis on pediatrics was a telling sign of  Stalinist pronatalist policies and 
the themes prioritized at the conferences. While  there is no doubting the 
achievements of  medical workers in many institutions,  those rewarded  were 
often from the biggest and best hospitals and research institutes in Leningrad 
and Moscow. Other cities, towns, and provinces might very well have had ex-
cellent medical workers, but it is also likely that resources and wages  were 
just not at a comparable level. Consequently, attracting “excellent” health 
workers and providing a high standard of  care would have presented a greater 
challenge.

As conferences  were being held, nurses continued to show their knowledge 
and experience. At one Leningrad nursing conference in 1940, the medical 
 union “awarded sixteen of  the best nurses” with prizes that included resort 
passes to rest homes and sanatoria.101  These nurses  were akin to Stakhanovite, 
or hero workers who excelled at their jobs.102 The Commissariat of  Health’s 
Grashchenko was in attendance and made a speech noting the “huge po liti cal 
and practical significance of  this first [sic] scientific conference of  nurses.”103 
Moscow hospitals followed suit, and in 1939 nurses published conference pa-
pers on a range of  subjects, including pediatrics, trauma, burns, gastric bleed-
ing, and angina.104 The papers’ themes  were this time illustrative of  the growing 
militaristic climate.

A Sovnarkom decree of  May  1939 raised the wages of  ju nior and  middle 
medical workers so that urban- based nurses with more than ten years’ experi-
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ence who worked in hospitals, polyclinics, or sanatoria earned 245 rubles (185 
rubles for rural- based nurses).105 This pay raise was to include  middle and ju nior 
workers only. Nursing expertise was now officially rewarded and celebrated. 
One could cynically argue that this satisfied the state’s military agenda, but pro-
gress also took place in other professions. Nurses, like teachers, engaged with 
the system and drew on their professional expertise to elevate their position in 
society.106 Indeed, medical workers more broadly, through their engagement 
with state institutions, gradually improved their professional situation.

Despite some pro gress, medical workers across the Soviet Union had very 
diff er ent professional experiences and did not all work in the same conditions.107 
Far away from Moscow and Leningrad, visiting doctors in the Primorye Terri-
tory often had to stay with acquaintances or sleep on their office desks. Not only 
 were the awful living conditions a source of  dissatisfaction and a deterrent to 
working in the region, but they also contributed to medical workers attempting 
suicide  after arriving from central medical institutes.108 In July 1940 a medical 
worker from the Tauride hospital infused arsenic and morphine in a suicide at-
tempt. A nurse sent to work in the same hospital also attempted suicide in July 
or August that year.  Later that year a doctor sent to work in a fish pro cessing 
plant attempted suicide.109 The author of  a report on the region reached the 
grim conclusion that “the regional health authority, through its training of  
 middle medical personnel, dentists, and pharmacists, should have addressed the 
very difficult conditions for medical workers in this part of  the Far East,” but the 
 matter had been grossly overlooked.110 Medical workers far from the center did 
not receive much reward or recognition.

care amid denunciation and vio lence
Despite ongoing efforts to reform and improve the public healthcare system, 
hospitals remained chaotic spaces in the 1930s. Not even a major Moscow hos-
pital, such as Medsantrud, seemed or ga nized.111 In January 1934 a group of  
shock workers denounced orderlies from the Medsantrud hospital for being 
rude to staff  and patients.112 Nannies also came  under fire for not cleaning 
around beds and thus “violating the work schedule.” Head doctor Elʹsinovskii 
wanted the  matter addressed immediately.113 One incident in par tic u lar seems 
to have caused him much anxiety. Although only one nanny was to be on dish-
washing duty and the rest  were to be in the wards with patients, Elʹsinovskii 
discovered three nannies and a se nior nurse in the buffet room one January 
morning while he was on rounds in the therapy department.114 Two of  the 
nannies washed dishes, while a third, Konova, ate biscuits from a plate destined 
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for a patient. The se nior nurse took no action, and Elʹsinovskii was furious: 
he considered the be hav ior of  Konova “criminal and completely unaccept-
able” and condemned the se nior nurse for her negligence. He recommended 
dismissing Konova and the se nior nurse and also wanted to deprive Konova 
of  her ration cards.115

The actions of  the nannies certainly elicited an extreme reaction, and while 
head doctors  were undoubtedly  under im mense pressure, a reprimand might 
have seemed more appropriate. Elʹsinovskii prob ably wanted to send a mes-
sage to all medical workers that patient care mattered and  every action taken 
or not taken by medical personnel had an impact on the patient experience. 
But this incident took place in a culture where doctors  were constantly on 
guard to avoid attracting the attention of  the authorities. One former Soviet 
doctor noted that it was common knowledge that “any dissatisfied patient 
could write a letter of  complaint to the health authorities or to a newspaper,” 
with a commission established to investigate the accusation if  deemed neces-
sary.116 A culture of  fear thus prevailed.

Indeed, a high- profile medical investigation took place not long  after the 
Medsantrud incident. In early October 1934 a complaint arrived in the offices 
of  Sovnarkom in the form of  a letter from a professor of  the Moscow Medi-
cal Institute, Przheborovskii. The  matter concerned his very ill  sister, who was 
transferred from the Moscow Medical Institute to the Moscow Institute for 
Oncology.117 Despite having the appropriate documents, the attending doctor 
refused to accept the patient, and she was admitted only when the nurse ac-
companying her requested the refusal in writing. When the patient asked for 
more regular pain relief  injections, the attending nurse “rudely refused,” and 
her pleas  were not met  until the doctor on duty the next day eventually agreed 
to increase the frequency of  injections.118 When the patient asked for one of  
the ser vice personnel to call the patient’s  brother, Przheborovskii, the doctor 
refused the request. The professor contacted Sovnarkom asking that it investi-
gate the oncology institute immediately in the “interests of  all patients.”119

On October 14 the minister of  public health, Kaminskii, wrote to the head 
of  Sovnarkom, Vyacheslav Molotov, about the results of  the investigation— a 
sign that the state took accusations of  rudeness seriously.120 Responding to the 
incident, the director of  the oncology institute issued an order criticizing the 
“neglect and rudeness” of  his staff and reprimanded them.121 Similarly, on Oc-
tober 10, the Moscow Health Department circulated an order underlining poor 
 labor discipline, a failure to carry out instructions properly, and poor relations 
with patients.122 The incident, which made its way all the way up to the minis-
terial level, showed how much care mattered to the Soviet government.
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Sometimes discipline seemed severe, with workers censured for what they 
might have considered to be minor offenses. But in the 1930s, and especially 
 after the death of  Leningrad party head Sergei Kirov in December 1934, fear 
and suspicion increased, and so the pattern of  strict discipline was not out of  
place. Calls for greater vigilance and discipline often occurred in the context of  
the “hunt for terrorists” that consumed industrial enterprises in the fall of  1936 
and that also spread to hospitals and clinics.123 Any threats to patient health, 
safety, and well- being could now easily assume a dangerously po liti cal charac-
ter. One of  Medsantrud’s deputy head doctors, Byk, reported work violations 
in the hospital laboratories in early 1936.124 Byk found that a nurse from the 
men’s department completely forgot to provide a patient’s stool analy sis to the 
laboratory, and this resulted in an “unnecessary race” for the laboratory staff 
that impeded their work.125 The nurse at fault received a reprimand, while all 
department heads  were reminded of  the importance of  sending samples to the 
laboratory at the appointed time. Nurses  were to “personally” oversee the de-
livery of  samples to the laboratory, a further example of  placing responsibility— 
and potentially blame—on  those lower down the chain of  command.

Another Medsantrud deputy head doctor, P. A. Golonzko, expressed con-
cern about critically ill and  dying patients’ relatives not receiving notification 
 until it was too late (some relatives arrived in the hospital  after the funeral).126 
Head doctors, as  those with responsibility for the smooth  running of  the hos-
pital and patient satisfaction,  were keen to improve standards. A few years  later, 
some of   these very doctors became caught up in the denunciations and vio-
lence of  the late 1930s.

Indeed, terror was soon unleashed on Soviet society with the first of  three 
high- profile Moscow show  trials beginning in August 1936, as well as the exe-
cutions of   those accused of  industrial wrecking, treason, and espionage in the 
case of  the Anti- Soviet Trotskyite Center of  1937. Soviet citizens feared that 
the country was  under siege from internal and external forces.127  After the 
Central Committee plenum of  February 22– March 7, 1937, in which Stalin 
highlighted the impor tant role of  “ little  people” and chastised local leaders for 
failing to promote “criticism and self- criticism,” terror engulfed Soviet society. 
When a nurse in a medical emergency center in Moscow’s Dzerzhinsky Dis-
trict found herself  in hot  water in March 1937 for failing to provide her name 
over the telephone, it was prob ably not too surprising that she was charged 
with gross indiscipline: the head of  the center had de cided to make an exam-
ple of  the incident to remind employees of  their responsibilities while on duty.128 
The pro cess of  “unmasking” hidden enemies filtered down from the party and 
government to industry and medical institutions.
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The  Great Terror, a term traditionally attributed to the period 1937–1938, 
when over one and half  million arrests and almost seven hundred thousand 
executions took place, did not spare medical workers, who, like many  others, 
fell into the category of  “ enemy” and  were victim to the mass operations of  
that period. On March 13, 1938, the  People’s Commissariat of  Internal Affairs 
(NKVD) arrested and  later shot Medsantrud’s head doctor, Elʹsinovskii.129 Al-
though a brigade from the Basmannaia hospital denounced him, Medsantrud 
colleagues lost no opportunity in denouncing their former boss  after his ar-
rest; the party committee secretary referred to him as “the  enemy” in a 
March 1938 general meeting of  Medsantrud employees.130 Former colleagues 
leveled a series of  dubious charges against Elʹsinovskii, who now proved the 
scapegoat for any number of  prob lems experienced in the hospital. One worker 
even claimed that Elʹsinovskii called some young nurses one night and “forced 
them to give him a stomach massage” and that they  were “all very happy the 
bastard was isolated” (etot gag izolirovan).131

love and duty
Narratives of  care  were juxtaposed to the vitriolic, coarse language of  the 
 Great Terror that some of  the Medsantrud hospital workers  adopted. While 
enemies  were hounded and often described in derogatory terms to elicit dis-
gust,  others  were characterized as compassionate.132 As terror ripped through 
families, Soviet citizens  were told that Stalin and the state loved them. Medi-
cal workers  were presented with images of  hero workers to show the kind of  
care the Soviet state expected. Older, experienced nurses  were often presented 
as  those most capable of  providing cultured care. The press described order-
lies with twenty to thirty years’ experience as real heroes, but also “modest” 
workers who had remained in their posts in spite of  the horrors of  the civil 
war years.133  These tropes of   simple, modest  people drew directly on Stalinist 
language that promoted the idea of  everyday heroes.134

Natalʹia Mikhailovna Anpilogova was one such hero nurse. She came from 
 humble origins, a “modest worker” who entered  Sisters of  Mercy courses in 
1907. A self- educated peasant, Anpilogova worked as a feldsher in a military 
hospital during the First World War and in 1918 joined a Moscow polyclinic, 
where she often performed surgeries with no doctor pre sent.135 Anpilogova 
worked as an assistant to the surgeon Nikolai Burdenko for fifteen years, and 
he invited Anpilogova to work with him in the newly established Institute for 
Neurosurgery in 1929.136 She became a lecturer on the courses for surgical 
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nurses established in 1937. The Commissariat of  Health awarded her a per-
sonal wage of  450 rubles; the director of  the institute where she worked gave 
her a “valuable” pre sent to mark her jubilee; and the medical  union’s central 
committee rewarded Anpilogova with a resort pass.137

The publication Noble  Sister: N. M. Anpilogova (Znatnaia sestra: N. M. An-
pilogova), the first issue in the popu lar series Experience of  the Best (Opyt 
luchshikh) published by the Moscow city health department, celebrated An-
pilogova’s  career.138 The publication described her “blue eyes radiating faith 
and happiness,” so dedicated to her patients that she often worked  after her 
shift had ended. Drawing on the usual tropes and narratives of  care, includ-
ing that of  maternal care, nurses  were frequently depicted in medical publica-
tions as conscientious workers who loved their patients.139

the value of care
Such narratives of  nurses as the embodiment of  care and commitment con-
veyed that love and duty  were high priorities for the Soviet government. Any 
transgressions  were supposed to be taken very seriously. In January 1939 dep-
uty head of  Sovnarkom, Bakhrushev, wrote to Molotov and his Sovnarkom 
colleague, Nikolay Bulganin, describing an incident that had occurred in the 
maternity department of  Moscow’s Klimovskii hospital  earlier that month. 
The hospital, located in Podolʹsk, was the scene of  an unnerving and horrify-
ing incident, though not an unfamiliar one. Rats in the hospital had nibbled 
the lips and tongue of  one infant and the neck of  another.140 Bakhrushev ap-
portioned blame for the incident to infringements in basic medical and sani-
tary rules, including a breakdown in the  labor discipline of  medical workers 
who  were “rude to patients,” slept on night duty, and did not take proper care 
of  the babies. The building that  housed the maternity department was over-
run with rats, causing sick  women “to run about screaming.”141

Midwives had to hold the “corpses of  babies in their arms” during the night 
to protect their bodies from the preying vermin, but that was not always suc-
cessful, and a shelf  containing the corpses had fallen victim to the rats.142 The 
horrifying conditions  were in spite of  the fact that the hospital was a model 
institution, as Bakhrushev claimed. The hospital administration, the district 
health authority and the Moscow Province health authority “had taken no 
mea sures to establish order in the hospital” or destroy the rampaging ro-
dents.143 Sovnarkom investigated the  matter and referred the case to the 
procuracy. Bakhrushev promised Molotov and Bulganin that he would bring 
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 those individuals found guilty of  neglecting their duties to justice and restore 
“normal conditions” in the hospital.144 The orderly work of  medical institu-
tions received much attention by the 1930s, so much so that serious infringe-
ments came to the attention of  the highest levels of  government by the end 
of  that de cade. When model institutions  were subject to investigation, the 
outlook for Soviet healthcare was bleak and did not bode well for other, less 
prestigious medical institutions that did not receive the same level of  fund-
ing or attention.

In fact, conditions elsewhere  were desperate. A maternity hospital in Vlad-
ivostok’s Egershelʹd District had no  running  water or sewage system, while 
other hospitals had cockroach, bedbug, and lice infestations.145 Hospitals also 
lacked basic resources. Lack of  care reached appallingly low levels in this part 
of  the Soviet Union. New  mothers at a maternity hospital in Tavrichanka  were 
often left lying in soiled sheets that smelled of  blood.146 Hospitals  were dirty 
and had leaking roofs. One Vladivostok hospital put corpses in a barn  because 
it had no morgue.147  There  were also cases of  patients  dying as a result of  mis-
diagnosis in medical institutions in the Primorye Territory, which operated 
with 60–65  percent of  the required staff  and had young, inexperienced physi-
cians.148 Doctors had a “criminal attitude”  toward some patients, as demon-
strated by an incident in the Spasskoi city hospital in September 1940.  After a 
 mother had given birth to twins, one of  which was unconscious, the doctor, 
midwife, and orderly diagnosed neonatal death and “threw” the nonrespon-
sive baby into some dirty linen in the corridor, assuring the  mother that the 
child had died. The  mother took both babies home, noticing on the way that 
her supposedly dead infant was still breathing, but it gave up its fight for life 
 later that day.149 Soviet healthcare had its fair share of  “undervalued and over-
stressed” medical workers who mistreated their patients.150

Many Soviet citizens continued to suffer at the hands of  medical workers 
and the healthcare system more generally. And the state continued to investi-
gate and charge  those responsible. But the ethics and humanity that Kalinin 
first drew attention to in the mid-1920s appeared to fall on deaf  ears. To dis-
cuss ethics and care in the context of  late 1930s Soviet Rus sia seems deeply 
problematic. But care must be theorized within a social and po liti cal context 
and must be “assessed in its relative importance to other values” in order to 
“serve as a critical standpoint from which to evaluate public life.”151 My aim is 
not to provide a moral and po liti cal theory of  care but to show how the ethics 
of  care that developed in the Soviet Union was directly connected to the 
broader po liti cal context. Altruistic mea sures shored up support for the regime 
and entrenched power at the same time that the Soviet state branded medical 
workers and local officials “enemies of  the  people” for their attitudes or ac-
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tions  toward patients.152 In this way, public healthcare came to form an impor-
tant arena for the demonstration of  Soviet state care for the  people. The 
years of  “excisionary vio lence” in the hunt for enemies saw a heightened in-
terest in public narratives of  care.153 Discussions of  care thus contribute to dis-
mantling the totalitarian paradigm that posits Soviet citizens as atomized, 
subjugated, and terrorized. While the Soviet state set about implementing 
mass vio lence to eliminate certain categories of  perceived po liti cal and ideo-
logical enemies, at the same time it continued to investigate claims of  callous 
be hav ior among medical workers and ensure the maintenance of  certain stan-
dards of  care.

During the 1930s  there was a specific appeal to sentiment and compassion to 
mobilize  middle medical workers. Often this took the form of  a gendered dis-
course that drew on  women’s femininity. But the discussions of  nursing in 
the 1920s and 1930s also came to place considerable emphasis on values of  
trust. This speaks to the phi los o pher Annette C. Baier’s discussion of  trust as 
a value and a mark of  re spect.154 When medical workers did not earn the trust 
of   people and the authorities, they strug gled to win their re spect. Medical 
workers, especially nurses, as leaders in the economy of  care, held a moral 
responsibility to ensure that patients received treatment that reflected the “hu-
manity” expected of  the Soviet state. By the end of  the 1930s, healthcare work-
ers  were  under enormous pressure to fulfill  these expectations. This pressure 
and responsibility came at a time when nurses  were professionalizing. As nurses 
and other  middle medical workers progressed through the Soviet healthcare 
system, they developed complex expertise and skills. As a professional cohort, 
 middle medical workers expanded significantly between the First and Second 
Five- Year Plans.155

While Soviet society became ever more polarized in the late 1930s, and as 
heroes and enemies dominated the po liti cal and ideological landscape, public 
healthcare captured the complexities of  how this played out on the ground. 
The high- level interest in patient care and the state’s very clear stance on pro-
viding the best care to Soviet citizens  were constantly undermined by several 
 factors, not least lack of  resources, insufficient training, and low professional 
prestige. Although  these prob lems  were gradually addressed (but not resolved) 
in the 1930s, the scale and depth of  the prob lems  were im mense. The Soviet 
government was simply not able, and to an extent not wholly willing, to prop-
erly invest in healthcare. Public healthcare institutions, even model hospitals, 
could not overcome the serious deficiencies in the system. Perhaps that is why 
the appeal to individual healthcare workers— the heroes rewarded for their 
outstanding care and service— was so impor tant. If  Soviet citizens  were  really 
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to receive good quality healthcare, it would have to be at the hands of  indi-
vidual medical workers and not at an institutional level. The compassion and 
humanity of  medical workers, especially nurses, would have to overcome sys-
temic prob lems. When poor medical training and lack of  resources  were so 
rife, perhaps the commitment and compassion of  healthcare workers would 
comfort patients. But nurses who wanted to effect change to improve the pa-
tient experience  were, as the chapter 6 shows, competing for attention in a 
crowded arena.
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When the 1930s dawned across the Eu ro pean 
continent,  people awoke to a de cade that brought increased militarization, vio-
lence, and war. The Soviet Union had already experienced much of  this in the 
1920s, and so the following de cade continued with emphasis on health, sani-
tation, and defense serving to promote the interests of  the state and boosting 
the military preparedness of  Soviet citizens. Through its commitment to de-
fense, the party- state gradually brought the nursing profession back into 
greater focus. While of  course most often overtly propagandistic, the atten-
tion brought to bear on nursing not only highlights the state of  the nursing 
profession during this early Soviet period but also illustrates how the socialist 
state understood the values, traditions, and status of  nursing. By the late 1930s, 
nursing had become an impor tant  career choice. Soviet nurses  were to care 
for patients but also to train in the ways of  sanitary defense.

The greater push for sanitary literacy in the second half  of  the 1920s and 
the militarization of  medicine in the late 1930s  were not exceptional in an in-
ternational context.1 The Japa nese Red Cross had three ele ments at its core, 
“the subordination of  personnel, or ga nized patriotism, and military author-
ity over Red Cross operations.”2  These ele ments, grounded in par tic u lar ideo-
logical and po liti cal conditions, gradually came to characterize Soviet nursing 
to varying degrees in the 1930s. Alongside calls for improvements in standards 
of  healthcare (chapter 5), parallel campaigns  were taking place in the Red Cross 

Chapter 6

Fortresses of  Sanitary Defense
Preparing for War
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and Red Crescent that emphasized patriotism and military preparedness.  There 
 were many times when  these two campaigns— those by the Commissariat of  
Health and the Red Cross— interacted.

The mobilization campaigns of  this de cade often touched on gender issues. 
 Women formed the backbone of  the healthcare ser vice and Red Cross work. 
In the early Soviet period the range and type of  training for nurses, including 
paramilitary training, reflected a binary concept of  gender.3 While traditional 
gender ste reo types existed— the narratives of  care that prevailed in the con-
text of  civilian healthcare discussed in chapter 5 testify to that— some Soviet 
 women could dismiss  these as irrelevant.4  Women could identify with hero 
nurses wielding  rifles as easily as hero nurses sitting by the patient’s side.

Although the focus on  family and motherhood in the mid-1930s positioned 
 women back in the home and with a double burden to bear— working in 
factories in addition to carry ing the bulk of  responsibility for looking  after 
 children and the home— women still maintained degrees of  agency and eman-
cipation. The All- Union Society of  the Red Cross and Red Crescent USSR 
(SOKK and KP USSR [hereafter shortened to SOKK]) expansion in nursing in 
the 1930s, along with the renewed emphasis on the nursing profession in the 
face of  war, provided many  women with opportunities for upward mobility. 
The range and type of  course on offer afforded them greater flexibility in shap-
ing their  career path. But for all that it offered  women and medical workers, 
the essence of  SOKK work and the efforts to improve sanitary defense across 
the entire nursing profession  were not about elevating  women in society or 
expanding training opportunities for medical workers. Rather, SOKK efforts 
centered on (1) organ izing a patriotic workforce with first aid skills; (2) but-
tressing any weaknesses in the healthcare system; and (3) deploying nurses and 
sanitary workers to defend the Soviet Union in the event of  war. This chapter 
analyzes the Soviet state effort to build fortresses of  sanitary defense through 
mobilizing Soviet citizens and especially  women to become involved in first 
aid and nursing and how  these efforts tran spired in practice. Promoting sani-
tary defense and nursing worked both ways, and while the state benefited from 
 women’s involvement in civilian defense,  women in the 1930s  were able to take 
advantage of  the training on offer in the healthcare professions to advance on 
the  career ladder.

new repre sen ta tions of the nurse
Although the Communist Youth League was a Soviet institution, the Red Cross 
and Red Crescent was not. In order to better appreciate some of  the chal-
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lenges confronting the Red Cross, one needs to understand how  people per-
ceived that organ ization in Soviet Rus sia. While the SOKK was successful in 
drawing in Communist Youth League members, it was an ambiguous organ-
ization with prerevolutionary and international roots— two negative ticks in 
late 1920s and early 1930s Soviet Rus sia. Popu lar understanding of  the SOKK 
in the Soviet Union seemed to be unfavorable, and the organ ization had to 
work hard to pre sent itself  in a positive light to the public. Press accounts sug-
gested that the SOKK worried that some  people harbored doubts about the 
organ ization. One anecdote from  Women’s Journal (Zhenskii zhurnal) described 
a discussion on a bus in Tverʹ that drew contrasts between the prerevolution-
ary Rus sian Society of  the Red Cross (ROKK) as an organ ization for the wealthy 
and the Soviet SOKK as an organ ization for the Soviet  people.5

 Women reading  Women’s Journal  were to understand that the Red Cross 
played a crucial role in Soviet society and Soviet citizens should lend their sup-
port to the organ ization. The ideologically equivocal position of  the SOKK 
nurse  after the First World War, and in par tic u lar the nursing profession’s links 
with aristocracy and religion, adversely affected nurse recruitment and pres-
tige in the early Soviet period. The separation between the old, tsarist Red 
Cross and the new Soviet variant came across in diff er ent ways. In 1930, SOKK 
uniforms, for example, still apparently had “more crosses than the pope,” and 
one writer suggested that it was time to move away from the “old monastic 
form.”6 Read in this light, it is unsurprising that the SOKK joined forces with 
the Communist Youth League and youth, the vanguard of  the revolution. At-
taching itself  to this most Soviet of  institutions enabled the SOKK to operate 
with a greater degree of  credibility and gain street kudos.

Moves to connect nursing and civil defense  were further strengthened in 
1930 with the publication of  the monthly journal For Sanitation Defense (Za sani-
tarnuiu oboronu and, from 1938 on,  under its new title, Sanitary Defense [Sani-
tarnaia oborona]).7 The campaign to produce higher numbers of  nurses was 
gaining ground, with vari ous organ izations and the media promoting nurse 
courses and a militarized image of  the nurse. The SOKK, which was strug-
gling to consolidate its Soviet identity and win the support of   those who still 
associated the organ ization with the old regime, devoted many pages of  For 
Sanitation Defense to convincing readers that the Red Cross and its nurses  were 
bona fide “Soviet.” Readers  were informed that the Moscow city committee 
conducted checks on the sociopo liti cal credentials of  students enrolled in nurs-
ing courses and medical colleges,  because the training system had been “con-
taminated” (zasorennosti). When a supervisor in Moscow’s Zamoskvoretskii 
District asked about the high dropout rate, he was told it was “a consequence 
of  passport introduction” (sledstvie pasportizatsii).8 A majority of  students 
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recruited did not receive passports (internal passports  were reintroduced in 
1933), and so the “former merchant class deftly wriggled their way into 
nursing courses and wanted to use the nurse’s head scarf  as a visor to hide the 
face of  an  enemy.”9 Press accounts such as  these made it clear to readers that 
constant vigilance was necessary to unmask the  enemy. They could rest as-
sured that the Red Cross was a legitimate and reliable Soviet institution. 
Readers  were also reminded that their moral and physical safety was being 
monitored through state surveillance mechanisms.10

The 1936 film Girlfriends (Podrugi) and its press coverage was a Soviet at-
tempt to harness interest in the nurse. Lev Arnshtam’s film, with a musical 
score composed by Dmitry Shostakovich, placed nurses front and center.11 This 
was the first time, and one of  the few times (at least prior to World War II), 
that Soviet nurses appeared as screen heroines. The film takes place primarily 
during the Rus sian civil war, when Asia, Zoia, and Natasha, three Petrograd 
friends, decide to become Bolshevik “red nurses.”12 The timing of  the film was 
impor tant, for it marked the point when nurses received increased attention 
and when national campaigns to train nurses gained momentum. The hero-
ism, compassion, and patriotism  these characters displayed served to cast 
nurses in a new light, depicting them as strong  women who could inspire the 
next generation of  red nurses. In the mid-1930s the press heralded nursing as 
a worthy and respectable profession. Nurses came to be medical workers in 
their own right, and not as simply one category of   middle medical personnel.

In the late 1930s, publications such as For Sanitation Defense emphasized the 
title of  “nurse” as honorable and respectable, often drawing on the heroic red 
nurse of  the civil war years to illustrate this point.13 An article penned by a 
certain L. Bronshtein noted that the red nurses, as depicted in Girlfriends by 
protagonists Asia, Zoia, and Natasha,  were “excellent proletarian fighters in 
the most patriotic and heroic moment of  their lives.”14 The story of  the three 
red nurses apparently had a “huge influence” on Soviet youth.15 The film was 
“an opportunity” with educational (vospitanie) potential. The campaigns 
seemed to pay off  in rather spectacular fashion: Red Cross membership grew 
from a modest seventy- five thousand in 1926 to over five million in 1934, an 
incredibly high increase, while its activities extended to over 1,890 administra-
tive districts.16 In 1934 almost half  a million  women completed the Commu-
nist Youth League civil defense nursing courses.17 Such increases  were an 
impressive feat.

The 1941 film Girlfriends at the Front (Frontovye podrugi) pre sents further pro-
paganda efforts to place nurses in the limelight.18 The film follows the war-
time fate of  three friends who complete Red Cross training and volunteer  after 
the German invasion and start of  war. The opening scenes take place in their 
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local Red Cross committee center before the three friends go to a field hospi-
tal and then to the front itself. Signs of  heroism, particularly that of  their group 
(druzhin) leader, Natasha Matveeva, are evident throughout.  After planes roar 
in the skies above the makeshift military hospital, the cluster of  Red Cross vol-
unteer nurses gathered inside become anxious and turn to Natasha for reas-
surance. Natasha, unsure of  what to do, walks to the operating room and 
observes doctors and nurses quietly getting on with work. When a bomb whis-
tles by and explodes, the nurse assisting the surgeon loses focus and looks up, 
but the surgeon, asking repeatedly for forceps, tells her “to pay more atten-
tion” and “not to be distracted from work.” Now knowing what to do, Nata-
sha swiftly returns to the Red Cross volunteers and tells them to look  after 
the patients and “not be distracted from work.” Natasha is  later shown read-
ing to patients, caring for them, distributing letters and pre sents, and also sing-
ing to patients. She is brave and fearless on the battlefield. Her character was 
the kind of  Red Cross volunteer the Soviet state required. Bronshtein and his 
press colleagues would, no doubt, have been very pleased with the film, which 
depicted proletarian fighters equipped to deal with anything that came their 
way. The image of  the nurse was in the pro cess of  changing thanks to media 
and press campaigns.

mass mobilization: calling all youth!
Changing repre sen ta tions of  the nurse in the period 1929–1945 fit the charac-
terization that this was “an unbroken time of  crisis that provided young  people 
with opportunities even as it surrounded them with vio lence.”19 Such a de-
scription applied to young  people interested in entering the medical profes-
sion, where the bound aries between civilian and military nursing, presenting 
both opportunity and danger, often overlapped. Much of  the opportunity that 
came the way of  young  people arrived at a time of  po liti cal tension as the NEP 
declined and then  later through the years of  collectivization, industrialization, 
and purging.  Toward the end of  the NEP, the SOKK, the Communist Youth 
League, and Pioneer organ izations assumed an active role in first aid and san-
itary training.20  These organ izations, as well as the Red Army Military- Sanitary 
Ser vice and the public health organs, all had a duty of  care to the injured and 
sick and a responsibility for providing help during times of  crisis, such as natu-
ral disasters, accidents, or epidemics.21

This work was no doubt given further impetus by the war scare of  1927 
and buoyed by international recognition of  the Soviet Red Cross in 1928.22 
At this time, between 1926 and 1927, the Red Cross “or ga nized 400 sanitary 
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detachments and ‘courses for reserve nurses.’ ”23 The Pioneers or ga nized san-
itary detachments, or sandruzhiny, to augment the work of  institutions and 
organ izations during periods of  mobilization and war.24 Indeed, by July 1927, 
local Communist Youth League organizers in Kazakhstan, Northern Dvinsk, 
and Taganrog implemented calls from on high by expanding sanitary groups 
(kruzhki), nursing courses, and programs for youth league members.25 For ex-
ample, the secretary of  a Taganrog Communist Youth League group wrote 
to the organ ization’s Central Committee reporting that its members, male and 
female, participated in local factory- organized sanitary groups.26 Young girls, 
often league members, who signed up and completed nursing courses then 
went on to a central outpatient clinic (ambulatory) for practical training.27 
From the mid-  to late 1920s, young  people  were thus drawn into sanitation 
and defense work through their involvement in the Pioneers and the Com-
munist Youth League.

In spite of   these early orga nizational efforts, some Communist Youth 
League reports (svodki) at the local level registered a note of  concern when it 
came to youth and war time mobilization. A correspondent from Irkutsk wrote 
that “young  people underestimated the threat of  war, seeing it as something 
distant, and  were consequently not in a position to defend the country.”28 A 
Communist Youth League member and tannery worker in Irkutsk reportedly 
said at a cell (iacheika) meeting: “We talk so much about military danger, but 
all the same  there  will not be war. The Western bourgeoisie cannot fight with 
us.” The report also noted discontent in Martovskii district: “In a construc-
tion workers cell a mixed gathering of  Communist Youth League members 
and non- party youth claimed they did not want to hear reports about war dan-
ger and shouted: ‘Give us dancing.’ The war reports  were removed.”29 At a 
meeting in Leningrad’s Sverdlovsk District only fifty- one of  three hundred 
 people turned up to discuss the “week of  defense and Communist Youth 
League tasks.”30 Still, paramilitary training remained an impor tant part of  the 
Soviet education system,  whether in schools or the Communist Youth League. 
Indeed, integrated paramilitary training was obligatory in Soviet school cur-
ricula from 1932 on, and Soviet  children  were enrolled in a military- political 
program from the age of  eight.31 The Communist Youth League, born in the 
crucible of  war and revolution, was no stranger to militarizing youth.32

Some local league members worried about involving girls, who  were ap-
parently not drawn to military or sanitary work  because they had to “give birth, 
not fight.”33 Since its inception, the Communist Youth League had been male 
dominated, and the gendered discourse it promulgated continued  under Sta-
lin.34 But as the organ ization turned its attention to making young men into 
soldiers in the 1930s, it sought to make young  women into loyal Stalinists in 
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the domestic sphere.35 Nursing offered a route to attract more girls and  women 
to the organ ization. Over the course of  the 1930s, millions of  Soviet  women 
“came of  age at a time when being a good Soviet citizen meant acquiring mili-
tary skills.”36 Military and defense training was often a key component of  
nursing courses and an obligatory qualification for  those already working in 
medical institutions.

The SOKK Central Committee ratified and ran vari ous courses in conjunc-
tion with other organ izations and departments, such as the Communist 
Youth League. This expansion in civil defense, at least with regard to nursing, 
coincided with the push to draw more workers into higher education that had 
begun during the First Five- Year Plan, but also connected to broader efforts 
to expand membership in a  whole host of  organ izations (the Communist 
Youth League being a prime example).37 Through its engagement with the 
Communist Youth League, the Red Cross reached a much wider audience and 
campaigns served the needs of  both organ izations.

Once enrolled on Red Cross courses, students attended two- hour classes 
that taught them about the structure of  the Red Cross, including its work in 
industry, collective farms, and sociopo liti cal campaigns and its cooperation 
with other social organ izations such as the Communist Youth League and 
trade  unions.38 Students also held classes on sanitation with a requirement to 
pass the Get Ready for Sanitary Defense (GSO), as well as classes on the role 
of  the SOKK in public health.39 Students learned that factories  were to be “for-
tresses of  sanitary defense.”40 Their participation was part of  their patriotic 
duty, helping to strengthen and solidify Soviet military preparations. “Stalin-
ist po liti cal language” was  after all “awash with campaigns,  battles, and fronts,” 
and Soviet society was effectively “or ga nized for war and lacking in clear 
bound aries between military and civilian life.”41 This language coupled with 
the war scare of  1927, the Japa nese invasion of  Manchuria in 1931, and the 
rise to power of  Adolf  Hitler in Germany in 1933 lent a degree of  credence to 
rumors of  foreign threat. Similar mobilization efforts extended to the coun-
tryside, where the Red Cross or ga nized springtime sowing campaigns and 
helped out in village hospitals and ambulatories.42 Sanitary defense and nurs-
ing had their place alongside some of  the other mass mobilization campaigns 
of  the late 1920s and early 1930s, including physical fitness campaigns, indus-
trialization, and collectivization.

Some three years  after the introduction of  the Communist Youth League– 
inspired Get Ready for  Labor and Defense (GTO) norm in 1931, the SOKK 
launched the GSO norm. This was to train young  women and men in civil 
defense skills such as nursing. The Communist Youth League played a big role 
in this scheme. Mass lit er a ture about the GSO norms accompanied its launch, 
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and the SOKK printed 500,000 slogans, 75,000 posters, and 35,000 textbooks.43 
Campaigns such as  these, while focused on devolving the state’s duty of  care 
to ordinary Red Cross– trained citizens, reflected the ideology of  the time and 
an emphasis on building the New Soviet Person. Collective responsibility and 
duty to one another was at the heart of  communist propaganda in the early 
Soviet years, when citizens could improve themselves “by contributing to the 
social  whole.”44 Both the Communist Youth League and the SOKK  were at 
the forefront of  making Soviet society a beacon of  sanitary defense.

A Sovnarkom resolution of  December 3, 1938, prioritized sanitary defense 
work in the Communist Youth League and the SOKK.45 The Red Cross and 
Red Crescent was to “widen its system” of  sanitation work in industries, col-
lective farms, and institutions.46 It was to ensure that “masses of  cadres would 
become nurses, orderlies, and disinfectant personnel” and that the civilian pop-
ulation would engage in sanitary defense work.47 Glebov, from the Red Cross 
Executive Committee, wrote to Shteinbakh of  the Communist Youth League 
Central Committee, advising that the league assist the SOKK through mem-
ber involvement in reserve nursing courses.48 Glebov suggested that N. A. 
Mikhailov, the Communist Youth League secretary, include the following less 
than catchy slogan in his speech: “The Communist Youth League must train 
the best girl- patriots in enterprises, state farms, collective farms, and educa-
tional institutes in reserve nursing courses.”49 To help students pass the nurs-
ing courses, Glebov pressed for  there to be no interruption to production work 
and for regular monitoring of  the young  women in courses. Mikhailov ac-
knowledged that  women wanted to participate in war but argued that they 
brought “a better advantage as nurses.”50 The increasingly pragmatic empha-
sis on defense training necessary in the event of  war applied to nursing, as well 
as paramilitary training more generally.51 As one Red Army representative 
noted at the Seventeenth Communist Youth League Central Committee Ple-
num in April 1939, while aviation or production might be attractive to some 
young  women, their “main role was to care for soldiers and work in hospi-
tals.”52 This was the line taken in much of  the propaganda around war time 
nursing in the late 1930s and was especially clear in films such as Frontovye po-
drugi. Mass youth would mobilize but in diff er ent ways and according to 
gender- prescribed roles.

courses and challenges
A growth in the quantity and quality of  trained cadres ( every second inhabit-
ant in Moscow was studying by the end of  the Second Five- Year Plan) might 
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have characterized the years 1932–1936, but serious prob lems remained unre-
solved.53 Trou ble brewed  behind the scenes of  mass mobilization campaigns 
to train nurses. One of  the perennial issues with Soviet education— poor study-
ing conditions— also afflicted nursing. Press coverage showed that schools 
suffered from frequent changes in staff, flu was rampant owing to the freez-
ing conditions inside the schools, and classrooms lacked textbooks, visual aids, 
and even desks.54 The conditions in classrooms,  needless to say, hampered 
teaching. One correspondent wrote that an SOKK and KP course was being 
conducted in a “room that was only a  little warmer than the street.”55 Inade-
quacies such as  these  were prevalent in general education in the 1930s as a 
result of  rapid expansion and urbanization.56 At that time both urban and 
rural schools shared “structural impediments to effective instruction.”57 
Students may very well have enrolled in courses and bolstered statistics, but 
 whether they attended their courses was another  matter. The usual prob lems 
of  recruitment and retention plagued nursing.

That seemed to be especially the case for SOKK and KP courses. Many of  
the nurse training courses took place in what ever rooms or spaces  were avail-
able. Courses in Moscow’s Kazanskaia District, for example, took place in the 
corridor of  a chemical- bacteriological lab.58 Providing enough qualified teach-
ers was also a prob lem and again one that afflicted the educational sector as a 
 whole.59 Elsewhere, half  the students dropped out of  Red Cross nursing courses 
in Ivanovo Province: no won der, when classes took place in a room adjoining 
the physical culture classroom, where  those exercising ( fizkulʹturniki) regularly 
met and “stamped about, shouting and behaving in a hooligan way.”60 This 
“wrecked” the nursing classes. The physical culture organizers  were, no doubt, 
carry ing out the same kind of  mobilization campaigns asked of  the Red Cross; 
on this occasion, they ended up stepping on each other’s toes.

In 1935 the Red Cross courses graduated fourteen thousand nurses and had 
ten thousand enrolled in postgraduate courses.61 Red Cross and Red Crescent 
personnel cared for more than five and a half  million  people that year.62 None-
theless, recruitment and retention remained a challenge. Moscow’s Dzer-
zhinsky school received almost two hundred applications but accepted only 
thirty- five to classes commencing September 1, 1935. By October 15 two had 
dropped out, and by January 1, 1936, a further five had dropped out; the num-
bers  were neither “stable nor current.”63 Reasons cited for the dropout rate 
 were poor literacy levels, illness, relocation from Moscow, and living and work-
ing conditions. Further difficulties arose once students managed to pass the 
courses. Sometimes SOKK and KP– trained nurses slipped through its net. 
One committee report noted that the military and Red Cross ser vice took 
only 77  percent of   those finishing the nursing courses (perhaps the remaining 
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23% found better- paying work in industry).64 To address the prob lem, the SOKK 
and KP Executive Committee distributed special nursing booklets for  every 
student to complete. The booklets would contain marks and act as “pass-
ports” for  those who completed nurse training courses.65

In other places, doctors did not want to teach nursing courses. A certain 
physician, Gomfelʹford, went on the rec ord saying, “Nobody  will read lectures 
for  free, including me.”66 As was often the case in the Soviet 1920s and 1930s, 
the success of  schools and courses depended on the enthusiasm and initiative 
of  directors, teachers, and instructors; this was also the case for Red Cross and 
regular nursing courses. Some instructors  were so over burdened with work 
that they  were simply unable to instruct on nursing courses;  others went to 
 great lengths to help students and colleagues. Outside of  major urban centers 
doctors received no fee for training nurses, while in cities they could earn “up 
to five rubles an hour.”67 But money was often not the issue. A doctor inter-
viewed as part of  the Harvard proj ect worked several jobs  until 1938. He taught 
in a postgraduate institute, the Second Moscow Medical Institute, and a hos-
pital. He also worked in a closed hospital as a con sul tant, two maternity hos-
pitals, and a railroad polyclinic eight hundred kilo meters from Leningrad. His 
motivation for working long days was to help his students, who “for  every in-
fraction . . .  could be brought into court.”68 Professional empathy and com-
passion worked in diff er ent ways. His students qualified as doctors.69 Where 
the system failed, individuals often stepped into the void and assumed the bur-
den of  training and education.

upwardly mobile Patriots
While civil defense was certainly a leading  factor  behind the organ ization of  
Red Cross courses,  there was also a vital and immediate need for nurses to 
work in civilian hospitals and clinics across the Soviet Union, a need the cur-
rent nursing education system did not meet. The Commissariat of  Health and 
the government  were also aware of  prob lems in healthcare. A decree in 1933 
had noted the low level of  nurse training in the polytechnics and the insuffi-
cient numbers of  gradu ates to meet the demand for medical workers.70 The 
newly certified Red Cross nurses no doubt helped to stave off  prob lems with 
short staffing and turnover in hospitals and clinics.  After all, not only  were 
courses in first aid and nursing to provide workers and collective farm work-
ers with basic medical skills or train them as “military- sanitation workers,” but 
they  were also to give them a taste for medicine and function as a path to fur-
ther medical education. The SOKK had to look on the short- term nursing 
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courses as a base for higher medical education. Hospitals could boast about 
the class origins of  their workers, celebrating nurses who had left their collec-
tive farm to become first orderlies and  later nurses.71 As Henry E. Sigerist, the 
Swiss- born doctor with a keen interest in socialist healthcare observed, the Red 
Cross and Red Crescent “adapt[ed] themselves to the government agencies” 
and contributed to “fulfilling the health program of  the nation.”72 And as we 
have seen, this fulfillment assumed many forms. By working with both the 
Communist Youth League and the Commissariat of  Health, the Red Cross and 
Red Crescent helped to promote both sanitary defense and nursing.

Working in a range of  institutions allowed for vari ous forms of   career pro-
gression and some degree of  flexibility in terms of  where nurses de cided to 
work. Young  people who did well in courses and participated in the vari ous 
norms— the GTO; GSO; Society for the Assistance of  Defense, Aircraft, and 
Chemical Construction (Osoaviakhim); and Voroshilov sharpshooter (Voroshi-
lovskii strelok73)— had good credentials and a range of  options when it came to 
medical work.74 One young  woman recalled that local Communist Youth 
League district and school secretaries had to round up good students and send 
them to nursing courses or military college.75  After studying at the six- month 
SOKK courses, gradu ates could continue their studies at a medical college for 
five years, a two- year nursing college, or a three- year feldsher college.76 At-
tending courses could thus be in a person’s interest, especially  those  eager to 
fast- track their  career in healthcare.

One could dismiss much of  the hullabaloo around propaganda and mobi-
lization as rhe toric, but nursing courses seemed to genuinely appeal to some. 
A young  woman from Yaroslavlʹ Province who “ really loved  children” read a 
notice about courses for medical workers. She “very much wanted to be a 
medic” and enrolled in a course in the training school of  a hospital nearby. 
 After passing the exams, she went on to study in Moscow, where she also 
worked as a nanny. She studied for two years and qualified as a midwife.77 A 
temptation to view the press stories and statistics as bombast does not do jus-
tice to  those who  were interested in working in healthcare. Propaganda 
played a role in helping to promote nursing, and the SOKK press in par tic u lar 
took a positive stance on the profession.78 Frequent press references to the 
“honorable” or “proud” title of  nurse suggested that  people had hitherto not 
viewed nursing as a desirable profession. This changed by the mid-1930s as a 
new wave of  workers joined the ranks of  nurses, no doubt in hope of  a bright 
 future.

The opportunities available to urban- based nurses— who received higher 
salaries than their rural- based counter parts— were generally far greater than 
 those working outside of  the major Soviet cities.79 In a Medical Worker article 
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about orderlies, two authors reported on a conference of  nurses in the Lenin-
grad District of  Moscow. One Communist Youth League member and partici-
pant, Galina Menʹshova, when asked if  she wanted to be a doctor, replied: “I 
 will be, for sure.”80 The assumption was that orderlies or nurses who  were any 
good would naturally want to become doctors. But it was not always straight-
forward for medical workers to advance in their specific  career. For that rea-
son, it was sometimes easier for them to move specializations and qualify as a 
doctor or move institutions.

A doctor from Voronezh interviewed about her life and work as part of  the 
Harvard proj ect commented that in the institution where she worked, five of  
the best sidelki  were promoted to the laboratory, another three  were promoted 
to nursing courses, and four former orderlies  were completing their studies 
in the rabfak (school for workers) so that they would enter the medical insti-
tute in the following year.81 The Red Cross courses effectively provided medi-
cal institutions with trained cadres. For  those with an interest in medicine but 
who lacked a full secondary school education, nursing was a means to access 
further medical education, and many nurses availed of  this opportunity. For 
some,  whether SOKK-trained nurses or regular Commissariat of  Health– 
trained nurses, promotion could mean leaving the nursing profession. Soviet 
policies during the First Five- Year Plan period opened opportunities for the 
upward mobility of  workers and peasants.82 But  these opportunities came with 
a price in healthcare when some of  the most qualified nurses sought to move 
to medicine by the mid-1930s. Despite propaganda efforts to pop u lar ize nurs-
ing, medicine remained the preferred  career choice. For nurses who had ad-
vanced so far in their education, training to become a doctor seemed to be 
the next logical step up the  career ladder.

 After working for a period of  three years as nurses, some  women in their 
 middle to late twenties then de cided to make the move to medicine. For ex-
ample, twenty- four- year- old Aleksandra Aleksandrovna Larionova graduated 
from a medical institute in Leningrad in 1938, having worked as a nurse in pe-
diatric consultation for three years.83 She was assigned work as a doctor in 
Murmansk.84 Sometimes nurses worked in their chosen profession for ten or 
even almost twenty years before deciding, as  women in their  middle to late 
thirties, to train as doctors.85 This decision to change profession and move jobs 
and often location was sometimes made when  these  women had young fami-
lies ( those with  family could request to remain in the same city as their spouse 
or submit special requests about the health or education of  a dependent). Per-
haps the prospect of  better pay was a deciding  factor, although  these  women 
would have been close to attaining se nior nurse status, if  not having done so 
already.  There  were also  women without  children or spouses, or both, who 
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de cided to become doctors  after working as nurses for a substantial period of  
time. One unmarried  woman, Aleksandra Ivanovna Semenovskaia, born in 
Novgorod, completed a one- year nursing course in 1916 and worked as a nurse 
for nineteen years. But in 1935 she opted for change, and in 1938 she gradu-
ated from the First Leningrad Medical Institute, at age thirty- nine. She was 
assigned work as a therapy doctor in the town of  Olenets, Karelia.86

Besides wages, another reason for a sudden  career move, and one that re-
flects poorly on nursing in the Soviet Union in the 1930s, was motivation. Al-
though the archive rec ord is  silent on the  matter, it is very pos si ble that  these 
nurses  were intellectually or professionally unfulfilled in their role as nurse or 
se nior nurse. Nurses with considerable experience and an interest in further 
specialization may very well have found that they had reached a dead- end and 
saw no challenge or  future development in their  career. Becoming doctors thus 
allowed them to pursue a deeper or higher level of  knowledge, training, and 
recognition. Of  eighty- seven students graduating from the Second Moscow 
Medical Institute in 1938, more than a quarter  were  middle medical workers; 
twelve had worked as nurses, twelve as feldsheritsas, and one as a midwife.87 
One Harvard interview respondent, who studied at the Odessa Medical Insti-
tute from 1928 to 1933, noted that many of  the students  there  were nurses 
and feldshers pursuing a medical degree.88 They received a small stipend— “just 
enough to buy bread”— and one nurse worked during the day and studied at 
night. Many of  them fell asleep in class but continued their studies in spite of  
the circumstances.89  These  middle medical workers  were desperate to qualify 
as doctors. Such a position would result in receiving a higher wage and a greater 
degree of  professional prestige.

Yet training large numbers of  nurses was the primary objective of  nursing 
courses, and  those with Red Cross certification could enter medical institutes 
or work as  middle medical personnel in hospitals, clinics, and dispensaries. By 
1938 and 1939, especially  after the  battle of  Lake Khasan, the press presented 
nursing as a respected, valued, and responsible profession.90 Khasan precipi-
tated  great interest in paramilitary and nursing courses (see chapter 7), but en-
rollment numbers  were not as high as expected.91 For  those already working 
in the public healthcare ser vice, the Khasan experience generated mass po liti-
cal enlightenment work in hospitals, with the head doctor of  one Odessa hos-
pital noting that it held meetings of  doctors and nurses, as well as se nior and 
middle- level personnel, to discuss nurses’ role in public healthcare and how 
to learn from the Khasan experience.92  These kinds of  experiences promul-
gated romanticized images of  war and technology to instill patriotic values in 
young  women.93 Training young  women to become nurses was all very well, 
but  there was no guarantee that nurses would remain in their posts.
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Se nior medical workers worried about the upward mobility trend and how 
they would replace valued nurses with twenty to twenty- five years’ experi-
ence.94 They expressed concern about young  people finishing medical college 
and nurses considering work in the hospital temporary, “striving to study fur-
ther.” As one se nior surgeon observed, the hospital became a “waypoint” be-
tween the medical college and the Institute of  Higher Education, and while 
he did not begrudge young  people the opportunity to improve themselves, 
he wondered where hospitals would “get good nurses.”95 Writing about 
 women and  career development, Ellen D. Baer concludes that a “continuing 
societal misconception is that nursing is a sort of  ju nior medicine” and not a 
discipline in its own right.96 In the Soviet Union,  women often did not aspire 
to become nurses; they aspired to become doctors.  Here the “ladder from nurs-
ing to medicine” meant that the highest achievers in nursing moved into 
medicine (although this applies to  middle medical workers more generally, as 
feldshers might have aspired to become doctors).97 But it also speaks to the 
prob lem that the American Quaker Anna Haines identified at a very early 
stage— that  those in charge of  nursing viewed it as a type of  medicine in min-
iature form.

Fears about the blurring of  professional bound aries between  women doc-
tors and nurses have surfaced in Eu rope and North Amer i ca. Some scholars 
have suggested that  women doctors in the West fear nurses encroaching on 
their territory, particularly in obstetrics, where nurses might “undermine their 
own diagnostic abilities and counseling skills.”98  Today, gender dynamics and 
class shape workplace relationships between doctors and nurses, as  women 
doctors and male nurses are now more commonplace in hospitals and clinics. 
The  women’s studies scholar Rosemary Pringle argues that  women doctors 
have usurped the caring role of  nurses to demarcate their own territory as dis-
tinct from that of  male doctors.99 The widespread entry of   women doctors 
has left the nursing profession in an uncertain position, and so “the relation-
ship between nursing and medicine  will need to be worked out around an 
ethos of  mutual re spect.”100  These kinds of  gendered and professional issues 
already existed in the Soviet Union. Soviet public healthcare was heavi ly femi-
nized, and nurses frequently made the move to medicine to qualify as doctors.

The absence of  a clear, distinct nursing profession proved problematic in 
many ways. Medicine focuses predominantly on diagnosis, but nursing is about 
the patient, and as Baer astutely asks, “What good is a brilliant diagnosis and 
treatment order if  the person activating the treatment does not do it correctly, 
cannot interpret patient responses accurately, and does not have the judgment 
to intervene if  necessary?”101 In the early Soviet period the dialogue on nurs-
ing more or less relegated nurses to the position of  assistants to the doctor, 
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with  little autonomy in activating any kind of  treatment. The lack of  profes-
sional in de pen dence for nurses and the general upward mobility that was so 
characteristic of  Soviet society during this period harmed nursing and made 
it a halfway point on the  career ladder.

militarizing medicine
Increasing militarization put upward social mobility for nurses on hold. In the 
late 1930s the government seemed more interested in producing as many 
nurses as pos si ble with transferable skills for war.  There was no escaping the 
militarization of   these years, and the Commissariat of  Health had to balance 
state needs with institutional needs.102 Newly qualified and experienced nurses 
in hospitals, polyclinics, and sanatoria found themselves caught up in military 
and defense training. One such nurse, interviewed as part of  the Harvard proj-
ect, had received two years training in anatomy, physiology, first aid, and 
other subjects in a Red Cross military hospital in Arkhangelʹsk in 1914–1916.103 
She generally liked her job and wanted to help  people. Like other nurses in 
the second half  of  the 1930s, she had to pass a military training course of  about 
a month’s duration each year that included lectures on planes, gas, bombing, 
injections, and care for soldiers.104 Some of  the military instructors told the 
nurses that they would be armed “like any rank- and- file soldier.” When she 
stated that the International Red Cross took care of   people and did not fight, 
instructors told her that  these “ were the remnants of  bourgeois ideology.” Of  
the nineteen to twenty students in her feldsher course, most  were older nurses 
who, like her, “had not yet adjusted to the Soviet pattern” and received the 
opportunity to raise their qualifications. She and the other tsarist- era trained 
nurses and doctors could “spot someone’s social origin in two words” and “un-
derstood each other, almost by sign.”105

Other nurses with war time experience, such as Lidiia Ionovna Vtorova, 
who worked in the Botkin hospital, found new roles in this militarized soci-
ety.106 The most se nior member of  her local Osoaviakhim group, Vtorova had 
served at the front during the Russo- Japanese War and the First World War. 
She often shared her experiences of  war with se nior class pupils in local 
schools.107  Women, and nurses, had to participate in a vast array of  defense- 
related activities,  whether at work or as part of  their collective social and po-
liti cal obligations. Nurses attending full- time, two- year Commissariat of  Health 
courses also undertook defense training. In the 1937 study plan, military- 
sanitary training totaled sixty- eight hours, which was one hour less than gen-
eral patient care.108 By 1938 and 1939 sanitary defense classes had increased to 
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ninety- two hours, and, additionally, physical culture classes in 1939 (also ninety- 
two hours) included  rifle training.109 Militarization was now a core compo-
nent of  nurse training and education. In a  little  under two years, many of   these 
nurses had to put  these skills to the ultimate test.

Nurses could also become flight nurses (bortsestry). The SOKK first con-
ducted training for parachuting nurses and or ga nized training for operation 
nurses in 1936.110 Its Executive Committee trained nine nurses, nine medical 
students, and two doctors to parachute jump.111 Parachuting seemed to be 
quite a popu lar activity among  women. Aviation offered  women a “symbolic 
and real” escape from the monotony of  everyday life.112 In spite of  positive 
press portrayals of  parachuting or nurses,  there was sometimes a dissonance 
between the picture of  mass patriotism and genuine enthusiasm.113 Some 
 women may not have been so keen to take part in the diff er ent sanitation and 
defense activities but participated as a result of  vari ous societal or peer pres-
sures, or, like the nurse who worked in the Kiev sanatorium, they believed that 
they  were serving the greater good.

Press coverage continued to highlight the success of  the militarization cam-
paigns and to encourage nurse participation. Although some of   these cam-
paigns encountered prob lems, particularly related to parachuting and aviation 
accidents, the effort to reach out to  women continued unabated. The GSO 
norm placed emphasis on training nurses for antiair defense.114 Osoaviakhim, 
which had responsibility for chemical and defense campaigns, had by 1940 
turned its attention to focus more specifically on medical work and antiair-
craft defense.115 But militarization campaigns did not appeal to every one. In 
Leningrad the provincial party committee (obkom) criticized the work of  the 
provincial Red Cross committee: “huge turnover” occurred on the Red Cross 
committee,  there was no po liti cal work, the sanitation brigade program kept 
changing, and  there  were no premises for nurse training.116 Still,  orders to mo-
bilize continued to rain down from on high.

Militarization campaigns in nursing and sanitation  were often tempered by 
references to womanly care and compassion. In the Kharkov confectionary fac-
tory “October,”  women wanted to train as nurses  because this was a “holy 
vocation” and would help the Red Army in the event of  war.117 In harking back 
to the  Sisters of  Mercy imagery, and presaging the “holy war” to come,  women 
workers deployed symbolic language that echoed the narrative of  compassion-
ate and devoted nurses. Wounded soldiers could be miraculously healed by 
“female care [zabota], attention, gentleness, patience, and bravery.”118

In spite of  efforts to attract  women to nursing, some authorities in the Com-
missariat of  Health doubted  whether  those who completed short- term nurs-
ing courses  were able to work in a military medical capacity. One surgeon, 
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Prof. N. N. Priorov, when speaking at a plenary meeting of  the Hospital Com-
mission in January  1939, asserted that many  middle medical personnel 
wanted to work in military hospitals, but he wondered: “[How could they] 
send them  there if  they have not studied the appropriate subjects?”119 Medical 
professionals recognized that the standard of  nurse training needed vast im-
provement and that nurses had to assume greater professional responsibilities 
to ease the pressure on over burdened doctors and surgeons.120 Much discus-
sion centered on  whether nurses should take x- rays and perform blood trans-
fusions (although, as it tran spired, some hospitals already allowed their nurses 
to in de pen dently perform blood transfusions). The head doctor of  Moscow’s 
Ostroumov hospital argued that nurses should know how to do blood trans-
fusions in a defense context, understand the basic techniques of  x- ray, and be 
able to define the blood groups.121

With war breaking out in Eu rope in September 1939, the Soviet drive for 
defensive expansion increased in the second half  of  that year and throughout 
1940. On the northwestern edge of  the Soviet Union, the Soviet- Finnish War 
in November 1939– March 1940 necessitated the establishment of  short- term 
medical courses so that sanitary brigade members and reserve nurses could 
work in military hospitals or the Red Army.122 By 1940 the Commissariat of  
Defense was involved in the campaign to train greater numbers of  nurses with 
a very specific skill set, specifically in surgery and blood transfusions.123 Un-
dertaking this kind of  training required “tens of  thousands of  doctors to as-
sume lecturing roles, a huge quantity of  hospitals with surgical departments 
for use as an academic base, hundreds of  thousands of  textbooks, and many 
thousands of  diff er ent study aids.”124 The SOKK responded by establishing 
more reserve nurse courses, to begin on February  1, 1940.125 In 1939 it 
trained about forty thousand reserve nurses (compared with nine thousand 
nurses trained between 1933 and 1938).126 Evgeniia Filippovna Tarasova (Khar-
chuk) was one of  two hundred female students at Kiev University who en-
rolled in a reserve nurse course for the Red Army in December 1940. She 
worked in an evacuation hospital four days  after the German invasion, in 
1941.127 Less than six months had passed between Tarasova’s enrolling in a re-
serve nursing course and serving in a hospital. Demands for a further increase 
in the nursing courses  were necessary in light of  a recently or ga nized system 
that was still not strong enough— prob lems remained with student attendance 
and high dropout rates— and impending war.

A variety of  state bodies  were now involved in nursing. Next to take part 
was the  People’s Commissariat of  Internal Affairs (NKVD), which requested 
reserve nursing courses and ordered training for about twenty- five hundred 
of  its employees.128 The trade  unions  were also drawn on to help with the 
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training of  war time nurses and sanitary brigades: central, provincial, factory, 
and local trade  union committees  were all required to quickly establish short- 
term courses to attract  women workers and  house wives to nursing and sani-
tary brigade training in a range of  workplaces.129 As war raged in western 
Eu rope, the drive for training masses of  Soviet medical workers was in full 
swing. The Soviet Union was not alone in its promotion of  nurses— the United 
States harbored fears about a nursing shortage during war and also undertook 
recruitment drives in early summer 1941. Army nurses penned articles for the 
American Journal of  Nursing to pop u lar ize military nursing, and the American 
Red Cross launched an enrollment campaign for reserve nurses.130 As the pros-
pect of  another world war loomed, nurse recruitment campaigns assumed 
mounting importance.

The tempo of  the Soviet campaign increased further  after the German in-
vasion. At the start of  the war  there  were 412,221  middle medical workers 
in the Commissariat of  Health system, and 154,000 of   these  were nurses.131 In 
addition to the Red Army— and NKVD— organized nursing courses, the Red 
Cross and Red Crescent or ga nized further reserve courses, following a Sovnar-
kom ratification on February 22, 1941.132 The reserve nursing courses  were to 
train highly qualified nurses with a focus on surgical skills and first aid, as well 
as provide military- medical training for the Red Army and the navy.133 But this 
was a tall order. Evgenia Tarasova recalled that she had acquired no practical 
skills and very  little by way of  theory in the reserve nursing course that she 
attended in Kiev.134 Reserve nurse courses ran for five and a half  months (with-
out a break from work) and took place in collective farms, military acade-
mies, and other military institutions, as well as in medical institutions (general 
and military hospitals).135  There  were few who  were not involved in some kind 
of  military medical training in the months immediately preceding the German 
invasion and following it. Partisan training was not overlooked, and the parti-
san brigade nurse (sestra- druzhinnitsa) had to know how to treat a range of  
illnesses and injuries in the absence of  immediate medical help.136

Another Sovnarkom decree on June 29, 1941, seven days  after the German 
invasion, further mobilized the public healthcare organs to form sixteen hun-
dred evacuation hospitals close to the front.137 By December 31, 1941, six 
months into the war on the eastern front, the Red Cross and Red Crescent 
had trained 216,809 nurses and 355,445 sanitary brigade members.138 Train-
ing  middle and ju nior medical cadres depended on mobilizing patriotic sup-
port as well as war time needs. This was especially impor tant during the initial 
stages of  war, when Soviet losses  were heavy. Medical and sanitation work 
symbolized  women’s commitment to the cause, with “hundreds and thou-
sands of  Soviet girls and  women striving to be medical workers.”139 Early in 
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the war, the Red Army could count among its ranks 200,000 doctors, 300,000 
nurses, and 500,000 sanitary brigade members.140 By 1943 the Red Cross and 
Red Crescent was responsible for training the bulk of  Soviet nurses;  these 
nurses could still enroll in a Commissariat of  Health course, but during the 
war the commissariat’s focus had shifted to producing feldshers and mid-
wives.141 A huge network of  more than 12,000 doctors and about 30,000 
nurses had to supervise practical classes to train .5 million nurses, sanitary bri-
gade members, and orderlies.142

In peacetime the commissariat’s vari ous healthcare organs had set up evac-
uation hospitals through organ izing premises and medical equipment and 
training medical personnel. The health organs had also accumulated consid-
erable experience in deploying evacuation hospitals in a range of  conflict zones 
including Khasan (1938) and Khalkhin Gol (1939) and in the Winter War (1939–
1940). But the weaknesses of  the medical ser vices and especially their lack of  
preparation had also been glaringly apparent.143 On July 7, 1941, the govern-
ment decreed that the public health organs would deploy an additional 750,000 
beds (593,000 in the RSFSR) by January 1, 1942.144  There was only so much 
last- minute preparation that the authorities could do, and the massive efforts 
to improve medical training, especially in surgery,  were not enough. In Sep-
tember 1941 the head doctor and a military doctor in a regional health depart-
ment (kraizdravotdel) in Khabarovsk, in the southeastern corner of  Rus sia, 
claimed that most operating nurses  were only in the pro cess of  “acquiring sur-
gical skills.”145 In spite of  early efforts to bolster sanitary defense, the courses 
and campaigns of  the late 1930s had evidently not been sufficient to produce 
skilled medical workers. Similarly, the Commissariat of  Health— which ran 
specialist courses for training surgical nurses— had largely failed in its bid to 
educate mass numbers of  nurses competent to assist in surgery.

The final de cades of  the 1930s saw a coordinated state program of  mobiliza-
tion and militarization that incorporated a range of  organ izations and agen-
cies. Government concern with war preparation and its eagerness to make the 
Soviet Union a fortress of  sanitary defense had already begun ten years be-
fore, precipitated by the 1927 war scare. Red Cross and Red Crescent activi-
ties, along with Communist Youth League assistance,  were crucial to the 
country’s military preparedness. Nurse training was foremost among  these ac-
tivities. The late 1920s and early 1930s drive to rapidly industrialize and en-
able the Soviet Union to “catch up and overtake” the West mobilized all 
Soviet citizens. But it was not only peasant farmers or urban factory workers 
who had to help construct socialism. Medical workers, especially nurses,  were 
clearly called on to serve the state and engage with the wider militarization 
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campaigns and attend SOKK courses. The Nazi- Soviet Pact in August 1939 did 
not result in an easing of  defense preparations. That said, Stalin “continued to 
believe that war could and would be delayed  until 1942.”146 The war in Eu-
rope that started in September 1939 and the Soviet attack on Finland in Novem-
ber that year meant that defense and war preparations gained momentum.

Already by the end of  the 1930s  there  were many training courses for nurses 
that catered to diff er ent specialized areas such as dietary nursing, surgery, blood 
transfusion, and x- ray, as well as courses for se nior nurses. Some of   these could 
be undertaken while the nurse remained in full- time employment in the hos-
pital (the favored approach), but for other courses time off  work was neces-
sary. The Commissariat of  Health approved all courses. Impending war 
refocused state interests on the training of  its  middle strata of  medical per-
sonnel, especially nurses, who  were now urged to improve their skills and 
knowledge. But unlike in publications such as Sanitation Defense, the rhe toric 
of  patriotic duty was largely absent in discussions taking place within the pro-
fessional medical community. The tenor of  medical discussions was serious 
but shared the general sense of  urgency around the need to train nurses who 
 were competent and prepared to perform their duties in the context of  war. 
When war came it tested all medical workers to their limits and had repercus-
sions long  after the last battlefield wound was dressed.
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A  children’s home teacher, Ekaterina Demina, 
was on a train to visit her  brother in Brest, Belarus, when war broke out on 
June 22, 1941. She found herself  stranded and  under German fire in Orsha, 
Vitebsk, not far from the Rus sian border. Demina had no medical training, but 
she and several other  women helped the wounded,  until Demina herself  was 
injured and ended up in a military hospital. Once recovered, she signed up for 
a short- term nursing course, joined the navy and “saved more than 150 
wounded, killed 50 fascists, and was injured three times.”1

Vera Ivanovna Ivanova- Shchekina was seventeen when war broke out. She 
was in Leningrad and wanted to go to the front, but the enlistment office (voen-
komat) advised her to study and train as a sanitary brigade member. She was 
already at the front by the time the course finished. Shchekina began work in 
a military hospital, where her “skill, tenderness, care and attention” eased the 
suffering of  soldiers. In September 1941 she became commander of  her sani-
tary brigade and transferred the sick and weak in her assigned residential dis-
trict to the hospital. Shchekina received a Florence Nightingale Medal in 1975 
for her efforts in the Leningrad Blockade.2 The narrative of  patriotism and sac-
rifice that had been building over the course of  the 1930s was put into full effect 
by the outbreak of  war. Countless  women like Demina and Shchekina  were 
 eager to contribute to the war effort. The invading German army unleashed a 
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swell of  emotions across Soviet territory, and the Soviet government channeled 
 these  toward patriotic ser vice to the motherland.3

In the Soviet Union and elsewhere, connotations of  femininity and  family 
associated with the civilian nurse provided a “power ful cultural affirmation 
of  the nurturing nature that supposedly defined  women biologically.”4 But the 
brutality and scale of  a war that saw the loss of  some twenty- seven million 
 people ensured that many  women became embroiled in the horrors of  war, 
 whether in  battle or at the home front. Such circumstances tested  family and 
femininity. Vio lence, deprivation, starvation, and hardship defined the war time 
experience for Soviet citizens. The harsh policies of  the Soviet government, 
particularly  those during the first year of  the conflict,  were to steer the Soviet 
Union through the war and save socialism from the clutches of  fascism. Less 
than two months  after the launch of  Operation Barbarossa on June 22, 1941, 
Order No. 270 decreed punishment for Soviet soldiers and their families who 
surrendered; Order No. 227, known as “Not a step back,” issued in July 1942, 
threatened retreating soldiers with execution. It was in this extreme context 
that  women enrolled and served as nurses across the western front, in besieged 
cities, as well as in hospitals, factories, and clinics far away from the bombing 
and fighting. This chapter shows how nurses negotiated the changing po liti-
cal and professional terrain during the 1940s, coping with not only the hor-
rors of  war but also the difficulties of  the immediate postwar years.

The months preceding and immediately following the war are particularly 
impor tant in understanding Soviet medical preparedness and strategy. Nurses’ 
strug gles did not end in May 1945 and therefore the immediate postwar years 
serve as a reminder of  the short-  and medium- term consequences of  the war 
for medical workers and healthcare. How did war time nurses integrate into 
the civilian healthcare system? What was the state’s stance on nursing follow-
ing their contribution to the Soviet victory? The nursing and broader medical 
experience of  the war shows that, in spite of  the civil defense preparations of  
the late 1930s and rapid industrialization, the Soviet healthcare system was not 
in good shape prior to the war and that many of  the challenges confronting 
the country  after the war had been pre sent beforehand. In that context, the 
efforts of  medical workers should be appreciated all the more.  These war time 
efforts, and of  course the continuing demand for medical workers during the 
war,  were impor tant in cementing the prestige of  the nursing profession. It 
was in 1942,  after all, when a journal dedicated solely to nursing, Nurse (Medit-
sinskaia sestra) was first published in the USSR. For that reason, the war was a 
turning point and helped to accelerate some of  the changes already occurring 
in the profession in the late 1930s.
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Nurses and  women in war  were usually celebrated for the care and atten-
tion they showed to the wounded and sick.5 Professional as well as voluntary 
nurses, such as Demina and Shchekina, felt duty- bound to contribute to the 
war effort in some way. Some 41  percent of  frontline doctors  were  women, 
of  which 43  percent  were surgeons.6 The number of  female military feldsh-
ers stood at 43   percent and female sanitary instructors at 40   percent, and 
100  percent of  nurses  were  women.7 All  these  women made real and signifi-
cant contributions to the war. But they played a role in the rear too. While 
many medical personnel raced to the front, the sick and injured at the home 
front also required care. This chapter brings some degree of  balance to the 
war time nursing story in the Soviet Union by analyzing the range of  caring 
activities that medical workers performed. It also places the war years in a 
slightly longer chronological context, with a focus on the 1940s rather than 
the war years per se.

the nurse experience of Frontline war
Communist Youth League  women  were often the first to volunteer for nurs-
ing at the front. One such nurse, Valia Savenkova, was celebrated for her 
war time heroism. In the heat of   battle, and with the help of  a girl from a 
neighboring village, she evacuated 325 injured  behind the front lines and re-
ceived a medal for bravery.8 The twenty- two- year- old worker Antonina Alek-
seevna Lebedeva, who completed a sanitary brigade course in August 1941, 
went to the military hospital  after her day’s work.9 During the war Lebedeva 
put her skills to good use by evacuating hundreds of  injured and earned the 
praise of  her superiors. Another twenty- two- year- old, Communist Youth 
League member Varvara Emelʹianovna Khomenko, worked as a nurse in a 
military hospital beginning in February 1942. According to the head doctor, 
she had “quite mastered medical techniques” and was one of  the “best work-
ers” in the hospital.10

Much of  this rhe toric of  praise was already familiar to Soviet youth from 
previous industrialization or militarization campaigns, but this time it was dif-
fer ent: the Soviet Union was actually at war. During and  after the  Great Patri-
otic War, as World War II is known in Rus sia, thousands of  medical workers, 
many of  whom  were  women, received praise for their war time endeavors.11 
Some had already cut their teeth during the Winter War. Twenty- five- year- 
old Anna Efimova Ostrovskaia, a Communist Youth League member and stu-
dent at Leningrad State University, had no nurse training but was celebrated 
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for her brilliance as a surgical nurse in a military hospital, where she looked 
 after patients with “love and maternal care.”12 Much of  the  Great Patriotic War 
rhe toric about heroes and sacrifice was pre sent during the Winter War, with 
Communist Youth League members often at the forefront.13 The militariza-
tion of  the late 1930s and war with Finland had raised awareness of  the im-
portance of  war time nursing, although nothing could have prepared Soviet 
youth for the experience of  the  Great Patriotic War.

Often  those who de cided to work as nurses at the front when war started 
had no idea what awaited them. A young teacher, who trained as a nurse and 
went to the front with her husband, described the horrors of  caring for 
wounded soldiers. When nursing a sergeant with a leg wound, blood spattered 
all over her face and she initially “lost herself,” thinking she could not go on, 
but then composed herself, fixed up her patient, and sent him to the hospi-
tal.14 She was not prepared for what she faced at the front. As she told her Har-
vard interviewer: “ There is such a difference in the theory and practice of  
military nursing. Every thing seems so nice and neat and orderly when  you’re 
learning, but when you are actually involved in treating wounded, your arms 
are covered with blood up to your elbows.”15 The rivers of  blood, especially 
during amputations, overwhelmed another nurse, Maria Selivestrovna Bozhok. 
She said, “I was always bloody. . . .  Blood is dark red. . . .  Very dark.”16 Another 
 woman, who completed her nurse training in a hospital at the beginning of  
the war and received some military training in a polyclinic before being sent 
to the front, recalled bandaging so many wounded patients that it seemed to 
her that “her hands smelled like blood.”17

Sometimes  eager volunteers barely out of  school went to the front but soon 
found they  were out of  their depth. One recalled bringing a bedpan to a man 
with no arms, and it took her a few minutes to figure  things out. In her words: 
“I had to help him. . . .  And I  didn’t know what to do, I’d never seen it. They 
 didn’t even teach it in the courses.”18 Even though many of   these nurses had 
only the most basic medical training and  were ill equipped to deal with the 
wounds and injuries that confronted them at the front, they nevertheless man-
aged to take care of  soldiers with serious and life- threatening injuries. They 
also had to deal with constant threat of  danger and injury to themselves.

Anna Grigorʹevna Menzorova, from Novosibirsk, completed a nursing 
course without a break from work and went to the front when war broke out. 
She was “injured four times but each time she recovered and returned to her 
battalion.” According to her se nior commanding lieutenant, Menzorova had 
“iron nerves.” During one  battle a mine exploded near her, and they “all 
thought that was the end of  their ‘Siberichka,’ but she got up.” She continued 
her work  after somebody ban daged her head wound.19 Not all  were so lucky. 
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A group of  three medics remembered their friend Polina. She died  after throw-
ing herself  on a patient during a bombardment.20 Such tales of  courage and 
sacrifice became part of  the foundation myth of  the war. The harrowing and 
heroic experiences shared among comrades defined the memory of  the  Great 
Patriotic War.  These memories still endure.

Private memories often differed from official, public narratives. When Xe-
nia Sergeevna Osadcheva returned home  after nursing in a frontline hospital 
on the Trans-  and North Caucasian fronts, her  mother did not recognize her. 
Even though she  later moved to Crimea and lived by the sea, she admitted: 
“I’m worn out with pain, I still  don’t have a womanly face. I cry often, I moan 
all day. It’s my memories.”21 Nurses and medical workers at the front experi-
enced trauma and posttraumatic stress disorder. The sights, sounds, smells, 
and thoughts of  war  were horrific, and memories of  war lived on long after-
ward; nurses in war often remember the smell of  burning or blood, the sounds 
of  bombs and screaming, and the sight of  mangled bodies.22 Soviet nurses, like 
 those in other war zones, felt the stress of  war to be  great. One American Med-
ical Corps nurse working in a field hospital in Germany wrote that she was 
“desperately tired, hungry, and sick of  the misery and futility of  war.”  After 
losing one young patient, she “wept uncontrollably,” her tears falling on her 
patient’s “ban daged remains.”23 In a 1946 article American Mary Walker Ran-
dolph, an army nurse and lieutenant, wrote that army nurses would need time 
to “recuperate from the stress and hectic schedules of  field duty and nursing 
wounded young men” and, in her words, to recover from the “ner vous ten-
sion and fatigue built up by life in a foxhole and  under shellfire.”24 They needed 
to get reacquainted with “American life” and enjoy missed luxuries such as a 
“silk night- gown, a bathroom.”25 In the Soviet context nurses could not admit 
to some of  the issues that nurses elsewhere might have discussed openly, such 
as compassion fatigue and emotional stress owing to having to care for mass 
casualties or the severely wounded.26 This was a group of   women whose war-
time experience became subsumed to the  Great Patriotic War narrative of  
sacrifice and glory. To publicly tell of  their personal horrors, fears, doubts, and 
lasting pain was to undermine the myth of  the war. Rather, their stories had 
to “suit the ste reo type” and be a “conversation for the public.”27

The everyday heroism of  medical workers lay not only in saving lives or 
dramatic rescue efforts but also in their commitment to the more mundane 
task of  organ izing courses, instructing  others, and just helping out.  After the 
Red Army liberated Kharkov, nurses and sanitary brigade members home from 
the front taught classes for two months before returning to duty.28 Nurses in 
eve ning classes who studied for seven months without a break from work  were 
all exhausted  after “putting in a twelve- hour day and then showing up to 
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classes.”29 The memoirs of  medical workers attest to the sense of  camarade-
rie and friendship that existed. One nurse told her I Remember / Ia pomniu 
interviewer, “We looked out for one another.”30

The dedication of  nurses during the war was amply demonstrated in the 
statistics. Medical workers returned 72  percent of  the injured and 91  percent 
of  sick Red Army troops to the front. During and  after the  Great Patriotic War, 
thousands of  medical workers received official praise.31 Some 116,000 medi-
cal workers—40,000 of  them  women— received honors. Of  the 52 medics 
awarded Hero of  the Soviet Union, 15  were  women.32 But praise did not ex-
tend to all female medical workers. The nurse Anna Vasilevna Bogacheva, 
when asked in an interview if  she was awarded a medal for “fighting merit” 
and how often medical personnel received this medal, replied that she received 
this award but that very few medical workers enjoyed  these par tic u lar hon-
ors.33 Another nurse interviewed had a similar view and attested that few med-
ical workers received awards, except  those who died and posthumously received 
the Red Star.34

When  women received recognition for their feats, their efforts  were often 
framed within a gendered discourse that placed  women in a caring rather than 
combative role. As one historian has argued, although the central press was 
to place  women at the front in “caring, sacrificing, and noncombatant” roles, 
journalists  were not always consistent in  doing that, nor could they “form a 
coherent perspective on  women’s desire to fight.”35 To use the words of  the 
writer and historian Svetlana Alexievich again, stories about  women and nurses 
had to “suit the ste reo type.”36 This was the case during but especially  after the 
war. In lit er a ture and the press, repre sen ta tions of  Soviet medical workers con-
formed to ideals of  heroism and self- sacrifice and feminine, maternal care.

Public tales of  heroism often overshadowed accounts of  despair during the 
 Great Patriotic War. This despair also applied to  women’s private lives, where 
loss, uncertainty, and trauma  shaped their relationships. Female medical work-
ers at the front, or frontovichki, often fell in love with soldiers, lost their hus-
bands, had sexual relations with soldiers, or  were victims of  sexual assault.37 
As some historians of  Soviet  women in war contend, “ Women in the Red 
Army not only had to confront a lethally misogynist  enemy but also at times 
a sexually predatory environment among their own male comrades- in- arms.”38 
The 1957 film The Cranes Are Flying (Letiat zhuravli) depicts the impact of  war 
on  those at the home front through the experience of  the main protagonist, 
Veronika.  After her fiancé leaves for the front, his  family takes her in and they 
head for the rear, along with her fiancé’s cousin, Mark. When Mark rapes and 
marries Veronika, viewers gain insight into both the vulnerability and betrayal 
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of   women.39  Women and medical workers had to wrestle with not only the 
hardship of  their work but also preying men and the judgment of   others.

 Women in war who became romantically involved with soldiers  were of-
ten derided as war- field campaign wives (polevye pokhodnye zheny, or PPZhe). 
As one medical assistant remarked: “ There  were only men around, so it’s bet-
ter to live with one than to be afraid of  them all. . . .  But  after the  battle each 
of  them lies in wait for you. . . .  You  can’t get out of  the dugout at night.”40 
The nurse Ester Manʹkova (Fain) wrote in her memoirs that soldiers  were 
more blunt than officers, asking girls they met if  they would “do it or not.”41 
Se nior army personnel  were often presented with “trophy” wives; female feld-
shers became the field campaign wives of  decorated military men, including 
Marshalls G. K. Zhukov, I. S. Konev, and A. I. Eremenko.42 Oleg Budnitskii’s 
work has shown how many  women returned from the front with reputations 
as “ruined”  women. Malicious rumors that began in the army followed them 
into civilian life: many of   these  women consequently preferred to conceal or 
downplay their war time past.43

The Soviet press and propaganda presented nurses and other medical work-
ers as caring  sisters and  mothers, but some of  the deeper personal traumas 
 were not given voice. War would be won at any cost. One historian of  British 
nursing argues that notions of  sacrifice during the First World War formed 
part of  nurses’ “healing work” as opposed to a reflection of  their “subordina-
tion” to the establishment.44 In this way, nurses “subordinated their own emo-
tional and physical needs to  those of  their patients”  because that was how 
they contained trauma and promoted a patient’s well- being.45 In the Soviet 
Union, nurses also contained vari ous forms of  suffering and trauma from the 
Second World War. While much of  this was a direct result of  their role as 
nurses and medical workers, sometimes the hardship they experienced was due 
to the fact that they  were  women.

healthcare on the home Front
For nurses and other medical workers, the situation was just as difficult away 
from the front. In conditions of  total war, the state directed the vast majority 
of  resources to defense. Yet medical workers populating military hospitals or 
evacuation hospitals strug gled to cope. Medical workers, who already had a 
multitude of  grievances about their living and working conditions as well as 
their financial situation, endured extremely harsh  labor conditions during 
the war years. The  Labor Law of  1940, which was instituted in workplaces 
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including hospitals and clinics across the country, made already difficult work-
ing conditions much worse. This draconian law meant that basic infringements, 
such as being late to work, became criminal offenses.46 Workers could be incar-
cerated for two to four months if  found guilty of  leaving their job without 
permission from management.47 The June law met with widespread re sis tance 
in vari ous workplaces across the Soviet Union.48 The former head doctor of  a 
village hospital in Yakovlevna District, Primorye, was not pleased with the law 
on the eight- hour working day and seven- day week, which he found to be “un-
clear” and “unacceptable,”  because “the work was very difficult and the pay 
was so  little.”49 Nor did the law seem to ease prob lems with  labor discipline. 
In the central maternity hospital in Vladivostok, 50  percent of  medical work-
ers received convictions for violating work discipline and two workers received 
sentences for two months’ imprisonment.50 In another district of  the Primo-
rye Territory, a worker was sentenced to four months in prison for repeated 
truancy.51 The outbreak of  war put an already stretched healthcare system to 
the test and placed frustrated medical workers  under even more pressure.

One of  the reasons provided for worker dissatisfaction was the low salary 
and the high cost of  living, a prob lem discussed in previous chapters. Doctors 
worked part- time in several places. Medical personnel at all levels  were seri-
ously unhappy with their standard of  living in the Far East and “simply refused” 
to work in the public health system.52 This was a far cry from the medical train-
ing and military preparation— the so- called fortresses of  sanitary defense— 
being undertaken elsewhere in the Soviet Union.  These medical workers in 
the far eastern corner of  the Soviet Union  were speaking out against condi-
tions at a time when the state was trying to stir up patriotism and just seven 
months before the German invasion almost ten thousand kilo meters to the 
west.

The civilian public healthcare system had to get by on the scraps, making 
do with the least- experienced doctors and nurses. Medical workers far from 
the front also had to deal with the most vulnerable in Soviet society— the old, 
the infirm, infants, and  those ineligible for action. They also treated exhausted 
workers.53 Rationing meant that many  were often near the starvation point.54 
One sixteen- year- old nurse recalled that she always had food when she was at 
the front, but that was not the case when she  later worked at a military hospi-
tal  behind the front lines in Baku.55

Staffing evacuation hospitals proved challenging too.56 Medical personnel 
in the evacuation hospitals consisted of  diff er ent medical specialties, and most 
 were SOKK nurses. In the city of  Gorky, now Nizhni Novgorod, 30  percent 
of  hospitals had one doctor for  every one hundred patients; surgeons  were in 
even shorter supply.57 Doctors, nurses, and other personnel  were needed at 
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the front in field hospitals,  behind the lines in evacuation and military hospi-
tals, as well as in civilian hospitals and clinics. In spite of  the im mense chal-
lenges, a “majority” of  evacuation hospitals returned 96–98  percent of  the 
discharged to action in the first five months of  the war.58 Medical workers in 
Yaroslavlʹ and Vologda had to cope with makeshift and awful conditions when 
treating vast numbers of  malnourished and diseased evacuees from Leningrad 
in March– June 1942.59 Many nurses, despite their inexperience, quickly mas-
tered the basics of  care. Their role was more than just medical; they “read 
newspapers to the patients, wrote letters to relatives, gave talks, and taught 
patients first aid.”60 When performing their medical duties, nurses and feldsh-
ers  were to do so “with loving care.”61 One medical commentator reminded 
readers that Commissar of  Health G. A. Miterev believed medical workers had 
a “huge responsibility” to the “motherland and humanity.”62 He cited the com-
missar, noting that infectious diseases and epidemics  were “considered anti- 
state business” that weakened and undermined the country’s defense.63 In this 
way caregiving became subsumed to the Soviet Union’s patriotic rhe toric. Be-
traying their responsibility was akin to betraying the country.

In spite of  the mass training in sanitary defense before the war, the spread 
of  disease remained a constant threat. A report on the conditions of  work in 
November 1940 showed that tuberculosis was a prime contributory  factor to 
this rate, and early forms of  the disease  were often not detected.64  There  were 
“hundreds of  patients who should have been isolated [but]  were instead liv-
ing in dormitories and apartments, infecting healthy  people around them.” As 
a result, the number of  deaths from tuberculosis in the Primorye Territory 
had risen from 336 in 1938 to a staggering 864 in 1939.65  There  were already 
467 deaths for the first half  of  1940.66  These  were the awful conditions that 
existed before the privations and increased threat of  epidemics associated with 
war descended on the region. Once war was  under way medical workers had 
to cope with the rapid deterioration of  the public’s health.67 By late 1941 and 
1942, measles, typhus, and other diseases spread eastward along evacuation 
routes, taking the lives of  infants,  children, the old and the infirm; by 1943 
and 1944, medical workers had to cope with vast numbers suffering from star-
vation and tuberculosis.68 The authorities took the threat of  disease “ex-
tremely seriously,” and local officials put vari ous sanitation mea sures in place 
to control the spread of  infectious diseases.69 The State Defense Committee 
became involved in all anti- epidemic work, with Miterev made a plenipoten-
tiary.70 But once again, Soviet efforts seemed to be a step  behind, responding 
only  after disaster threatened.

A massive health crisis confronted medical workers on the front lines of  
care. In addition to caring for patients, healthcare workers also had to conduct 
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sanitary- enlightenment work with patients and their relatives. At an interpro-
vincial meeting of  workers from infectious disease hospitals in the Urals- 
Siberian provinces, head doctors acknowledged that it was hard to find  people 
as “devoted” as some of  their medical workers, who sometimes worked in al-
most impossible conditions. The doctors believed that it was “wrong” to ask 
so much of  them and “give them so  little.”71 While some doctors felt this way, 
the state had no qualms about asking citizens to go above and beyond the call 
of  duty.

duty of care: state and citizens
Like medical workers elsewhere in the civilian system, healthcare workers in 
factories and plants  were also  under enormous pressure. They had a duty of  
care to their patients but also to the state. Workplaces had to meet their em-
ployees’ healthcare needs and ensure they  were fit to work. When the Stalin 
Chemical Plant in Stalinogorsk received  orders from the Tula provincial health 
department to ensure that  middle medical personnel worked in the plant’s 
health center round the clock, the plant had five days to make that happen.72 
The plant was also ordered to appoint one doctor and five nurses to the cen-
ter, and an infirmary for daytime shift work was to be set up in another fac-
tory shop.73 Of  the civilian population, it was  these workers in defense 
industries, a total of  about four million in 1943–1944, on whom “the Soviet 
regime concentrated its medical efforts.”74 Workdays lost due to illness cost 
the defense industry, and therefore medical ser vices for industrial workers ex-
panded during the war through the establishment of  medical- sanitary sec-
tions to oversee the shop- based and factory- based health centers such as  those 
in Stalinogorsk.75 Efforts to set up health centers for workers in defense  were 
rolled out across the country, with more medical workers expected to fill  these 
positions.

The state extended the arm of  care to  people for economic and defense rea-
sons rather than individual or collective well- being. Concerned with typhus 
outbreaks in 1939 and 1940, the Commissariat of  Health sent a series of  rec-
ommendations to a long list of  local and republican health authorities in the 
RSFSR.76 One of  the suggested recommendations was for directors of  schools 
and  children’s homes to assume “personal responsibility for the sanitary con-
dition of  the institution.”77 The health authorities also wanted to ensure 
“compulsory sanitary supervision of  rural schools, including nursing schools 
and schools for other medical workers.”78 The Commissariat of  Health urged 
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local health authorities to make doctors and feldshers “strictly liable for refus-
ing any patients with typhus, and for the sanitary condition of  the hospital, as 
well as for dispensing any items not disinfected for typhus.”79 The state placed 
the blame for  mistakes and shortcomings on individuals within the system 
rather than the system itself.

War conditions meant that doctors unfamiliar with the structure and meth-
ods of  Soviet public healthcare arrived in military hospitals. Head doctors 
considered many of  the doctors medically qualified but “completely unfamil-
iar with the structure and methods of  public health.”80 They  were equally wor-
ried about nurses. Doctors felt that many nurses who completed only the 
“shortest of  courses” basically “did not know anything, could do nothing” and 
yet had responsibility for a  whole host of  critically ill patients. Consequently, 
the doctors had to constantly work with nurses and feldshers.81 Doctors, nurses, 
and other medical personnel had to work overtime to compensate for inade-
quate training and resources.

The exigencies of  war tested  those working in Soviet hospitals and clinics 
in diff er ent ways. This was all the more so  because medical workers did not 
work on a level playing field. In Novosibirsk Province the evacuation hospi-
tals relocated from other Rus sian cities  were “fully provided with an adminis-
trative apparatus, po liti cal personnel, doctors, and nurses.”82 But not all the 
hospitals  were so well staffed.83 During the war, military hospital No. 1017 (the 
location was not provided, but the hospital seems to have been in Molotov, 
now Permʹ) experienced considerable difficulties presented by the retraining 
of   middle medical personnel. This was partly  because of  the diverse nature 
of  their qualifications, which included nurses who had graduated from feld-
sher schools, nurses with a  legal  middle medical education, war time nurses, 
and  those trained in short- term SOKK courses—in sum,  people with diff er-
ent medical training and “with diff er ent cultural levels.”84 Some hospitals and 
clinics ended up addressing training and quality issues in a variety of  ways, 
including through holding conferences.

Medical conferences, which had started to drive the nursing profession for-
ward from the mid-1930s on, continued over the course of  the war. Some 97 
interdepartmental conferences of  nurses, including 131 talks, took place in 
1941.85 During the war, conferences  were a forum for discussion and an impor-
tant means of  bringing newly qualified medical workers up to speed. But 
they  were not quite the professional showcases of  the late 1930s. Conferences 
functioned as impor tant spaces to share knowledge and work experience. The 
state mobilized medical workers to overcome deficiencies in the system, and 
they had to figure out ways of  dealing with prob lems in training and education 
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themselves. The Wehrmacht advance on Soviet territory heightened medical 
workers’ sense of  duty.

contours of care
Medical workers, as we have seen, wanted to provide the best care that they 
could  under very trying circumstances. They had responsibilities to the state 
and patients and had to meet the expectations of  both. In 1942 several patients 
in a local hospital wrote to the editors of  the newspaper Cheliabinsk Worker 
(Cheliabinskii rabochii) expressing their gratitude for the careful and attentive 
treatment they received.86 They thanked the head physician, Ilʹia Naumovich 
Fridman, who was “ready to give every thing to his patients,” as well as a group 
of  nurses and a nanny, Anastasiia Sineglazova. Patients wrote that personnel 
 were always “good and gentle,” and they felt that the medical workers cared 
about them. The patients had all arrived in the hospital with high fevers, and 
some of  them had even lost consciousness, but they hoped that “within 15–
20 days” they would return to full health  after their stay. They  were already 
feeling “much better”  after six to eight days and put their recovery down to 
the care they received from the “hospital collective.”87

 These patients depicted an orderly picture of  life in a Soviet hospital dur-
ing the war. Their positive experience was portrayed as a direct consequence 
of  medical workers’ careful attention. Memoirs of  nurses based in military and 
evacuation hospitals interviewed as part of  the I Remember / Ia pomniu proj-
ect also attest to the care afforded to wounded soldiers.  There  were certainly 
devoted nurses who held fond memories of  their time caring for patients dur-
ing the war.88 The extremities of  war and the strug gle for victory seemed to 
bond medical workers and patients all the more.

The All- Union Committee for the investigation of  sick and wounded Red 
Army soldiers and commandants received letters and reports with examples 
of  care and love for soldiers and officers. In Moscow’s Dzerzhinsky District, 
the head of  hospital No. 1072 wrote about the patronage work it was  doing 
with local industry in the area.89 The hospital head wrote that the commu-
nity provided huge assistance to the hospital and was so rooted in hospital 
life that it was hard to imagine the staff ’s work without  these “modest, 
motherly, caring and affectionate”  women and girls who gave their  free time 
to care for the wounded, “day and night.” They assumed the role of  sidelki, 
cleaned and decorated wards with flowers, and helped the injured write to 
their relatives and friends.90 Local  women took on roles that fulfilled a more 
general caregiving function and provided patients with spiritual and emo-
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tional comfort. During the war,  women assumed all manner of  work to help 
the cause.91

Nursing work and the general healthcare situation was closely monitored 
during the war, especially in military hospitals. In November 1941, when the 
German Wehrmacht was attempting to take Moscow, a Communist Youth 
League secretary in Sta lin grad, O. Mishakov, wrote to A. A. Andreev, secre-
tary of  the Party Central Committee, detailing the work in the military hos-
pitals in Sta lin grad.92 Despite good work, Mishakov admitted that  there  were 
some difficulties. Hospitals and clinics, he noted, strug gled when it came to 
caring for Red Army soldiers— even maintaining basic sanitation proved dif-
ficult.  There  were similar prob lems with shortages and lack of  resources else-
where. In Sta lin grad, for example, medical workers had to wash linen in a 
communal city laundry fa cil i ty.93 Conditions across the front varied consider-
ably. Further north, in battle- ravaged Kalinin, Rzhev, and Vyazʹma, doctors, 
nurses, and orderlies cared for patients in a way that “only a  mother could 
give.” Only the Rzhev District received complaints, but it dealt with them 
swiftly—it moved to dismiss a “rude” nurse as an example to other hospitals.94

Another report to Andreev, this one written by the deputy head of  the Red 
Army’s main military- sanitation administration, highlighted a lack of  care 
 toward the mood of  patients. In some Commissariat of  Health hospitals, med-
ical workers’ “careless monitoring” of  patients’ mood and actions led to 
wounded soldiers committing suicide by jumping out of  win dows or using 
razors to inflict wounds (the latter in Kazan, Ulyanovsk, and Kirov). This was 
a “consequence of  the completely inadequate political- educational work 
among the wounded and permanent hospital staff.”95

Mishakov reported that in Sta lin grad wounded soldiers walked across town 
in their hospital gowns to stand in queues for beer.96 Drunkenness and misbe-
havior among the patients and some staff   were prob lems, with anti- Soviet be-
hav ior noted in the case of  one patient who had a fascist flyer that he showed 
to other patients in his ward.97 To the northeast of  Sta lin grad and further up 
the Volga, in Kuibyshev Province, complaints about discipline and sanitation 
filed in. With no designated smoking area, patients “smoked everywhere,” but 
“medical workers failed to take any action.”98  There was a shortage of  sur-
geons, and 30  percent of  the  middle medical personnel  were nurses from short- 
term courses.99 Given medical workers’ workload and the pressure they  were 
 under, disciplining patients for smoking on hospital grounds was prob ably the 
least of  their concerns. Patients and the Red Army had diff er ent expectations 
of  care. For the former, cleanliness, comfort, and food (in some cases, alco-
hol) mattered, but for the latter, discipline and political- education ranked 
highly. Medical workers had to meet the expectations of  both.
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nurses  after the war
In spite of  Soviet military successes, planning and preparation remained 
defense- oriented  until the very end of  the war. In fact, the narrative of  praise 
for hero nurses became even more pervasive  after the war. In 1945 more than 
250 nurses received the title “Excellent Student of  Healthcare” (Otlichniku zdra-
vookhraneniia).100 The medical press often described nurses in the Soviet 
Union as a “modest army” whose kind word could sometimes be more effec-
tive than medicine.101 While nurses  were generally praised for their love, mod-
esty, and devotion,  there was perceptible concern about the lack of  education 
and training, especially among demobilized nurses. What would happen to 
all the nurses  after the war, especially  those trained in hastily set-up courses 
in the immediate years preceding and during the war?

The SOKK had trained more than 310,000 nurses in short- term courses over 
the course of  the war, and  these largely entered civilian medical institutions 
 after the war.102 A Sovnarkom decree of  1918 declared the Red Cross and Red 
Crescent “autonomous and in de pen dent in questions about its organ ization 
and its participation in state events,” but it was  under the ultimate control of  
the Commissariat of  Health: Red Cross personnel and institutions  were thus 
subject to instruction from the commissariat (from 1946 on, the Ministry of  
Health, or Minzdrav).103 The civilian healthcare sector could reclaim Red 
Cross and Red Crescent personnel for its needs. Soon  after the war ended, 
SOKK workers taught in nursing courses for collective farmers to prepare them 
for work in nursing medical stations based on collective farms.104 Community 
workers (obshchestvenniki) keen to get involved in social activities, sanitary- 
defense, and prophylactic work could become involved in SOKK nursing.105 
Indeed, between 1944 and 1950, the SOKK trained 15,300 reserve nurses and 
8,438 collective farm nurses.106 But not all nurses remained in medicine: one 
 woman who had trained in a hospital in the early 1940s found that, when she 
returned to her hometown in Saratov Province  after the war,  there was already 
a surplus of  nurses, and so she found work in a car depot.107 The opposite was 
the case elsewhere. A  woman from Yaroslavlʹ worked as a sanitary worker in 
a military hospital and enrolled in a nursing course only  after the war.108

Given that the quality of  war time training was at best patchy and focused 
on defense needs,  those who had trained in short- term courses needed to now 
enroll in good quality courses to complete their education. This applied to doc-
tors and nurses who took abridged courses  after war broke out.109 The SOKK 
received the support of  the Soviet government; as an Executive Committee 
representative remarked in a report, Miterev gave “special attention to the 
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work of  the Red Cross courses” and promised that “premises, hospitals, and 
teachers would be provided to ensure their quality.”110 Such a plan assumed 
that the instructors  were well trained, but in fact many teaching staff   were 
not suitably qualified or committed.111 Courses  were also dependent on prem-
ises, and in the postwar Soviet context hospitals suffered from dreadful over-
crowding. At the Kiev October hospital, the head of  the neurological 
department requested more beds for patients:  there had been two hundred 
beds before the war, but in the summer of  1948  there  were just forty.112 Grow-
ing numbers of  patients made  matters worse, with up to 150  people waiting 
to register for a bed on any given day.113 The end of  the war brought  little re-
spite for medical workers, or patients for that  matter.

 Those nurses who had completed short- term nursing courses before or dur-
ing the war and continued in the medical profession afterward created a sense 
of  stability in some medical institutions. Anna Vasilevna Bogacheva, for ex-
ample, who studied nursing in Moscow and worked as a sanitary worker and 
nurse as an eighteen- year- old in Sta lin grad in 1942, continued her nursing work 
 after demobilization in 1946. She became a se nior nurse in 1948 in Moscow’s 
Burdenko military hospital, where she remained for thirty- five years.114 An-
other demobilized medical worker found nursing work in the Kiev October 
hospital  after the war, but conditions  there  were very difficult, and she often 
worked day and night and sometimes as a sidelka. Still, she was thankful to 
have basic dormitory accommodation and food. She then moved to a railway 
hospital, where her work with a young, inexperienced doctor was just as dif-
ficult, but she remained working  there for thirty- eight years.115 In a field where 
 labor turnover was generally rife,  these cases show that some medical work-
ers  were content to remain in their post  until they retired. Such workers  were 
no doubt valuable to the institutions in which they worked, passing their 
knowledge and experience on to younger medical workers.

The end of  the war did not signal a lack of  interest in nursing or the medi-
cal ser vices. Indeed, the number of   middle medical personnel increased more 
than threefold in the period 1950–1974.116 The character of  nursing gradually 
changed, with a refocus on civilian needs. Large numbers of  nurses  were still 
required for the army, hospitals, polyclinics and ambulatories. The postwar en-
vironment also created a need for specialist nurses in  children’s institutions, 
physiotherapy, massage, and therapeutic physical culture.117 Polyclinics and 
hospital departments thus came to focus on providing nurses to cater to  these 
areas, as well as caring for millions of  citizens with war- related diseases and 
injuries. Even though  there  were 325,000 nurses (and 719,400  middle medical 
personnel) by 1950, this was still not enough to care for the two million war 
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invalids, let alone the rest of  the civilian population.118 Within this context, 
the healthcare system accepted medical workers with varying levels of  train-
ing, including Red Cross– trained nurses.

The end of  the war also marked further changes in international relations 
that did not, despite the best efforts of  US nurses, bring Rus sian nurses closer 
to their international colleagues. As the nurse and social activist, Lavinia L. 
Dock, wrote in 1947: “How could we expect the Rus sians to overlook the daily 
insults, the malice, the ingratitude, the cold blooded threats of  unfriendliness 
that are daily to be read in our papers, in the talk of  Bullitt and Earle over the 
radio. . . .  We nurses have no enemies. . . .  We consider it an undeserved griev-
ance that our Rus sian  sisters have been alienated by the American govern-
ment’s attitude.”119 Dock was corresponding with Anna Schwarzenberg, 
executive secretary of  the International Council of  Nurses (ICN), about the 
latter’s efforts to draw Rus sian nurses closer to the ICN. Schwarzenberg had 
sent several requested publications to a Rus sian contact, the professor Vladi-
mir V. Lebedenko, and, she wrote, “He in turn promised to let me have the 
nursing laws, journals (they have medical journals including pages edited by 
nurses) and any material I ask for. Professor Lebedenko said he did not see why 
 after the war the nurses in Rus sia should not have their own professional asso-
ciation and be allowed to join the ICN.”120 But a livid Dock blamed the US 
government for kiboshing the nurses’ efforts, leaving her with a “ bitter and 
justifiable grievance against the so- called Truman Doctrine.”121 The absence of  
Rus sian nurses at the ICN meeting in Atlantic City, New Jersey, in 1947, left her 
crestfallen: “[They who] served through the War, who suffered every thing— 
devastation, ruin, even imprisonment— starvation, torture and outrage, are to 
be left out, as if  Rus sia had been an  enemy instead of  our strongest ally.”122 The 
immediate postwar efforts of  Dock, Schwarzenberg, and  others  were to no 
avail, and Soviet nurses remained on the margins internationally.

where care begins
In the late 1940s many nurses had been through several years of  war. They 
worked day and night in terrible conditions and saw  those around them suf-
fer and die.  After a war in which about twenty- seven million  people died (the 
higher numbers  were not fully disclosed  until the late 1980s), nurses had to 
adjust to daily life in a hospital or clinic. “The true Soviet way of  coping with 
emotion,” notes one historian, “was to keep working and salute the flag.”123 
Still, the disjuncture between war and peacetime work was noticeable. In its 
first issue of  1947, Nurse’s editors ran a cover story expressing concern about 
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the level of  devotion of  some nurses who did not see their job as a vocation 
and did not enjoy spending time at the patient’s bedside. Nurses  were reminded 
that “yesterday’s soldiers are  today’s workers, ser vicemen, and war invalids” 
and they should be respectful, caring, and loving  toward  those who had sacri-
ficed so much for the country.124 Another article  later that year also reminded 
nurses that nursing work was not crude but often “consisted of  crude work” 
that could not be avoided when caring for very ill patients. Nursing was a “hu-
mane profession” that  every “cultured” Soviet nurse undertook with honor.125 
If  nurses wanted to become doctors that was fine, but they  were not to “be-
little” the nursing profession.126 The barrage of  messages about the impor tant 
and noble work of  nurses suggested that an ele ment of  compassion fatigue 
might have set in  after the war and that this, alongside inadequate training, 
harmed the quality of  care.

Often  these concerns became criticisms when cases of  medical negligence 
and incompetence arose. It tran spired that some nurses did not even adhere 
to the basic rules of  hand hygiene, did not sterilize  needles, or did not know 
how to take a pulse.127 In a Medical Worker article, the correspondent and can-
didate of  medical science I. Trop wrote that nurses in a Sverdlovsk physiother-
apy institution made many  mistakes, including increasing dosages at the 
patient’s request.128 Although nurse conferences took place at the institution, 
Trop believed nurses would be better off  “discussing their experiences” rather 
than presenting “abstract speeches.”129 Commentators tended to blame nurs-
ing inadequacies on poor training, general carelessness, and lack of  organ-
ization and leadership in the hospital. Economic issues and the difficulties of  
the war  were cited as reasons too, but the overwhelming argument forwarded 
for the shortcomings of  nurses was a lack of  interest in patient care.

The medical press presented hospital workers as indifferent to insanitary 
conditions in wards, patient needs, and their duties.130 One Moscow hospital 
encouraged nurses to spend more time with patients to improve care.131 In an 
ideal world all hospitals would have enough staff  to facilitate better patient 
care, but, as it was,  there  were simply too many patients and too few nurses. 
 Mistakes  were inevitable. If  nurses  were inadequately trained and overworked, 
it was the fault of  state institutions. If  they  were suffering from compassion 
fatigue and exhaustion, then it was the responsibility of  the state to take bet-
ter care of  its nurses. War veterans and invalids in need of  physical and  mental 
attention could seek help, but what about nurses? As Christie Watson writes, 
the  mental health impact of  war focuses on men, not the many  women along-
side them.132 How did nurses pro cess the brutality of  war and cope with the 
traumatic injuries, vio lence, and death that they encountered? Experienced 
nurses have often written about numbing themselves to pain and suffering to 
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do their jobs. Self- care and self- preservation are impor tant for nurses; com-
passion starts with the individual, with the self.  Those nurses who strug gled 
to provide compassionate care  after the war  were perhaps in need of  care 
themselves.

Watson recalls that in her job as a nurse in the United Kingdom she worked 
with many kind, compassionate nurses, but she recognizes that a good nurse 
can have a bad day and that “it is hard to be kind when you are undervalued 
by society, by your employers and by the media.” Exhaustion and burnout, 
she argues, are common and serious. Compassion fatigue, first diagnosed in 
1950, could have a “terrible impact” on a nurse’s “ability to provide the qual-
ity care, kindness and compassion that patients need and deserve.”133 Nurses 
in a trauma situation, in Watson’s eloquent words, “repeatedly swallow a frag-
ment of  the trauma— like a nurse who is looking  after an infectious patient, 
putting herself  at risk of  infection.”  There is no doubt that  there  were thou-
sands of  Soviet nurses and medical workers suffering from compassion fatigue 
or posttraumatic stress disorder, or both. Expecting  these broken- down nurses 
to be respectful and caring  toward their patients was asking too much of  them. 
No  matter how good or committed some Soviet nurses  were,  there  were un-
doubtedly  those who felt undervalued. One nurse devoted to the well- being 
of  her patients noted that “if  a doctor shouts at a nurse, especially in front of  
their patient,” she then “loses confidence and begins to make  little  mistakes.”134 
It also made patients ner vous. This was a nurse who had worked in a field hos-
pital in Sta lin grad and had written to Nurse for information about nursing 
patients with gangrene. She was “lucky” to receive the support of  the head 
surgeon, Tamara Genrikhovna Bruk, in the hospital for war invalids where she 
worked, but this was support offered on an individual rather than an institu-
tional basis.135  After the war, the Soviet government did not want to be “as-
sociated with trauma, ambiguity, and societal division.”136 The troublesome 
features of  a violent war  were papered over. The transcendent power of  ide-
ology would heal broken bodies and minds.

A culture of care
In the late 1940s the state placed a huge emphasis on nurses providing patients 
with a cultured experience. As a series of  campaigns against the intelligent sia, 
the West, and Jews got  under way, systematic commitment to cultural and ideo-
logical education pervaded medical institutions.137 Stalinist modes of  operation 
from the 1930s returned: narratives of  care functioned as a useful counterpoint 
to po liti cal campaigns and a culture of  fear. Propaganda and press campaigns 
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assured citizens that the Soviet state would see to their  every need and ensure 
their good health and well- being. Once again, nurses became impor tant ambas-
sadors of  care.

Care was to be cultured. Cleanliness, order, and patient comfort  were 
impor tant.138 As the author of  one Nurse article wrote, “[Wards] should have 
one or two armchairs and a writing desk as well as games, newspapers, books, 
flowers and plants.” Medical workers  were to provide moral support to patients 
by chatting to them, discussing politics, books, or films. Distracting patients 
would help them to focus on their recovery rather than “their suffering.”139 
Medical institutes and schools  were to educate students in the “spirit of  Soviet 
patriotism.”140 This move  toward a cultured care fit in with the postwar genera-
tion’s sense of  patriotism and belief  in socialist values.141 The government’s 
modus operandi was to raise the ideological level of  medical workers, espe-
cially ju nior medical workers and ser vice personnel, who  were not all liter-
ate.142 One medical club or ga nized “Nurse Tuesdays” featuring nursing talks 
on diff er ent themes, such as “caring for the sick with brain trauma.” The 
“Nurse Tuesdays”  were apparently very popu lar among medical workers.143

Similar efforts  were  under way in Kiev’s October hospital. The head of  the 
clinical department for neurological illnesses, Dr. Kushnir, had strug gled to 
find information about organ izing cultural work in hospitals and so had drawn 
on examples from industry.144 He believed that improving the ser vice to pa-
tients would help them medically but also ideologically. To this end, Kushnir 
or ga nized lectures, film screenings, and concerts. Patients could also avail of  
a library stocked with over three hundred books and journals that many staff 
and patients’ relatives had donated.145 Nurses  were to be “humane” and the 
closest person to the patient.146 In the October hospital, plans to raise the cul-
tural level of  both staff  and patients got  under way in 1947. That year, to im-
prove their qualifications, doctors attended lessons on Mondays, nurses on 
Tuesdays (evidently a con ve nient day for nurses), and orderlies on Wednes-
days.147 On Thursdays all department staff  worked with newspaper material 
to enhance their po liti cal and cultural level, while on Saturdays they attended 
talks about Lenin and Stalin. A conference dedicated to learning about the 
party took place  every other Friday.148 In Soviet hospitals cultured care also 
extended to the appearance of  the nurse, with new uniforms introduced to 
distinguish se nior,  middle, and ju nior personnel.149

Politics and ideology returned with a vengeance as part of  the effort to im-
prove the cultural ser vice to patients. In Moscow’s Botkin hospital the biog-
raphy of  Stalin and a short course on the history of  the party formed part of  
the program to raise the educational and cultural levels of  nurses.150 The 
political- ideological classes held  there  were “checked twice a month,” and the 
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nurse bureau would report the results to the deputy head doctor. The nurse 
bureau also had to oversee the improvement of  nurse qualifications and cul-
tural standards.151 But not all hospitals  were on top of  raising  these  matters. 
The head doctor of  the Vasilevskaia hospital in Moscow’s Noginskii District 
was “morally corrupt and drunk,” while the medical ser vice to patients  there 
was “bad.”152 At the medical  union’s Central Committee plenum in Decem-
ber 1949, the representative of  the Moscow Province trade  union committee, 
Shaulin, was critical of  the medical  union. He claimed that medical workers 
(some 70%) did not have Marxist- Leninist education, and it was “up to the 
trade  union” to provide this knowledge.153 As the Soviet Union recovered from 
war, its exhausted medical workforce had to engage with politics and ideol-
ogy as part of  their training and education. For the Stalinist state, cultural and 
ideological education would be the antidote to the trauma of  war.

As Soviet society hurtled full throttle into war in 1941, medical workers joined 
in a widespread effort to defend socialism. But the war left the Soviet Union 
eco nom ically devastated, leaving infrastructure, factories, and farms in the 
western and most industrially and agriculturally developed part of  its terri-
tory in ruins. Families  were torn apart and spent the postwar years coming to 
terms with death, destruction, and the trauma of  war. Invalids, demobilized 
soldiers, and medical workers at the front returned to a victorious but shat-
tered land. They had to adapt to a new world.  Those who had ventured be-
yond Soviet borders during the war realized that socialism was not the paradise 
propaganda would have them believe (if  they ever believed that). The post-
war Soviet space had considerably altered; physically it was in need of  total 
reconstruction, but the new Soviet men and  women that the state attempted 
to forge in the 1920s and 1930s  were now sick, maimed, homeless, malnour-
ished, traumatized, or dead.

Four years of  brutal war and vio lence produced a population desperately 
in need of  care, yet medical workers had  little time to recover from their own 
 battle scars. The state called on the doctors, nurses, orderlies, and other work-
ers who had cared for comrades at the home front or on the front lines not 
only to continue this work but also to provide a cultured ser vice. In the late 
Stalinist period, the needs of  nurses  were secondary to  those of  patients.  There 
was no significant discussion of  the nursing profession or the trauma that med-
ical workers experienced during the war. Rather than reflect on the war time 
experience and come to terms with it, the Soviet state instead drove forward. 
This was the case for medical workers in all aspects of  healthcare, including 
 those working in the area of   mental health and psychiatry— the focus of  
chapter 8.
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Soviet psychiatric care has come to our attention 
in previous chapters, but not to a significant degree. Focusing on a specializa-
tion, such as psychiatry, provides us with a discrete case study of  nursing. By 
turning our attention to psychiatry now, we can see echoes from some of  the 
debates that characterized nursing before the war and how this had changed 
by the 1950s. This chapter allows us to take a broader chronological and the-
matic approach to nursing, a pattern followed in chapter 9. We also broaden 
our scope further to understand how nurses working in psychiatry interacted 
with doctors and orderlies.

Psychiatry was  under the wider remit of  the Commissariat of  Health,  later 
renamed the Ministry of  Health, and had to compete with vying interests from 
other sections in public healthcare, be that the focus on epidemiology, vene-
real disease,  mother and child health, or surgical nursing. But by the end of  
the 1930s  there was growing interest in psychiatry, partly owing to changes in 
its practice. The custodial approach to care that had characterized psychiatry 
before the revolution was already changing in the 1920s. The end of  that de-
cade saw developments in the field of  psychiatry that reflected interest in dif-
fer ent methods of  treatment as opposed to just custodial care. Working in a 
psychiatric hospital was consequently physically, mentally, and emotionally ex-
hausting. Conditions  were difficult and the work was hard. Medical workers, 

Chapter 8

Caring for the Mind
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largely through the heads of  psychiatric institutions and socie ties,  were conse-
quently engaged in an ongoing  battle with the state to improve working 
conditions.

Like medical workers in other branches of  healthcare,  those in psychiatry 
 were also confronted with questions about their skills, training, and qualifica-
tions. Much of  the discussion about qualifications was reflective of  wider de-
bates in public healthcare. As a broader range of  therapeutic treatments 
developed, medical workers had to train to be able to administer  these. By mid- 
century, psychiatric care included somatic therapies, insulin treatment, elec-
tric shock therapy, and a number of  other therapies.  Mental health hospitals 
across Eu rope and North Amer i ca, as well as the Soviet Union,  adopted  these.1 
The treatments did not replace other established therapies such as, for exam-
ple, hydrotherapy or occupational therapy, but rather provided the psychia-
trist with a wider repertoire of  treatments from which to choose. New 
treatments also presented medical workers with the need to keep their knowl-
edge current.

The Soviet approach to psychiatry, at least in terms of  caring for psychiat-
ric patients, bore some similarities to caring for psychiatric patients in the 
United States or Western Eu rope. While standards of  care in psychiatric hos-
pitals abroad  were not high, conditions in Rus sian psychiatric hospitals  were 
particularly deplorable.2 Both patients and medical workers had to endure very 
difficult conditions. Some psychiatric hospitals suffered from terrible over-
crowding, with patients sleeping on floors and in corridors. One psychiatrist, 
observing a Moscow city hospital in the 1920s, depicted a chaotic and disturb-
ing scene where noisy, screaming patients generally ran amuck and assaulted 
personnel.3 A mixture of  agitated patients alongside helpless and  dying patients 
painted a pitiful picture.4 But the Soviet state engaged in ongoing efforts to 
improve  these conditions, and this chapter assesses  whether  these steps re-
sulted in higher standards of  care or better working conditions.

As we saw in other chapters, the state took complaints about medical care 
seriously and investigated  these to improve conditions for patients. Many of  the 
changes instituted  were a response to advancements in medicine, the changing 
ideological inclinations of  the Soviet state, and a need to improve working con-
ditions for medical workers. The periods  under the leadership of  Nikita 
Khrushchev, Leonid Brezhnev, and Mikhail Gorbachev each had their own hall-
marks in the healthcare sphere, but this chapter assesses psychiatric care from a 
temporally fluid perspective, and chapter  9 examines periodization more 
closely. The focus  here is on  middle and ju nior medical workers in psychiatric 
hospitals and their engagement with the state or state actors. How much con-
trol did ju nior and  middle medical workers wield in the psychiatric institute? 
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 Were they atomized and de- professionalized, and, if  they  were, was this con-
nected to Soviet policy and ideology? Although psychiatry in late socialism is 
perhaps best known for forensic psychiatry and the incarceration of  dissidents 
on bogus claims of   mental illness, the focus of  this chapter is on nurses and or-
derlies working in nonpo liti cal psychiatric institutes.5

reading Psychiatry
Skilled and educated  middle and ju nior medical workers  were central to the 
everyday functioning of  psychiatric institutes. When interviewed as part of  
the Harvard proj ect, one psychiatrist who worked in a Kiev psychiatric hospi-
tal between 1927 and 1940 said, “Our lower staff  was excellent, and sometimes 
a young doctor could learn a lot from this low staff.” Medical workers, accord-
ing to this respondent, “ were very close to one another,” and their work 
brought them together.6 Given that ju nior medical workers spent so much time 
with patients, it is not surprising that some had accrued valuable experience, 
knowledge, and skills. In the United States, “pariah clients” such as  mental hos-
pitals usually did not attract elite professionals.7 The functioning of  a psychi-
atric institution depended on medical aides who,  because they spent so much 
time in wards, could hold a large degree of  control over a patient’s medi cation.8 
This was also the case in the Soviet Union, where psychiatric hospitals relied 
on  middle and ju nior medical personnel.

The body of  instructional lit er a ture for medical workers in psychiatric in-
stitutes came at a time when Soviet psychiatry was undergoing change. Treat-
ments such as insulin therapy (introduced in 1936) and shock therapies fi nally 
offered Soviet psychiatrists the opportunity to prove their worth as “scientists” 
and medical experts who could actively treat mentally ill patients. The hand-
books  were especially helpful in drawing attention to the “fight against agita-
tion” (borʹba s vozbuzhdeniem), so well described by the historian Benjamin 
Zajicek in his work on Soviet psychiatry.9 Maintaining order in overcrowded 
psychiatric hospitals was essential, and the sound training of  ju nior medical 
workers formed a vital aspect of  winning the fight against disorder and im-
proving medical care. This was particularly impor tant  because orderlies and 
nannies often had to help nurses hold agitated patients and  were equally vul-
nerable to injury and attack.10 Often viewed as “jailers” by medicated patients 
who considered themselves imprisoned rather than hospitalized, medical 
workers bore the brunt of  patient fear and vengeance.11 Arming medical work-
ers with knowledge and skills was thus for their personal safety as well as the 
health and safety of  their patients.
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To this end, psychiatric doctors began conducting research on medical 
workers in psychiatric institutions and compiling and publishing handbooks 
for  middle and ju nior medical workers. The work of  I. A. Berger and other 
psychiatrists in the late 1920s demonstrated a concern for the well- being of  
medical workers. By analyzing nurses’ notes and talking to them, researchers 
learned, for example, how tired nurses made  mistakes and  were most suscep-
tible to attacks  toward the end of  their shifts.12 Interest in medical workers and 
their interactions with psychiatric patients grew in the following de cades with 
the publication of  vari ous handbooks. Of  par tic u lar interest is the unpublished 
manuscript titled “Guidelines in Caring for Mentally Ill Patients for Ju nior Med-
ical Personnel in a Psychiatric Hospital,” which psychiatrists from the Odessa 
Psycho- Neurological Institute compiled.13 The photo graphs featured in this 
manuscript are illuminating for the visual contribution they make to our un-
derstanding of  medical workers and psychiatry. Produced in 1937, the manu-
script had the purpose of  educating and informing medical personnel faced 
with particularly challenging conditions during the period of  the “reconstruc-
tion of  psychiatric hospitals.”14

The large, illustrated volume produced by the Odessa Psycho- Neurological 
Institute included references to psychiatric practice abroad (as well as the in-
ternational history of  psychiatry) and was impor tant in outlining early Soviet 
attitudes to psychiatric care. The Odessa Psycho- Neurological Institute existed 
from about 1930 to 1953 and was a teaching clinic for the local medical insti-
tute, although many of  its staff  perished or fled during the war.15 Significantly, 
the manuscript’s editors— doctors working at an Odessa psychiatric institute 
prior to the war— considered it necessary to compile such a guide for the or-
derlies with whom they worked. The work of  auxiliary medical personnel was 
not of  a high standard; the doctors consequently wanted a disciplined and com-
petent staff  trained to cope with the demands of  modern psychiatry. It was 
written not only for the ju nior medical workers in the Odessa psychiatric in-
stitute though— the editors wanted the volume brought to the attention of  
 those working in all psychiatric institutions. That did not happen on a wider 
scale  until the manuscript was published in 1947, ten years  after it was first 
produced. The models of  care in psychiatric institutions before the war  were 
thus promulgated in the postwar period.

In addition to the Odessa manuscript, a handbook for nurses working with 
ner vous and psychiatric illnesses,  under the editorship of  V. V. Mikheev and 
A. V. Neiman, was published in 1939.16 It varied  little from another handbook 
published in 1937— Semen Konstorum’s third- edition handbook for feldshers.17 
Indeed, many of  the passages  were identical. Mikheev and Neiman reminded 
medical workers to be “smart and tactful” when dealing with patients.18 They 
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considered tone impor tant and a key  factor in maintaining order and calm.19 
The editors underlined the significance of  tact, understanding, and patience 
in dealing with patients in psychiatric hospitals. In Konstorum’s book, medi-
cal workers  were to know how to  handle diff er ent types of  situations and when 
to call the doctor (the only figure permitted to use an aggressive tone).20 Hand-
book editors  were mindful of  medical workers misbehaving and  were at 
pains to suggest that the slightest lack of  vigilance could have serious reper-
cussions for patients, including their escape or death. Mikheev and Neiman’s 
handbook for  middle medical workers and nurses was necessary and impor-
tant, with  later iterations published in 1946 and 1962.21 Indeed, nurses and feld-
shers lacked enough lit er a ture in the mid-1960s, with some hospitals publishing 
conference proceedings as instructional tools.22 In the tradition of  the Odessa 
psychiatric hospital, some medical institutions produced their own lit er a ture 
and training programs to instruct and inform nurses.23

The medical press sometimes augmented the work of  the guidebooks by 
publicly celebrating medical workers who  were good at their job. Maria 
Mikhailovna Toporkova, a fifty- four- year- old medical worker, graduated from 
a feldsher school in 1914 and worked in vari ous psychiatric hospitals in Mos-
cow Province. In 1948 a Nurse editorial praised her for her “highly developed 
sense of  duty, and for showing discipline, love, sensitivity, and warm relations 
to the sick.”24 Much of  the discussions in nursing journals on psychiatric nurs-
ing echoed  those of  the handbooks. Nurses working in psychiatric hospitals 
 were to establish a “quiet atmosphere” for patients, but they  were also expected 
to be firm and tactful with both patients and colleagues.25 At the same time, 
they  were not to whisper or walk too quietly for fear that this might arouse 
alarm or suspicion. They  were also to be thoughtful, composed, and gentle, 
but “not familiar or sentimental.”26 Nurses  were to constantly keep their be-
hav ior, actions, mannerisms, and gestures in check around patients. All actions 
had to maintain a relationship of  trust. The medical press reinforced the mes-
sage of  the handbooks so that medical workers would have a better under-
standing of  their role and responsibilities.

Other  factors  were also at work  here. The emphasis on be hav ior in text-
books for  middle medical workers, even if  mixed with science, affirmed the 
psychiatrist’s owner ship of  science and thus authority and power.27 In the his-
tory of  nursing,  there are links between power relations and gender and class. 
This is more complicated in the Soviet case, where many doctors  were  women. 
By the 1970s some 72  percent of  Soviet physicians  were  women, compared to 
7  percent in the United States.28 As Rosemary Pringle and  others have argued, 
“Medical men wanted to limit nurses’ knowledge but at the same time to take 
advantage of  their expertise.”29 As  those closest to the patient, nurses and, in 
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the case of  psychiatry, orderlies, often knew more about a patient’s condition 
than a doctor did but might not have possessed the scientific language or the 
qualifications to establish their authority. Ju nior and  middle medical person-
nel’s close relationship with the patient, as well as the fact that many doctors 
 were  women, complicated power relations in psychiatric institutions. Young 
or inexperienced doctors (male or female) might have felt threatened by an 
experienced nurse or orderly. Unfortunately, it is difficult to discern the com-
plicated nature of  power relations in the hospital or clinic, as few doctors, let 
alone nurses or orderlies, wrote about their experiences.30

Although most of  the handbooks are very similar in scope and content, 
 there is one exception. Konstorum’s 1937 handbook followed type by discuss-
ing the care of  mentally ill patients and the impor tant role of  medical work-
ers.31 But the handbook presented nurses in a more negative light than other 
publications. It informed feldshers that nurses working in psychiatric hospi-
tals for many years “considered themselves more competent in diagnosing ill-
ness than the doctor.” Konstorum’s handbook explained that this was  because 
they spent so much time in the wards in direct contact with patients. Lack of  
understanding led to “ mistakes and prob lems,” and  there was “no substitute 
for scientific knowledge.”32 While nurses may or may not have been guilty of  
such accusations, Konstorum’s handbook was hardly helping their case by crit-
icizing them so openly in a handbook for feldshers. Such assertions had the 
potential to poison relations between  middle medical personnel as opposed 
to creating a calm, collegial atmosphere. The handbook also undermined the 
trust central to nurses and feldshers successfully working together.

Indeed, the handbook was unusually critical of  nurses, claiming they often 
had a simplistic understanding of  psychiatric illnesses, misreading trouble-
some be hav ior as “hooliganism” and treating well- behaved patients as “good.” 
Ten years of  working in a psychiatric hospital, spending eight hours a day 
with patients, Konstorum maintained, had led some nurses to think that they 
knew patients better than the doctor.33 Konstorum provided no concrete evi-
dence to back up his criticisms. Instead, he just continued to denigrate nurses 
before his feldsher readers. As a result, the uncritical feldsher might not trust 
experienced nurses. Nurses reading the handbook would have had good rea-
son to feel aggrieved. Some scholars have viewed the greater need for nursing 
over medical skills in psychiatric hospitals and the infrequent presence of  the 
doctor as a positive development for nurses.  Because doctors had a “less in-
terventionist role,” nurses could “gain greater confidence in their own abili-
ties and behave less deferentially to doctors.”34 But confident nurses might also 
pose a threat to some doctors.
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The handbook’s editors also claimed that ignorance and misunderstanding 
of  scientific methods led to “incorrect and mechanical approaches to patients 
and  mistakes.”35 Nurses  were in a difficult situation. On the one hand, they 
 were to show initiative and authority, but, on the other, they risked criticism 
for overconfidence and lacking sufficient knowledge. Nurses  were  after all the 
key link in the chain, particularly in the Soviet healthcare system, where the 
three- tiered structure of  care— doctor/psychiatrist, nurse, orderly— placed 
pressure on the nurse to act on instructions from the doctor, manage order-
lies, and care for patients.

Fears that nurses in psychiatric institutions  were becoming overly confident 
and complacent remained into the 1950s and 1960s. In 1959 nurses in Mos-
cow’s Gannushkin hospital came in for criticism  because they had “too much 
self- assurance.” This was to the detriment of  psychiatric patients’ health and 
safety.36 Meanwhile, the Soviet concern with nurses working in a “mechani-
cal” fashion was a long- standing one, pre sent since the 1920s and reflective of  
wider international concerns about the role of  the nurse. At around the same 
time, the American nurse Hildegard Peplau published texts in the United States 
that strongly advocated therapeutic rather than custodial care. Peplau’s Inter-
personal Relations in Nursing, written in 1948 and published four years  later, 
emphasized the importance of  the nurse- patient relationship and the need for 
nurses to move away from passively fulfilling doctor’s  orders. According to Pe-
plau’s theories, the relationship between the nurse and the patient was in and 
of  itself  therapeutic. Her interpersonal theory affirmed the symbiosis between 
nurse and patient— both worked together to enhance knowledge.37 While So-
viet medical handbooks indicated a similar interest in moving away from the 
“passive” nurse, this was yet to be fully articulated when it came to bestowing 
more power and authority on nurses in practice. Their therapeutic role was 
certainly acknowledged and valued, but that did not always result in raised pro-
fessional status or prestige.

visual encounters with medical workers
The images of  medical workers caring for patients in the Odessa Psycho- 
Neurological Institute illustrate the importance of  orderlies as well as nurses. 
Presumably staged to be instructive, the photo graphs show how  middle and 
ju nior medical workers operated within a psychiatric institution. The photo-
graphs in the manuscript  were not reproduced in the published volume, per-
haps  because of  cost or relevance. Even though the number of   those who saw 
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the photo graphs was perhaps small, they still tell us a  great deal about the 
repre sen ta tion of  medical workers. Above all, they provide a visual rec ord of  
how medical workers restrained agitated patients. The photos show that So-
viet doctors took what was then a modern, progressive approach to psychiat-
ric care and frowned on restraining patients with straps or chains. They also 
suggest that Soviet psychiatric care, or at least custodial care, was not so dif-
fer ent from that in other countries. For example, in their work on medical pho-
tography, Daniel M. Fox and Christopher Lawrence discuss a striking close-up 
image of  a patient in a padded cell in the Constance Road Institution, Lon-
don, in 1936.38 We see medical personnel caring for the patient in a way that 
is similar to the Odessa photo graphs in terms of  its simplicity and focus on 
patients and personnel. The similarity indicates that the style of  the Odessa 
photo graphs is largely in keeping with the late 1930s trend for close- ups, with 
a focus on patients and on medical personnel at work. When compared with 
instructive images from the United States produced some time  later, in 1960, 
where nurses from Skidmore College lifted patients in the New York Psychi-
atric Institute, the photos again do not seem all that unusual.39 The safety of  
both patient and medical worker was foremost in the lit er a ture, with proce-
dures for lifting and walking patients explained in full.

Unlike Franco Basaglia’s Morire di classe [ Dying  because of  class], the famous 
photographic account of  asylums in Italy published in 1969, the Odessa man-
uscript photo graphs  were not purposefully radical or designed to shock; their 
purpose was instead instructional. But like Basaglia’s collection, they are stark, 
providing glimpses of  the institutionalization and suffering portrayed in Morire 
di classe: La condizione manicomiale fotografata da Carla Cerati e Gianni Berengo 
Gardin [ Dying  because of  your class: The asylum conditions photographed by 
Carla Cerati and Gianni Berengo Gardin].40 The photo graphs help us learn 
about “ people’s way of  seeing” how medical workers and patients  were to be-
have.41 They also offer a “signifying system through which . . .  a social order is 
communicated, reproduced, experienced and explored.”42 Maintaining order 
and following guidelines allowed ju nior medical workers to take control of  
their environment. The photo graphs suggest that orderlies  were not super-
vised, thereby confirming that ju nior medical workers in psychiatric institu-
tions seemed to experience a good deal of  autonomy (a positive perspective) 
or lack of  supervision (a negative perspective).

The photo graphs also allow us to see Foucauldian ways of  disciplining and 
controlling the physical body through images of  restraint.43 We can examine 
the techniques deployed by orderlies and the importance of  knowing how to 
physically carry, hold, and calm patients.  These include holding a patient in a 
position with the patient’s arms crossed (figure 2) and using physical strength 
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to restrain an “agitated patient” on a bed (figure 3). All the images show that 
physicality and technique  were clearly impor tant in the daily duties of  order-
lies in psychiatric hospitals. They also highlight the diff er ent aspects of  custo-
dial care, which included restraint, protection, cleanliness, and order.44 
Custodial and noncustodial tasks  were necessary for therapy to be effective. 

Figure 2. An orderly holds an agitated patient in a standing position. From the Odessa 
psychiatric hospital  album. Source: GARF, f. 8009, op. 5, d. 9, l. 82. Used with permission.



Figure 3. Wet- wrapping an agitated patient. From the Odessa psychiatric hospital  album. 
 These are two photos from a series. In the third photo graph (not shown  here), the patient is calm 
and sleeping, with a medical worker sitting beside her. Source: GARF, f. 8009, op. 5, d. 9, l. 200. 
Used with permission.
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In a way, as Peplau had claimed, they  were part of  the therapeutic pro cess. 
This was especially so when physicians and nurses assumed more of  the ad-
ministrative work (see figure 4), reducing the amount of  time they spent with 
patients in wards.

The photo graphs also highlight the emphasis placed on observation and 
supervision in the handbooks. We see a nurse or orderly observing patients in 
a “bed rest” ward (figure 5). The image indicates the level of  strict control over 
patients, even when they  were sleeping or unconscious. In a bed rest ward one 
nurse or two orderlies  were to supervise some ten to fifteen patients.45 It was 
up to  these workers to maintain order, calm, and discipline. Silence and “quiet” 
time  were  after all central to the therapeutic pro cess, and the Odessa manu-
script certainly privileged silence as critical to the patient’s well- being. Indeed, 
this was not restricted to psychiatry, for ju nior and  middle medical workers in 

Figure 4. Receiving a newly admitted patient. Shown is the room where new patients are 
registered. From the Odessa psychiatric hospital  album. Source: GARF, f. 8009, op. 5, d. 9, l. 179. 
Used with permission.
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general medicine  were regularly urged to speak in a low voice and wear foot-
wear that kept noise to a minimum. The patient’s well- being was paramount.

The handbooks for middle-  and junior- level medical workers highlight issues 
around the question of  care that also speak to Soviet healthcare more generally. 
Who  were mentally ill patients, especially  those undergoing traumatic shock 
treatments, entrusted to during their time in a psychiatric hospital? The evidence 
suggests that  those with the most medical training and qualifications— the 
nurses and doctors— spent  little time with patients. Ju nior medical workers of-
ten filled their place. Given that orderlies  were responsible for custodial care, and 
that they spent so much time with patients, it was imperative that they knew 
how to conduct themselves in the psychiatric hospital environment. This was 
especially the case when  handling “agitated” patients, with whom they  were to 
be particularly vigilant, polite, and sensitive and “able to correct a  mistake” to 
maintain the patient’s well- being.46 In practice custodial care and treatment  were 
tightly connected. Yet in theory, the borders between the two  were to be sharply 

Figure 5. Ward for bed rest. From the Odessa psychiatric hospital  album. Source: GARF, f. 
8009, op. 5, d. 9, l. 134. Used with permission.
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delineated by the role of  medical personnel. Orderlies oversaw custodial care, 
and nurses and physicians  were responsible for treatment.

Improving standards of  training for orderlies and providing better care was 
not always pos si ble given the poor conditions in which many psychiatric insti-
tutions operated. While some ju nior and  middle medical workers  were knowl-
edgeable and provided excellent care,  others  were not. When the custodial 
care they undertook had an immediate bearing on therapy, treatment, and the 
general well- being of  patients, the significance of   these handbooks becomes 
ever more apparent. The handbooks  were published into the 1950s and 1960s, 
as standards of  care remained problematic. Both the handbooks and the Odessa 
photo graphs show that ju nior and  middle medical workers  were integral to 
the life of  the psychiatric institution and that custodial work and therapy  were 
all part of  the same pro cess of  caring for the patient.

Psychiatric training (or lack thereof)
Nurses and orderlies who trained in a general hospital school or medical col-
lege  were perhaps not fully prepared for the psychiatric hospital environment. 
In the 1937 nursing school curriculum, psychiatric care came to a fairly mod-
est eighty- eight hours, slightly less than care for patients with skin and vene-
real disease and slightly more than general patient care in the hospital.47 The 
lack of  specialized theoretical training was likely matched by a lack of  practi-
cal training in a psychiatric clinic or environment. Many nursing students might 
have rotated only in the psychiatric wards of  general hospitals, if  the hospitals 
had such wards. In 1937 one psychiatric hospital received eighty- seven  middle 
medical workers “specially trained” for the psychiatric hospital, but  after just 
two weeks twenty- five left  because they could not stand the conditions  there.48 
Medical personnel in psychiatric institutions considered nurses inadequately 
prepared to cope with their work and needing “to undergo corresponding 
training.”49 Prob lems with training and turnover  were inextricably connected 
when it came to psychiatric nursing, posing a constant challenge to healthcare 
institutions.

Just before the war, a group of  psychiatrists (V. M. Banshchikov, I. A. Berger, 
and M. I. Gurevich from the First Moscow Medical Institute) discussed Commis-
sariat of  Health recommendations on raising the qualification of   middle and ju-
nior medical personnel in psychiatric institutions. Some of  the rationale  behind 
 these upper- level moves to reform psychiatric training spoke to the “complicated 
nature of  care” for active methods of  treatment.50 Education could not keep pace 
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with developments in Soviet psychiatry. Similar to other medical workers,  middle 
and ju nior medical workers in psychiatric wards, hospitals, and institutions  were 
to attend courses to improve their qualifications and pro gress their  career. The 
proposed recommendation failed to quell doubts about the curriculum and 
the hours per subject, as well as concerns about financing courses.51 The more 
common prob lems of  wage scale and experience, discussed in chapter 4, also 
applied to medical workers in psychiatric institutions.

 Middle and ju nior medical workers had to learn quickly, and they often did. 
The former British National Health Ser vice nurse Christie Watson admitted 
that,  after three years of  training, her understanding of  how to be a nurse be-
gan only on the first day  after she qualified.52 Theory and knowledge are of  
course essential in nursing, but experience and mentorship are also crucial. 
Sometimes ju nior and medical workers who lacked formal medical education 
nonetheless became very good at their jobs. As the psychiatrist working in a 
Kiev psychiatric hospital observed, orderlies  there  were “very intelligent,” of-
ten able to understand more about a patient’s condition (or perceived condi-
tion) than a doctor.53 This psychiatrist recalled that they had “some very 
experienced nurses and wonderful attendants.”54 Medical workers  were not a 
monolithic group; some enjoyed their job and  were good at it, while for  others 
their job was a means to an end. What ever training or disposition orderlies 
and nurses possessed, they performed a vital function in the hospital. And hos-
pitals and clinics could ill afford to be too selective when it came to hiring 
them. The de facto position was that nurses and orderlies would receive ad-
ditional training in the clinical setting so that they could properly care for psy-
chiatric patients.

Yet  there  were limits to pro gress. Unlike other medical specialists, nurses 
had not under gone the state attestation (attestatsiia) program that had started 
 after the war. Attestations  were initiated to check the professional credentials 
of  doctors and improve the healthcare system by recognizing and incentiviz-
ing medical specialization.55 The attestation program for medical profession-
als was to raise their prestige and authority by rewarding “specialization, length 
of  ser vice and merit.”56 The pro cess of  attestation revealed that many medi-
cal specialists  were not particularly competent.57 It also led to a purge of  the 
healthcare administration, as well as offering cover for dismissing Jewish doc-
tors in the anti- Semitic campaigns during 1950–1952.58 The attestation exer-
cise inadvertently drew attention to the issue of  training and qualifications. 
As a result of  the attestation campaign, the healthcare professions strug gled 
to shake off  doubts about the quality of  training and care. Despite the unan-
ticipated consequences of  the attestation program, it still, in princi ple, con-
ferred prestige and re spect on doctors and other medical workers— but not 
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nurses. Nursing was evidently not considered a sufficiently prestigious medi-
cal profession at that time.

Improving the standards of  care was more or less left in the hands of  indi-
vidual institutions, a by now familiar story. In Ukraine, the Zhitomir psychiat-
ric hospital ran monthly educational events to improve medical worker 
training. This included scientific- medical conferences for doctors and confer-
ences on patient care for  middle medical workers.59 Similar efforts  were  under 
way in the 250- bed Romenskaia psychiatric hospital for  children, also in 
Ukraine, where medical workers could take annual courses in psychiatry and 
neurology.60 It was not only newly qualified medical personnel who  were to 
attend classes, courses, or talks. In the Karelo- Finnish psychiatric hospital doc-
tors subscribed to the major medical and neurological journals and experi-
enced workers took classes in politics and ideology.61

In some cases, the extra training paid off and nurses proved that they could 
provide quality treatment if  given the opportunity. Trained and educated nurses 
working with and observing epileptic or schizophrenic patients in Moscow’s 
Kashchenko psychiatric hospital became familiar with their patients’ diagnosis 
and treatment and  were able to share their knowledge with colleagues in other 
psychiatric institutions.62 Given a chance, nurses committed to their  career could 
advance professionally and deliver better standards of  care. By the 1950s and 
1960s, the path from se nior nurse, to head nurse, to administrative positions in 
the local healthcare sector was open to nurses who  were interested in develop-
ing their nursing  career.63 The status of  orderlies was less clear.

orderly care
Discussions about the role of  the orderly or attendant  were also evident in US 
lit er a ture in the 1940s. During the Second World War almost eigh teen hun-
dred conscientious objectors worked in  mental hospitals and “schools for de-
fectives,” where they tried to improve the system as well as the education and 
status of  attendants.64 Private groups, attendants, and doctors  were key actors 
in the United States.65 Such a scenario could never play out in the Soviet con-
text. Although specialist lit er a ture catered to orderlies and showed their im-
portance, it was doctors who maintained positions of  power and authority 
when it came to negotiating conditions and making decisions. At high- level 
meetings it was primarily the head doctors of  psychiatric institutions or the 
heads of  professional socie ties who advocated on behalf  of   middle and ju nior 
medical personnel; the latter did not yet have a high- level platform through 
which they could voice concerns themselves.
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When the Odessa manuscript was published in 1947 it included revisions 
to reflect the impact of  the Second World War on psychiatric care and treat-
ment. Some of  the treatments and attitudes to psychiatric care that  were popu-
lar before the war had become “outmoded.”66 New methods in psychiatry 
required better- trained feldshers and nurses. The editors of  the published hand-
book, L.  I. Aikhenvalʹd and Ia. M. Kogan, noted that the prewar Odessa 
guide instructing  middle medical workers in how to care for mentally ill pa-
tients had proved to be beneficial. Indeed, they claimed  there had been a  great 
demand for the guide on the part of  psychiatric institutions, whose staff  likely 
encountered the guide at conferences or through professional networks be-
fore its publication.67 The number of  copies printed for circulation in 1947 was 
thirty- five hundred.68 Besides the editors (Aikhenvalʹd and Kogan), the 1947 
publication did not feature any of  the  earlier contributors. The  later publica-
tion shared the same objectives as the 1937 manuscript, but its focus was on 
new active therapies. The editors again highlighted the impor tant role of  med-
ical workers and recognized them as fundamental to the successful treatment 
of  mentally ill patients. Similar to Konstorum ten years before, they criticized 
the “mindless, disinterested, and mechanical work” in psychiatric institutions. 
Instead, they wanted medical workers to be well trained and knowledgeable, 
which would in turn make them “more interested” in their work.69

Medical orderlies had to be engaged in the life of  the psychiatric hospital, 
but their voice is virtually non ex is tent.  Those writing handbooks for  middle 
and ju nior medical workers made it clear that orderlies (and, to an extent, 
nurses) existed to assist the psychiatrist, but, at the same time,  there was no 
getting around the fact that they  were instrumental to patient care. They  were 
 there not only to lift and carry patients, clean, or fulfill menial tasks (although 
lifting, carry ing, and cleaning required some training and expertise too.) For 
example, in the event of  an epileptic patient having an attack, the attending 
orderly had to call the nurse.70 But while waiting for the nurse to arrive, the 
orderly was to help the patient and not stand around waiting for the nurse.71 
In this sense, the  later publication granted orderlies additional autonomy and 
clarified their role.

Orderlies continued to spend the most time with patients. It was presum-
ably the orderly who provided most of  the information about a patient’s con-
dition prior to any attack or incidents. Time spent in wards meant that their 
patient observations  were evidently crucial to how nurses and doctors formed 
their opinions about correct diagnosis and treatment. Orderlies might not have 
had much verbal interaction with patients, but their role as observers was 
impor tant. In spite of  their lowly status within the medical hierarchy, order-
lies’ contribution to medical care was crucial. Indeed, as the psychiatrist who 
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contributed to the Harvard interview proj ect acknowledged, a “good relation-
ship” between doctors and  middle and ju nior medical personnel was vital to 
 doing “the work they did,” and every body liked  these “ little  people with a 
warm and generous heart.”72

Ju nior medical workers, as is prob ably clear,  were often reminded of  their 
place. They  were not to overstep the boundary between custodial work and 
treatment.  Middle medical personnel had to be cautious when medicating pa-
tients; they  were not to trust ju nior medical personnel with  these duties, and 
certainly not the patient.73 The rules  were strict and to be followed (although, 
in real ity, all sorts of  infringements took place). Examples  were often provided 
to warn workers of  the dangers of  not being vigilant. One inexperienced nurse 
made the  mistake of  handing a vial of  medicine to a patient, who claimed they 
usually took the medicine themselves; the patient overdosed and almost died.74 
By the 1960s some ju nior and  middle medical workers regularly made  mistakes 
and even forgot medical terminology.75

hard work for  little Pay
As scientists and psychiatrists grappled with Stalin’s postwar interventions in 
psychiatry and science more generally, medical workers got on with the busi-
ness of  caring for Soviet citizens.76 Working in a psychiatric institution was 
more challenging than working in other healthcare institutions.  Middle and 
ju nior medical personnel undertook strenuous and unattractive work, as the 
Odessa photo graphs show. Indeed, orderlies working in psychiatric institutions 
had  legal rights that recognized their difficult work.77 One hour of  their work 
was the equivalent of  one hour and twelve minutes of  regular work.78 They 
 were also entitled to higher rates of  pay. For example,  those working in de-
partments with “quiet” patients received an additional 15  percent to their ba-
sic salary, while seven years’ experience counted as ten.  Those working in wards 
for “agitated” patients received an extra 30  percent to their basic salary, and 
for them two years’ experience counted as five, while four years’ experience 
was the equivalent of  ten. In addition, all employees had forty- two days’ leave.79 
The combination of  physical strain, shift work, supervisory responsibility, and 
threat of  danger was an impor tant  factor warranting higher salaries and ad-
ditional vacation time. The state recognized the difficult nature of  their work 
(at least in theory). Introducing better working and living conditions for or-
derlies in psychiatric hospitals was one way of  stemming high turnover rates.80

Many of  the discussions on living and working conditions for psychiatric 
workers took place in the 1940s and 1950s, a time when po liti cal and cultural 
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repression continued to define Soviet society. Purges of  the cultural intelligent-
sia (Zhdanovshchina), party members (Leningrad Affair), and Jews (Doctors’ 
Plot) signaled the government’s intent to rely on coercive methods of  main-
taining power and control. The late Stalinist years  were still dangerous times, 
and medical workers  were often caught in some of  the above campaigns. Along 
with other citizens, nurses and  middle medical workers  were accused of  anti- 
Soviet be hav ior, considered an offense  under Article 58-10 of  the Soviet crim-
inal code. State organs arrested  middle medical workers for engaging in 
religious activities, criticizing the Red Army during the war, or criticizing the 
state more generally.81 One midwife in Yerevan, repatriated from France in 
1947, received a seven- year sentence in the Gulag in 1951. Her crime was criti-
cizing the government:  after the death of  a new  mother at age twenty- five, 
one witness claimed the midwife told workers who had gathered around the 
deceased that she “seemed to be forty- five years old” and then said, “You live 
worse than dogs— that’s Soviet power for you.”82 Many of  the accusations 
dated to the war, and therefore retrospective “justice” was applied. In the midst 
of  this turbulence, medical workers continued to fight for better living and 
working conditions.

 Those who no longer had the  will to fight left their jobs. High worker turn-
over, as we have repeatedly seen, seriously undermined the healthcare sector 
in the late 1930s and 1940s. The situation did not change in the late socialist 
years. Psychiatric hospitals did not have a full complement of  cadres in all cat-
egories of  medical worker but especially ju nior medical personnel, which 
was only at about 10–20  percent capacity and mainly consisted of  male work-
ers.83 The turnover of  this group and other groups of  auxiliary and domestic 
workers was “colossal.”84  Those concerned about the situation wanted to 
know what they could do to address the issue. One doctor asked, “Do we cur-
tail the number of  posts and leave the patients unsupervised?” But they did 
not want to undermine the quality of  their work and “had to permit overtime 
hours.” As a result, psychiatric institutions sometimes ended up paying order-
lies “twice their wage.” As this doctor noted, an orderly might therefore “earn 
more money than a doctor, receiving 500–600 rubles with overtime, whereas 
a young doctor fresh in post received 350 rubles (without overtime).”85Another, 
by now familiar, prob lem with worker turnover was accommodation. Unsat-
isfactory or out- of- town accommodation made the psychiatric hospital unat-
tractive to workers. Especially unappealing  were hospitals located on the 
outskirts of  town— the last  thing nurses or orderlies wanted  after a long, dif-
ficult day’s work was a tiring trek home. Hospitals and clinics  were in compe-
tition against one another and industry when it came to securing medical 
workers.
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The situation with turnover, conditions, and workload worsened  after the 
war. The destruction of  and damage to hospitals and institutions as well as 
increased workload caused prob lems for medical workers and the government. 
The swell of  invalids and traumatized citizens  after the war placed huge de-
mands on psychiatric hospitals and their staff in the late 1940s. In 1948 the Zhit-
omir psychiatric hospital in northwestern Ukraine was lucky to have an 
increase in the number of  beds, from 125 to 150, but  there was no correspond-
ing rise in the number of  personnel.86 Medical workers consequently had a 
36  percent higher workload than the previous year and had to deal with more 
first- time patients rather than repeat patients— a time- consuming burden.87 
Overcrowding also put additional pressure on psychiatric hospitals that  were 
still recovering from the war.

The situation for medical workers was quite desperate. In November 1950 
the head doctor of  Moscow’s Kashchenko psychiatric hospital, A. L. Andreev, 
felt that orderlies  were in “a bad way.”88 Some female orderlies had  limited or 
no  family support and earned so  little that it was “impossible” to get by. When 
an orderly came to him in tears one day, he called the head doctor of  another 
Moscow psychiatric hospital to say that his orderly was “in a difficult situation” 
and could they find her some work.89  Those  doing menial jobs in psychiatric 
hospitals  were usually unable to find better- paying jobs.90

 There was at least pro gress for some medical workers on other fronts. Sta-
lin’s death on March 5, 1953, ushered in a period of  uncertainty and a leader-
ship  battle that was not resolved  until Khrushchev emerged as leader in 1956. 
The purging and vio lence of  the Stalin period and Khrushchev’s subsequent 
condemnation of  it as part of  de- Stalinization promised no return to the ter-
ror of  the past. For medical workers,  these changes made no major material 
difference to their professional lives— they  were just as badly off  as before. 
But hope was on the horizon when the state addressed the pension issue in 
December 1953 and outlined plans to improve working conditions in the 
RSFSR.91

Similar to the 1920s, the medical workers’ burden extended to vio lence and 
assault.  There  were 17,500 registered attacks against medical workers in 
seventy- nine psychiatric hospitals in the RSFSR in 1953. Doctors, nurses, and 
orderlies often became ill and even invalids as a result of  their work.92 In 1954 
“alcoholic patients, psychopaths, and the traumatized” lurked in dispensary 
waiting rooms, which  were often scenes of  “scandals and debauchery.”93 A lack 
of  orderlies and high patient numbers made establishing order difficult at the 
best of  times. Research on trauma suffered by psychiatric workers identified 
incorrect distribution of  patients, overwork, and insufficient staff  as the three 
main  causes of  attacks against medical workers.94 This was a serious prob lem, 
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but not one specific to the Soviet past. In  England, hospital trusts reported 
56,500 assaults in 2016–2017, and nurses, paramedics, and  mental health work-
ers  were the most vulnerable.95 Understaffing and delays in patients accessing 
care  were the primary reasons for the attacks.96  Mental health workers in the 
United Kingdom are seven and a half  times more likely to face assault than 
other medical workers; 33,820  mental health workers  were attacked in 2016–
2017.97 Soviet psychiatrists  were just as concerned about the health and safety 
of  their workers as  those working in healthcare in Britain and elsewhere are 
 today. Governments seem unable to protect the most vulnerable in society, 
and sometimes that includes professionals such as nurses and orderlies.

Health and safety threats assumed vari ous forms. Dispensary doctors and 
nurses, for example,  were often called as court witnesses and could be victims 
of  aggressive be hav ior afterward.98 The police, meanwhile,  were reluctant to 
intervene when incidents occurred on the territory of  the dispensary.99 Every-
day work also presented its fair share of  health and safety threats to workers. 
The Gannushkin hospital— one the best in the Soviet Union— provides an in-
ter est ing study in health and safety. Its 94 doctors, 391  middle medical person-
nel, 645 ju nior medical workers, and 126 administrative staff  felt the strain of  
their work  every day.100 The vast majority of  medical workers  were  women 
(1,111, against 118 men), and 294 of  the workers  were persons of  retirement 
age— almost a quarter of  the hospital’s personnel. Most of   these older work-
ers  were ju nior medical personnel (35%), followed by doctors (14%) and  middle 
medical workers (7%). Some of   these, almost 50, worked in what  were typi-
cally considered harmful conditions, such as exposure to x- ray, while about 50 
nurses worked with treatment that exposed them to allergic reactions.101

Over a period of  nine months in 1970  there  were 818 instances of  illness, 
amounting to 11,108 sick days (almost thirty years!). Just  under half  of   these 
 were a result of  flu and associated bronchitis, pneumonia, and pleurisy in the 
first months of  the year. Workers  were also struck down with hypertension 
and cardiovascular illnesses, as well as rheumatism, work injuries, and gastro-
intestinal and ulcer- related illnesses.102 The hospital’s administration and lo-
cal committee planned to reduce the prob lems by addressing workers’ 
well- being and providing regular health checkups.103 The hospital also vowed 
to improve workers’ living and working conditions, including access to cul-
tured leisure and physical culture classes.104 Hospital administrations often 
drew up plans to improve conditions for workers, but one won ders how  these 
translated from paper to practice.
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concepts of care
A more liberal period, or what scholars of  Soviet history have typically called 
the “thaw,” marked Khrushchev’s time in power as one of  repeated attempts 
to recast the Soviet Union in a more positive light. Concepts of  care  were evolv-
ing in the late 1940s and mid-1950s, and the range of  extracurricular activities 
for medical workers often reflected that. Some of   those pre sent at the Korsa-
kov congress (a congress named  after the Rus sian psychiatrist S. S. Korsakov) 
in 1954 noted that Soviet medicine, and especially psychiatry, was character-
ized by a “gentle, humane approach to the patient.” Treatment choice demon-
strated that.105 For example, leucotomy, a prefrontal lobotomy, was banned in 
1950.106 Instead of  aggressive treatments, attention shifted to somatic methods 
of  treating mentally ill patients.107 But the shift was not solely grounded in the 
psychiatric profession. High- level po liti cal and ideological anti- Westernness re-
quired psychiatrists to validate their therapies and situate them in a patriotic, 
pro- Soviet approach to practice.108 For this reason, the work of  Ivan Pavlov and 
his endorsement of  sleep therapy gained prominence in Soviet medicine and 
science.109 Soviet psychiatrists’ concern with humane treatment and therapies 
extended to care more generally and reflected a broader embrace of  ideology 
and socialist values. This filtered down to nurses, who cited Korsakov and Pav-
lov as advocates of  humane care.110 Medical workers  were also expected to 
deliver care that reflected a gentle and humane approach to the patient. This 
coexisted alongside the long- running narrative of  providing a cultured ser vice 
to patients.

The drive to improve the patient experience and make it more humane con-
tinued into the mid-1960s, when medical workers  were to “raise their cul-
tural ser vice” to patients.111 Although cultured ser vice was a feature of  the late 
Stalinist period, it became even more pronounced  under Khrushchev. Re-
forms in the 1960s signaled a renewed interest in morality and humanity. 
 These became cornerstones of  Soviet politics and ideology. As the deputy 
head doctor of  the Gannushkin hospital noted in his speech at a conference 
of  doctors and nurses, care would improve only when medical workers paid 
more attention to patients.112 Some of  the reasoning  behind his calls for im-
proved  labor discipline and patient ser vice related to higher rates of  attempted 
suicides among patients at the Gannushkin hospital in 1964 compared to the 
previous year (fifty- one in 1964 against thirty in 1962), as well as an increase in 
numbers of  patients attacking other patients, medical personnel, and attempted 
escapes.113 The well- being of  the individual and the collective depended on 
the moral health of  the medical worker. Brigades and raids undertaken across 
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industry took place in hospitals and polyclinics as workers everywhere responded 
to the party call to be upstanding members of  the socialist community.

Investigations in the Gannushkin hospital revealed that in some cases 
medical workers  were at fault: they slept on duty, chatted, or left patients un-
supervised.114 Concerns about vari ous disciplinary prob lems and  mistakes  were 
also voiced in the Kashchenko psychiatric hospital.115 A Gannushkin nurse coun-
cil “raid” in July 1965 revealed several work violations, including a lack of  vigi-
lance in “toilet observation” that led to one patient injuring another. Care and 
attention touched on  matters of  be hav ior and attitude too. Medical workers 
 were not to be rude to patients, and, to be fair to the Gannushkin staff, not many 
complaints of  staff  being rude to patients  were officially reported in 1965.116 
One worker reprimanded for being rude was transferred to another depart-
ment.117 The deputy head doctor of  the Gannushkin expected medical person-
nel to perform better  after they received a salary increase and even though he 
acknowledged that they continued to work in very difficult conditions, he still 
wanted them to “fight for genuine communist relations.”118

The notion of  genuine communist relations also  shaped patient responses 
to their hospital experience. This concern with ideology and culture did not 
end with the removal of  Khrushchev in 1964; the Brezhnev period was as note-
worthy in this regard, in spite of  its “stagnation” label.119 By this time, the 
Soviet Union presented itself  as a world leader in healthcare. This was a nar-
rative that some, but not all, Soviet citizens believed. In the late 1960s and early 
1970s, the Gannushkin hospital received letters of  gratitude from current and 
former patients. In January 1968 one N. A. Frolova thanked the head of  ward 
No. 14 and its workers for the attention she received.120 The fiftieth anniver-
sary of  the revolution and the day of  the medical worker also presented pa-
tients with an opportunity to officially express their gratitude to Soviet medical 
workers. One  mother wrote to the Gannushkin staff  thanking the doctors as 
well as  middle and ju nior medical workers for caring for her seventeen- year- 
old son during his time  there.121 Some patients  were grateful for the  little  things 
that  others might take for granted, such as “sensitive” care and three meals a 
day.122  Others  were grateful for care and expertise that fully restored their 
health;  after a workplace accident, one  woman languished in a Voronezh hos-
pital for five years with injuries that left her para lyzed, but  after two months 
in the Gannushkin she was walking again.123 Emphasis on the person received 
greater attention. As the Gannushkin’s head doctor noted in a speech given in 
1970, the party and government legally enshrined “care for the person, Soviet 
 people, and their health.”124 That fit with the Brezhnev- era policy of  injecting 
humanism into ideology and politics.
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social rehabilitation and  labor therapy
As Soviet healthcare standards slipped in the late 1970s and 1980s, the  mental 
health system was one of  the few areas that functioned well.125 Rehabilitating 
psychiatric patients was an example of  innovative thinking that was in line with 
international standards.126 But  labor therapy also held par tic u lar meaning in 
the Soviet context, where the ability to work defined an individual’s contribu-
tion to the socialist proj ect. The maxim “He who does not work  shall not eat” 
neatly summarized the importance attached to  labor in the Soviet Union. 
 Those not able to work grappled with the question of  how to negotiate their 
standing and rights in Soviet society.127 Offering disabled, old, or mentally 
unwell  people the opportunity to participate in  labor therapy was a logical and 
long- standing part of  the Soviet ideological and economic proj ect. Rehabili-
tation through  labor therapy was one way in which the Soviet medical pro-
fession helped the patient “adapt” to normal life in a socialist state.128 From 
the patient’s perspective, the opportunity to become involved in  labor could 
provide a path to the Soviet way of  life as well as “individual and group au-
tonomy” and even “self- transformation.”129

The agreement drawn up between the Gannushkin hospital and Moscow’s 
electro- mechanical factory No. 1, whereby patients could complete their reha-
bilitation through  labor, was hardly a surprise in light of  the ideological empha-
sis on  labor.130 This 1976 initiative between the psychiatric hospital and the 
factory offered patients a chance to engage with  labor therapy in “difficult and 
unusual conditions” outside of  the medical environment. Factory workers  were 
apparently distrustful and wary at first, while patients  were unsure of  how they 
would cope with “serious” work, suspecting that the factory workers  were actu-
ally “workers” from the psychiatric hospital. But the initiative went ahead, and 
everyday a brigade of  thirty to fifty patients from four hospital departments ac-
companied by two  labor instructors and a nurse showed up at the factory. Some-
times the patients dropped out  because the work was too difficult, they lacked 
discipline, or they became “prejudiced” against some factory workers, but re-
ports suggested that patients encountered no major difficulties.131

The initiative seemed to enjoy some success, and by 1978 the scheme had 
expanded to include patients from eigh teen departments.132 Patients could 
show a degree of  autonomy. In 1977 all the factory brigades had a council of  
patients to oversee safety and to help weaker patients. Meanwhile, the factory 
administration and workers acknowledged the patients’ good work. The fac-
tory paid the hospital patients a salary of  almost 20,000 rubles in 1977, and 
they received this money directly from the factory.133 Unfortunately, we have 
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only the nurse’s perspective of  this initiative; we do not  really know how fac-
tory workers and patients found the experience. But it is unlikely that nurses 
would have promoted the scheme as a success if  they believed other wise.

We also know that  these kinds of  employment schemes are beneficial to 
mentally ill patients. Helping  people succeed in paid employment is the “only 
effective  thing in a psychiatrist’s toolkit,” according to Robert Drake, a psy-
chiatrist and professor of  community and  family medicine at Dartmouth 
School of  Medicine.134 In Canada, employees with  mental health illness worked 
as part of  a reintegrative group program analogous to that undertaken in the 
Gannushkin hospital. Up to twelve individuals could join a twelve- week pro-
gram that combined group intervention with an individual action plan.135 It 
was to enable the individual to regain power. The scheme entailed involve-
ment on the part of  the employee, vocational con sul tant, and employer at the 
job scene; this gave confidence to the employee and “sensitized” other work-
ers. Monitoring took place  after the twelve- week period to avoid the employee 
relapsing. The scheme was a success, with 85  percent of  the employees in the 
program retaining jobs  after two years.136

Implementing the social rehabilitation program for psychiatric patients was 
key to successful treatment, according to the Gannushkin nurse Anna Den-
isova.137 She noted that more attention was given to patient self- management 
through the work of  the patient council, the relatives’ council, and the cre-
ative activities of  patients.138 The Soviet interest in social rehabilitation follows 
a broader trend of  giving power back to the patient, an impor tant part of  nurs-
ing work with mentally ill  people. But Denisova was critical of  a professor at 
a conference in Tomsk in 1986; while speaking on the subject of  psychiatric 
patients’ rehabilitation, he never mentioned the work of  nurses.139 Even if  
 others forgot about them, nurses such as Denisova knew that all forms of  so-
cial rehabilitation went through them. Even if  gender and professional barri-
ers prevented nurses from getting the recognition they deserved, some such 
as Denisova had the confidence to realize that nurses propelled social reha-
bilitation work.

Social rehabilitation was closely connected to  labor instruction and  labor 
therapy. In the late 1960s, two se nior doctors from the Gannushkin hospital 
developed a program for  labor instruction.140 The Ministry of  Health approved 
 labor instruction in 1972, and as a result anyone with  middle medical educa-
tion could be a  labor instructor.141 But that had already been the case unoffi-
cially, as nurses and orderlies had led diff er ent forms of   labor therapy since 
the early Soviet period.142 Denisova lamented that nothing had  really changed 
in the 1970s save for the title and the demands. She wanted change.143
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In Denisova’s view, it was the nurse and not the doctor who treated the pa-
tient. Nurses talked to the patients and could comment on their  mental health. 
For Denisova, the “science and art of  nursing was understood only in the pro-
cess of  work,” and that could take years to master.144 She felt that the time had 
come to establish a special college in Moscow for psychiatric nurse training.145 
She also wanted to include social rehabilitation training on curricula. Denisova 
was prescient in her comments and anticipated the need for the kind of  specific 
psychosocial training that is common in universities  today.146

 There  were signs of  some pro gress in diff er ent aspects of   mental health 
training. Nurses in the Gannushkin hospital had been experimenting with vol-
untary art therapy classes with patients from one department since 1984. 
One nurse found that patients reacted differently, but mostly in a positive 
way.147 A former architecture student and current patient diagnosed with 
schizo phre nia produced paintings that  were “dark,” but the nurse explained 
that the patient gradually used brighter colors.148 The art therapy pro cess in-
cluded analy sis so patients could openly discuss prob lems connected to their 
illness or mood.149 Patients also discussed the classical  music that they listened 
to while painting.150 Medical workers found that creative activities provided 
patients with a distraction from their illnesses.151  These  were not exactly new 
developments.  Music therapy had been the subject of  international research 
since the 1930s.  Music and leisure  were also a part of  a patient’s therapy at 
the Odessa psychiatric hospital (see figure 6).152 But  these therapies and social 
rehabilitation efforts in the 1980s illustrated a commitment to empowering the 
patient, as well as frustration on the part of  some nurses who sought greater 
professional recognition for their work in this area.

between Fiction and Fantasy
Brezhnev’s failing health had been an ongoing concern in the 1970s, and a se-
ries of  older leaders assumed power  after he died in 1982. But a young and 
energetic Gorbachev sought to reform the Soviet system  after he assumed 
power in 1985. The final de cade of  Soviet power was one that also signaled a 
turn  toward reform and greater openness (glasnost). By 1987 and 1988 the So-
viet Union was changing rapidly, as previously censored material became 
freely available and the circulation figures for newspapers and literary jour-
nals “jumped astronomically.”153 It seemed pos si ble that the socialist system 
might not be around forever.154 Although glasnost and perestroika did not lead 
to doctors voicing their grievances  wholesale, the 1989 appearance of  a Medical 



Figure 6. Dif er ent types of cultural work and activities in the “red corner” of the quiet men’s 
ward. From the Odessa psychiatric hospital  album. Source: GARF, f. 8009, op. 5, d. 9, l. 249. 
Used with permission.
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Gazette column titled “What Are Doctors Complaining About?” presented them 
with an open forum.155

Nurses in psychiatric hospitals who had read current publications  were also 
 eager to have a frank discussion about the prob lems confronting Soviet psy-
chiatry. At a 1987 conference at the Gannushkin a nurse, Ivan Vinokourov, de-
livered an honest and critical paper on the theme of  foreign lit er a ture, 
psychiatry, and social rehabilitation. Psychiatry and medical ethics seemed to 
be almost taboo, he claimed, and, consequently, the majority of  the popula-
tion had a “distorted” view of  that part of  the profession.156 But Vinokourov 
believed  there was some lit er a ture that broke the public silence on psychiatry 
and illuminated life in the psychiatric hospital. He took the example of  N. I. 
Lyrchikova’s “Splinters” (“Shchepki”), published in Our Con temporary (Nash 
sovremennik) in 1987, which highlighted the “contradictions of  social realities, 
when indifference and in equality could bring a person to the psychiatric hos-
pital.”157 Vinokourov asserted that medical workers unable to deal with reha-
bilitative work failed the mentally ill.158

Vinokourov also discussed the late 1980s short story “Goodbye, Green 
Buckle” (“Proshai, zelenaia priazhka”), by M. M. Chulak, and the serialized 
publication of  Ken Kesey’s One Flew over the Cuckoo’s Nest in the journal New 
World (Novyi mir). Kesey’s book, published in 1962, and director Milos Forman’s 
film version drew attention to the role of  medical personnel and their rela-
tionship with patients. Vinokourov also referenced and discussed American 
John Patrick’s 1950 play The Curious Savage (Strannaia missis Sevidzh). The play, 
a comedy, depicted the life of  institutionalized psychiatric patients. It appeared 
on Soviet stages in the late 1970s, but, as Vinokourov noted, it ignored prob-
lems in the psychiatric profession and instead focused on the flaws of  bour-
geois society.159 But in his view, the book was more informative for readers 
 because it afforded them the opportunity to understand the opinion of  psy-
chiatric patients and medical workers could “see themselves through the eyes 
of  patients and relatives.”160 Vinokourov did not hold back in its criticism of  
the psychiatric profession or socialist repre sen ta tions of  psychiatry to the public. 
In his words, he wanted to avoid “ste reo types” and learn about experiences at 
home and abroad.

From his reading of  Soviet and US lit er a ture on psychiatry, Vinokourov con-
cluded that patients in US psychiatric institutions saw themselves largely as 
part of  the “medical business.” Rus sian and Soviet psychiatry, he added, was 
built not only “on professional duty, but also on compassion and empathy with 
patients,” but he worried that a psychiatric hospital’s success was not mea-
sured in  these  human terms.161 Vinokourov was presenting his thoughts at a 
time when the healthcare system had become chaotic and disor ga nized, as 
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chapter 9 shows. He yearned for the kind of  humanity and compassion called 
for  under Khrushchev and then Brezhnev, but  these seemed lost in time.

This nurse told his audience that it had been twenty- five years since the pub-
lication of  One Flew over the Cuckoo’s Nest and fifteen years since Chulak’s 
“Goodbye, Green Buckle”; he now sought comparative lit er a ture for the late 
1980s. He felt that nothing had changed since Chulak’s book; time was still 
wasted on useless activities instead of  treating patients.162 “The fear of  respon-
sibility” Vinokourov said, “had left many unwilling to make decisions.”163 
Paul de Kruif ’s A Man against Insanity, published in 1958, was another book 
that this well- read nurse highlighted. The nonfiction account of  a doctor and 
a team of  nurses intent on healing patients through a combination of  “chem-
istry and love” impressed him.164

Vinokourov bemoaned the loss of  the “personal”  factor in the work of  con-
temporary medical workers.165 While generally critical, he also argued that 
 there  were plenty of  good examples of  psychiatric care, but  these  were not 
captured in books or plays.166 Fi nally, he stated, medical workers had to read 
this lit er a ture and understand it, applying it in practice to “bring out the best 
in their work.”167 Vinokourov’s criticisms of  Soviet psychiatry, coming at the 
end of  the 1980s, spoke volumes about socialism. It was all very well to in-
struct nurses and orderlies on how to care for patients, but if  poor living and 
working conditions, a lack of  agency, and bureaucracy marginalized  these 
workers, then how could they be expected to provide cultured care, or even 
just basic care, for that  matter.

The handbooks and guidebooks for  middle and ju nior medical workers leave 
no doubt that medical personnel undertook a significant amount of  patient 
care in psychiatric hospitals. Indeed,  these workers had a good deal of  auton-
omy. But autonomy is not the same as power, and nurses and orderlies did 
not have much of  the latter. This lack of  power had more to do with limits on 
professionalization rather than atomization per se. Nor did the roots of  the 
prob lem lie in the Soviet system— the prerevolutionary psychiatric hospital was 
hardly idyllic. The prob lem was that the socialist revolution did not privilege 
 middle and ju nior medical workers  because they  were not sufficiently “prole-
tarian.” Socialism in its Soviet guise did not help advance the cause of   middle 
and ju nior medical workers. Their workload increased, and their living con-
ditions  were no better than before the war (they  were arguably worse), but 
they  were nonetheless supposed to provide cultured care. Claiming that the 
Soviet system strug gled to provide good working and living conditions for its 
citizens is hardly news to most readers. Of  more interest is the fact that medi-
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cal workers in psychiatric hospitals such as Moscow’s Gannushkin managed 
to push the profession forward, despite lack of  state support.

 Middle and ju nior medical workers certainly seemed committed to their 
job, pursuing new treatments and championing a “humane” and cultured ap-
proach to patient care. To be sure,  these terms  were ideologically loaded, but 
that is not to say they  were not taken seriously. Many medical workers, in par-
tic u lar ju nior medical workers, ended up working in psychiatric hospitals 
 because they could not find any other work. But conditions  were so challeng-
ing that for  others, especially nurses, the work was meaningful. To go to work 
knowing that you have to care for someone who might be physically well but 
mentally ill, or to face the risk of  assault, is hardly something that anyone 
would take lightly. Many of   those who chose to work in psychiatric hospitals, 
such as Denisova or Vinokourov, believed in the cause. Unfortunately for them, 
and their patients, their voices  were often lost in the bureaucratic, hierarchi-
cal, and patriarchal world of  Soviet socialism. As chapter 9 shows, medical 
workers—no  matter how hard they tried— could not always extract themselves 
from their po liti cal and ideological habitat.
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Although an increase in state spending on hous-
ing, education, public healthcare, and leisure showed that general economic 
conditions and standards of  living improved  under Khrushchev and Brezhnev, 
hopes of  achieving a communist society seemed elusive. The military- command 
economy, rise of  the nomenclature— that is, the privileged party elite— and the 
growing black market, as well Cold War “hot” flashpoints in Hungary in 1956, 
Czecho slo va kia in 1968, and Af ghan i stan in 1979, all underlined the fact that 
the Soviet Union was far from a communist utopia. The prob lems of  the late 
Soviet economy  were also made vis i ble through corruption and a lack of  ac-
countability in the medical sphere. The only party dictate that seemed to pen-
etrate this world was discussion of  communist morality and ethics. That chimes 
with the postwar shift in the nursing narrative that began in the final years  under 
Stalin and lasted through to the end of  the Soviet Union.

Nurses and medical workers  were to show “humanity.” Traditional tropes 
associated with the late- imperial  Sisters of  Mercy gained currency, and so 
nurses  were to show empathy and compassion. Several reasons explain this 
shift in the narrative and especially the consistency across the late socialist pe-
riod, from the 1950s to the 1980s. The  Great Patriotic War undoubtedly played 
a role, and, as previous chapters have discussed, fears of  widespread compas-
sion fatigue in its aftermath served as an impetus to reach out to medical work-
ers, encouraging them to care for invalids and veterans. Also, discussion of  

Chapter 9

Communist Morality, Activism, and Ethics
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traditional nursing values found a place in the context of  communist moral-
ity and the increasing turn  toward a more conservative society. Fi nally, the 
emphasis on love, compassion, and empathy was likely a reaction to ongoing 
complaints about inadequate care.

 After the war, the demographic imbalance saw  women come to dominate 
healthcare, which became more feminized. In the Soviet Union, as elsewhere, 
caring, nursing, and womanhood  were intertwined. In nursing discourse, dis-
cussion of  nurses’ rights and duties is central and touches on questions of  au-
tonomy, altruism, and nurturance.1 For Soviet nurses, the “order to care” 
came cloaked in an ideological meaning that placed care in the category of  
communist morality. Soviet patients, especially  those in much vaunted sana-
toria, expected good medical ser vice and cultured care.

 Middle medical workers, sometimes living in substandard accommodation 
and working long, hard days,  were to smile and provide a cultured, high- quality 
ser vice. Nurses, through their work, represented the caring face of  socialism, 
and they  were regularly reminded of  this symbolic role. Medical workers per-
forming emotional  labor received diff er ent forms of  acknowl edgment and rec-
ognition,  whether through patient gratitude or awards.2 But that did not put 
food on the  table or compensate for work- related illnesses. Although in a bet-
ter position than they had been during the Stalinist years, nurses and medical 
workers more generally continued to strug gle with difficult living and work-
ing conditions. The Soviet healthcare system frequently left both medical 
worker and patient exasperated.

As a professional group, nurses began to single themselves out from other 
 middle medical workers. Key to this was the establishment of  the journal Nurse 
in 1942 and the widespread formation of  nurse councils— groups of  se nior 
nurses established in hospitals, clinics, and healthcare departments to ensure, 
inter alia, the smooth operation of  patient ser vices, medical training, and the 
organ ization of  conferences and events.3 Consequently, in this chapter, more 
than in any of  the  others, I can listen to what nurses had to say. And they had 
a good deal to say. In medical journals, conferences, or hospital meetings  there 
 were usually at least a few nurses who  were vocal in their criticisms of  the 
healthcare system. They thought about ways to improve the training pro cess, 
hospital organ ization, or the patient experience. They  were  eager to find out 
more about other hospitals and to compare their professional experiences with 
colleagues from other parts of  their city, town, or the country. Even the so- 
called stagnant 1970s did not witness a decline in their activities. On the con-
trary, the stability that the first half  of  that de cade brought allowed nurses some 
respite. Unlike in previous de cades, when nursing was caught up in meeting 
industrialization, collectivization, and war time needs, or struggling to achieve 
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basic educational and training levels, by the late socialist period the pace of  
reform was no longer as frenetic, with the push  toward collectivism and com-
munism assuming a more horizontal than vertical form. Nurses drove change 
from below as the profession and its humanist spirit came to embody com-
munist morality and ethics.

In nursing, the drive for a communist society built on collective action 
emerges as one of  the more positive outcomes of  late socialism. But the opti-
mism of  the late 1950s, 1960s, and early 1970s had begun to wane  toward the 
end of  Brezhnev’s tenure, in spite of  efforts to reinvigorate ideology through 
developed socialism. The economic and po liti cal crises unfolding in the last 
fifteen years of  Soviet power devastated healthcare and nursing in par tic u lar. 
The medical and national press became engaged in an ongoing attempt to re-
suscitate the image of  the nurse and the socialist proj ect by recalling the past 
achievements of  Soviet nurses in the  Great Patriotic War and their kindness 
and self- sacrifice. The flurry of  questions asked about healthcare and nursing 
 were indicative of  a wider crisis in politics and fears of  a deepening moral mal-
aise in Soviet society.

gaining confidence
The moves  toward nurses acquiring more professional autonomy and control 
began  under Stalin in the late 1930s and gradually increased thereafter, as pre-
vious chapters showed. In February 1952, a year before the death of  Stalin, 
more than ninety nurses from Moscow’s Botkin hospital met with the editors 
of  the journal Nurse to discuss its work.4 Although a small step, the meeting 
was impor tant and a sign that change was afoot— nurses themselves would 
regularly contribute scientific articles to the journal.5 Botkin nurses  were some 
of  the most experienced and educated in the country— their opinions mat-
tered. Nurse editors seeking to improve the content and style of  the 1952 is-
sues during the ten- year anniversary of  the publication had gone to the right 
place. The Nurse editors explained that they had been struggling to find con-
tributors to the journal.6 They had a good understanding of  their readership— 
one that was growing each year— and knew that nurses wrote the most 
popu lar articles.7 The prob lem was that Soviet nurses “wrote very  little” for 
the journal.8 One of  the editors, F. I. Zborovskaia, observed that “readers 
would not like it” if  they published only articles penned by doctors. The edi-
tors and, no doubt, readers wanted to know what nurses had to say. Even 
though many nurses  were “very literate  people,” the editors had come to re-
alize that they  were too “shy” to write.9 Perhaps they  were too busy or lacked 
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confidence? In any case, the editors hoped that the conversation with the Bot-
kin nurses would engage them and establish a repository of  nurses who would 
contribute articles to their journal.

Nurses  were finding their professional feet, so to speak. Emboldened by the 
establishment of  their own nursing journal ten years before, as well as wide-
spread recognition of  their heroic efforts during the  Great Patriotic War, 
nurses—at least  those in Moscow’s Botkin— were quickly gaining confidence. 
This confidence only grew  after Stalin’s death and the broader social changes 
that followed. Between 1953 and 1955 in the Soviet Union  there was a sense 
of  “renewed hope” and energy about Rus sian culture, science, and education.10 
Nurses shared this sense of  optimism and enthusiasm for learning. Discussions 
such as  those that took place in the Botkin in 1952 indicated a growing inter-
est in articulating the professional views and experiences of  nurses.

As the Soviet Union shifted course  after Stalin’s death in 1953, nurses con-
tinued to improve their knowledge and expertise through reading academic 
work and furthering their education. In Sochi’s Primorye sanatorium in 1959–
1960, nurses read scientific articles in the journals Nurse and Feldsher and Mid-
wife.11 Conferences took place regularly in the sanatorium, with both doctors 
and  middle medical workers in attendance.  There was an emphasis on acquir-
ing and improving knowledge and skills, with nurses expected to specialize in 
two to three areas of  expertise.12 Holding internal conferences and seminars 
for workers helped improve the quality of  ser vice.13 When I spoke to Valen-
tina Sarkisova, president of  the Rus sian Nurses Association, she confirmed 
that, when she was a nurse in Stavropolʹ in 1961–1971, she and her colleagues 
attended such courses and wanted to improve their qualifications.14

Medical workers also had access to foreign ideas about healthcare in the 
late 1950s and 1960s. Khrushchev’s doctrine of  peaceful coexistence facilitated 
Soviet participation in the first Asian Congress of  Midwives and Gynecologists 
in Tokyo in 1957, where delegates joined four hundred participants from 
twenty- two countries.15 Soviet medical workers  were also able to acquire 
knowledge of  foreign medicine through their work in other countries, includ-
ing Ethiopia, India, and Iran. Female SOKK workers in  these countries of-
fered examples of  “selfless work” and “helped them in their fight for culture 
and a healthy way of  life.”16 The Soviet Union continued to export medical 
lit er a ture, and in 1959 Nurse was the top- ranked exported medical journal, 
numbering 4,237 copies.17 It was distributed in China, Czecho slo va kia, Bul-
garia, and elsewhere in the socialist camp, as well as in  England, France, the 
United States, and Iran.18 Promulgating ideas of  Soviet public healthcare abroad 
and covering Soviet outreach or missionary efforts in the medical press  were 
impor tant propaganda work that signified international ac cep tance. Efforts to 
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build professional confidence and prestige  were further aided by the fact that 
education and interest in the sciences grew considerably. By 1959 Nurse reached 
a readership of  over 700,000 nurses, and its circulation figures increased annu-
ally, standing at 109,000 in 1959, occupying second place among medical jour-
nals ( behind Feldsher and Midwife).19 With science elevated to new levels  under 
Khrushchev, the Soviet Union’s 684,100 nurses took opportunities to develop 
professionally.20 But  these opportunities  were the carrot; the stick was a re-
newed emphasis on ideology to reboot the Soviet proj ect.

nurses with heart
Even though the scientific- technical revolution was reaching its peak in  these 
de cades, the state also emphasized the importance of  “humanity.” The Soviet 
Union was undergoing a pro cess of  being “rehumanized”  under Khrushchev, 
and nurses  were constantly reminded of  their role in helping to accomplish 
this weighty task.  Future Soviet nurses  were to embody love, conscientious-
ness, and patriotism.21 A representative of  the Moscow Council of  Nurses, 
N. G. Linʹkova, noted at a 1950 conference on Ministry of  Health nursing 
schools that students lacked grounding in historical examples of  patriotism and 
the moral character of  the nurse.22 Linʹkova felt that instructors in nursing 
schools had a responsibility to inform students that nursing was a “rewarding 
and wonderful”  career but required a “big heart” and was difficult. Nurses  were 
to love their profession—it was a vocation.23 She argued that this devotion 
would help to guarantee better care for patients. When allocating roles in the 
hospital, she noted how she had seen nurses who requested administrative jobs 
 because they could not endure the sound of  patients groaning or their 
“smell”— a far cry from the ideal and compassionate nurse.24 Linʹkova’s mes-
sage seems to have had some success. The narrative of  “communist moral-
ity,” perhaps most commonly associated with Khrushchev’s Moral Code of  
the Builder of  Communism in 1961, was already pre sent in 1955, when so-
cialist patriotism and humanity fused together to provide a power ful narra-
tive. Medical workers  were often presented as hardworking  women with “big 
hearts”; no work was too difficult if  it was for the benefit of  the patient.25 It 
was sometimes  these diligent and kind orderlies who tactfully showed young, 
inexperienced nurses how to approach patients.26  Under Khrushchev,  people 
rather than the state became active agents of  social change.

 Those involved in SOKK nursing courses in Zaporozhʹye, Ukrainian SSR, 
for example,  were reminded in 1956 that their chosen profession was the “most 
humane” in the USSR.27 As  those charged with care  under communism, Red 
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Cross nurses  there  were to show their humanity working in wards and show-
case Soviet achievements in science. They also possessed “high moral quali-
ties,  were educated in ideology, history, science, and politics, and  were cultured 
Soviet citizens.”28 Papers on deontology and patient care appeared on student 
conference programs.29 Politics and ideology continued to inform nursing cur-
ricula, ensuring that gradu ates would be properly “Soviet.” Nurses in two- year 
and eight- month SOKK courses in Poltava watched and discussed educa-
tional documentaries such as Take Care of  the Heart (Beregi serdts), Health and Diet 
(Zdorovʹe i pitanie), Radiation Sickness (Luchevaia boleznʹ), and Ivan Petrovich Pavlov 
as part of  their program.30

During the academic year 1957, nursing students in Poltava (such as in the 
auditorium photographed in figure 7) heard two lectures on the international 
situation ( just a few months  after the Soviet military intervention in Hungary) 
and vari ous lectures on a range of  themes including the moral character of  
the Soviet nurse and new achievements in domestic (otechestvennaia) medi-
cine.31 The school’s wall newspaper, “Krasnokrestovets (Red Cross person)” 
was impor tant in helping to inform and or ga nize students.32 This was a time 
of  po liti cal uncertainty and some confusion following the denunciation of  

Figure 7. A meeting of heads of two- year and eight- month courses for Red Cross nurses, 
seminar auditorium, Poltava, 1957. TsDAVO, f. R-4616, op.1, d. 109, l. 136. Courtesy of TsDAVO.
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Stalin and the Soviet invasion of  Hungary. The authorities worried about the 
mood of  students. The appearance of  the RSFSR November 1956 resolution 
“On Mea sures to Improve Ideological Work in Institutions of  Higher Educa-
tion” thus came as  little surprise.33 Khrushchev’s government attempted to 
steady the Soviet ship, and students, including  future medical professionals, 
had to be set on the correct course. Nursing students, consequently, contin-
ued to learn about Marxism- Leninism as they studied biology and other sub-
jects while also learning about the humanity of  their profession. “Optimistic 
scientists, journalists, and thinkers inside and outside the party,” writes one 
historian, “believed in pro gress, culture,  human reason, and moral revival.”34 
Nursing also had  these optimistic thinkers.

A nurse from Zaporozhʹye spoke about medical culture and patient care 
at a conference of  SOKK leaders in Ukraine in December 1956. The impor-
tance of  displaying humane characteristics was again evident. Her com-
ments drew on socially constructed ideas of  gender to describe the ideal nurse 
as having the brain of  a man and the heart of  a  woman. Even though the 
Soviet Union needed its supposedly emancipated  women in the workforce, 
nineteenth- century views on gender sometimes informed nursing discussions 
in the 1950s. The nurse drew on the physician Nikolai Pirogov’s words in her 
speech, noting that nurses  were “ women with a man’s education . . .  who re-
mained feminine and never neglected the development of  the best gifts of  their 
feminine nature.”35 Nurses ended up endorsing official views of   women that 
increasingly promoted traditional notions of  femininity, part of  the mount-
ing conservatism in late Soviet culture. Doctors and nurses presented a ver-
sion of  the nurse that was often rooted in the past or in ideas of  maternal care 
in order to inspire other nurses to embody not only all the ideals of  the Soviet 
nurse but also the collectivist society of  the Khrushchev era.36 Similar repre-
sen ta tions of  the “ wholesome” and “altruistic” nurse dominated US tele vi sion 
and film in the 1950s, but that changed in the 1960s and 1970s, when  there 
was “a subtle erosion of  the nurse’s good moral character” and nurse charac-
ters “became the focus of  sexual titillation.”37 In the Soviet Union, the image 
of  the  wholesome nurse remained.  After all, the press interest in the Soviet 
person and society was to “accomplish both pragmatic goals and socialist ide-
als” and directed through its propaganda and agitation campaigns.38 Nurses 
embodied the ideals of  the Soviet person  because their profession meshed with 
the state’s ideological agenda of  building a humane, compassionate, and vir-
tuous society.

The Third Party Program  adopted at the Twenty- Second Party Congress 
in 1961 and  later the Moral Code promised that communism would be achieved 
in twenty years’ time. Even if  the Soviet leader vacillated on the world stage 



Figure 8. Zaporozh′ye Red Cross provincial committee stand. TsDAVO, f. R-4616, op. 1, d. 97, l. 
118. Used with permission.
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Figure 9. Work from students in city hospitals No. 3 and No. 7. TsDAVO, f. R-4616, op. 1, d. 97, 
l. 119. Used with permission.

Figure 10. Work from students in city hospitals No. 4 and No. 7. TsDAVO, f. R-4616, op. 1, d. 
97, l. 120. Used with permission.



Figure 11. Seminar auditorium. TsDAVO, f. R-4616, op.1, d. 97, l. 123. Used with permission.

Figure 12. Wall newspapers for courses. TsDAVO, f. R-4616, op. 1, d. 97, l. 122. Used with 
permission.
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between 1960 and 1962, culminating with the Cuban Missile Crisis in May 1962, 
uncertainty did not manifest itself  in the working lives of  nurses and their col-
leagues. They busied themselves with building communism. At a 1962 Bot-
kin hospital conference of  nurses on the topic of  exchanging work experience 
in the fight for communist  labor, nurses’ discussions reinforced gender ste reo-
types.39 They agreed that the nurse was the “first assistant to the doctor and 
the good hand of  the surgeon” and that the nurse had “to go about wards with 
a bright smile, with a sympathetic word, and maternal care.”40  People study-
ing medicine in the Botkin, nurses noted, “did so by vocation, that is, for the 
love of  the person.”41 In medical college, instructors imparted students with 
a “love for the sick person, to care for them.”42 Some nurses did not seem to 
be able or willing to distinguish between gender and care; care and compas-
sion in their view  were extensions of  their feminine selves. In the Botkin hos-
pital “modest work by  every person and caring for the sick to ease their 
suffering” was one of  the ways to build communism.43  Women  were to fulfill 
a number of  socially constructed roles, both public and private, according to 
their gender.44 They worked outside the home and  were professional  career 
 women. But they  were also homemakers. For  those working in feminized pro-
fessions, such as nursing, the role of  professional,  mother, and homemaker 
often overlapped. The bound aries between professional and domestic, public 
and private,  were thus fluid.

Conservatism worked in diff er ent ways. Questions of  values, humanity, and 
morality led to some in ter est ing, occasionally awkward, discussions. Perhaps 
buoyed by the po liti cal relaxation on censorship at home—1961 saw the pub-
lication of  Yevgeny Yevtushenko’s commemorative World War II poem “Babi 
Yar,” and 1962 saw the publication of  Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn’s One Day in the 
Life of  Ivan Denisovich, a novella about camp life— medical workers felt they 
could express themselves freely. For example, some regretted the change of  
title from  Sister of  Mercy to nurse in the 1920s but supposed reintroducing 
the former would have a “psycho- therapeutic” effect.45 The religious question 
remained unresolved in the 1960s, and ideological activists  under Khrushchev 
thus embraced “positive atheism” to connect with spiritual and emotional as-
pects of   people’s lives.46 In an Izvestiia article in 1964 the author was quick to 
point out that mercy, when separated from its religious associations, meant 
“mercy of  the heart” (milostʹ serdtsa).47 Although reinstating the title of   Sisters 
of  Mercy was not mooted, the debate about  whether mercy had dis appeared 
in the age of  science and technology, and if  it indeed had a place, rumbled on 
over several years. As one doctor argued in 1971, technology and humanity 
 were both crucial to a patient’s recovery.48 Whenever patients thanked nurses 
and orderlies, it was for their  human qualities of  patience and kindness.49
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Although considered “old- fashioned” (staromodnoe), the term “mercy” had 
made a comeback by the 1970s.50 Mercy and compassion  were the “spiritual 
basis for the everyday feats of  nurses.”51 Nurses  were to establish an atmo-
sphere of  care and comfort for the patient. Like Pirogov’s  Sisters of  Mercy, 
they  were to preserve their “sensitive heart.”52  These kinds of  gendered por-
trayals of  medical workers applied to doctors, too. The 1974 film Did You Call 
for a Doctor? [Vracha vyzyvali?] depicts Katia Luzina, the protagonist and a newly 
qualified doctor, as someone who cares for patients and goes above and be-
yond the call of  duty to ensure their well- being.53 Her humanity, morality, and 
“sensitive heart” shine through. The film is a good illustration of  the contin-
ued strug gle to balance medicine and caregiving in practice. Male doctors rep-
resent the former, while Katia’s actions exemplify the latter.

Niggling doubts about the prestige and character of  the nurse, and medi-
cal workers more generally, persisted. It was not acceptable for nurses, for 
example, to inform surgical patients that, rather than the head of  the depart-
ment,  under the supervision of  a leading surgeon, operating on them, an in-
tern (praktikant) had in fact performed the surgery.54 This kind of  information 
made patients “anxious.” Or the nurse was not to tell patients inquiring about 
how their operation went that she “saw them remove a huge tumor” or “they 
took away half  the stomach.”55 This was not compassionate care. And al-
though efforts  were made to provide a public image of  the nurse that was 
positive and in line with communist morality,  there was still a prevailing sense 
both inside and outside of  the healthcare profession that good nurses should 
become doctors. One  woman receiving Red Cross nurse support was so im-
pressed by her “gentle” nurse that she advised her to become a doctor.56 Col-
leagues suspected that nurses studying medical lit er a ture during their  free time 
in hospitals and clinics and taking eve ning classes in the medical institute  were 
planning to qualify as doctors.57 Nursing, it seemed, was still not a highly es-
teemed profession. Still, the state persevered in its attempt to valorize and pop-
u lar ize nursing.

Soviet success in the international Florence Nightingale Medal competition 
(an award the International Red Cross Committee established) was a testament 
to increasing Soviet pride in nursing and growing foreign contact.58 The In-
ternational Committee of  the Red Cross and the Soviet Red Cross and Red 
Crescent had “significantly widened their contact” in the early 1960s, and, as 
a response, the Soviets forwarded candidates to the Nightingale Medal 
competition.59 Irina Levchenko and Lidiia Savchenko  were the first Soviet re-
cipients of  the medal, in 1961.60 The medal, a recognition of  exemplary ser-
vice or sacrifice during war or peace, was awarded to  these two nurses who 
had served during the  Great Patriotic War. One of  the Soviet winners of  the 
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Nightingale Medal in 1965, Faina Khusainovna, was a nurse with fifteen years’ 
professional nursing experience in Kazan. The medal was a reward for her 
contribution to the Second World War.61 The press article portrayed Khusain-
ovna and her colleague, the orderly “Aunt Nastia,” both  widows caring for el-
derly parents, as two strong  women who understood the importance of  
 human kindness. They  were perhaps seen as an inspiration to the seven hun-
dred thousand nurses working in the Soviet healthcare system.62 To be sure, 
the Soviet Union’s involvement with the international Red Cross and Red Cres-
cent socie ties heralded its desire to be a real force on the international stage, 
but it was also in line with broader efforts to frame nursing as a Soviet and 
noble vocation for domestic audiences.

Activism, collectivism, and heroism
When it came to positive portrayals of  nursing, the Red Cross and Red Cres-
cent often appeared on the scene. That was the case in the 1950s when the 
Red Cross and Red Crescent proved itself  an impor tant player in the broader 
Soviet healthcare system, which continued to expand during the Five- Year Plan 
of  1950–1955.63 SOKK nursing students and workers  were sometimes paid but 
 were more often voluntary workers.64 An impressive 55,500 students gradu-
ated from Red Cross courses in 1955.65 The SOKK mission to mobilize volun-
teer nurses also fit nicely with the Khrushchev era’s ideological program of  
civic action and collective responsibility. During the years 1959–1961, the most 
“talented and energetic” of  the postwar generation “sought not only to ex-
press themselves professionally,” writes one historian, but also “to create a new 
language of  civic culture— a framework of  social and moral responsibility, 
truth and sincerity.”66 This found expression when “ten of  the largest Soviet 
largest cities— Moscow, Leningrad, Gorky, Kiev, Kharkov, Dnepropetrovsk, 
Minsk, Baku, Tbilisi, and Tashkent— based on experience,” became sites of  a 
SOKK initiative that saw the formation of  two hundred “nurse bureaus,” with 
a target of  one thousand set for January 1961.67 Bureau nurses  were “activ-
ists” who had completed SOKK courses and provided care  free of  charge to 
the sick at home and  those living alone.68 While Soviet nursing had followed 
Britain, the United States, and Australia in moving away from “a morally in-
flected philanthropic model” to a more professional, secular system that priv-
ileged science, that position changed  after the war.69 Ideological and po liti cal 
shifts  toward scientific success and communist morality required nurses to ex-
ercise moral authority in addition to mastering scientific knowledge.
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The bureau nurses had diff er ent types of  medical education and work ex-
perience. According to the former minister for health and representative of  
the Soviet Red Cross Executive Committee, G. A. Miterev, the nurse bureaus 
helped the state and healthcare system by addressing nursing shortfalls in hos-
pitals and clinics.70 The SOKK nurses, a mixture of  young  women, medical 
students,  house wives, and the retired, targeted patients without  family or care-
givers. Beginning January 1, 1960, bureau nurses had to care for 3,221  people 
and visit 70,706  people.71 The Red Cross and Red Crescent received letters from 
patients in vari ous Soviet cities expressing their gratitude to nurses for their 
good care and attention.72

Mobilizing  women was not new to the Red Cross and was part of  a sec-
ond wave of  female activism  under Khrushchev. Established in 1957,  women’s 
councils, or zhensovety,  were very much involved in this kind of  social and wel-
fare work, also mirroring an  earlier era of  female activism.73 The movement 
 toward mobilizing  women took place at an intraprofessional level too, as nurse 
councils sprouted in hospitals and clinics across the country. In January 1960 
the Ministry of  Health issued a decree outlining mea sures to improve public 
health, and it spurred on further initiatives, including meetings of  se nior nurses 
and representatives from nurse councils.74 The Moscow city council of  nurses, 
established in 1960, had fifty thousand members two years  later.75 The coun-
cil or ga nized “raids” in a number of  Moscow hospitals and polyclinics.

Indeed, a section on the nurse councils and their activities became a fea-
ture in Nurse. Although initially established in the late 1930s, the councils be-
came part of  the Khrushchev era’s “collective mechanisms,” engaged in vari ous 
methods of  collective shaming to enforce  labor discipline.76 The nurse coun-
cils, medical journals and other platforms now allowed nurses to articulate 
their needs and interests, as well as offering an impor tant vehicle for special-
ists to advise on ethics and deontology and report infringements of   these. De-
volving power, to some extent, fostered a new sense of  professional confidence 
and autonomy among nurses. The greater democ ratization that came with 
Khrushchev’s de- Stalinization encouraged workers to “become active partici-
pants in the management of  their own enterprises,” or, in the case of  nurses, 
in their departments, hospitals, and polyclinics or in  people’s homes.77

The SOKK also helped train  house wives and pensioners in special groups 
to care for sick  people in their homes.78  These newly trained SOKK bureau 
nurses talked to patients and their relatives about the Red Cross and Red Cres-
cent and discussed medical and sanitary- hygiene issues with them. They also 
participated in nurse conferences to improve their qualifications.79 On an av-
erage day the nurse visited four to five patients.80 Each visit typically took an 
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hour or an hour and a half, depending on the “nature of  the illness, the condi-
tion of  the patient, and the doctor’s instructions.”81 The nurses undertook a 
range of  tasks that included giving injections and bandaging patients, taking 
patients’ temperature, helping wash and feed patients, changing bedclothes, 
and ventilating the premises.82 On the face of  it, echoes of  the 1930s prevailed: 
the state again mobilized SOKK to support the shaky civilian healthcare sys-
tem, especially for pensioners. But  these volunteers differed from the young 
recruits of  the 1930s and  were not primarily seeking promotion or adventure; 
rather, they seemed genuinely interested in helping  people.

The cross- generational initiative encapsulated a shared language of  civic cul-
ture that showed no sign of  abating. Over ten years  later, in 1974,  there  were 
3,295 visiting nurses attached to SOKK.83 The Brezhnev- era concern with vet-
erans and patriotism was evident in nursing: more than 72  percent of  patients 
served by SOKK visiting nurses  were invalids of  the  Great Patriotic War, and 
1,263 of   these  were Group I invalids.84 And, unsurprisingly, SOKK nursing 
work was described as coming “from the heart.”85 Letters of  gratitude to the 
nurses expressed the heartfelt nature of  the work. In 1974 a letter sent to the 
Georgian SOKK committee from a first- category invalid and participant of  the 
 Great Patriotic War, one Z. I. Kritskaia, praised the visiting nurse Tsiala Mir-
idzhaneshvili: “Nurse Tsiala is not only a medical worker, but also a person 
with a humane spirit [chelovecheskoi dushoi]. She warmly participates in the per-
sonal life of  the patient[s], helps when they are in difficulty, and happily cares 
for them. She has a warm soul so accessible to all patients that when she comes, 
all the sores are hidden  because of  her. Thank you, for educating such good 
nurses: I want to call your  sisters by this ancient name,  sisters of  mercy!”86 Such 
letters make it easy to understand why  there was a degree of  nostalgia for the 
1970s  under Brezhnev.  People enjoyed not only the relative stability but also a 
sense of  being part of  a wider community that cared about  people. The vol-
unteers who undertook SOKK nursing work and  those they helped both ben-
efited from the experience. Red Cross nursing in the late socialist period tells 
a generally positive story, but not the  whole story. While conditions  were much 
improved, nurses and medical workers  were still confronted with a myriad of  
challenges.

the milk of  human kindness turns sour
Medical workers as a group  were aggrieved on a number of  levels. At trade 
 union conferences in Moscow, workers complained about overwork, incorrect 
organ ization of  personnel, and health and safety infringements in the work-
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place.87 Even though the Ministry of  Health issued a decree on the protection 
of  medical workers in 1956, workers claimed that local health authorities ig-
nored it. In one Moscow hospital, attending doctors worked for twenty- five 
to thirty hours straight.88 Medical workers complained that they  were often 
unable to take their annual holidays.89 And yet, as one anonymous Medical 
Worker author pointed out the following year, “experience showed that head 
doctors and trade  union local committees that looked  after their staff ’s health 
and well- being reaped the rewards of  fewer sick days.”90 Se nior nurses with 
considerable experience earned fractionally more than their ju nior colleagues, 
a repeat of  the leveling out of  salaries that had occurred in the 1920s. The rise 
of  the nomenclature in the postwar period calcified hierarchies in Soviet soci-
ety, and, once again,  middle and ju nior medical workers seemed destined to 
have to make do with generally miserable working and living conditions. One 
of  the worst signs of  a lack of  concern for medical workers was the low prior-
ity assigned to health and safety. Many medical institutions did not have venti-
lation in x- ray laboratories or instructions for new equipment.91 Such oversights 
led to workplace accidents and illness.92 A Medical Worker author lamented that 
a 1957 trade  union resolution to improve conditions in medical institutions had 
not been acted on six months  later.93 Decrees and resolutions on health and 
safety continued well beyond the 1950s.94 The prob lems afflicting Soviet health-
care in the late Stalinist period seemed just as  great as in the 1920s and 1930s. 
One of  the main differences was that nurses at least had their own journal to 
articulate their grievances.

Half- trained medical workers still stalked hospital and clinic corridors. In 
1955 a “significant number” of  students failed the state exams: in one Mos-
cow medical college only two students made a plaster cast and the remaining 
twenty students simply “observed.”95 Doctors who taught in medical colleges 
had other jobs and  were overworked (a familiar story). An editorial in Medical 
Worker a few years  later accused the republican and local health authorities of  
not being sufficiently firm with regard to  those in charge of  the health depart-
ments.96 Younger doctors  were not very well equipped to teach, and  there 
 were few courses for training medical college instructors: indeed, instructors 
 were in such short supply that some considered recruiting retired doctors.97

Medical workers continued to make  mistakes, which some commentators 
put down to carelessness and a lack of  responsibility for their work.98 In 1965 
the Ostroumova hospital penalized orderlies for missing work without a valid 
reason, being drunk at work, and being rude to colleagues, while the follow-
ing year a number of  nurses  were called out for violations of   labor discipline, 
including carelessness in carry ing out doctors’ instructions, being rude to visi-
tors, and leaving work early.99 Patients complained about standards of  care. 
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Even sanatoria, supposed havens of  communist rest, did not escape criticism. 
Back in February 1921, Nikolai Semashko had envisaged resorts as “repair 
shops” for the toiling masses, an opportunity for Soviet  people to strengthen 
their health.100 But workers convalescing in Sochi’s Dendrarii sanatorium in 
the 1950s claimed: “Every thing is far from wonderful  here, starting with the 
admission of  patients.”101 Medical personnel complained about patients and 
patients complained about medical personnel.102 Patients pilfered and broke 
cutlery and “ruined towels with fruit.”103 Medical personnel considered pa-
tients too demanding.104 At a trade  union meeting of  the sanatorium, the 
worker A. Kassina claimed that attendants  were overworked.105 Another, the 
meeting’s chairperson, O. N. Bogaevskaia, bought newspapers and dominos 
for patients with her own money, an admission that showed how medical work-
ers picked up institutional slack at personal expense.106

Soviet medical workers and the public  were not blind to the prob lems in 
their country. Foreign contact  under Khrushchev had opened their eyes. The 
Moscow Youth Festival in the summer of  1957, a US exhibition in Moscow 
two years  later, and a loosening of  the restrictions on travel abroad introduced 
Soviet citizens to life beyond Soviet borders. At the 1959 American National 
Exhibition in Moscow, the Soviet public was surprised to learn that US  mothers 
 were encouraged to stay at home with their  children, US doctors could cure 
all forms of  tuberculosis, and the United States had low infant and maternal 
mortality rates. The paper towels “delighted” Soviet visitors, and they “loved” 
the Band- Aids. Some of   those pre sent realized that the Soviet Union had much 
to do if  it was to catch up with US healthcare standards.107 The prob lems in 
healthcare  were abundantly clear to Soviet medical workers. They  were also 
evident to the public.

Nurses in the Botkin hospital  were not slow in elucidating some of   these 
prob lems. In August 1961, a se nior Botkin nurse annoyingly found that she 
was without the buffet worker and the nanny when she arrived to work.108 
Even a major Moscow hospital such as the Botkin suffered from staff  short-
ages. Other prob lems included a scarcity of  oxygen supplies as well as trou ble 
with the parquet flooring— staff  and patients repeatedly tripped on the newly 
laid, but not secured, timber. One nurse complained that  needles  were “too 
thin or too thick.”109 A se nior nurse added that her department’s main prob-
lem was transporting patients: it was not always pos si ble for orderlies to bring 
patients to the x- ray or urology department  because the special trolley for 
transporting them “had specific hours.” If  medical workers missed this win-
dow, they could not transport the patient.110 One of  the prob lems arising from 
the litany of  complaints was the issue of  responsibility and accountability. In 
the 1920s and 1930s, so- called enemies of  the  people  were scapegoats. In the 
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late 1950s and 1960s, the onus was on assuming collective responsibility. But 
that had its own prob lems—if  every one was at fault, then nobody was at fault, 
and therefore prob lems tended to remain unresolved.

Other nurses complained that they could not buy an electrocardiogram 
(EKG) machine. A se nior nurse in the surgical department noted that their 
main prob lem was flies, especially in the postoperative ward.111 In the dress-
ing station  there was no cold  water, so “surgeons ended up scalding their 
hands.” The complaints at the meeting went on and on. The head doctor, B. G. 
Darevskii, drew proceedings to a close, noting that he did not expect se nior 
nurses to work in  these conditions. He added that cadres “had it bad  because 
of  the low pay”—an issue that he wanted resolved.112 How he proposed to re-
solve the  matter was not clear. It is likely that complaints made their way 
through the bureaucracy and remained unresolved. Individual workers had to 
manage the prob lems themselves on an everyday basis.

Many medical workers seemed worn- out and in no way ready to contribute 
to the last  great push for communism. Social and ideological values (“collective 
solidarity” and “the dignity of   labour” versus “personal dignity”) divided Soviet 
society.113  These contradictions also connect to perceptions of  individual and 
collective understandings of  happiness  under socialism.114 What was an accept-
able level of  self- sacrifice for nurses to make on behalf  of  patients? How long 
 were they supposed to prioritize collective interests? If  their hard work ruined 
their health and undermined their  family’s material circumstances, how was 
that in the public good? Many of   these questions  were part of  the paradoxes of  
Soviet life. Medical workers had to resolve  these themselves.

The Botkin nurses’ complaints seemed pretty typical of  hospital meetings 
across the Soviet Union. Vladimir A. Tsesis, a Soviet doctor working in a ru-
ral hospital in the Moldovan republic in the 1960s, found the morning pi-
atiminutka— a supposedly five- minute briefing session attended by all physicians, 
head nurses, and representatives from  house keeping and so forth—to be “spir-
ited and demo cratic.”115 The session usually lasted an hour, and every one could 
contribute.116 That was where the positive appraisals ended. “The Soviet prac-
tice of  medicine,” Tsesis wrote, was “built around improper and inconsistent 
training, shortages in equipment and medicine, and brilliantly incompetent and 
illusory bureaucratic policies and procedures.”117

If  the 1930s saw the emergence of  oppositional narratives between the car-
ing state, on the one hand, and callous workers, on the other, then the 1960s 
saw a similar oppositional binary that asked medical workers to behave in a 
moral and ethical fashion while stretching them to their physical, material, and 
emotional limits. Indeed, in the over sixty- six thousand letters of  complaint that 
the Ministry of  Health received in 1965, patients blamed individual healthcare 
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workers for “corruption, laziness, and lack of  compassion.”118 Once again it 
was medical workers who  were personally held to account for flaws in the sys-
tem. But medical workers pushed back against criticism, pleading understaffing 
and overwork. And they often defended each other, with doctors coming to the 
defense of   middle and ju nior medical workers. Medical workers in hospitals, 
sanatoria, and clinics worked as a collective. This meant that they rooted out 
 those perceived to have transgressed norms, but, inversely, it also meant that 
they often defended one another when criticized.

the Patient experience: Focus on sanatoria
Although seemingly quite  simple, two  factors— service and care— when car-
ried out properly, hugely affected a patient’s experience. The archives of  Sochi 
sanatoria go some way in illustrating how patients evaluated their experi-
ences. A patient from Sochi’s Primorye considered that sanatorium the best 
 because daytime activities  were well thought out and  because all personnel 
had a “warm attitude” to treatment and rest.119 One pensioner staying in Met-
allurg, newly constructed in the 1950s with 375 beds, called it a “palace,” and 
another patient considered it one of  the best on the Black Sea coast.120 This latter 
patient arrived with an “unidentified illness and almost lost hope,” but departed 
“content and renewed.” Another wrote in the Metallurg comment book that 
when a person feels unwell “a kind word and friendly attitude” means a  great 
deal and that the ser vice personnel played an impor tant role in that.121 But  these 
repair shops for Soviet  people  were not uniformly good. The head of  the trade 
 union health section, M. Kaziev, wrote in 1960 that delivering an adequate health 
ser vice to sanatorium patients was still an issue. Sometimes, he noted, patients’ 
health actually deteriorated  after a sanatorium stay.122

In the Soviet Union the “culture of  complaint” persisted into the late so-
cialist years, and many Soviet citizens  were familiar with the practice.123  People 
wrote letters to local and central officials, newspapers, journals, and anyone 
who they deemed likely to assist them in their quest for help, be that in health-
care, housing, education, or another area. Indeed, Moscow’s Ostroumova 
hospital, one of  the best in the Soviet Union, received complaints, most of  
which concerned a rude attitude  toward patients.124 In the mid-1970s, patients 
in the Metallurg sanatorium complained about bad organ ization, while doc-
tors complained that nurses did not prepare patients’ medical histories suffi-
ciently well, did not go on rounds, and did not offer patients enough opportunity 
to see the nurse.125
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One disgruntled former patient wrote to Black Sea Resort (Chernomorskoe 
zdravnitse) in November 1976 to complain about his experience in Sochi’s Ka-
vkazkaia Riviera. The piece, titled “Forgetting about the Person” (Zabyli o 
cheloveke), outlined the shortcomings of   middle medical personnel and criti-
cized their work.126 The nurse council meeting that convened to discuss the 
 matter concluded with an agreement to strengthen educational, or vospitanie, 
work among nurses accused of  inattention to “answer for their serious short-
comings.”127 Patient experiences  were by this stage very much personalized 
and defined by their encounters with individual medical personnel. Nurses in 
Kavkazskaia Riviera  were aware of  the importance of  making the right im-
pression on sanatorium patients. They wanted to give patients a “warm wel-
come” and “create conditions for good rest.”128 Reputation and prestige 
mattered. Sanatoria  were the beacons of  Soviet care, and Soviet citizens ex-
pected the best from their stay, particularly in Sochi.  There was thus consider-
able pressure on medical workers and sanatoria administrators to live up to 
 these high expectations.

For patients, it was often the  little  things that mattered. Providing patients 
with a warm welcome and kind word as soon as they entered the sanatorium 
was part of  the larger pro cess of  care and treatment. All medical personnel 
had a “moral and professional responsibility” to understand the patient’s 
“mind” and “heart.”129 The comment books in Kavkazskaia Riviera contained 
many notes of  praise and gratitude.130 Patients  were grateful  because their 
moods had improved and they had confidence in their health.  People felt they 
had “become younger.”131 The language employed by patients to describe their 
sanatorium experience was largely formulaic (especially positive comments) 
and engaged with the kinds of  image of  medical care represented by the 
state.132 The Soviet state, particularly  under developed socialism, promoted 
high ideals of  Soviet life, and  people’s expectations of  standards of  care  were 
consequently high.

Similar to the culture of  complaints, Soviet citizens followed social conven-
tion in how they responded to issues that affected their lives. Bad ser vice, “un-
socialist” care, or examples of  outstanding care motivated  people to write to 
local and central authorities as well as the press. But  those who complained 
 were unlikely to cross the line “between criticizing local power and indicting 
the entire system.”133 Patients did not criticize socialism or the state but rather 
complained about individual medical workers. For “ great numbers of  Soviet 
citizens,” writes the anthropologist Alexei Yurchak, “many of  the fundamental 
values, ideals, and realities of  socialist life (such as equality, community, selfless-
ness, altruism, friendship, ethical relations, safety, education, work, creativity, 
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and concern for the  future)  were of  genuine importance” even if  they did not 
always adhere to  these norms in their everyday lives.134  Others have reached 
similar conclusions in assessments of  public opinion in the Soviet Union: many 
 people shared the state’s goals but “ignored  these in their own be hav ior.”135 
 These values existed on a “mythological” level, and  people applied them as 
“values for  others.”136 Patients who held  these kinds of  social values had basic 
“mythological” expectations about Soviet healthcare and socialism: when  these 
expectations  were not met in practice, they felt obliged to take action to criti-
cize medical workers.

countdown to communist Paradise
Although scrutinized by patients and pressed to their limits, medical workers 
had some reason for optimism. Their material conditions  were set to improve 
slightly  after their inclusion in the general wage increases in the 1960s. Salary 
increases in 1964 granted nurses a 40  percent pay increase, more than the 17–
26  percent increase for physicians. Consequently, their monthly salary increased 
from 45.00–76.50 rubles to 60–110 rubles, not dissimilar to teachers’ salaries, 
which increased from 52–131 rubles to 80–137 rubles per month (depending 
on experience, qualifications, and location).137 Based on 1962 prices, nurses 
could afford basic foodstuffs relatively comfortably with their higher salary, but 
purchasing consumer goods would have presented greater difficulty.138 Salary 
increases alongside efforts to reor ga nize the medical bureaucracy signaled pos-
itive moves  toward change in the 1960s and hopes for further consolidation in 
the 1970s. Brezhnev’s government continued to endorse the Third Party Pro-
gram and the state’s commitment to improving social welfare and greater egal-
itarianism: indeed,  every Five- Year Plan  under Brezhnev provided for wage 
increases.139

But the Brezhnev years  were also marked by disillusionment following So-
viet military intervention in Prague in 1968, a belligerent response to Czech-
o slo vak ian leader Aleksandr Dubcek’s “socialism with a  human face,” and a 
growing sense that  people  were losing faith in socialist ideology. Brezhnev’s 
government rolled out “developed socialism” at the Twenty- Fourth Party Con-
gress in March 1971 to revitalize ideology and to “reaffirm the correctness of  
the party’s chosen historical course.”140 The salary increases for medical work-
ers formed part of  the Brezhnev government’s broader efforts to improve 
standards of  living and  people’s well- being, as Khrushchev had also set out to 
do. But developed socialism was as much about reaffirming  people’s spiritual 
connection to communism as it was about economics.141 Instilling morality 
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and humanism into  people’s everyday lives would achieve that. And, as  people’s 
experience of  staying in a sanatorium indicated, Soviet citizens believed that 
they had a right to good quality care provided in a kind and meaningful way.

Coverage of  an international healthcare conference held in Moscow in 1975 
to discuss the living and working conditions of  workers in public healthcare, ti-
tled “Unity and Solidarity—in the Name of  Humanism,” symbolized state ef-
forts to marry economic and spiritual  causes.142 As such, healthcare acted as a 
kind of  barometer for developed socialism. How was it faring? Although Minis-
ter of  Public Health B. V. Petrovskii acknowledged that the scientific- technical 
revolution posed some challenges for medical workers, N. N. Grigorʹeva, repre-
sentative of  the trade  unions Central Committee, noted that pro gress was made 
in the early 1970s. She then outlined the benefits that medical workers study-
ing in medical institutes received.143 In the eyes of  the state, medical workers re-
ceived opportunities and incentives aplenty to improve their qualifications.

Conference delegates had traveled from over thirty countries and included 
doctors and nurses from international medical  unions, nursing associations, 
and socie ties. David Stark Murray, president of  the British Socialist Medicine 
Association, and Anne Zimmerman, president of  the American Nurses Asso-
ciation,  were among the guests. All  were also invited to attend two installa-
tions at the Exhibition of  Achievements of  the National Economy (VDNKh): 
one on Soviet healthcare and the other on  labor and rest.144 They no doubt 
left Moscow with positive impressions of  socialist healthcare.

Grigorʹeva and some her colleagues seemed a  little out of  touch with the 
realities of  life for medical workers. Not long  after the salary increases intro-
duced by Khrushchev, two nurses from Kuibyshev called for nurse attestation 
and higher salaries in 1968.145 They wanted a tiered system for nurses and 
greater professional opportunities— further signs of  nurses advocating for 
change. Doctors had wide professional networks, they claimed, but nurses did 
not.  These nurses  were  eager to learn and pro gress further in their  career. But 
they also wanted professional and financial recognition.  These nurses had 
to wait some time for this,  because the Ministry of  Health did not issue a 
decree on nurse attestation  until the 1970s. Even then, it was  limited.146 Praise 
for achievements in Soviet healthcare concealed widespread “ behind the 
scenes” dissatisfaction and inadequacies. Rural healthcare was plagued by prob-
lems:  middle medical workers often took the place of  doctors, medical work-
ers had to work more than one job, or unsatisfactory living conditions caused 
high turnover rates.147 In many parts of  the Soviet Union the absence of  suit-
able premises and instructors, or the inability of  medical workers to travel to 
course locations on a regular basis, meant that conferences and seminars 
became vital for nurse training and education. In Krasnodar  there  were four 
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hundred annual places in specialization and further education courses for 
thirty- one thousand medical workers.148 To deal with the shortfall in course 
places, lectures, seminars, conferences, and mentoring  were “just as effective,” 
especially if  se nior figures and experts participated and if  they took place regu-
larly.149  These  were hardly ideal conditions for producing highly trained medi-
cal workers who could deliver the kind of  quality of  care the state promoted.

Even the head of  the Sklifosovskogo hospital, the surgeon Leonid Sulʹpovar, 
interviewed in a 1990 documentary film about public healthcare, spoke about 
how he entered the first year of  medical school and worked as an orderly, then 
a medical  brother, then a feldsher.150 Although morale was good, he said, he 
remained financially dependent on his parents “practically his  whole life.” Even 
the head of  a prestigious Moscow hospital could barely scrape a living in the 
late socialist years. The Soviet state was increasingly relying on  people’s sense 
of  duty and humanity to keep public healthcare  running.

Interest and achievements in science might have reached their zenith in the 
1960s and 1970s, but that did not translate fully into the everyday lives of  the 
2.7 million  middle medical workers who had to cope with both the intellec-
tual and physical challenges of  their work.151 Their  labor seemed to go largely 
unnoticed, so much so that the national press attempted to champion the cause 
of  nurses, reminding readers that they provided crucial care. “Compassion is 
their main weapon against illness,” Pravda proclaimed on its front page in 
October 1973.152 Readers  were told, “Humanism— the basic achievement of  
modern medicine—is a new feature [sushchestvo] of  this old profession.” But— 
the article informed its readers— nurses rarely featured on the radio, on tele-
vi sion, or in film  because journalists and writers  were “more interested in 
doctors and surgeons.” The newspaper (a.k.a. the government’s mouthpiece) 
called on the party, trade  unions, and heads of  medical institutions to raise the 
prestige of  nurses, improve their living and working conditions, and provide 
opportunities for them to advance professionally.153 The spiritual mission of  
the Brezhnev period found in medical workers an ideal outlet to champion 
socialist values of  humanism and compassion.

This newly found press attention was a welcome development for nurses, 
who seemed to be near breaking point in the 1970s, tested by the pressures of  
their work  every day. Their plight suggested a lengthy pit stop on the road to 
communism rather than a direct route to utopia. Even a most basic form of  
developed socialism seemed out of  their reach. Medical workers found the 
strain of  lifting and transporting patients to be particularly arduous, a prob-
lem some claimed to owe as much to “orga nizational” prob lems as to science 
or economics.154 The national newspaper Izvestiia had a “raid brigade” inves-
tigate the real ity of  technical advancements  after the international exhibition 
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Public Healthcare–74, and the brigade members reported that nurses in the Os-
troumova’s traumatology department often strug gled to move beds with vir-
tually immovable wheels.155 New machines designed to clean hospital corridors 
 were useless  because they  were too “noisy.” The hard physical  labor of  scrub-
bing and cleaning “forced young, capable nurses to leave  after a year or two,” 
sighed one older nurse.156 The Soviet Union had managed to send a man into 
space in 1961, but it still strug gled to produce functional hospital beds.

Although Soviet nurses had to master an increasingly complex and grow-
ing body of  knowledge, they  were often not able to do this for reasons beyond 
their control. The head of  the Rus sian medical technical ser vice (Rosmedtekh-
nika) wrote about the prob lem in 1973. He noted that EKG machines, surgi-
cal instruments, ultrasound devices, and other equipment all required specific 
training and expertise, but nurses had  limited knowledge of  how to deal with 
basic faults.157 Sometimes medical colleges did not teach much in the way of  
electronics or technical issues, even though nurses  were expected to know 
about  these.158 Another prob lem, noted by a Riazan nurse, was that outdated 
equipment was often dumped in medical colleges.159 Such prob lems  were rife. 
Recalling the long- anticipated arrival of  an EKG machine in rural Moldova in 
the 1960s, the Soviet doctor Tsesis noted that it repeatedly broke down and 
nobody had hired an EKG technician.160 Once again, the issue of  accountabil-
ity, or lack thereof, arose.

 Middle medical workers continued to experience the physical, intellectual, 
and emotional strain that Prof. A. A. Kasparov, deputy director of  scientific 
work at the Institute of   Labor Hygiene and Work- Related Illness AMN SSSR, 
mentioned at the international healthcare conference in Moscow in 1975, but 
they did not seem to get many benefits.161 Conditions  were so difficult that 
turnover— a huge and ongoing prob lem in the Soviet Union— showed no signs 
of  resolution. Medical workers  were hunting for a bright communist  future 
that seemed to lay elsewhere in another medical institution. Even one of  Mos-
cow’s largest hospitals, the Ostroumova, saw turnover increases in the mid-
1970s.162 It was not alone in its plight. The harried head doctor of  a Moscow 
polyclinic, featured in the film Did You Call for a Doctor? similarly strug gled to 
hold onto medical workers. We see him pleading with a “star” orderly who is 
intent on leaving for better, “equal” conditions in another clinic, in spite of  
the fact that she earns the same salary as doctors working  there.163 But a glance 
at the statistics in the Ostroumova hospital would suggest that better child-
care facilities and improved conditions for  mothers with young  children, as well 
as part- time work for retired staff, might go a long way in helping to retain its 
medical workers. This brings us to the issue of   women at work.
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 women at work: A closer look
Scholarship on  women has already attested to the huge workload, paid and 
unpaid, borne by Soviet  women. Among female industrial workers in Lenin-
grad during the years 1956–1962, dissatisfaction with living and working con-
ditions, especially the lack of  childcare facilities, led to high turnover levels.164 
It was common for  women to quit their jobs to find better childcare provi-
sions.165 Rising alcoholism and associated poor health among men in the late 
Soviet period placed additional pressure on  women to work and financially sup-
port dependents. The moral decline and crisis of  identity that Soviet men 
experienced thus had a direct impact on  women.166 Yet men retained privileged 
positions at home and at work.167

Natalia Baranskaia’s story of  a typical week in the life of  the Moscow sci-
entist and  mother Olga Voronkova in the 1969 short story “A Week Like Any 
Other” depicts the hardship and in equality Soviet  women faced.168 Nurses 
shared many of   these difficulties too. Although nurses  were educated  women 
who performed physical and emotional  labor, they constantly strug gled to find 
a job that provided satisfactory living and working conditions. This prob lem 
continued in the 1970s. By the early part of  that de cade over three quarters of  
medical workers in the Soviet Union  were  women. Medical institutions con-
sequently needed to adapt to the needs of  their predominantly female work-
force. The Ostroumova’s administration looked into easing the workload for 
 women, improving ser vices, and showing some form of  assistance for  those 
raising  children.169 The head doctor, T. N. Amaratova, outlined the major 
prob lems confronting the hospital and the initiatives undertaken to improve 
conditions for workers and patients.

Some 1,173 workers  were  women, including department supervisors, doc-
tors, nurses, orderlies, and domestic workers.170  Women’s massive workload 
incorporated prophylactic work to “restore and preserve the health of  Soviet 
 people,” participation in social work, as well as work in the party bureau, 
local committee, and  union and the Communist Youth League.171 Some 
75  percent of   women employees had  children, the care (zabota) of  whom was 
“one of  the most impor tant aspects in the work of  the administration and 
local committee.” The hospital’s administrative and social organ izations 
wanted to address the work and everyday lives of  working  women and the 
leisure opportunities available to them.172 This included efforts to raise  women’s 
qualifications, allow them to exert more control over their work conditions, 
reduce illness among  women, implement better nutrition in the hospital, and 
improve the ideological, po liti cal, and cultural level of  working  women.173
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Excursions around Moscow and other cities, cultural trips to the Museum 
of  the Revolution, and group visits to the cinema  were to help “raise their cul-
tural level.”174 This plan fed into the objectives of  developed socialism by re-
invigorating  people’s connection to ideology and communism. Fi nally, more 
concrete ideological and po liti cal work took the form of  lectures by the vol-
untary association Znanie (whose remit was atheist work) and lectures on the 
international situation.175 The hospital established a  woman’s committee  under 
the leadership of  L. N. Petrova, the se nior nurse of  the department of  func-
tional diagnostics. The committee was to “examine the conditions of  work, 
life and rest” for  women working at the hospital.176 Nursing activity in the late 
1970s focused on improving conditions for the hospital collective and  women 
themselves. The medical world was almost exclusively female.  Women, as 
guardians of  Soviet health,  were empowered to oversee hospitals, clinics, and 
other medical institutions through their work as department heads, doctors, 
and nurses. But  whether any of  the hospital administration’s plans  were fully 
realized, or if  they  were of  any  actual use to  women, is another question.

It is more likely that  women identified with Baranskaia’s character and 
strug gled to balance the demands of  work and home. And even if  hospitals 
such as the Ostroumova attempted to improve the lot of  its female workforce, 
such initiatives  were at the discretion of  individual clinics and hospitals. By the 
late 1980s,  women seemed to be no better off. In the 1990 documentary film 
Oh, Thank You Doctor (Oi, spasibo doctor), one  woman, L. I. Novak, a represen-
tative of  the trade  union central committee for medical personnel, speaks 
about the hardship endured by workers. In the interview, she bemoans the 
daily grind of  taking on extra workloads and, for  women,  house hold duties: 
professional qualifications, she concludes, comes “in sixth or seventh place.”177 
 Women might have received some comfort from the fact that their plight was 
being acknowledged, but that did not help to reduce their workloads or do-
mestic chores. For many, the drudgery of  work  limited their capacity to as-
sume advanced training and education.

moral crisis: the Politics of care
By the mid-1960s  there was a growing awareness of  ethics, morality, and de-
ontology. This increased further over the next twenty years. Nurses and other 
medical workers frequently dropped  these terms into discussions of  patient 
care and professional relations between medical workers, but especially be-
tween doctors and middle-  or junior- level personnel. Ethics became linked to 
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culture; that is, the more cultured a nurse, the higher her or his ethical stan-
dards. A section on ethics and deontology appeared regularly in Nurse in the 
1980s, a sure sign that the subject was  there to stay. Medical ethics applied to 
workers’ interactions with patients and each other.178 Debates about ethics also 
fed into the wider ideological issues of  the Brezhnev government and “devel-
oped socialism.” The New Soviet Person was to be of  high moral standing, 
 after all.179 Medical workers, and especially medical students,  were to remain 
ideologically vigilant.

Indeed, discussions about ethics  were also a sign of  serious concern for a 
healthcare system crippled with many shortcomings, including medical work-
ers’ indifference.180 Widespread discussion of  deontology, ethics, and the moral 
character of  nurses showed that this was a conversation that was still very 
much necessary in the 1970s and 1980s. Publications gave nurses the chance 
to read about the language of  humanity in action. One article, for example, 
presented the nurse Vera Petrovna Bezukh as a dedicated nurse who under-
stood that “a living person lies in the hospital bed.”181 Readers learned that 
nurses such as Bezukh worked from the soul and heart to create an atmo-
sphere of  “warmth and optimism.” But nurses like Bezukh seemed the excep-
tion rather than the norm. William A. Knaus wrote in the 1970s that Soviet 
hospital nurses  were a “disagreeable lot” who assumed “a degree of  officious-
ness which is out of  proportion to their responsibilities.”182 They did not take 
an interest in the patient, in his view, and rarely checked a patient’s pulse or vi-
tal signs.183 While harsh generalizations are not particularly helpful, the con-
stant propaganda designed to portray the “good” Soviet nurse suggested that 
all was far from ideal.

Although the medical press made much of  humanity, ethics, and profes-
sional commitment, serious  mistakes still occurred, and  these continued to be 
attributed to inattention and carelessness. A Medical Gazette (Meditsinskaia 
gazeta) correspondent in the Ukrainian SSR received a letter from a nurse who 
seemed to be at her wit’s end. The nurse, Ekaterina Fedorovna Andrush-
chenko, wrote that many of  the  mistakes in her hospital involved medi cation: 
nurses mixed up drugs, did not know the correct dosages, used medicine that 
had long expired, or did not understand the labeling.184

Even the Botkin had prob lems. Consider the case of  the nurse Anna Iva-
nova.  After finishing the Botkin medical college, she went to work in the hos-
pital’s gynecological department in August 1975.185 During Ivanova’s time in 
this post, the head of  the department found that she showed “complete pro-
fessional incompetence” and repeatedly transgressed medical ethics. The hos-
pital accused Ivanova of  frequently failing to fulfill or correctly follow doctor’s 
instructions, misinforming doctors about medi cations, and “forgetting” to take 
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notes when observing the critically ill. She allegedly went home without check-
ing the instructions of  the doctor “on more than one occasion,” and she “for-
got” to take notes on the history of  the illness: all this was construed to be a 
testament to her “careless attitude to duty.” Ivanova reportedly did not “par-
ticipate in the social life of  the collective” and was deemed unfit to work in 
the hospital.186 The case of  Ivanova was only one in an emerging healthcare 
crisis. Some commentators criticized Moscow hospitals for dangerous use of  
x- ray and anesthesia equipment, shortages of  equipment, and a lack of  super-
vision of  medical personnel.187 The high standards of  care and morality es-
poused in the 1970s left no room for error, but on the  whole, the pro gress made 
in the 1960s seemed to be stalling.

 Middle medical workers  were found guilty of  a range of  transgressions 
against the morally upright society supposedly being created during late so-
cialism. Concern with the moral and ethical be hav ior of  medical workers and 
the quality of  care increased significantly from the mid-1970s on. Perhaps in 
response, in 1976 the Ministry of  Health oversaw the introduction of  a course 
on medical ethics that would bring together diff er ent aspects of  ethics and de-
ontology taught in medical institutes.188 The Ministry of  Health was well 
aware of  the prob lems with standards of  care. It called on nurses in clinics to 
work more closely with ju nior nurses in caring for patients and listed a  whole 
spate of  other mea sures to improve public healthcare in the late 1970s and first 
half  of  the 1980s.189 A flurry of  calls for greater attention to be paid to ethical 
issues was indicative of  the rising tide of  indifference and malpractice. It might 
also have signaled a greater po liti cal willingness to recognize and address 
the prob lems.  There  were so many “scandalous cases of  malpractice” that 
Brezhnev attacked corruption in the public healthcare ser vice in his 1981 
speech to the party congress.190 Corruption and the black market had become 
a common feature of   people’s lives in the  later years of  Soviet power. Health-
care workers pilfered “medicine and equipment from factories, hospitals, poly-
clinics, and pharmacies” where they worked and then sold  these items on the 
black market.191 Brezhnev’s calls for reform in the early 1980s had fallen on 
deaf  ears: in 1988 and 1989, some thirty- three thousand medical workers  were 
reprimanded on charges of  bribery and theft.192 Corruption, nepotism, and 
patronage pervaded Soviet medical education too, with incompetent students 
often graduating as a result.193 Some scholars have asserted that “ideological 
commitment to the collective, and to socialist goals in general” could no lon-
ger avert the favoritism and corruption that  were so rife in the late 1970s.194 
Economic stagnation and bureaucracy forced many nurses and medical work-
ers, as well as Soviet citizens more broadly, to engage in extralegal activities 
to make ends meet.
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By 1981 Soviet healthcare expenditures dropped to negative figures and 
“health conditions in Soviet society demonstrably worsened.”195 Although the 
Tenth Five- Year Plan provided nurses with an 18  percent pay increase by 1980196 
the rate of  inflation and corruption likely negated it. Nurses and other junior-
  and middle- level workers continued to feel the pinch. Often working week-
ends and holidays and  doing the work of   others  because of  high turnover and 
staff  shortages, the Soviet Union’s over two million nurses  were no better off 
than before and searched for easier work for a similar salary.197 Low pay meant 
that half  of  all ju nior and  middle medical worker positions remained vacant 
by 1984.198

Indeed, the exodus of  nurses from the profession precipitated a  great deal 
of  concern, so much so that the national press again devoted considerable at-
tention to the issue.199 One elevator operator interviewed in Izvestiia in 1984 
referred to the nurse’s salary as “ridicu lous” and claimed that he would never 
let his  daughter enter the profession.200 But when asked if  they regretted their 
 career choice or wished they could change it, nurses generally replied in the 
negative and regretted only that their multitude of  vari ous responsibilities “left 
 little time for them to care for patients.”201 Despite  these mounting prob lems 
and worsening conditions in the early 1980s, nurses and nurse councils con-
tinued to or ga nize “best nurse” competitions to reward nurses for good “cul-
tural be hav ior” and a “communist attitude to work.”202 Po liti cal, ideological, 
and economic mobilization was so deeply embedded in the culture of  medi-
cal institutions and the lives of  their workers that they betrayed no signs of  a 
po liti cal system about to unravel. Prob lems had always existed,  after all.

At the Twenty- Sixth Party Congress in 1982, Brezhnev stated that the So-
viet person should “always and everywhere receive timely, qualified, and sen-
sitive medical assistance.”203 One of  the issues identified in Brezhnev’s speech 
was letters of  complaint from patients citing medical worker infringements 
and lack of  attention  toward  people. To this end, the party wanted to improve 
the quality of  medical ser vice and “moral relations in the sphere of  public 
healthcare.”204 Students in medical institutes  were to learn that “knowledge 
and morality” went hand in hand.205 Medical ethics essentially concerned 
norms of  “be hav ior and morals, professional duty, honor, conscience, and dig-
nity.”206  These norms or ethics  were to inform how medical workers inter-
acted with patients, their relatives, their colleagues, and society more generally. 
They  were most often discussed in detail with regard to professionalism and 
humanity and as a response to party calls to improve the standard of  public 
healthcare. Nurse publications had discussed the “moral character” of  medical 
workers since the 1950s. By the 1980s a “deontological code” that spoke more 
specifically to nurse- patient relations guided contributors.207 A. L. Ostapenko, a 
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professor who worked in the Ministry of  Health administration in Moscow and 
a regular contributor to medical journals, argued that nurses did not show 
enough compassion to patients. He wanted readers to understand that “mercy” 
was an impor tant ele ment in ethical and moral discussions.208 He also differenti-
ated between  legal and deontological norms between the nurse and the patient: 
medical institutes taught  legal standards and included doctor- patient confidenti-
ality, while deontology was more connected to care and “humanism.”209 The 
difference between cap i tal ist and socialist medical workers, Ostapenko wrote 
elsewhere, was that, in the former, a person’s duty was an individual rather than 
a collective issue, whereas the opposite was true in socialist ethics. Quoting 
Friedrich Engels, he stated: “ Every class and even  every profession has their own 
morals.”210

But  these efforts seemed to be in vain. One of  Yuri Andropov’s first tasks 
in power in 1982 was to prevent Soviet  people sliding into “an abyss of  com-
plete demoralization.”211 In 1985 a group of  patients from an unidentified but 
“well- known clinic” wrote a letter to a nurse that was published in Komsomol 
Truth (Komsomolʹskaia pravda). The patients informed the nurse that they 
dreaded her shifts and could not wait for them to end: her presence nullified 
the efforts of  doctors and other nurses, so that the patients had “no peace of  
mind.”212 They told her to  either change her be hav ior or get a diff er ent job.213 
Patients had complained throughout the Soviet period (and the above incident 
is reminiscent of  the Lesnikov and Prokofʹeva case from chapter 2), but the 
situation was so bad  under Gorbachev that some argued it undermined his 
leadership.214 The Soviet Union was by now a vast, creaking entity. The war 
in Af ghan i stan following Soviet military intervention in 1979 was costing lives, 
and Brezhnev himself  had become an embarrassment for Rus sians, who 
mocked his bemedaled chest and incoherence when delivering public speeches. 
Andropov ( until February 1984) and Konstantin Chernenko ( until March 1985) 
did not live or remain in power long enough to make a difference.

Gorbachev’s rise to power in 1985 wrought radical po liti cal change and a 
worsening crisis in the healthcare ser vice. By this time, the moral and ethical 
bar had lowered considerably. In major hospitals such as the Botkin, home to 
that seemingly propitious meeting with Nurse editors in 1952, “prob lems with 
 labor discipline,” including punctuality, leaving work early, and unfulfilled 
doctors’  orders, seemed rife.215 Se nior nurses agreed that they needed to be 
“more strict and principled about  these violations” and should promptly re-
view all cases of  misconduct.216 Se nior nurses also reported a lowering of  nurse 
discipline during night shifts.217 To tackle the prob lems, the Botkin’s council 
of  nurses proposed “strengthening discipline during night work by establish-
ing a brigade of  se nior nurses for night- time attendance to check sanitary 
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conditions and raise work discipline.”218  Those who  violated ethics and deon-
tology faced disciplinary mea sures.219 Some of  the violations included being 
drunk at work. Two nurses, who had worked in the neurological department 
for a year and a half,  were drunk while on duty in February 1987.220 The So-
viet government and the Ministry of  Health  were  under no illusions about 
the prob lems plaguing healthcare. Decrees issued in 1986 and 1987 made direct 
connections between improvements in public healthcare and medical work-
ers, specifically their standard of  living and qualifications. The decrees fi nally 
acknowledged that attestation was necessary for a wider range of   middle medi-
cal workers, including nurses in vari ous specializations.221

Patient care seemed to be at an all- time low, and good care now came at 
considerable cost for patients. Payment for medical ser vice had become a com-
mon and problematic feature of  public healthcare. One patient’s hospital ex-
penses in 1987 came to 100 rubles: 60 rubles for treatment and the rest for 
nursing care. Relatives covered the costs of  food, and his  mother paid a nanny 
to wash him. The patient was a head engineer and feared that  others might 
not be in a position to pay for care.222 A  woman complained that her husband’s 
hospital stay for medical tests cost the  family 300 rubles (50 rubles for a place 
in the ward, 1 ruble for clean sheets, and so on). Worst of  all was the mater-
nity hospital, which could cost 500 rubles.223 Medical personnel traditionally 
received a small token  after a child was born, but typically this was a ruble.224 
By the late 1980s, nurses expected 25 rubles for a newborn boy and 10 for a 
girl.225 Blaming bribery and corruption in socialist society on “old tsarist ways” 
would no longer fly. Communism was getting further out of  reach.

Still,  there  were  those who fervently continued to believe in communism 
and Lenin. The nurse Anna Andreevna Avseeva was one such person. She 
wrote a letter to a Leningrad newspaper setting out plans for a communist 
utopia “in the spirit of  Chernyshevsky” and told her story in the 1988 docu-
mentary film The Fourth Sleep of  Anna Andreevna (Chetvertyi son Anny An-
dreevny).226 Born on the day the Soviet state was established, she was a true 
believer in communism and the Communist Party, which she also explained 
in a letter to Brezhnev. Talking about her life, including time spent in the  labor 
camps and her firm commitment to setting up and  running a medical station 
in the town of  Bratsk, Irkutsk Province, nurse Avseeva demonstrates resilience 
and firmness and is dedicated to her dream of  building a communist utopia. 
Far away in a remote part of  Rus sia, we see glimpses of  her daily life and work. 
Even though she sterilizes syringes by boiling them, and clearly has a difficult 
life, she does not seem to grow despondent but argues that building commu-
nism is complicated. “Confused” by Gorbachev’s perestroika and not im-
pressed by Khrushchev, Avseeva has her own ideals.
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Back in Moscow, Minister of  Health Yevgeny Chazov was scathing in his 
comments about Soviet healthcare in 1987 and 1988. In several publications 
and speeches, he criticized its poorly trained doctors, dilapidated facilities, the 
lack of  equipment and medicines, low wages, corruption, and an inattentive 
attitude to patients.227 Polls also indicated high levels of  public dissatisfaction 
since the beginning of  the 1980s.228 The main reasons for the prob lems in the 
healthcare sector— namely, wage leveling, hierarchies, and corruption— had 
long been self- evident to many medical workers. Interviewed in the 1990 film, 
Oh, Thank You Doctor, an impassioned Chazov called “shame on the state and 
on himself  as minister” for failing medical workers.229 In the same film, Sulʹpovar 
(the impoverished surgeon) rails against  those in leadership positions who 
talked about the need for improvement—he was “not able to listen to this” and 
“ didn’t believe any slogans about  free medicine”  because it did not exist; in 
fact, he said, medicine was “getting more expensive” and perestroika was “just 
conversations”— “something needed to be done.” Seventy years of  socialism 
had not managed to produce an effective, functional healthcare system that 
provided good quality care to Soviet citizens. The closing scene of  Oh, Thank 
You Doctor captured the desperation and hope. Commenting on the birth of  
qua dru plets, the narrator won ders which baby  will be the  future president— a 
president who can solve all the prob lems in Soviet public healthcare.

The hope and optimism of  the mid-1950s and the 1960s quickly fizzled out. 
Ongoing spending on defense and military needs overshadowed consumer in-
terests. Increased spending on healthcare did not translate into better living 
and working conditions for medical workers or higher standards of  care for 
Soviet citizens. Initiatives to rally  people around collective activism in the pub-
lic interest could go only so far in masking deeper prob lems.  People might 
have believed in Khrushchev’s and Brezhnev’s ideological crusades to make 
the Soviet Union a more humanist place, asserting the superiority of  commu-
nism, but widespread corruption, bureaucracy, and negligence undermined 
the credibility of   these campaigns. The literary critic Vera Dunham famously 
described the “Big Deal” in late Stalinist society, that is, a kind of  social con-
tract between the state and members of  society, namely, the nomenclature and 
the intelligent sia.230 Medical workers  were not part of  any deal. The state did 
not depend on the loyalty of  medical workers— they  were hardly a power ful 
entity, and hence nurses and other  middle and ju nior medical workers contin-
ued to cope with low incomes and negotiated the system on their own terms.

But  there  were telltale signs that something was amiss with socialism, 
or at least the Soviet brand of  socialism. Harking back to the good old 
days of  the  Sisters of  Mercy and Pirogov— anathema to the original Soviet 
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proj ect— indicated that socialism might have been morally barren at its core. 
Victoria Smolkin has shown that atheism never  really took root in Soviet soci-
ety  because  people remained drawn to religious rituals and traditions, a void 
that atheism never quite filled.231 When the dust settled  after the  Great Patriotic 
War, the harsh realities of  life  under socialism returned. What could the Soviet 
state  really offer its  people?  After the initial euphoria of  success in space and 
scientific pro gress, the unrelenting everyday prob lems in securing housing, ac-
cess to good healthcare, and consumer shortages, as well as rising alcoholism 
and divorce rates, left a  bitter taste.

The world’s worst nuclear disaster in Chernobyl in 1986 was illustrative of  
ongoing disregard for  people’s health and well- being. But the scale of  Cher-
nobyl, and especially the slow official response in dealing with its aftermath, 
was a deeper manifestation of  the widespread lack of  responsibility in Soviet 
politics and society. Prob lems  were shunted aside or ignored. For nurses and 
other medical workers, the consequences of  socialist policy since the revolu-
tion took their toll. The physical and  mental scars of  terror, industrialization, 
famine, and war; the aging population; high levels of  drug abuse, alcoholism, 
and HIV, all placed medical workers and the healthcare system  under enor-
mous strain. Within a few years, the Soviet state would be no more.
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In the 1980s, Soviet public healthcare suffered 
from the wider sociopo liti cal crisis that engulfed the country. At a special in-
ternational nursing conference in Vienna in 1988, nurses from thirty- two Eu-
ro pean countries— including the Soviet Union— gathered to discuss issues 
affecting the profession.1 The conference led to a recommendation to the 
World Health Organ ization (WHO) whereby the governments of  all partici-
pant countries would introduce reforms in nursing. Some assert that the Vi-
enna conference instigated changes in Rus sian nursing in the form of  All- Union 
conferences and meetings called to discuss the profession.2 In November 1987 
the Ministry of  Health issued a resolution on the development and reconstruc-
tion of  Soviet healthcare in a twelve- year plan. The following year it intro-
duced a new study plan recognizing the “fundamentals of  nursing” as a 
discipline for the first time.3 While the nursing profession underwent reforms, 
the daily lives of  nurses continued to meet with hardship during and  after per-
estroika. As the Soviet state found ered eco nom ically (not to mention po liti cally), 
medical professionals and patients strug gled to cope with rapidly deteriorating 
conditions.

Nonetheless, reforming nursing was necessary and impor tant. Welfare ben-
efits and public healthcare  were,  after all, usually thought of  highly by Soviet 
citizens, who valued  free access to medical care.  Those interviewed as part of  
the Soviet interview proj ect4 considered public healthcare to be one of  the 
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features of  the Soviet system worth keeping if  the Bolshevik regime ended.5 
Although satisfaction levels depended on generation, gender, education, location, 
and economics, Soviet  people on the  whole appreciated socialized medicine.6 
Nursing reforms could represent an impor tant step to more wide- ranging 
healthcare reforms and better standards of  care.

But the proposed reforms of  the late 1980s  were not the first major efforts 
to overhaul nursing in line with international norms. The Soviet Union at-
tempted to address nursing prob lems a de cade  earlier when it signed up to 
implement international nursing standards alongside a host of  other countries. 
In 1979 it ratified the International  Labor Organ ization (ILO) and WHO’s 
Nursing Personnel Convention C 149 (1977), a response to the global short-
age of  nurses.7 It is worth citing the convention’s rationale:

Recognizing the vital role played by nursing personnel, together with 
other workers in the field of  health, in the protection and improvement 
of  the health and welfare of  the population, and . . .  noting that the pre-
sent situation of  nursing personnel in many countries in which  there is 
a shortage of  qualified persons and existing staff  are not always utilized 
to best effect, is an obstacle to the development of  effective health 
ser vices.8

To be sure, some of  the prob lems the Soviet Union was experiencing, at least 
in terms of  nursing,  were endemic to the Soviet system and had been for a 
long time. And while Soviet efforts to reform nursing require scrutiny in light 
of  a rapidly deteriorating economic and po liti cal situation at home, it is worth 
noting that reforms also took place within the context of  an unfavorable global 
climate for nursing. The nursing crisis was Soviet and international. The crisis 
also outlived the Soviet Union and major geopo liti cal shifts. As the ILO stated 
in its 2002 version of  the Nursing Personnel Convention, large numbers of  
trained personnel do not practice and shortages only lead to increased patient 
morbidity and mortality, vio lence in the workplace, and job dissatisfaction.9 
We need to view the serious prob lems that plagued the Soviet healthcare sys-
tem, and nursing in par tic u lar, through a broader lens.

Once released from the ideological constraints of  the Soviet Union and the 
debilitating military- industrial complex, nurses set about instigating change 
and engaging with colleagues in Eu rope and North Amer i ca. Education and 
training  were addressed first. In 1991, faculties of  nursing  were established in 
the Sechenov Medical Acad emy in Moscow and the Samara State Medical In-
stitute.10 Over a period of  four years, nurses, midwives, and feldshers would 
train as nursing lecturers and organizers.11 Rus sian nurses formed their own 
professional association in 1992 (legally registered in 1994), with Valentina 
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Sarkisova at its helm, and they joined the International Council of  Nurses 
(ICN) in 2005.12 When I asked Sarkisova about Rus sian nurses’ knowledge of  
the profession in the West, she explained that Soviet nurses  were aware of  
nurse movements abroad and that this knowledge helped shape Rus sian nurs-
ing in the 1990s:

We always heard about the professional nursing movement in the world. 
We  were familiar with the work of  Florence Nightingale and knew the 
domestic history as well, the efforts of  the Pirogov movement to advance 
nursing during the Crimean War. When we established our professional 
association, we knew about nursing associations in the world, in Amer-
i ca, Canada,  England, in many other countries— associations that could 
strongly influence nursing professionalism. So when we met American 
colleagues, we had a desire to develop a proj ect titled “New Nurse for 
the New Rus sia,” aimed at [an] increased influence of  nurses on their 
profession. Establishing the association was a natu ral step in implement-
ing the proj ect and  toward strengthening the nurses’ voice.13

Rus sian nurses  were and continue to be in dialogue with nurses elsewhere. 
Like nurses around the world, Rus sian nurses celebrate International Nurses 
Day on May 12, the anniversary of  Florence Nightingale’s birth. They welcome 
international links and exchanges. Indeed,  after interviewing Sarkisova, her col-
leagues offered me Danish cookies, a gift from nurses in Denmark who had 
recently met with Rus sian Nurses Association members.

The Rus sian Nurses Association liaises with the Rus sian Ministry of  Health, 
trade  unions, and other organ izations. It also has regional branches across the 
Rus sian Federation. Nurses in Rus sia fi nally have their own professional repre-
sen ta tion. A nursing code of  ethics followed in 1997, and discussions of  eth-
ics and deontology continue to this day.14 The Rus sian Nurses Association’s 
section on ethics deals with patient complaints at the regional level; com-
plaints deemed serious are dealt with at the national level by the Ministry of  
Health.15 Nowadays, nurses also have a much wider lit er a ture to read; when 
I asked a group of  three nurses from a cardiology unit in a St. Petersburg 
clinic if  they read Nurse or Medical Worker, and if  they found  these beneficial, 
they  were quick to let me know about the variety of  nursing lit er a ture avail-
able to them, including regional publications.16 And they said the lit er a ture is 
very helpful to them.

Reforms have undoubtedly improved the nursing profession in Rus sia. Steps 
 toward offering higher education to nurses have helped to stem the tide of  
nurses moving into medicine  after they qualify as nurses. This was a positive 
development. In Sarkisova’s words: “If  you love the nursing profession, you 
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have the opportunity to improve your qualification in that profession, and not 
become a doctor but a good nurse. It’s better to be a good nurse [laughs] than 
a bad doctor. It means that if  you love your profession, you can remain in it.”17 
Baccalaureate degrees in nursing  were approved only in 2013, although physi-
cians continue to teach in nursing programs.  After four years of  study, student 
doctors can work as nurses, as they did in the Soviet period; thus a tendency 
to see nursing as a stepping- stone to medicine remains. Although, this has 
benefits— nurses I interviewed said that doctors who worked as orderlies and 
nurses before qualifying as doctors had a good understanding of  the subtle-
ties of  each profession.18 Still, this is a hangover of  the Soviet system,  whether 
for good or bad.

Nursing in Rus sia, and globally, is confronted with many prob lems. Loving 
one’s profession is impor tant, but medical workers also need to be sufficiently 
remunerated for their commitment to what is an intellectually, physically, and 
emotionally difficult job. While some doctors and nurses receive good salaries, 
disparities nonetheless exist across the sector. Some Rus sian nurses in online fo-
rums complain about “miserly” wages, and  others claim to earn their salaries 
elsewhere, treating their nursing work as a hobby that gives them spiritual rather 
than material reward.19 While physicians maintain or increase their average sala-
ries internationally, nurses continue to see their salaries and purchasing power 
drop.20 According to the ICN, “ There is an urgent need to give the world’s nurses 
a pay rise and better working conditions in order to address the attractiveness of  
the profession.” It further warns that “all governments have a responsibility to 
ensure the safety and security of  their citizens and this includes having a suffi-
cient number of  healthcare professionals,  because the consequences of  not are 
detrimental to  human health and mortality.”21 When we are the patient lying in 
a hospital bed, do we  really want to be cared for by an overworked and exhausted 
nurse? And if  countries continue to undervalue nurses, paying them meager 
salaries, few  will be drawn to the profession.
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Almost fifty years  after war and revolution, pub-
lic healthcare standards remained low. An American Journal of  Nursing article, 
published in 1966, described a composite profile of  a Soviet nurse, written by 
an US nurse who had been living in Moscow for ten months. The nurse, “Na-
dia,” was “intensely proud of  both her profession and her country.”1 The au-
thor attributes this sense of  pride to the “system” or “tradition” of   free medical 
care that dated back to the nineteenth  century and that was still considered to 
be the root of  the high degree of  humanitarianism pre sent in the medical pro-
fessions in the 1960s. But pride could go only so far; the spirit of  humanitari-
anism was being suffocated by worsening economic and po liti cal conditions 
by the late 1970s.

Like socialism itself, the nursing profession in the Soviet Union underwent 
a crisis of  morality in the 1980s. The sense of  public hopelessness in Soviet 
healthcare was palpable by the end of  that de cade. The public healthcare sys-
tem had managed to survive the early 1920s, another time of  im mense des-
peration, and recovered from the devastation of  the  Great Patriotic War. But 
the world was a very diff er ent place in the 1980s, and the Soviet brand of  so-
cialism seemed to be of  a diff er ent time.  People traveled abroad and listened 
to foreign radio; they knew the Soviet Union lagged  behind Eu ro pean and 
North American standards of  living. The state could conceal the contradic-
tions no longer. It was trapped in the false dichotomies it had created.

Coda
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Nurses such as “Nadia” show us that  people  were committed to their jobs 
and to helping  others. But  there is no doubt that nurses and other medical 
workers  were disillusioned with socialism and the revolution. They  were disap-
pointed with the Soviet state and felt that they had been let down. Low salaries 
and miserable working and living conditions undermined their satisfaction 
with politics and ideology. Their daily lives seemed to be a constant  battle to 
make ends meet, and while the public health authorities recognized their diffi-
culties in princi ple, they continued to fail their medical workers in practice. 
Workers in industry  were lauded for their achievements, but medical workers 
did not quite fit that proletarian mold. Medical workers  were overwhelmingly 
 women, and female emancipation largely resulted in nurses and other medical 
workers carry ing a double burden. Class and gender obstacles marginalized 
many medical workers, and even the opportunities that the Soviet state granted, 
such as upward mobility, had its limitations as the medical profession as a  whole 
was not well remunerated. Upward mobility also tended to devalue nursing 
and create cadre deficits.

Questions around care  under communism tell us much about social val-
ues and responsibilities. In many ways, the Bolshevik revolution did not cause 
many of  the prob lems afflicting public healthcare. Turnover, issues about ju-
nior medical workers as primary caregivers, difficult living and working con-
ditions, and low pay already made life very hard for nurses and other medical 
workers. But successive governments never managed to sufficiently deal with 
 these  matters. The strug gle to balance medicine and care remained ongoing. 
Providing pay increases meant  little when wages already started from a low 
base and inflation was rising. That said, the princi ples and values under lying 
socialist healthcare  were admirable, and the mission to provide high standards 
of  care was always pre sent. Envisioning care  under communism was not com-
pletely utopian but often pragmatic and sometimes innovative. And while 
some Soviet citizens— not just the elites, but ordinary  people— did experience 
genuine care at the hands of  nurses, that was not a guarantee for all. The vari ous 
stakeholders in Soviet public healthcare spent a  great deal of  time discuss-
ing patient care, but  these discussions often remained just that. The military- 
industrial complex reigned supreme. Consequently, resources for areas such as 
healthcare suffered. Care is a basic  human right, not a utopian fantasy. Irrespec-
tive of  ideology, states need to properly provide for their nurses and patients.
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